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ABSTRACT 

At the time of settlement of the TWorthern Territory by South Australia in 1869, the 

Fannie Bay area was left outside the Darwin town boundary as public land. This 

thesis records the impact of planning, politics and land speculation on the area. 

Due to speculation, with little town land available for genuine settlers, a plan for a 

township at Fannie Bay was drawn up in the 1880s. However, early development of 

the area was by way of institutions and industrial projects. This continued afler South 

Australia handed over the TNorthem Territory to the Commonwealth in 1911. In 1914 

prime land at Fannie Bay was sold to a British company for the purpose of 

establishing a meatworks. While this project failed, in 1919 Fannie Bay became 

famous as the landing site of the first England-Australian flight. By the outbreak of 

World War II, Fannie Bay was established as a vital link in commercial aviation. 

In 1945 the Commonwealth resolved the issue of land held by absentee owners by 

compulsorily acquiring all privately owned property in the Darwin area. Between 

1937 and 1950, five town plans were created for Darwin, not one of which was 

completed to its original vision. In 1950 Fannie Bay was included within the Darwin 

town boundary. The suburb of Fannie Bay was the first new post-war suburb planned 

and built, and consisted mainly of Commonwealth housing. When Cyclone Tracy 

devastated Darwin in 1974, Fannie Bay survived relatively unscathed due to the 

stringent cyclone rulings in place at the time the suburb was built. 

In 1978 the Northern Territory was granted self-government. The leasehold system 

of land title in place since 1945 was changed to freehold. Most of the 

Commonwealth housing in Fannie Bay passed into private ownership. Due to 

community action, the Fannie Bay area remained largely free of the increased 

speculative developments of the 1990s, and the consequences of the collapse of the 

Darwin property boom in 2000. 
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Introduction 

in the early 1960s   mter-thsciphnanty was a novel, if not flagrantly heretical 

idea. Historians, who are more intellectually promiscuous than most disciplines, 

are perhaps predisposed towards it, and one of the mtrigumg themes in the history 

of Australian urban studies is the role which historians ... .have played as midwives, 

synthesisers and populansers. 

Graenie Davison, 1966, Australian urban studies: the emergence of an idea.1  

The use of the term 'boundary' in the title of this thesis was initially adopted to 

emphasise that the subject of research, the suburban area of Fannie Bay, had from 

settlement of the Northern Territory in 1869 until 1950 lain outside of the town 

boundary of the capital, Darwin. In attempting to place Fannie Bay within the 

context of both the history of urban planning in the Northern Territory, and of 

planning developments in Australia and elsewhere, it became clear that the word 

could be used in a broader sense, as a theme or framework, within which a range of 

interrelated issues could be addressed. Boundaries are not restricted to lines drawn 

on maps, or marked by walls or fences. There are less tangible social, political and 

demographic boundaries, all of which affect the development and nature of 

communities. Decisions regarding land-usage made at the political level, often based 

on speculative investment in land rather than community needs, can influence and, as 

has been the case in Fannie Bay, create many of these boundaries. 

Graeme Davison, 1996, Australian urban studies: the emergence of an idea, in Tony Dingle (ed.), 

The Australian City - Future/Past: Proceedings of the Third Australian Planning History/Urban 

History Conference, Melbourne, 11-14 December 1996, Office of Continuing Education, Monash 

University, Melbourne, p.  291. 
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While the main focus and aim of this work is to provide an overview of land use and 

urban planning of Fannie Bay between 1869 and 2001, it is written from the 

perspective of an historian rather than that of a professional town planner. It is not 

about the how of planning or the technical details, but rather the why. It looks at the 

reasons why Fannie Bay has been the constant subject of planning and land-use 

changes over the years since settlement of the Northern Territory. It also looks at the 

impact this has had on the local environment and residents, including the traditional 

Aboriginal custodians of the land around Darwin, the Larrakia. 

The choice of subject was influenced by two factors. The first was my personal 

interest in the impact of urban planning, and changing styles of architecture, on 

landscape and society. This interest began during the 1950s in Ireland, grew while 

living on the Spanish island of Mallorca in the 1960s, and intensified while resident 

of Australia from the early 1970s. In all three places the pattern was the same, with 

many old and beautiful buildings being demolished to make way for graceless high-

rise blocks of offices, hotels or apartments, destruction that did not appear to provide 

long-term benefits for the local population. In Darwin in the 1990s I could see the 

same pattern gathering pace, and joined several of the residents' action groups 

formed to protest against inappropriate development, and the destruction of Darwin's 

unique tropical architecture and environment. 

The second factor to influence choice of urban planning as the area of research was 

that, while people who joined planning action groups in Darwin were genuinely 

concerned about planning issues, there was a widespread lack of understanding in the 

community of both planning, and the planning process. This was noted in a 1998 

review of planning in the Northern Territory. That people tended to react adversely 

to planning proposals, rather than become involved in the early planning stages, was 

identified as the major source of friction between residents and developers. The 
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review recommended that education was needed to inform the public as to planning, 

and the process involved.2  

There was also ignorance in the community of the history of town and urban 

planning, and how planning decisions have impacted, positively or negatively, on 

society. While many people were aware that government housing in Darwin could be 

purchased at a reasonable cost during the 1950s and 1960s, they did not understand 

why this was no longer the case. Few realised that the post-World War II years 

marked a unique era in Australian government involvement in urban planning and in 

the provision of housing,  and understood the significance of the change of emphasis 

during the 1970s to a private sector driven housing market. The aim of this thesis is 

to provide an historical overview of how urban planning has impacted on Darwin, in 

particular on the Fannie Bay area. 

Fannie Bay as a specific research area was a logical choice. The post - World War II 

suburb of Fannie Bay was the first suburb in Darwin to be built along modern 

planning lines. It was also the first suburb to consist largely of government housing. 

The provision of housing for all Commonwealth employees, rather than simply the 

elite upper level bureaucrats as had previously been the established practice, was the 

central factor in turning Darwin from a struggling township of a few thousand people 

to a bustling and energetic city. The Fannie Bay area is also unique in that it has an 

earlier planning  history. It was, quite separately from the town plan for Darwin laid 

down in 1869, surveyed and sub-divided in the I880s, when the Northern Territory 

was still part of South Australia. 

Any overall study of town and urban planning in the Northern Territory is 

complicated by the fact that planning has been largely determined by decisions made 

2  Earl James 1998,A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process which Resuitfrom the 

Operation of The Planning Act 1993, Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, 

Darwin, p. 29. 
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elsewhere. The complications arise from the fact that since 1863 the Northern 

Territory has been governed by three separate administrations: from 1863 to 1911 by 

South Australia; from 1911 to 1978, by the Commonwealth of Australia; and since 

self-government in 1978 by an elected Northern Territory government. This is in 

contrast to the Australian states, all of which had their own governments and 

therefore control of land-use and planning by the middle of the nineteenth century. 

This fragmented administrative background has given the Northern Territory a 

distrnctly different planning history. 

There are, however, certain areas in which the Northern Territory has faced planning 

related problems similar to those of other parts of Australia. Land speculation, much 

of it involving overseas investment, was a phenomenon that was part of the fabric of 

Australian settlement, but it had a particularly harmful impact on the Northern 

Territory. That absentee speculators in Adelaide and London bought up most of the 

urban and rural land in the Northern Territory before actual settlement by South 

Australia in 1869, proved to be a major factor in hindering early economic and 

population growth. Land speculation was also directly responsible for the fact that, 

within five years of settlement of the Northern Territory, there were calls to survey 

and sub-divide public land at Fannie Bay to provide allotments for genuine settlers. 

A major problem faced in starting research on this thesis was that modern town and 

urban planning in Darwin is a subject on which, apart from commissioned reports 

and mentions in general histories of the Northern Territory, there is a frustrating lack 

of published material. In 1999 the search for publications unearthed only two 

relevant works. The first was a 1979 book section by S.A. King, 'More Than Meets 

the Eye', which covered the planning and reconstruction of Darwin after Cyclone 

Tracy in 1974. The other was my own B.A. Honours thesis, published in 1997 as 

S. A. King, 1979, More than meets the eye: land-use change in Darwin after Cyclone Tracy, 

in Two Northern Territory Urban Studies, North Australia Research Unit, The Australian National 

University, Darwin. 
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Bag-huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats, which documented the town plans produced for 

Darwin between 1937 and 1950. This hardly constituted a vast library of 

knowledge, and provided little opportunity to quote and compare the works of a 

number of authors on the subject. 

In 2001 two publications added to the sparse literature on planning related issues. 

Thomas Mitchell's 'Bullocky Point: from market garden to museum and art gallery', 

covered the history and development of a small but important area of Fannie Bay. In 

the Eye of the Storm: Darwin 's Development, Cyclone Tracy and Reconstruction, by 

George Redmond, Director of Works in the Northern Territory from 1962 to 1977, 

provided first-hand information on the changes brought about in planning and 

housing style directives in the wake of Cyclone Tracy in 1974.6  Of even greater 

value was Redmond's unpublished material. When contacted, Redmond, then 

nearing age ninety, was still forging ahead with his manuscript on the history of 

public works in the Northern Territory from 1824, which he kindly gave me 

permission to use. 

Eve Gibson, 1997, Bag-huts bombs and Bureaucrats: The History of the Impact of Tovn 

Planning and Land Acquisition on the Town and People of Darwin /93 7-1950, Historical Society 

of the Northern Territory, Darwin. Articles based on the work include, 1998, A planners dream - A 

citizen's nightmare: town planning for the tropical town of Darwin 1930-1950, in Robert Freestone, 

1998, (ed.), The Twentieth Century Planning Erperience: Proceedings of the 8'' International 

Planning History Society Conference and 4th  Australian Planning/Urban History Conference, 

University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, 15-18 July 1998, University of New South Wales, 

Sydney. An expanded version was published under the same title in Australian Planner, 

Vol. 35 No. 4, 1998. 

Thomas Mitchell, 2001, From market garden to museum and art gallery, Journal of Northern 

Territory History, Issue No. 12, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin, pp.  27-36. 
6  George Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm: Darwin 's Development, Cyclone Tracy and 

Reconstruction, Northern Territory Government, Department of Transport and Works, Darwin. 

George Redmond, 2001, A History of Public Works in the Northern Territory since 1824, CD of 

draft work, Institution of Engineers Australia, Northern Division, Darwin. 
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The scarcity of published material relating to town planning and urban development 

in Darwin is hardly surprising, given that it is a relatively new area of research. In 

the mid-1960s there was little literature on Australian urban studies worth noting, 

and not much at an international level.8  This situation was addressed in Australia by 

the formation in 1965 of the Urban Research Unit [URU], established at the 

Australian National University in Canberra within the Research School of Social 

Sciences. Historian Noel Butlin played a pivotal role in the formation of URU, and 

historians, described by (Iraeme Davison as 'intellectually promiscuous' and 

therefore more disposed than most disciplines to interdisciplinary research, played a 

major role in the promotion and expansion of the new area of research. The URU 

was, however, an area of co-operation between disciplines. Butlin's vision of the 

inter-disciplinary nature of urban studies was implicit in the specialist areas of the 

first three appointees to the URU, later renamed the Urban Research Program [URP]. 

Oxford graduate Max Neutze, appointed in 1965 to head the URU, was an 

agricultural economist. Patrick Troy was a civil engineer, who later developed an 

interest in urban studies and went to London to study town planning. Peter Harrison 

was also a town planner, and moved to the URU from his position as Chief Planner 

in Canberra. The diverse backgrounds and qualifications of those chosen to pioneer 

research at the URU reflected the advice given by the English social historian Asa 

Biggs, who visited Australia in 1961. He argued that Australian cities were ripe for 

serious scholarly study and urged that such studies should be 'historical, comparative 

and interdisciplinary' . 

Early research undertaken by the URU ranged from town planning to urban policy, 

and encompassed social issues such as poverty in the cities and surveys of urban life. 

As described by Patrick Troy, the URU focused on the 'history, planning, 

development, administration, infrastructure, social, economic and environmental 

8  Davison, 1996, Australian urban studies, p. 292. 

Davison, 1996, Australian urban studies, p. 291. 



aspects of Ausiralian cities'.'() This, summed up succinctly by Max Neutze, was 'to 

understand what makes the cities tick'. 

As an historian writing without training in the fields of either urban studies or town 

planning, an anthology of works edited by Richard T. LeGates and Frederic Stout, 

both lecturers in urban studies in America, provided a comprehensive overview of 

major publications published during the twentieth century on town planning, and the 

newer field of urban research. They compiled the work in response to the increasing 

demand, from both students and colleagues, for access to their personal libraries, and 

material that they had collected over thirty years: 

We realised that a systematic organisation of the best writings we use to satisfy 

both requests would make a good anthology to introduce students of urban studies 

and town planning to the field and to supplement course texts used n these and 

other courses concerned with cities. 12 

The City Reader contains what LeGates and Stout regard as essential writings, newer 

works and extensive bibliographic references to many more. They stress that it is an 

international, and an interdisciplina?y anthology, and that some of the works 

included do not fit into any conventional discipline. Like Troy and Neutze, LeGates 

and Stout define the role of urban studies as seeking to understand cities, and 

complementary to courses in town planning, where students are explicitly trained to 

work as city planners. 'We feel planning should be informed by understanding and 

that understanding can be enhanced by studying planning." 

10  Patrick Troy, 1996, The Urban Research Program: a personal view of its history, in Dingle (ed.), 

The Australian City - Future/Past p.279. 
" Davison, 1996, Auslralian urban studies, p. 292. 
12  Richard T. LeGates and Frederic Stout (eds.), 2000 (first published 1996), The City Reader, 

Routledge, London and New York, p. xv. 
13  Legates and Stout (eds.), 2000, The City Reader, pp. xv-xvi. 
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With no theses on urban planning produced in the Northern Territory to use as role 

models or sources of information, and with land-speculation a core element of my 

research, Leome Sandercock's 1974 doctoral thesis, undertaken at the URU, proved 

invaluable. Her work, on planning, property and politics in Australia from 1900, had 

as its main thrust the politics of city planning, and the social effects that resulted 

from planning decisions.'4  It looked at land speculation, and how elite groups of 

speculators in the Australian cities of Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide operated. 

The land speculation activities of the Adelaide establishment were particularly 

relevant to the Northern Territory. Sandercock's thesis, published in 1975 as Cities 

for Sale, ' and again in America in 1990 under the title Property, Politics and Urban 

Planning,'6  was pioneering in that it documented the history of urban planning in 

Australia. In a 1979 publication, The Land Racket, Sandercock produced a work in 

which, omitting the academic practice of footnoting every fact - or 'foot and note 

disease', she documented a short history and analysis of land speculation in Australia 

that could be read and understood in the wider community.17  

Sandercock has since admitted that, at the time of writing her thesis, she was 

influenced by neo-Marxist theory, and the heady, reformist times in which she was 

writing, the short 1972-197 5 era of the Whitlam Labor government.'8  She was also 

14  Leonie Sandercock, 1974, Property Power and Politics: A History of City Planning in Adelaide, 

Melbourne and Sydney since 1900, Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 

degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the National University, Canberra, p. vii. 

15 Leonie Sandercock, 1977 (second edition), Cities for Sale: Property, politics and urban planning 

in Australia, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne. 
16  Leonie Sandercock, 1990, Property, Politics and Urban Planning: A History ofAustralian City 

Planning 1890-1990, Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick. 
17  Leonie Sandercock, 1979, The Land Racket: The real costs ofproperiy speculation, for the 

Australian Association of Socialist Studies Inc., Lincoln Litho Pry. Ltd., (no place named), p. 106. 
18  Sandercock, 1990, Property, Politics and Urban Planning, p. 11. 



influenced by the work of economic historian Hugh Siretton,19  whose anger at the 

un-equal distribution of land and wealth in Australia was voiced in Ideas for 

Australian Cities.2°  On the first page of Cities for Sale, Sandercock attacked the 

inequalities of a 'capitalist' economy: 

City planning in Australia. has failed to improve the welfare of our city dwellers 

and unless we understand why, our urban planners will continue to devise counter- 

productive land-use plans and our urban policy makers will perpetuate the series of 

income transfers from the poor to the rich which has accompanied the urban 

planning process in the past.2' 

Sandercock, like Stretton, chose to use the simple word 'poor'. For Stretton the 

decision was a conscious one. He preferred to use 'rich' and 'poor', rather than 

describing the poor in terms such as 'underprivileged socioeconomic strata' 22  I have 

followed Stretton's lead in avoiding such convoluted terms that, I feel, subtly de-

humanise the poor in our society. That the poor are still with us is a reflection on 

how, since the publication of Stretton's work in 1970, there has been an increasing 

abandonment by governments in first world countries, including Australia, of 

modern planning principles and involvement in the provision of low-cost housing. 

The changes brought about by the early twentieth century modern planning 

movement, and its influence in Australia, was the subject of Robert Freestone' s 

doctoral thesis, published in 1989 as Model Communities: The Garden City 

Movement in Australia.23  Undertaken at the Centre for Environmental and Urban 

19  Sandercock acknowledged Stretton's suggestions in her thesis. 
20 Hugh Stretton, 1970, Ideas for Australian Cities, Georgian House, Melbourne. 

21 Sandercock, 1977, Cities for Sale, p. 1 
22 Stretton, 1970, Ideas for Australian Cities, p. 3 (actually page 4 but misprint). 

23  Robert Freestone, 1989, Model Communities: The Garden City Movement in Australia, 

Nelson, Melbourne. 



Studies at Macquarie University, under the supervision of Leonie Sandercock, 

Freestone's work is vastly different in its approach and presentation. Where 

Sandercock concentrated on the social and political aspects of planning, with her 

thesis and subsequent publications consisting entirely of text, Freestone's beautifully 

illustrated Model Communities contains a wealth of visual information by way of 

maps and photographs. The work documents the Garden City movement from its 

birth in Britain with the publication in 1898 of Ebenezer Howard's Tomorrowl A 

Peaceful Path to Real Reform, better known by its later title Garden Cities of 

Tomorrow, to the spread of the movement in Australia. Tomorrow! was Howard's 

response to the growing concerns amongst both reformists and governments in the 

nineteenth century at the increase in disease, crime and social unrest in the squalid 

slums of Europe's overcrowded cities. He proposed the creation of a series of self-

contained townships away from the major cities, in which workers would be decently 

housed and surrounded by space and trees. Not all of Howard's more radical ideas as 

to distribution of land were adopted, but the concept of planned 'garden cities' 

spread rapidly beyond Britain to other countries, including Australia. 

Model Communities and An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning in Australia 

by Sir John Sulman, Australia's first lecturer in town planning,24  provided an insight 

into the influence of Howard and the Garden City movement on Brisbane Town 

Planner R.A. McTnnis. In 1940 Mclnnis produced a comprehensive town plan for 

Darwin, aimed at transforming it from a shabby shantytown into a modern tropical 

city. It was Mclnnis who first proposed the post-war residential development of 

Fannie Bay, and in a second report in 1944 included a plan for a new garden suburb 

along modern planning lines. 

24  John Sulman, 1921, 1921, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning in Australia, 

Government Printer of New South Wales, Sydney. 
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An aspect noted in reading works related to urban planning and issues was, that they 

rarely mentioned, or credited, the role played by local communities and individuals 

in bringing about changes to planning decisions. One work found that proved an 

exception was Michael Jones' North Sydney ]7881988.25  Published by the 

Municipality of North Sydney as a Bicentennial project in 1988, the work was 

distributed to North Shore residents. Clearly aimed at the general public rather than 

academics, the work is frustrating as a research source in that, while it contains a 

short bibliography, it does not provide individual references. That flaw aside, North 

Sydney 1788-1988 is a fascinaling study of the changes that have taken place over 

two centuries. It includes a history of land-use and land ownership, of buildings from 

workers cottages of the 1800s to modern high-rise developments, vested interests 

and political intrigue, residents' action groups and the planning issues, and the 

changes in demography and local council boundaries over the years. The work 

includes numerous photographs and maps illustrating the history of the area. 

Entwined throughout North Sydney are the actions and names of local residents who 

fought governments and developers over land issues. Public agitation over land as a 

constant in Australian society is illustrated by a case from the 1860s, when local 

residents fought a long-running battle to have part of the foreshore land held by 

wealthy landowners opened up for public access and recreation.26  At times it was an 

individual that spearheaded protests. One person named on several occasions is Mrs 

A. G. Hilliard, who in 1951 started her private war with the North Sydney Council 

over its zoning of land to allow for factories. She successfully led a campaign to 

have 2000 homes in the area rezoned from industrial to residential.27  

While some might regard such details as extraneous, I found the information on the 

role played by residents in determining planning outcomes, and the actual naming of 

25  Michael Jones, 1988, North Sydney 1788-1988, Allen and Unwrn, Sydney 

26  Jones, 1988, North Sydney, pp. 52-59. 
27  Jones, 1988, North Sydney, p. 231. 
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many activists rather than simply a passing reference to a 'residents action group' or 

'action taken by residents', fascinating. It added life and character to North Sydney, 

and illustrated how individuals and small groups of concerned people can fight, and 

often win, planning battles. In the new introduction to Property, Politics and Urban 

Planning, written fifteen years after the work was originally published as Cities for 

Sale, Sandercock noted that the role played by citizens with regards planning had not 

yet been fully acknowledged by planning historians: 

• .anyone who has been involved in planning issues, at whatever level of politics, 

can give examples of instances where, if a certain individual, or group, or class of 

people had not been at the time fighting for whatever it was they were fighting for, 

then the outcome would have been very different 

In a recent work, Making the Invisible Visible, Sandercock also provided a definition 

of planning history, as distinct from urban history. My thesis is a history about 

planning, but is it a planning history - or does it fall into the category of an urban 

history? Sandercock made a clear distinction between the two. In her view, while 

urban historians seek to make sense of the city in all its vast multiplicity, planning 

historians tiy to make sense of planning interventions in cities and regions: 

To do the latter presupposes a definition of planning, both as a set of ideas and as a 

body of practices .... A second distinction stems from the fact that planning is a field 

of practice, of action. Thus planning historians are usually politically interested 

and involved in outcomes... - in ways that urban historians may not be. 29  

28  Sandercock 1990, Properly, Poli€ics and Urban Planning, pp. 25-26. 

Leome Sandercock, 1998, Framing insurgent historiographies for planning, in Leonie Sandercock 

(ed), Making the Visible Invisible: A Multicultural Planning History, University of California Press, 

Berkeley, p. 3. 
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While politically interested and involved in planning outcomes, I am equally 

fascinated by what may be seen as part of the 'vast multiplicity' of the city in the 

form of its people and how they live, or lived. I am also fascinated by how certain 

dedicated, but little-known, individuals influenced local planning and architecture. 

For this reason I have, where possible, referenced the biographies of people 

mentioned in the work, and named those involved with local planning battles. This 

may, at times, appear to provide superfluous detail. However, as no general history 

of the Fannie Bay area has to date been written, and as many of the people who 

coninbuted to this research are elderly, the opportunity was taken to record their 

details and their memories of housing and planning in Darwin over the years. 

Mentioned as a reference source throughout this thesis, and often quoted, is F. J. 

(Jim) Buchanan. Just one of the old-timers contacted for possible information with 

regards to planning for Darwin in the post-World War II era, Buchanan proved a 

mine of information. He forwarded over a hundred detailed pages recounting his 

experiences as a young engineer in Darwin between 1947 and 1953, and his 

involvement with the planning issues of the time.3°  That his memories were, apart 

from a few minor lapses as to names and dates, clear was confirmed in checking 

archival material. George Redmond, as already mentioned, also provided first-hand 

information, and his unpublished manuscripts. In Darwin, Vern O'Brien contributed 

his experiences as a cadet surveyor during the post-war planning of Darwin, and 

provided first-hand information about the personalities involved. 

No less valuable was the feminine perspective provided by Beth Hogan and Jean 

Vickery, both of whom have lived in Fannie Bay, in the same houses, since the early 

1950s. They shared their vivid recollections of life in the then new suburb, details on 

the housing of the time, their experiences of Cyclone Tracy in 1974, and changes 

° F. J. Buchanan, 2000, The Rebeilding of Darwin 1946-1953. Thirty-two page manuscript held 

by Eve Gibson. This and other Buchanan manuscripts to be archived at Charles Darwin University. 
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that have taken place in Fannie Bay over the past fifty years. Jacqueline O'Brien 

provided memories from an earlier era, her childhood in the 1930s when her family 

owned the only licensed hotel in the Fannie Bay area. 

The necessity to rely heavily on oral history was driven by the lack of material on 

planning held in archives, and by the process, taking place during the period of 

research, of the re-evaluation and transference of many relevant files from The 

National Archives of Australia in Darwin [NAA NTI to the Northern Territory 

Archives Service [NTAS. There are serious gaps in archival material held relating to 

planning in the Northern Territory. This may be due to the changes in administration 

of the Northern Territory over the years, and to changes within government 

departments. The destruction of archival material at departmental level appears to 

have been considerable. An example of this was the discovery during my 1980s 

research on Darwin town planning of material that had been rescued by a town 

planner in the Department of Lands from a skip destined for the dump. The material 

turned out to be the personal papers of town planner RA. Mchanis, donated to the 

department in 1980. The collection provided material, until then unavailable in either 

Commonwealth or Northern Territory archives, relating to post-war planning for 

Darwin, personal letters, handwritten drafts of Mclnnis' 1940 and 1944 Darwin town 

plans and original copies of the town plans produced for Darwin in 1937 and 1943.31 

While the Melnnis papers were saved, the same good fortune did not eventuate with 

regards to material relating to Arthur Miller, co-author with Mclnnis of the 1944 

Darwin town plan and Chief Surveyor and Surveyor-General of the Northern 

Territory from 1940 until 1964.32  As there is little evidence left in Department of 

Lands, now Department of Lands, Planning and Environment [DLPE], records to 

show that Miller ever existed, it was necessary to largely reconstruct his role in the 

31  Tovn planner Graham Bailey has since donated the material to archives in Darwin, 

NAA[NT] CRS:E1131/2. 
32  The dual role is explained in chapters seven - Patchwork Planning. 
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post-war planning of Darwin, and the planning of Fannie Bay. This was done by way 

of Miller's letters and reports on record in the well-archived files of the Northern 

Territory Adininisiration, through his correspondence with Mclnnis, a taped 1983 

interview, and information provided by Vem O'Brien and F. J. Buchanan, both of 

whom had worked closely with Miller during the post-World War II era. 

Another archival loss appears to be that of the plans prepared for the East Point 

section of Fannie Bay by town planner Harcourt Long during the 1960s. During my 

1980s research these plans, showing a proposed university on the site and an 

alternative plan for residential development, were sighted in the library of the 

Department of Lands. With the closure of the library during the 1990s, it seems that 

much of the material held has been disposed of as no longer relevant. While maps 

were discovered that marked the location of the proposed university, Long's detailed 

drawings could not be found either in the restructured Department of Lands, 

Planning and Environment, or held in archives. The loss to researchers of specialist 

in-house libraries has increased in recent years. In The Use and Abuse of Australian 

History Graeme Davison noted that, as part of the trend to 'downsizing' and 

'contracting' by organisations, many long-established libraries containing valuable 

historic material were marked for sale or disposal.33  

Faced with the fragmented nature of research resources related to planning, and the 

complexities of dealing with three separate periods of administration in the Northern 

Territory, in writing this thesis I decided to place the study of urban planning within 

the framework of the history of the Northern Territory. In this I was influenced by 

the work of geographer D.W. Meinig. In On the Margins of the Good Earth, a work 

widely used in the early chapters of this thesis, Meinig noted that while his original 

intention was to concentrate on the settlement of the South Australian wheat frontier 

33  (li-acme Davison, 2000, The Use andAbuse ofAustrahan H&ory; Allen and Unwin, 

Sydney, p. 235. 
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between 1869 and 1884, he had felt compelled to address broader issues of the 

colomsation of South Australia at the time. He was aware of the possible reaction by 

some critics: 

I have been conscious of the fact that the veiy attempt to serve both raises the 
danger of satisfying neither. The one may well despair of the seeming morass of 
local details, the other may view the attempts to set the over-all context of the 
inquiry as extraneous and my summary coverage of South Australian 
developments. .. as hopelessly superficia1. 34  

Michael Williams' work The Making of the South Australian Landscape35  provided 

much of the detail on early planning models used for the towns established in South 

Australia and the Northern Territory. Both Meinig and Williams, also a geographer, 

analysed the consequences of unsustainable expansion and massive land speculation. 

They also documented the role played by the surveyor-planners of the nineteenth 

century, including the influence of G.W. Goyder, Surveyor General of South 

Australia and planner of the township of Palmerston [later known as Darwinl in 

1869. Few writing on the evolution of planning in Australia have fully credited either 

the 'grid' system of planning used by surveyors, or the role of surveyors as planners. 

They are, apart from William Light whose plan for Adelaide influenced Ebenezer 

Howard's concept of 'Garden City', largely ignored in modern planning history. As 

noted by Helen Proudloot: 

D. W. Meinig, 1976 (third edition), On the Margins ofthe Good Earth: The South Australian 

Wheat FrontEerl869-1884, Rigby, Adelaide. Introduction, pages not numbered. 
14  Michael Williams, 1974, The Ma king of the South Australian Landscape: A Study in the Historical 

Geography ofAusiralia, Academic Press, London. 
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The ordered, standardised, predictable grid, its virtues forgotten, became relegated 

to the past, and emerging town planning consciousness claimed it held the key to 

order, amenity and beauty through new techniques tailored to modem times.36  

In searching for a work that might provide a concise outline as to the possible and 

proven impact of land speculation and unsustainable development, the nearest found 

to a formula was contained in a 1982 work by Philip Pearce. In The Social 

Psychology of Tourist Behaviour, Pearce analysed the response by visitors to 

established tourism destinations that had been substantially changed by development. 

In a series of comparative studies he looked at the impact of development on places 

such as Hawaii, Acapulco, Mallorca and, in Australia, the Gold Coast. Pearce 

constantly returned to what might be considered a 'profile' of what had occurred in 

many places reliant on tourism, but could equally be applied to urban areas subjected 

to excessive development due to changes in zoning: 

- Unspoilt place with unique character attracts tourists and a permanent 

population. 

- New buildings and amenities initially bring about welcome change. 

- Excess of development causes loss of attractive character, and becomes 

element responsible for loss of tourists and departure of many long-term 

residents. 

- Long-term consequence is often environmental, social and economic disaster.37  

36  Helen Proudfoot, 2000, Founding cities in mneteenth-centwy Australia, in Stephen Hamnett 

and Robert Freestone (eds.), The Australian Metropolis: A Planning History, Allen and Unwin, 

Sydney, p. 26. 
17 Philip L. Pearce, 1982, The Social Psychology of Tourist Behaviour, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 

This 'profile' was drawn from numerous references made by Pearce to common factors in the demise 

of established tourism destinations due to over-development. 
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While this scenario may not occur in every instance, it is common enough to be 

worthy of note. It certainly unfolded in precisely that manner in Mallorca, where I 

lived for five years during the I960s. The island, at the time a paradise of natural 

beauty and glorious Moorish architecture, is now a cement wilderness of apartments 

and budget hotels. The wealthy residents and visitors, and the artists and writers have 

long since moved on, and colourful Spanish waterfront tavemas have been replaced 

by rows of imitation German bier kellers and 'olde English' pubs. This pattern of 

development has, with local variations, been replicated in Darwin in recent years. 

The choice of a chronological framework for the thesis was a matter of personal 

preference. While this traditional style of writing history has lost some favour in 

recent years, I fully agree with Graeme Davison that a chronological approach 

retains essential elements of history that are often lost in histories written as a series 

of separate issues: 

We need a serviceable map of the past as well as the skills to read it. Only as they 

have seen their discipline merged into generalized 'Studies of Society and 
Environment' have historians and teachers awakened to the loss that occurs when 
historical content is divorced from its chronological framework and from historical 
methods of interpretation. Something more is involved in studying events in 
sequence and in their historical context than treating those events as isolated 
specimens of 'revolution', or 'race relations' or 'gender politics' . 38 

The thesis is composed of three sections, and several of the chapters were used as the 

basis of articles written and published during the course of research. Part One covers 

the era from 1869 to World War R. It provides the historical background to 

settlement of the Northern Territory by South Australia; the consequences of land 

sales before survey and the impact of land speculation by Adelaide and London 

38  Davison, 2000, The Use andAbuse ofAustralian History, p. 263. 
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investors on settlement,39  the planning of Darwin and the sub-division of land at 

Fannie Bay by surveyors, and early land use of the Fannie Bay area. It also 

chronicles the transfer of the Northern Territory from South Australia to the 

Commonwealth in 1911, the environmental and economic impact of the construction 

of a massive meatworks built in Fannie Bay, and the emergence of aviation, based at 

an aerodrome in Fannie Bay, as a vital element in the development of the Northern 

Territory. This section concludes with the buildup of defence infrastructure in Fannie 

Bay during the 1930s, the military use of the aerodrome, and the Japanese bombings 

of Darwin during World War IL 

Part Two is the largest section, and is concentrated on post-World War II planning 

and architecture up to Cyclone Tracy in 1974. It documents the post-war plans 

produced for Darwin, several plans for a proposed new suburb at Fannie Bay,4°  and 

the housing styles adopted in both private and Commonwealth housing in the 

suburb.4' It records the impact of compulsory acquisition by the Commonwealth of 

all privately owned property in the Darwin area in 1945, the extension in 1950 of the 

Darwin town boundary to include Fannie Bay, the problems faced in the 

administration and planning of Darwin from Canberra and Melbourne, and the 

friction this created at both the local and the national level. This section concludes 

39  Eve Gibson, 2000, Planning in chains: the effect of speculation on planning ideals in Darwin 

1869-2000, in Christine Garnaut and Stephen Hamnett (eds.), FdIh Australian Urban Planning 

History Conference: Conference Proceedings, Adelaide 13-15 April 2000, University of South 

Australia, Adelaide, 201-211. 
4° Eve Gibson, 2002, A loss for planning - a gain for heritage: post World War II planning for 

Darwin's Fannie Bay, in David Jones (ed.), 20 f' Century Heritage: Our Recent Cultural Legacy, 

Proceedings of the Australia ICOMOS National Conference 28 November —1 December 2001, The 

University of Adelaide, Adelaide, pp.300-304. 
41  Eve Gibson, 2001, Through the louvres: post- World War II planning and architecture for Fannie 

Bay in tropical northern Australia, Bulletin of the International Planning History Society, Vol. 23, 

Numbers 1 and 2, London, 45-5 5. 
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with the devastation caused by Cyclone Tracy, the high survival rate of housing in 

Fannie Bay, and the new styles of housing introduced after the cyclone. 

Part Three documents the changes that took place after the Northern Territory was 

granted self-government in 1978. A major change introduced by the new government 

was that of freehold title to land, rather than leasehold. Changes that related 

specifically to the Fannie Bay area were the closure of the North Australia Railway 

and the Fannie Bay Gaol, both of which had provided employment in the area for 

nearly a century. In 1982 the northern boundary of the suburb of Fannie Bay was 

permanently marked by the success of Aboriginal activists in achieving land rights to 

a section of adjacent urban land, and by the construction of a road through Fannie 

Bay to the northern suburbs of Darwin. As surplus Commonwealth housing, 

previously occupied by employees of the railway and the gaol, was sold to private 

purchasers, the demography of the area changed. The final chapters cover the 

increase in activity during the 1990s of residents' groups formed to protest planning 

decisions, the unsustainable nature of development taldng place and the destruction 

of Darwin's tropical architecture. The last chapter documents the consequences of 

the collapse of the over-heated housing boom in 2000. 

While primary sources and oral histories have been sought to record the central 

elements of planning and land-use of Fannie Bay, secondary sources have been used 

to provide the background history. For example, the significance of Fannie Bay in 

the history of aviation has been the subject of several publications, and time spent 

investigating primary source material already used for these publications would have 

added little to my research. Where a great deal of time was spent in sifting through 

archival material was in the search for relevant maps. The identification, reduction 

and preparation of these maps for presentation in the thesis was time-consuming, but 

essential in making sense of the issues documented in the text. A selection of 

photographs, from archives, personal and donated by others, has been included at the 

end of each section. 
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In looking at the format and style to be adopted for the thesis, while the choice of a 

chronological rather than thematic format proved satisfactory, the original decision 

to use the traditional authoritative third person in writing posed some problems. 

These related to the latter part of the thesis, a time in which I was personally 

involved in many disputed planning issues. If the use of oral history, much of which 

may be inaccurate or biased, is regarded as valid, why not the recollected 

experiences of the historian? Writing of several experiences in the third person, and 

noting my involvement in footnotes proved clumsy. The problem was resolved with 

the publication in 2000 of Writing Histories: Imagination and Narration, which, 

based on a 1999 history workshop held at the Australian National University in 

Canberra, revealed that many historians were grappling with the same issue. 

Ann Curthoys shared the experience of most historians in that she was trained never, 

ever to use the pronoun 'I' when writing history. In seeking to incorporate her own 

experiences into a history of the Freedom Ride of 1965, held to protest against 

discrimination towards the Aboriginal people, she found that references to herself as 

'she' within the text somewhat ridiculous and replaced it with 'I'. As this made 

sense, where unavoidable, I have adopted Curthoys' strategy and used the personal 

pronoun. Curthoys may even be right in her statement that: 

By saying 'I', we leave the reader free to and weigh up the historical narrative we 

have offered, and ourselves the space to admit what we don't know, or cannot 

figure out 42  

Amongst the many issues widely debated at the history workshop, attended by 

several postgraduate students from regional universities who, as noted by the editors 

42  Anne Curthoys, 2000, The personal historical: writing about the Freedom Ride of 1965, in Ann 

Curthoys and Ann McGrath (eds.), Writing Hz.itories: Imagination and Narration, Monash 

Publications in History, Monash University, Melbourne, p. 75-76. 
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of Writing Histories, were often extremely isolated,43  was that of the return of history 

as a form of narrative or story-telling, rather than the nineteenth-century emphasis on 

history as simply a collection of data viewed as a 'science, no less and no more' 

That history needed to be written in a more entertaining and accessible form was the 

view of Tom Griffiths. He noted that articles written by academics for widely-read 

newspapers or periodicals were regarded with deep suspicion by many university 

bureaucrats and senior academics. They tended to be dismissed as 'popular', 'paper-

back' or even 'mere journalism'. Rather than encouraging the spread of knowledge 

into the wider public arena: 

Universities reward us for writing obscurely for distant, small, specialised 

audiences educated exactly as we are!'45  

In writing this thesis, an attempt has been made to not only present the essential 

empirical evidence required to fulfill academic requirements, but to write it in such a 

way that it is entertaining. By returning to the traditional form of writing history as 

narrative or story-telling, it is hoped that the subject does not prove so daunting, or 

so tedious, that its fails to stimulate interest in future research, or is incomprehensible 

to possible non-academic readers. 

43  Ann Curthoys and Ann McGrath, 2000, Introduction, in Curthoys and McGrath (eds.), Writing 
Histories, pp. xiii —xiv. The Introduction contains comments from two Northern Territory University 
postgiaduates, Bill Wilson and Bernie Brian, who both mentioned the disadvantages of isolation. 
44  Curthoys and McGrath, 2000, Introduction, p. ix. 

Tom Griffiths, 2000, The poetics and practicalities of writing, in Curthoys and McGrath (eds), 
Writing Histories, p. 3. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Background and Boundaries 

Two-thirds of a million square miles had been added to New South Wales, 

ostensibly for the sake of a minor military settlement. In this casual fashion the 

future Northern Territory and South Austrtha gamed their western bonndanes 

Alan Powell 1982 Far Country' 

When the Surveyor-General of South Australia, George Woodroffe Goyder, 

disembarked from the ship Moonta in Port Darwin. on 5 February 1869, the event 

marked the beginning of successful settlement of the far north coast of Australia. 

Within weeks of his arrival Goyder had completed his design for a township, to be 

named Palmerston, on the land above Port Darwin. By the time he left Port Darwin 

for Adelaide on 28 September 1869, he had drawn up plans for several other 

townships in the Northern Territory, and his teams of surveyors had completed the 

survey of 665 886 acres of land.2  It was a remarkable achievement given the history 

of failed settlement in northern Australia. 

There had been several previous attempts, three by Britain in the early period of 

colonisation and a later one by South Australia, to establish settlement on Australia's 

north coast, all of which were short-lived. The first settlement, Fort Dundas on 

Melville Island established in 1824 was abandoned in 1829. Fort Wellington at 

Alan Powell, 1982, Far Countiy: A Short History of the Northern Territory, Melbourne University 

Press, Melbourne: p. 2. 
2  G. W. Goyder, 1869, Northern Terntory Survey Expedition 1868-70: Diary kept by the Surveyor 

General [G .W. .Goyder] January 1 to September28 1869. Microfilm of original diary held at Charles 

Darwin University ECDUI Library. Kathy de Ia Rue, 1999, Transcript of Goyder Diary, Charles 

Darwin University, Darwin. 
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Raffles Bay had an even shorter life, 1827 to 1829. The settlement of Victoria at Port 

Essington, established 111 November 1839, survived for over ten years until it, too, 

was abandoned in 1849. Why the settlements were established, and why they were 

abandoned, is the subject of dispute by historians. Did trade, and the desire of 

London merchants to create a new trading centre along the lines of Singapore on 

Australia's northern coast drive settlement, or was the imperative territorial gain, and 

preservation of the right to land taken by way of token occupancy? 

That there is ample evidence to support the opposing views provides an example of 

how, in the writing of history, there is rarely a single 'truth' that can be accepted as 

being, beyond question, totally accurate. That the settlements were established for 

commercial reasons, with strategic advantage a secondary motive, was the position 

taken by historians such as Dora Howard, W. S. Campbell, John Bach, Geoffrey 

Blainey, Darwin historian Peter Spillett and Bob Reece.3  Reece in a 1982 article 

concluded confidently 'it is the mercantilist interest which is now being seen as the 

fundamental reason for the British settlement of the Australian continent' .' 

The pro-trade view is valid given the circumstances of the time. Britain, having 

enjoyed trading rights in the East Indian Archipelago since 1784 when she had 

signed a treaty with the Dutch, established total domination of trade in the area when 

Dutch ports were annexed by Britain in 1811 while the Netherlands were occupied 

with war against France. This short golden era of British trade came to an end in 

1814 when Britain handed back all of the former Dutch possessions in the East 

Indies. In 1824 Great Britain signed a treaty with the Netherlands in which Britain 

relinquished rights to trading ports and future settlement in the Archipelago to the 

Dutch in exchange for British sovereignty over the Malacca Peninsula, India and 

Eve Gibson, 1991, Fort Dundas - trade or terntoxy'?, paper presented at the Australian Historical 
Association Conference, 29 June-2 July, Northern Terntory University, Darwin, p.2. 

it 11W. Reece, 1982, George Windsor Earl and the Indian Archipelago, The Push from the Bush: 

A Bulletin of Social History, No. 12, pp.  6-7. 
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Singapore. The British were thus left with only one friendly trading port, Singapore, 

in the area. Sir Stamford Raffles undoubtedly reflected the views of many British 

merchants and politicians on these losses when he wrote: 

The Dutch now possess the only passes through which ships must sail into the 

Archipelago... and the British have now not an inch of ground to stand upon 

between the Cape of Good Hope and China, nor a single friendly port at which 

they can water and obtain refreshments.5  

However, historians who do not accept the premise that trade was the principal 

reason for north coast settlement argue that territorial expansion, or at the very least 

territorial protection, was the dominating factor. Ernest Scott in a 1945 work 

maintained that fears of Dutch or French claims to the uninhabited western portion of 

the Australian continent prompted the first settlement of Fort Dundas on Melville 

Island in 1824 - and was part of a strategy of British territorial expansion into New 

Holland, claimed and named by the Dutch but never settled.6  G.S. Graham also 

believed that settlement was aimed mainly at warding off Dutch and French claims 

to northern Australia. Establishment of a British presence on the north coast of 

Australia was 'simply as a means of asserting sovereign ownership' . 

In looking at the era of British colonialism in Australia during the early part of the 

nineteenth century, a man forever lurking in the shadows of northern settlement was 

Sir John Barrow, Second Secretary to the Admiralty. While 'trade' may have been 

the publicly promoted reason for the settlement of Australia's north coast, the 

acquisition of territory for the British Empire never seems to have been far from 

Barrow's mind. Earl Bathurst, Secretary of State for the Colonies, commented acidly 

Cited in Powell, 1982,FarCountiy, p. 46. 
6  Ernest Scott, 1945, A Short History ofAustralia, Oxford Umversity Press, Melbourne, p.98. 

G. S. Graham, 1967, GreatBritain in the indian Ocean:A Study ofMaritizne Enterprise 

1810-1850, Clarendon Press, Oxford, p. 97. 



of Barrow that 'if Coveting Islands and For(eign) Settlements is a breach of the 

Tenth Commandment, he is the greatest violator of the Decalogue in the Kingdom' . 

The British incursion into New Holland in 1824 directly affected the site of the 

present city of Darwin. The land on which the city lies was, in 1824, part of the 

Dutch territory. In September 1824 Captain Gordon Bremer9  sailed HMS Tamar into 

Apsley Strait and., according to his instructions from the Colonial Office, formally 

took possession of Bathurst and Melville islands on behalf of Great Britain.10  

Bremer, on his own admission, exceeded his instructions by claiming not only the 

Bathurst-Melville section, but also 'the whole which was included between the 

Meridians of 1350  to 1290  East, the last being to the westward side of the whole of 

Bathurst Island'.'1  [Figure 11 

Alan Powell in his history of the Northern Territory, Far Country, stated his belief 

that territorial gain was a definite consideration in the first northern settlement. He 

pointed out that with the subsequent altering of the New South Wales boundary to 

include Fort Dundas, two-thirds of a million square miles had been added to New 

South Wales, establishing the future South Australia and Northern Territory western 

boundaries. This line became a permanent fixture when the colony of Western 

Australia was established in the western one-third of the continent in 1829.12 

While it is commonly accepted that the early settlements on the north coast of 

Australia failed abysmally as trading centres, if territorial advantage and acquisition 

Cited in Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 47. 

Ted Street Street, 1990, Bremer (Sir) James John Gorden (1786-1850), in David Carment, Robyn 

Maynard and Alan Powell (eds.), Northern Territory Diclionary of Biography Volume One: to 1945, 

(hereafter referred to as P/1DB Volume One), Northern Territory University Press, Darwin, pp.34 -36. 

o Historic Records of Australia, Series III, Vol. V. p. 802. 
" Historic Records ofAusiralia, Series Ill, Vol. V, p. 770, Bremer Diary. 
12 Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 2. 
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of land is taken as the criteria for success, then the settlements were hugely 

successful. From the establishment of the first settlement at Fort Dundas in 1824 it 

took only five years for Great Britain to achieve what many historians believe to 

have been its real objective, the claiming of the entire Australian continent. 

According to Ernest Scott, Fort Dundas was only one of three strategically placed 

settlements established between 1824 and 1827 - the others being Westernport in the 

South and Albany in the West. On 2 May 1827 Captain Charles Fremantle, acting 

under instructions from England, formally laid claim to 'all that part of New Holland 

which is not included within the Territory of New South Wales'. With British 

settlements on every coast of the continent, the British claim had been made good by 

occupation.'3  In 1829 both Fort Dundas and Fort Wellington were abandoned. 

The north coast of Australia then lay without a European presence until the 

establishment of the settlement of Victoria at Port Essington in 1838. As has been the 

case with the two earlier settlements, whether the reason for settlement was for 

reasons of trade or protection of territory has been the subject of dispute. Darwin 

historian Peter Spillett is the author of several works on northern settlement. While 

he noted the concerns of Great Britain with regards to possible claims by either the 

Dutch or the French to the unoccupied northern coast, he believes that trade was the 

prime motive for all three settlements, including Victoria.14  In favour of the territory 

argument is the fact that Victoria was abandoned in 1849. The timing is significant in 

that the year 1848 is noted in European history as the 'Year of Revolution'. 

Beginning in France in June 1848, a movement of nationalism and liberalism swept 

throughout Europe - with a wave of revolutions bringing down regimes in power.15  

13  Scott, 1945,A Shon History ofAustralia, p. 98. 
14  Peter Spillett, 1979 (first published 1972), Forsaken Settlement: An illustrated history of 

the settlement of Victoria, Port Essingion North Australia 1838-1839, L.ansdowne Press, 

Sydney, p. 17. 

Canton J .H. Hayes, 1970 (first published 1953), Modem Europe to 1870, The MacMillan 

Company, Toronto, pp.  663- 680. 
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With Britain's mainlirnd European enemies engulfed in revolution and seething 

public unrest, they no longer posed a threat to Bntish control over the entire 

Australian continent. 

As Great Britain successfully extended its boundaries into New Holland to exclude 

the Dutch, French or other foreign power from claims to any part of the continent, 

the process of creating new boundaries began. Between 1825 and 1859 the British 

created seven separate colonies in Australia and abolished one, the short-lived 

colony of Northern Australia founded, and abandoned, in 1847. This colony 

stretched from Queensland to Western Australia, north to Tones Strait and included 

the present Northern Territory. Geoffrey Blainey documented this era of boundary 

creation and changes in his 1983 work A Land Half Won. In a chapter, entitled 

'Juggling the Squares and Rectangles', he described how and when the changes took 

place. The colonies created were: 1825 Tasmania, 1829 Western Australia, 1834 

South Australia (officially proclaimed 1836), 1841 New Zealand (which chose not to 

join the Australian Federation in 1901), 1851 Victoria, and 1859 Queensland.'6  

This left the central northern section of the Australian continent still officially part of 

New South Wales, although it had no common border with what remained of the 

mother colony. In 1861 the Colonial Office granted Queensland's request to expand 

that colony's western boundary from 1410  E longitude to 1380  E longitude, a narrow 

strip of temtory referred to by Blainey as the 'Carpeniaria' rectangle. In December 

1861 South Australia was granted a strip of the original colony of New South Wales, 

the 'Bight' rectangle, which had remained isolated between Western Australia and 

South Australia."' [Figure 2] It was suggested by the Colonial Office that the 

remaining land, the area of the present Northern Territory, be divided between 

Queensland and South Australia - Queensland taking the northern section and South 

Australia the central land area. Queensland refused the offer. South Australia then 

16  Geoffrey Blainey, 1982,A Land Half Won, Sun Books, Melbourne, pp. 192-193. 
' Blainey, 1982, A Land Half Won, p. 193. 
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sought permission from the British government to take over the entire unclaimed 

northern land mass. 

On 6 July 1863 Letters Patent were issued by Britain annexing the Northern 

Territory to South Australia. Influenced by the glowing reports on the quality of the 

country by the explorer John McDowell Stuart,'8  South Australia took immediate 

steps to establish a main settlement on the north coast of its new acquisition, and sell 

land to prospective settlers. On 1 March 1864, before the land had been surveyed, 

land sales opened in Adelaide and in London. The first 250 000 acres of 160-acre 

country lots cost a mere seven shillings and sixpence an acre - and included a free 

half-acre town block. In London the North Australian Company, headed by former 

South Australian Governor Sir Richard MacDonnell and backed by wealthy ex-

colonists, took 328 of the first 781 allotments. In Adelaide, Henry Ayers, Premier of 

South Australia at the time of the land sales, bought 135 land orders and together 

with other ministers and a group of wealthy Adelaide citizens established the 

Northern Territory Company to handle their orders.19  Alan Powell wrote of the land 

sales that, ominously for the future of the Northern Territory, much of the land was 

sold to speculators: 

It was most unlikely that any of the eminent citizens who backed these 

companies had any intention of pioneering in the Northern Territory. 

Neither, it seems, had most of the smaller buyers whose background has 

been traced. 20  

In his 1973 study of the Northern Territory Company, based largely on archival 

material, P.F. Donovan also noted that few investors, large or small, had any 

Edward Stokes, 1990, Stuart, John McDouall(1815-1886), in Carment, Maynard and Powell 

(eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp.  286-288. 

19  Powell, 1982, Far Country, pp. 77-78. 
20 Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 78. 
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rntention of actually working the land. While the major shareholders in the company 

were predominantly members of Adelaide's ruling elite, a large number of small 

investors bought only one allotment. Of 690 land-orders sold in Adelaide, 308 

purchasers bought only one each. Most of these small investors, conscious of the 

social benefits gained by land ownership, had enough money to purchase an 

allotment, but not to develop it: 

The subsequent absenteeism that was to prove a major problem in the development 

of Port Darwin mdicates that these people were intent on speculation rather than 

settlement, and [this] was also true of the Northern Territory Company.2' 

With land-orders already sold for some unspecified piece of land in the Northern 

Territory, and having promised that surveys would be completed within five years, 

the task now facing the South Australian Government was to actually survey the land 

and establish settlement. The man chosen to pioneer the opening up of the Territory, 

and appointed the first Government Resident of the Northern Territory of South 

Australia, was Lieutenant-Colonel Boyle Travers Finniss. In 1836 Finniss had sold 

his army commission in order to apply for the position of Deputy Surveyor-General 

in South Australia. He worked with Colonel William Light on the survey and 

planning of Adelaide, and was responsible for the planning of the South Australian 

township of Gawler.22  

On 29 April 1864 Finniss left Adelaide with forty men on board the Henry Ellis. His 

instructions were to find and survey the sites suitable for a northern capital, a port, 

and suitable agricultural land for investors. The site favoured by both Adelaide and 

Finniss for the establishment of a northern capital was Adam Bay at the mouth of the 

21  P. F. Donovan, 1973, The Northern Territory Company: an example of the monopoly of colonial 

power, South Australiana, 12 March, p. 14. 

22  Bob Reece, 1990, Finniss, Boyle Travers (1807-1893), in Cannent, Maynard and Powell (eds.), 

NTDB Volume One, pp.  95-97. 
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Adelaide River, although Finniss was given a free hand to chose a suitable site at 

Port Darwin, Bynoe Harbour, the Victoria River or eastward along the coast. The 

Henry Ellis arrived at Adam Bay on 21 June after sailing around the west coast. 

Finniss chose as the site of his capital the low plateau of Escape Cliffs, six miles 

below the Narrows where the Adelaide River pours its waters into Adam Bay 

through a gap in the hard stone ridge across its path.23  The capital was named 

Palmerston, in honour of the then Prime Minister of Great Britain, Lord Palmerston. 

The choice of both the site, and of Finniss, proved disastrous for South Australia. 

During the voyage north, he had imposed harsh military discipline on board the 

Henry Ellis. His men referred to him as B.T.F., the initials standing for Bloody Tom 

Fool or Bloody Thundering Fool.24  Matters did not improve on arrival at Adam Bay 

when Finniss, despite adverse opinions from the surveyors in his party, and from 

representatives of the English and Australian landholders, insisted on establishing the 

settlement at Escape Cliffs. The situation deteriorated to the extent that in September 

1865 Finniss was recalled to Adelaide and James Thomas Manton25  took over as 

Acting Government Resident. 

The South Australian government established a three-man official inquiry into events 

at Escape Cliffs, and sent veteran explorer John McKin1ay26  north to assess the 

situation. He arrived in November 1865, and was horrified at the situation at the 

settlement, and the location chosen. It was surrounded by mangrove and paperbark 

swamps, extensive reefs and shallows that kept ships off-shore, and in an area 

23  Powell, 1982, Far Country, pp. 78-79. 
24  Douglas Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door: Darwin 1869-1969, Rigby, Adelaide, p.  23. 

25  V.T. O'Brien, Manton, James Thomas (1812-1899), in Carment, Maynard and Powell (eds.), 

NTDB Volume One, pp. 99-100. 
Kim Lockwood, 1996, McKinlay, John (1819-1872), in David Carnient and Helen J. Wilson 

(eds.), Northern Territory Dictionary ofBiography, Volume Three, (hereafter referred to as NTDB 

Volume. Three), Northern Territory University Press, Darwin, pp.  223-225. 
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subject to flooding. According to McKinlay, 'As a seaport and as a city this place is 

worthless'.27  But McKinlay was also to suffer failure when on 14 January 1866, in 

the middle of the monsoon season, he and a party set out for a survey and exploration 

trip to the Alligator River area only 100 miles away. It was five months before the 

party returned, starving and burnt black by exposure, on the Pioneer, a craft 

constructed from poles and from the hides of horses they had had to kill for food.28  

On 6 November 1866 the entire Escape Cliffs party was recalled to Adelaide. 

The failure of the Escape Cliffs settlement cost South Australia dearly in that more 

than 15 000 acres of unusable land had been surveyed at a cost of 94 000 pounds.29  

Tenders were called for another northern survey. Eleven tenders were received, and 

were rejected. Eventually the government gave the task to Captain Francis Cadell, a 

man who knew nothing about the north of Australia. Those who prophesised the 

failure of the expedition were proved right. Cadell spent seven months of 1867 in 

northern exploration and produced a report, which recommended the mouth of the 

Liverpool River as the site for a capital. The recommendation was ignored.3°  

The pressure on the South Australian Government to either provide the land, or 

return the funds invested, increased. From March 1867 there was growing pressure 

by land-order holders in Britain, led by the North Australia Company, and by 

shareholders in the Adelaide-based Northern Territory Company.3' After several 

changes in leadership and political wrangling over the issue, in 1868 a new ministry 

under H.B.T. Strangways introduced a bill to give investors twice the original land 

area purchased. The bill passed into law on 24 November 1868.32 

27  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 24. 
28  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 24-29. 

29  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door,p. 29. 
30  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 81. 
31  Donovan, 1973, The Northern TerritoTy Company, p. 19. 
32  Powell, 1982, Far Country, pp. 80- 81. 
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But faith in the Northern Territory enterprise had been badly shaken. The situation 

for the South Australian Government was that 'The need for survey of the Much-

Promised Land now became urgent, for what land-holder would convert to the new 

scheme for a doubling of nothing?'3' It is clear that many investors took this view. In 

June 1869 the Adelaide-based Northern Territory Company sold its land-orders at a 

loss and went into liquidation.34  In London, the North Australia Company took the 

government to court for return of its invested funds. The case, which lasted four 

years was lost by South Australia, and the government was forced to pay out more 

than 78000 pounds in refunds and costs.35  

At the same time that investors in London and Adelaide were busy trying to shed 

their Northern Territory land shares in 1869, the successful establishment of a capital 

in the north was already taking place. On 28 December 1868 a survey party headed 

by the Surveyor-General of South Australia, George Woodroffe Goyder, a man 

widely experienced in colonial survey and exploration and renowned for his energy 

and determination, left Adelaide. Known widely as 'Little Energy', Goyder 

demanded, and got, 25 000 pounds for the survey costs, plus a 3 000 pound bonus for 

himself and 2 000 pounds for his men. He also insisted on personally choosing the 

men for the expedition, and on organising his own stores. Goyder knew exactly 

where he was going to build his northern capital - at Port Darwin. 36  

On 9 September 1839 John Lort Stokes, lieutenant and assistant surveyor on Her 

Majesty's survey ship Beagle, had stepped ashore at a headland on Australia's 

northern coast. He saw that it was part of a vast harbour, which he described as 'a 

33  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 81. 
' Donovan, 1973, The Northern Territory Company, p. 20. 

35  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 84. 
36  Sharon Watson, 1990, Goyder, George Woodruffe (1826-1898), in Carinent, Maynard and Powell, 

(eds.) NTDB Volume One, pp.  127-128. 
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wide bay appearing between two white cliffy heads'. He named the harbour after his 

friend Charles Darwin, a young naturalist-geologist who had sailed with him on a 

previous Beagle voyage.37  

While the early history of South Australia's administration of the Northern Temtory 

is a less than edifying saga of political manipulation., mismanagement, and land 

speculation, the township that Goyder laid out as its capital in. 1869 can be regarded 

with pride. Beautifully sited on a plateau overlooking Darwin harbour, Palmerston, 

now known as Darwin, remains as a classic example of the work of nineteenth 

century surveyor-planners who, long before the emergence of the modern planning 

movement and town planning as a separate profession, were the planners of cities 

and townships throughout Australia. 

37  Marsdem Hordern, Stokes John Lort (1811-1885), in Carment, Maynard and Powell (eds.), NTDB 

Volume One, pp. 274-276. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Birth of a City 

Historians have comprehensively covered the human drama of the 1869 survey 

expedition to Port Darwin; the trials and suffering, the heat, illness and deaths of 

animals and men, and the strength and determination shown by Goyder in finally 

achieving the vision of establishing a capital for the Northern Territory of South 

Australia.2  The sweeping saga of man conquering nature and adversity has tended to 

overshadow the professional achievements of Goyder and his team, and fails to fully 

acknowledge the important role of surveyors as town planners in Australia during the 

nineteenth-century. The professional accomplishments of Goyder and his fellow 

surveyors in 1869, the actual survey and plannmg upon which successful settlement 

depended, has usually been limited to a few bnef mentions. 

1 Cited in Michael Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape: A Study in the 

Historical Geognzphy ofAustralia, Academic Press, London, p. 65. 
2 All general histories on the Northern Territory include material on the Goyder expedition, for 

example, Douglas Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door: Darwin 1869-1969, Rigby, Adelaide, 32-39. 

Also Alan Powell, 1982, Far Coun try: A Short History of the Northern Territory, Melbourne 

University Press, Melbourne, pp.  81-83. The expedition and survey is covered more fully in Kathy 

De la Rue, 1988, An Historical Geography of Darwin, Report to National Trust [NT] sponsored by the 

Northern Territory Government's Heritage Program, Darwin. 
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Commonly referred to in general works are details such as that the 'grid' system of 

planning used by Goyder for the town of Palmerston at Port Darwin [Figure 31 was 

similar to that of Adelaide, that the survey party surveyed and named 'hundreds' and 

reference to the use of 'chains' in land measurement. In speaking to a number of 

people, it was clear that few fully understood the terms, and it seemed worthwhile to 

investigate and clarify their meanings. In addition, in order to be able to compare the 

style of planning used by Goyder in 1869 to the planning styles proposed for the 

suburban development of Fannie Bay during the 1940s, it also seemed worthwhile to 

spend some time researching the subject of surveyor-planners in Australia in the era 

of colonisation, and identify the factors that led to the emergence in the twentieth 

century of town planning as a separate profession. 

The birth of modern town planning is commonly accepted as being spurred by the 

publication in 1898 of Ebenezer Howard's Tomorrow! A Peaceful Path to Real 

Reform, re-printed numerous times since 1902 under its better-known title Garden 

Cities of Tomorrow. Howard's suggestion of planned 'garden' cities for workers 

proved to be the catalyst that provided a possible solution to the crime, violence, 

disease and social unrest in the teeming, squalid slums of the major cities of the 

world in the nineteenth century. In his epic work Cities of Tomorrow, written in 1988 

to commemorate the advances of the modem planning movement since the 

publication in 1898 of Howard's work, Peter Hall chillingly described nineteenth-

century slum conditions in four of the major world cities. In a chapter entitled 'The 

City of Dreadful Night', he documented the lives of the poor in London, Paris, Berlin 

and New York between 1800-1900. 

Well-educated reformists articulated the rising tide of anger at the injustices and 

inequalities in nineteenth century society. While many calls for reform regarded 

Peter Hail, 1997 (first printed 1988), Cities of Tomorrow: An Intellectual History of Urban 

Planning and Design in the Twentieth Century, Blackwell, Oxford. pp. 14-46. 
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sanitation and housing as the major issues, more radical elements called for the 

complete overthrow of a capitalist system that allowed wealthy slum land-lords to 

live in comfort on profits gained from renting unsanitary, rat-infested hovels to the 

poor; In 1884 the socialist Fabian Society, headed by left-wing intellectuals such as 

George Bernard Shaw and Bealrice and Sidney Webb, issued its first tract Why Are 

The Many Poor? in which it launched a stinging attack on capitalism:. 

We live under a competitive system with Capital in the hands of individuals. What 
are the results? A few are very rich, some well off, the MAJORITY IN 
POVERTY, and a large number in misery. Is this a just and wise system, worthy of 
humanity?4  

While Howard was as damming of the existing system as the socialist reformers, and 

had been a member with Shaw and Webb of a debating club which discussed social 

issues,5  he assured readers that his Garden City was to be neither a Communist nor a 

Socialist experiment.6  The title under which his work was widely reprinted from 

1902 was Garden Cities of Tomorrow. With the establishment of the Garden City 

Pioneer Company in 1902, which needed capital to establish the first Garden City at 

Letchworth, there was a subtle shift in interpreting Howard's work to an emphasis on 

planning itself, rather than addressing his entire reformist vision. This drift away 

from Howard's idea of a 'better and nobler' society was repeated in Australia; 

[Wjbile the garden city tradition in Australia is pre-eminently a history of physical 
planning and urban design, the original garden city movement was an independent 
movement for social reform.7  

Fabian Tract No. 1, 1884, Why are the Many Poor?, The Fabian Society, London. 

Mervyn Miller, 1993,  Letchworth: The First Garden City, Phillimore, Sussex, p. 10. 
6  Miller, 1993, Letchworth, p. 18. 

Robert Freestone, 1989, Model Communities: The Garden Cities Movement in Australia, Nelson, 

Melbourne, p.  4. 
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Howard's initial garden city concept took a holistic approach in seeking reforms that 

would enable the poor to break the circle of poverty and disease. In his view, decent 

housing and fresh air were not enough. People also needed work, and monies from 

rents should be ploughed back into the community, not taken as profit by a few. In 

recent years a copy of Garden Cities was pnnted in which it was noted that it was an 

exact reprint of Howard's original 1898 publication, and included three diagrams 

missing from most of the later copies of the work published. The diagrams were on 

social cities, the vanishing point of landlord's rent, and on new town adminisiralion. 

Their omission marked a small, but significant step away from Howard's ideas.8  

Essential in Howard's view was public ownership of land surrounding Garden City. 

As the advantages of the city became apparent, it would attract those who were 

motivated simply by profit, and see land around the city 'ripe' for building purposes. 

This would totally destroy the beauty and health of the city: 

But the land around Garden City is, fortunately, not in the hands of private 

individuals; it is in the hands of the people; and is to be administered not in the 
supposed interests of the few, but in the real interests of the whole community.9  

Howard noted the Australian city of Adelaide, surrounded by 'Park Lands' and 

where, rather than simply expanding on a single site, the separate area of North 

Adelaide allowed the city to grow without loss of public parkiand. This, he declared, 

'is the principle which it is intended to follow, but improve upon, in Garden City'.'  

There is some irony in the fact that while Howard regarded a city planned by a 

surveyor as closest to his ideal, the rise of the Garden City movement brought about 

Ebenezer Howard, 1993 (first published 1898), Garden Cities of Tomorrow, Attic Books, Powys, 
Wales. Iniroduction, 'Howard's nealected ideas' by Ray Thomas, p. ix. 

Howard, 1993, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, p 103. 
10  Howard, 1993, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, pp.  103-104. 
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the virtual demise of the surveyor as planner. From the outset, architects dominated 

the modern town planning movement. Architect Barry Parker and engineer Raymond 

Unwin, both of whom held strong socialist beliefs, planned Letchworth, the first of 

many Garden Cities in Britain.'1  In Australia, the modern planning movement was 

spearheaded by the arrival in 1885 of the English architect John Sulman. In the late 

nineteenth century the situation in Australia mirrored developments overseas. A 

pattern of disease had emerged. This included bubomc plague that broke out in 

Sydney in March 1900. Sulman highlighted the problems in a series of lectures and 

publications, and during his time as first lecturer in town planning at Sydney 

University. He shared with many of his British contemporaries a preoccupation with 

disease, unsanitary conditions and public health. He was also critical of the misuse of 

land in private hands, although he drew the line at Howard's radical proposal of 

community ownership. Like many in the movement he saw that if the Garden City 

was to be anything more than a Utopian vision, planning would have to be seen as a 

paying proposition.12  Sulman was highly critical of the rigid grid system of planning 

and his criticism, much of it for propaganda purposes to promote modern planning, 

did much to undermine the status of surveyors as town planners.'3  

As John Sulman arrived to usher in a new era of town planning for the twentieth 

century, the last nineteenth-century surveyor to plan a capital city in Australia, G. W. 

Goyder, bowed out. He finally retired in 1894 as Surveyor General of South 

Australia, having served in the position since 1861. Apart from Helen Proudloot, 

who concentrated on documenting the work of surveyor-planners in Australia from 

" Miller, 1993, Letchworth, pp.  43-45. Miflar is an architect - planner. 

12  Leonie Sandercock, 1990, Properly, Politics and Urban Planning: A History ofAustralian City 

Planning 1890-1990, Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick pp. 65-66. Listing of Sulman's talks 

and papers. 
13  Helen Proudfoot, 2000, Founding Cities in nineteenth-century Australia, in Stephen Hainnett 

and Robert Freestone (eds.), The Australian Metropolis: A Planning History ,  ,Allen and ljnwin, 

Sydney, pp. 14-15 and 26. 
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1788 to the mid-nineteenth centuiy,14  thus excluding Goyder, few writers have 

acknowledged the contribution made by the early surveyors to the evolution of town 

planning in Australia. In The Origins of Australia 's Capital Cities edited by Pamela 

Statham, there are two contributions relating to the Northern Territory, only one of 

which mentions Goyder and the planning of Palmerston at Port Darwin.'5  

In looking at the opening up of the Northern Territory by South Australia, and the 

role played by Goyder as surveyor-planner, two works, both by geographers, proved 

invaluable. Michael Williams' The Making of the South Australian Landscape,16  and 

D.W. Meinig's On The Margins of the Good Earth17  provided the detail needed to 

analyse the forces that drove expansion and town planning of the time, and an insight 

into the design imperatives for the town of Palmerston at Port Darwin. More 

personal details were taken from the diary kept by Goyder during the 1869 

expedition,18  and from The Surveyors: The Founding of Darwin, written by Goyder's 

granddaughter, Margaret Goyder Kerr.19  

The town plan Goyder laid out for Palmerston on the plateau above Port Darwin was, 

allowing for its location on a peninsula, little different to the dozens of towns laid 

down in South Australia during the hectic years of growth during the nineteenth 

14  Proudfoot's work reflects the focus of her 1995 PhD thesis, Town plans and their impact on 

the settlement process 1788-1849, undertaken at Macquarie University. 
15  Robert Reece, 1989, Palmerston (Darwin): Four expeditions in search of a capital, in 

Pamela Statham (ed.), The Origins ofAustraha 's Capital Cities, Cambridge University Press, 
Melbourne, pp. 307-311. 
16  Full publication details in footnote number one. 
17  D. W. Meinig, 1976, On the Margins of the Good Earth: The South Australian Wheat Frontier 

1869-1884, Rigby, Adelaide. 
18  Goyder, G. W., 1869, Northern Territory Survey Expedition 1868 —70: Diary kept by the 

Surveyor General (G.W. Goyder), January 1 to September28 1869. 

19  Margaret Goyder Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors: The Story of the Founding of Darwin, Rigby, 

Adelaide. 
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century. It was based on a simple 'grid' pattern, and was similar in its straight lines 

and park placement to the town plan laid down for Adelaide by Colonel William 

Light in 1837. Williams provides a plate 'Goyder's ideal township 1864', and a 

photograph of Maitland laid down in 1872 that shows it is an almost exact replica of 

the Goyder sketch.20  [Figure 4] While a few of the towns designed at this time had 

slightly varying features, as the need for new surveys increased the plans took on a 

more rigid uniformity, to the stage that 'townships were stamped out by the dozen 

from the standardised plans turned off the drawing boards of the Surveyor General's 

office in Adelaide' 21  

The reasons behind the proliferation of towns laid down across South Australia in the 

years after settlement in 1836 lay in the origins of the state. Priding itself on being 

the only colony untainted by convict connections, South Australia from the outset 

strove to create a model form of pastoral community based on Edward Gibbon 

Wakefield's ideals of colonisation. In 1834 Wakefield outlined his vision for South 

Australia in The New British Province of South Australia. implicit in its aim was the 

doctrine of prior survey, with an emphasis on family colomsalion in order to prevent 

the evils of squatting and land speculation, both of which had plagued the earlier 

Australian colonies.22  These ideals later influenced the modern town planning 

movement. Ebenezer Howard acknowledged Wakefield as having a major influence 

on the social structure he developed for his Garden City. Wakefield's concept of the 

need for a representative spectrum of society, rather than the social misfits 

previously consigned to Australia, was adapted by Howard to addressing the 

problem of population dispersal from the teeming industrial cities of Britain.23  

20  Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p. 58. 
21  Meimg, 1962, On the Margins of the Good Earth, p.181. 

22  Meinig, 1976,On the Margins of the Good Earth,p. 10. 

23  Howard, 1993, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, pp.  83-84 and 89-90, also Miller, 1993, 

Letchworth, p.  10. 
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Figure 4: 'Goyder's ideal township' of 1864 is replicated in the township of Maitland on 

Yorke Peninsula, laid down in 1882. By courtesy of D. W. Meinig, 1976, On the Margins of 

the Good Ear/h. 



In South Australia in February 1836, extensive regulations were published which 

clearly specified that surveys should always precede sales.24  As the importation of 

convicts for labour was banned, the only way to attract workers to the new province 

was to subsidise fares. This was to be achieved by the selling of Crown land and 
using the proceeds to bring immigrants from England. A board of Colomsing 

Commissioners was tasked with implementing the immigration scheme. 25  

In 1836 William Light, as Surveyor-General of South Australia, was instructed to 

survey and divide land into townships and counties. Rural land divided into 80 acre 

'sections' was to be sold at not less than 1 pound per acre. This price was later 

changed to 12 shIlling per acre, which resulted in original holders of Preliminary 

Land Owners being granted 134 acres instead of the original 80 acres.26  The British 

concept of 'county' was, according to Williams, of relatively little importance 
compared with the hundred and the section, both of which changed form and 

function in response to new conditions of farming and new lands. Both Williams and 

Meinig, after a great deal of discussion on the subject, concluded that the term 

'hundred', adopted in South Australia in 1855 for survey purposes, was based on an 

old British measurement of territory of approximately 100 square miles.27  

An obscure book found on a second-hand bookstall provided an alternative meaning 
for the term hundreds. Published in 1923, H.R. Wilton Hall's Social Life  in England 

was originally purchased as it earned a photograph inside the front cover of a Street 

in 'Hampstead Garden Suburb' with the heading 'Health and Beauty in Modem 

Town Planning.' While the book was a great disappointment in that the photograph 

24  Williams, 1974, The Making of the SouthAustralian Landscape P. 67. 

25  11 Pascoe (ed.), 1901, History ofAdelaide and Vicinity: With a General Sketch of the Province of 

South Australia and Biographies of Representative Men, Hussey and Gillingharn, Adelaide, p. 97. 
26 Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, pp. 67-68. 

Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p 73-74. Meinig, 1976, On the 

Margins of the Good Earth, p. 17. 



was its sole reference to the modem town planning movement, the author did 

provide details as to the evolution of words now commonly applied to land divisions. 

According to Hall, when the Saxons invaded England they settled in groupings 

known as 'tans'- or towns. For added support and security, ten 'tuns' would often 

combine to form a 'tything'. As settlement spread and factions formed, ten tythings 

would join forces to form a hundred. The size of the hundred varied according to the 

ability of the land to support stock and crops. In rich land areas the hundreds were 

small, in poorer regions far larger. In turn kingdoms were formed. When, in the ninth 

century, the King of Wessex was acknowledged as overlord or King of England, the 

kingdoms of Wessex, Mercia and part of Northumbria were divided into 'shares' - or 

shires, with the King appointing a 'shire-reeve' - or sheriff to look after his interests 

in each of the shires.28  

Trying to adapt a centuries-old system, that had gradually evolved in one country, to 

a new landscape posed problems for surveyors in Australia. In an ideal system the 

'sections' would have fitted neatly into the 'hundreds', which in turn would fit neatly 

into the 'counties'. This, however, was not the case in South Australia where the 

original 'sections' of 80 acres sold entitled purchasers access to commonage at the 

rate of two square miles for every 80 acres purchased, at a cost of ten shillings per 

square mile and additional commonage if needed.29  This system proved unworkable 

in time as commonage took up a great deal of space, and often involved cutting up 

surrounding properties.3°  In 1866 the Scrub Landc Act was passed to encourage 

settlement of the mallee scrub areas with larger sections allowed to compensate for 

the poor soil. This led to a relaxing of the 80 acre section rule in favour of larger 

holdings. The passing in 1869 of the Sirangways Act, which allowed the purchase of 

land on credit, marked a radical change from the early principles of the founders of 

28  11 R. Wilton Hall, 1923 (first printed 1920), SocialLfe in England Through the Centuries, Blackie 

and Son, London, pp.29-32. 

Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p. 68. 
30  Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p. 74. 
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South Australia. The vision of a yeomanry settled on small fanns was swept away by 

the reality of the expansion of large pastoral properties.3  

As land fever ran rampant in South Australia, this led to a shortage of land available 

for those eager to purchase. Much of the land continued to be allocated for the 

creation of townships and the sale of town lots, which, by this time, had become a 

lucrative source of income for the government. Despite large-scale speculative 

investment, in some of the towns many lots remained unsold for years, tying up 

valuable land.32  hi Williams' view, the problem faced by South Australia by the late 

I 860s was basically one of lack of land. New settlers could not find land, and 

exisling settlers could not expand their holdings, both blocked in their ambitions by 

the tightening grip on land by a select few: 

The pastoralist with his 'long purse' and massive purchase had blocked the 
northern moving frontier in the Central Hill Country and had 'clapped his paw on 
the whole of the of the waste land remaining near Mount Gambier'.  33  

The reason for the obsession to own land, and the role played by prominent members 

of the Adelaide Establishment in seeking to hold as much land as possible, was 

succinctly summarised by Leonie Sandercock in Cities for Sale: 

Capitalism is a system of power based on or organised in the form of property. 
Property, in the form of land, was the most important basis of political power in 
South Australia. Land generated more capital. Land ownership entitled one to vote 
and to stand for the Legislative Council. It was common practice for men who had 

:31 Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, pp. 37-38. 
32  Meinig, 1976, On the Margins of the Good Earth, p. 186. 
33  Williams, 1976, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p. 36. Text in inverted 
commas are quotes from the gazette Border Watch 19 September 1866. 
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become wealthy in trade or a profession to acquire land and run sheep without 

moving from the city.34  

Despite all the clearly articulated intentions that land speculation would not taint the 

new model Province of South Australia, speculation occurred on a massive scale. 

This speculation, linked with the fact that monies were used to pay for the fares of 

immigrants, had some unforeseen, and unwanted consequences. It was noted in a 

1901 work on the founding and expansion of South Australia, History of Adelaide 

and Vicinity that, when the large sums obtained by this over-speculation were sent to 

the commissioners, they dispatched ship-loads of people to South Australia, 

independently of the question of demand and supply: 

The speculators did not cultivate the land, and hence what under normal 
circumstances of investment might have been an economic triumph became a 
source of intense anxiety... There was an abundance of good land, and labour to 
cultivate it; but the bulk of the people hung around the city ... in Adelaide in 1841 
the total was 16,000. Already begun the centralisation which has been such a 
hindrance to the Province throughout its hiy. 

As Surveyor-General of South Australia from 1861 to 1894, Goyder was deeply 

involved in the expansion and settlement of South Australia for the latter half of the 

nineteenth century. He supported the Strangways Act, amending it in 1870 after a 
visit to Victoria to investigate land regulations in that colony.36  He was also a 

staunch advocate of the hundred, or at least of a 'unit very like it' as the basic pre-
survey planning unit.37  As early as 1855 Goyder had come to the conclusion that the 

31 Sandercock, 1977, Cities for Sale: Property, politics and urban planning in Australia, Melbourne 
University Press, Melbourne, p. 29. 
31 Pascoe (ed.), 1901, History ofAdelaide and Vicinity, pp. 67-68. 
36 Sharon Watson, 1990, Goyder, in Carment,. Maynard and Powell (eds.), NTDB Volume 

One, p.128. 
" Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p.  77. 
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existing survey methods were inadequate, noting that in the course of a survey near 

Kooringa two independent survey meshes overlapped rather than abutted each other. 

He proposed that accuracy and discipline be improved by sending out 'a competent 

person' prior to detailed survey to block out clearly defined areas 'say about 10 miles 

long and five wide', noting particular features such as 'creeks and gullies' and 'water 

and stone reserves'. These findings, accompanied by 'a rough sketch of the whole' 

were to be forwarded to the Surveyor-General in Adelaide.35  By 1859 Goyder's 

suggestion that a 'competent person' should go into the field before survey in order 

to plan the general strategy of survey was an established practice. 

The use by Goyder of units or hundreds that were usually long and narrow, was 

bitterly objected to by pastoralists and others for a range of reasons, including the 

fact that it made impossible the policing of the trespass of stock over the whole 

hundred.39  There was also the factor that the introduction of new hundreds cast the 

legality of existing hundreds in doubt, as there was no legislation in place regarding 

the Government's power to declare hundreds. However, 'by a complicated process of 

parliamentary inquiry and debate' the situation was resolved in 1861 with the 

passage of a Bill, which both protected existing hundreds and gave the Government 

power to declare hundreds in the future.40  

Goyder's actions were again called into question with regards to his opinions as to 

what land was suited for agricultural development. In the mid-1860s he had traveled 

throughout South Australia, observing the quality of the land and the pattern of 

rainfall. There was a northern boundary beyond which, in his opinion, the land was 

suited only for pastoral use. 'Goyder's Line of Rainfall' came to be regarded as the 

northern limit of the land area where agriculture could be safely pursued. However, 

31 Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, pp.  76-78. 
39 Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, pp. 78-79. Map 79. 
° Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p. 81. SAPP 118 - 1861, and 

SAPP44— 1861. 



given the pressure for new land, Goyder's Line came under increasing public 

criticism, to the extent that he was perceived as being in league with the 

pastorahsts.4' The tide of selection and agriculture swept towards and beyond 

Goyder's imaginary line and, during the good rainfall years of the 1870s it appeared 

to many that they, and not the Surveyor-General, were right. In 1874 the 

Government came to accept the view that 'this line of rainfall was one which should 

not be allowed to continue to exist as an obstacle to further settlement' •42  Goyder's 

conviction proved, ultimately, to be correct. A drought from 1880 to 1883 wiped out 

earlier profits and advancements and South Australia entered a prolonged period of 

depression and agricultural stagnation.43  

But, at the time of Goyder's arrival in Port Darwin in February 1869, there was no 

thought of failure or future depression. Fortunes had been made by selectors, 
governments and speculators in opening up lands in South Australia, and there was 

no thought at the time that this happy state of affairs would change. Taking on the 

vast Northern Territory was a symbol of the South Australian mentality of the time 

that land speculation was an automatic source of revenue and future profit. 

Goyder proved to be the right man to take on the task of opening up the Northern 

Territory. He had set out well equipped for the endeavour, and knew exactly where 

he intended to site the new capital. He headed straight for Port Darwin, selected from 
the writings of John Lort Stokes and other visitors to that vast harbour. From the 

outset Goyder displayed the discipline for which, along with his capacity for hard 
work, he was renowned. 'It became a byword that if you had survived the rigours of 

a couple of trips with Goyder, you had a password to almost any field job in the 

41  Meinig, 1976, On the Margins of the Good Earth, p. 55. 
42  Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p.42. 

43  Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p.  49. 

Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 87. 
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45 colony' . On board the Moonta on the voyage north, Goyder kept the men busy both 
at work and, clearly recogmsing the problems of boredom that had plagued the 
Finniss expedition, in providing their owti entertainment. He organised the 
publication of a ship-board newspaper, The Moonta Herald and Northern Territory 
Gazette, and instructed Dr Peel, the medical officer, to get the party involved in 
concerts and other activities, such as boxing matches and fishing contests. 46  

Providing material for the Moonta Herald provided hours of work, and 
entertainment, for those on board. The first edition was a hand-set two-page weekly 
professionally produced by a surveyor's chainman, William Fisher. A draughtsman 
put later issues together for Fisher. Editions included tongue-in-cheek reports of the 
'Moonta Court' and 'Moonta Police Court', and a 'Classified' section. Typical of the 
advertisements were the following: 

Wanted, a cure for sea-sickness. Apply to W.O. Bennett, Leeside. 
- Wanted to purchase, a Footing, by a man who has lost his. 

Birth. At her residence, Forecastle, Moonta, to Nanny of twins. All doing well.47  

The first concert on board by the 'Northern Territory Philharmonic Society' held on 
Friday 22 January also provided much-needed relief from the rigours of the voyage 
and the weather, which according to the diary kept by Goyder during the expedition, 
was extremely hot throughout most of the voyage. The heat, both on board ship and 
at Port Darwin caused many, including Goyder, great physical distress, slowed down 
the survey, and kept the doctor busy. 48  

45  Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors, p. 3. 

46  Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors, p. 47. 

47  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 33. 

48  Goyder, 1869, Northern Territory Survey Expedition 1868-70: Goyder made many references in 
his diary to heat and health problems. 



Darwin is unique amongst Australian capitals in that the streets, rather than bearing 
the names of royalty or far-off personages, are named for the men of the 1869 survey 
party. This may have resulted from Goyder's determination that men on board the 
Moonta would be kept fully occupied. According to Goyder's granddaughter, 
Margaret Goyder Kerr, the naming of the streets originated with J. Brooks, the 
official photographer with the party and also a township plotter. As early as 11 
January 1869, while still on board the Moonta en route for Port Darwin, Brooks had 
started work on designing a township for Port Darwim49  Brooks' activity is noted in 
Goyder's diary, as is the fact that on 13 January 1869 he ordered the draughtsmen 
Bennett, Berry and Ringwood to each make four copies for the surveyors. The 
Brooks vision was, however, clearly not quite what Goyder had in mind for the new 
capital. On 11 February 1869 he recorded that he had 'Designed plan of township 
and set draftsmen to work preparing six copies for the surveyors'. 

The town at Port Darwin was to carry the same name as the failed settlement at 
Escape Cliffs, Palmerston, after the British statesman and Prime Minister Lord 
Palmerston who had died in 1865. A main street, wider than the adjacent streets, was 
named Cavenagh Street after Wentworth Cavenagh, South Australian Commissioner 
for Lands and Immigration. Goyder did not, however, change the rest of the street 
names proposed by Brooks. The memory of the survey party of 1869 remains today 
in streets carrying names such as Smith, MacLachian, McMinn, Woods, Bennett and 
Knuckey. The medical officer with the party, Dr Robert Peel, was honoured with a 
Street name and with the naming of Doctor's Gully. Somewhat strangely, there was 
no street named after Goyder. Although Kerr, like others, seems to accept that Smith 
Street was intended as being the main Street of the town,5°  there is reason to believe 
that Goyder intended Cavenagh Street and the adjacent Woods Street to be the main 
thoroughfares. They were wider than the other long streets running from the port, 

49  Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors, p. 60. 
° Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors, p.  60. 
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one-and-a-half- chains as against one chain wide 51  [I chain = 100 links = 66 feet = 

20.12 metres]. As no copy of Brooks' plan could be found, it is impossible to say 

whether the streei named by Goyder as Cavenagh Street was, in Brooks' plan, named 

after the leader of the 1869 expedition. 

The survey party, apart from a few men with specific tasks such as the medical 

officer Dr Peel, the botanist F. Schultze and the official photographer J. Brooks, fell 

into groups. There were six first-class surveyors, six second-class surveyors and 

twelve cadeis. Working with the surveyors were the twelve chainmen, forty-two 

axemen and seven trenchers.52  In The Surveyors, Kerr gave a detailed description of 

the duties of the different groups: 

W'nen working on the boundaries, a survey party would normally be spread out in 
a line about 600 to 800 feet long ... At the head of the line would be the axemen or 
labourers clearing the way ... Next would probably come the chainmen, marking and 
measuring the boundary. They were probably using the Gunter's chain of 100 links 

and driving in pegs... in random positions along the boundaries ... and, of course, at 
all corners. Straight lines.. [were] maintained by the surveyor setting his theodolite 
over the furthest forward peg, sighting the telescope back to a previous peg and 
then turning the telescope over on its horizontal axis and sighting forward. By this 
means he would keep the axemen 'on line' and line in pegs for his chainmen--the 
trencher would come along the boundaries and trench or 'lockspit' each peg. The 

purpose of these trenches... [was] to indicate the direction of the boundaries from 
the peg.. .The draughtsmen would spend his time in camp reducing the 
surveyor's. ..notes to the neat scaled plans from which titles were issued.53  

By such a slow and painful process the men of the 1869 expedition surveyed 665 886 

acres of town and country land in the Northern Territory. By August 1869 the survey 

Town planner RA.. Mclnnis in 1940 noted road widths. 
52  Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors. Appendix lists survey party and duties. 
53 Kerr, 1971, The Surveyors, pp. 100-101. 
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had been completed. Apart from Palmerston, other township sites were also 

surveyed. Southport on Middle Arm grew into a thriving centre during the gold 

rushes of the 1870s. Daly and Elizabeth were never developed. 

Aboriginal groups occupied the lands surveyed by Goyder's party. Goyder 

recognised that the land around Port Darwin belonged to what he called the 

'Larrakeyah' - the Larrakia,54  and that other lands surveyed took in the lands of the 

Djerimanga (Woolner or Woolna), and Kingarakin (Waniunger). In seeking to 

justify his refusal to retaliate for the murder of draftsman J.W.O. Bennett on 24 May 

1869, Goyder wrote in his diary that We are in what to them appeared unauthonsed 

and unwarrantable occupation of their country'. 

Goyder' s diary indicates that much of September 1869 was spent refurbishing the 

makeshift buildings at the camp at Port Darwin in preparation for the arrival of 

officials and settlers. On 22 September the survey parties of Mitchell, Knuckey and 

Daly were brought back from Blackinore by sea, and on the 24th the drays arrived 

from Mitchell's camp. On 25 September Goyder wrote in his diary 'Survey 

completed and officers and men all well Dr reports'. On 28 September 1869, his task 

in the north completed, Goyder left Port Darwin for Adelaide.55  

The Adelaide Register of 7 December 1869 joyfully proclaimed that 'the South 

Australian government can now freely transfer the responsibility for the Northern 

Territory from its own shoulders to that of the land speculators' .56   But, in spite of the 

efforts made by Goyder and his party to survey land in the Northern Territory with 

all possible speed, it was too little too late for many of the original purchasers of 

Territory land. The collapse in 1869 of the Adelaide-based Northern Territory 

54  Some works looked at referred to the 'Larakia' but the spelling 'Larrakia' is now commonly used. 
55  Goyder, 1869, Northern Territory Survey Expedition 1 868-70, enliy for 28 September 1869. 
56 Cited in Powell, 1982, Far Countiy, p. 83. 
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Company, and the decision of the investors in the London-based North Australia 

Company to take the South Australian government to court for the return of its 

invested funds, cost South Australia dearly. Many held on to land cheaply purchased, 

but did not actually move to the Territoiy to assist in its growth and development.57  

Land speculation was to have a disastrous impact on the settlement and population 

growth of the Northern Territory. For the genuine settlers that made their way north 

to the township of Palmerston at Port Darwin, while there was an abundance of 

vacant town lots, there was little land available for purchase. As early as 1874 

disgruntled settlers were demanding that the land along the coast at Fannie Bay, left 

by Goyder for parkland and public use, should be surveyed, sub-divided and made 

available for purchase. 

Powell, 1982, Far Count,y, pp. 83-84. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Beyond the Town Boundary 



CHAPTER THREE 

Beyond the Town Boundary 

Palmerston is laid out in 1019 half-acre allotments, and extends nearly three miles 
across to Fanny Bay, so named by the surveyors after Miss Fanny Carandini - this 
is prettily and healthily situated, facing the ocean, about four miles from town, a 
little beyond the town boundary 

W B. Wildey,  1881 Ausralasia and the Oceanic Region 1  

For the purpose of this thesis the area of Fannie Bay is defined as the land lying 

between East Point to the north and the southern headland of Bullocky Point. Early 

maps show that plans had been drawn up to develop this area, outside of the 

Palmerston town boundary of the time, as a township of allotments totally separate 

from the main town at Port Darwin. [Figure 51 Although the demand for Fannie Bay 

to be opened up for settlement came from people eager to purchase land, due to a 

downturn in the South Australian economy in the 1880s few settlers moved to the 

area. During the years that South Australia administered the Northern Territory with 

Palmerston as its capital, between, 1869 and 1911, land-use of the Fannie Bay area 

was limited to mainly recreational pursuits and the establishment of works of a 

public nature, such as an experimental government garden. The only substantial 

buildings to be erected in the area during this time were the Palmerson Gaol and 

Labour Prison, more commonly referred to as Fannie Bay Gaol, and the workshops 

and locomotive yards for the North Australia Railway. 

W. B. Wildey, 1881, Australasia and the Oceanic Region, with some mention of New 

Guinea, George Robertson, Melbourne, p.  92. 
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of Fannie Bay land into allotments, and relationship of the new sub-division to Palmerston. 
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In using historical records to document the background history of land use in the 

Fannie Bay area, there is some confusion in that some of the early references to 

Fannie, or Fanny, Bay appear to include the area further south on the bay, between 
Bullocky Point and Myilly Point. The names Fannie and Fanny are interchangeable, 

both having been used in writings and maps up to recent years. 

Who was Fannie - or Fanny? While it has been suggested that the bay may have been 

named after Frances Rachel Chapman, the wife of a friend of Dr. Peel who was the 
medical doctor with Goyder's survey party, or after Peel's daughter,2  the most 

commonly accepted view is that recorded by W. B. Wildey during a visit to the town 

of Palmerston in 1874. According to Wildey, members of Goyder's survey party 
named the bay after a popular singer of the time, Fanny Carandini. 

Fanny was the daughter of an exiled Italian count, Count Gerome Carandini, tenth 

Marquise of Saranzo. The count arrived in Hobart, Tasmania, in the 1840s and 
married Mary Burgess, who became a noted opera singer known as Madame 
Carandini. With her daughters Fanny, Rosina and Lizzie, she formed a singing 
group, traveling widely in Australia and overseas. In 1868, a month before Goyder 

and his party set out on the Moonta to survey the Northern Territory, the Carandinis 
gave several concerts in Adelaide. Confusion as to the spelling may be due to the 
fact that while christened Fanny, the name Fannie is used on most of the material 
used in promoting the Carandini concerts. The change to the more elegant form of 

the name may have been for promotional reasons. Madame Carandini also changed 
her name from Mary to Marie, presumably for the same purpose. 3  

2  V T. O'Brien, for many years chairman of the Territory Place Names Committee, b&ieves that 
lacking evidence to prove otherwise, Fannie Carandini is the most likely subject in the naming of 
Fannie Bay. This view is on record in Northern Territory Place Names, Place Names-Origins-
Suburbs and Localities, Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin, pp.  10-11. 

Territory Place Names. Fannie Bay (Suburb), Darwin, Place Names - Origins - Suburbs and 
Localities, Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin. 
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The name Fannie Bay appeared on Goyder's completed survey map, but was 

directed at only a small cove between Emery Point and Myilly Point  tFigure 6], 

rather than applied to the entire bay that subsequently carried the name. Goyder had 

based his choice of Port Darwin as the site of the 1869 settlement on the writings of 

John Lort Stokes, who discovered and named Port Darwin in 1839 and also named 

many of the prominent land features of the area. These included Emery Point, named 

after the Beagle's first lieutenant, close to where the ship moored on its first night in 

Darwin Harbour. Having named so many landmarks after friends, there is a theory 

that Stokes may have named the little cove to the right of Emery Point after his 

fiancée, Faimy Marler, whom he married in 1841. The cove was known in later 

years as Kahlin Bay, and is now a marina development named Cullen Bay. 

To the early inhabitants of Palmerston, Fannie Bay was a recreation area. Many early 

written works and photographs refer to picnics held on the Fannie Bay and East 

Point foreshore. Harriet Douglas Daly, daughter of the second Government Resident, 

Captain William Bloomfield Douglas, wrote of her experiences in northern Australia 

between 1870 and 1873. In Digging, Squatting and Pioneering Life  in the Northern 

Territory of South Australia, she described exploring the outlying areas of 

Palmerston on horseback, often riding out to Fannie Bay: 

At times we varied our ride by going to Fannie Bay, a long white open beach, 
about seven miles from home; and at low tide had many a good canter there, going 
on to the heights above to scan the horizon in search of a passing ship, for from 
this point we could get a view of the enhance of the harbour.5  

' Hordern, 1990, Stokes, in Camient, Maynard and Powell (eds), NTDB Volume One, pp. 274- 276. 

Harriet D. Daly, 1984 (first published 1887), Digging Squaning and Pioneering L;fe in the 

Northern Territory of South Australia, Hesperian Press, Melbourne, p.  58. 
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The 'heights above' referred to were most likely the cliffs of East Point. The long 

stretch of beach south of the point is still used on occasions at low tide for the 

purpose of exercising horses. 

Fannie Bay was also the location chosen for the first horse races held in the Northern 

Territory. On race days the entire population of Palmerston would head out to Fannie 

Bay, leaving the town in charge of the police. The government cutter Gulnare would 
depart the evening before to carry provisions and make preparations for the event.6  
In July 1874 the Northern Territory Times Almanac Calendar of Events noted that a 
public meeting had been held at which it had been decided to form a Turf Club. The 

first official race meeting was held, according to D. E. Kelsey who arrived in Darwin 

in 1873, on 9 November 1875 on a flat 'facing the north-east corner of Fanny Bay' . 
While the exact location of this course has never been positively identified, Kelsey 

said that the first course, which tended to flood, was abandoned and taken over by 

the Chinese for market gardens when the races moved to a new location 'a little 
further north and not far from the beach' 8  As the site of the second racecourse is 
known to be North Fannie Bay near East Point Reserve, the most likely site for the 

first course is the low-lying ground between Bullocky Point and the present Darwin 
Sailing Club. 

The permanent Aboriginal population of Fannie Bay also increased during the 1870s 

as the Larrakia, the traditional owners of the land on which Palmerston was sited, 

were driven out of the township. In February 1874 the Northern Territory Times and 
Gazette reported that the problem of Aborigines in the town area had been dealt with 

by moving them further away from the town: 

6 Daly, 1984,D ngSquateing and PioneeringLfe, pp. 62-63. 
D. E. Kelsey, 1975, The Shackle:A Story of the FarAustralian Bush, Lynton Publicalions, 

Adelaide, p. 34. 
9 Kelsey, 1975, The Shackle, p.  34. 
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The aborigines who have been recently camped so close the residences of the 
White people, making nights hideous with their noises, have during the last day or 
so been ordered to move a little further away, and they are therefore it appears, 
gone to Peel's Well and Fannie Bay, which is a much more suitable place for 

them.9  

The displacement of the Larrakia from their traditional sites in Palmerston put 

increased pressure on the sites in Fannie Bay. The white population clearly did not 

understand the impact this had on the Aboriginal way of life. While the Larrakia did 

not erect permanent housing, they did have a social structure that depended on a 

number of sites to maximise the health and sanitation of their communities. Burial 

sites were separated from living sites, and living sites near fresh water were used on 

a rotating basis so that they did not become polluted due to overuse.'0  In following 

this traditional practice, Aborigines before the arrival of Europeans in Australia were 

probably cleaner and healthier than many of the poor in the filthy slums of the 

world's big cities. 

The shelters built by the Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory were simple 

structures of branches and woven leaves or bark, and varied according to specific 

climatic conditions. In Punkahs and Pith Helmets Good Principles of Tropical 

House Design, architects Philip Harris and Adrian Welke noted that, in contrast to 

the box-like 'southern' nature of most housing being constructed in Darwin in the 

early 1980s,'1  traditional Aboriginal shelters exhibited 'a very simple translation of 

climatic principles'.12  In central Australia the shelters were ground level and 

Northern Territory Times and Gareite, 20 February 1874. 
10  The traditional practice of regularly moving to fresh living sites has been mentioned by many 
Aboriginal people, on the media and spoken to. 
' Philip N. Harris and Adrian C. Welke, 1982, Punkahs and Pith Helmets: Good Principles of 

Tropical House Design, Troppo's architects of Darwin, Darwin, p.  3. 
12  Harris and Welke, 1982, Punkahs and Pith Helmets, p. 5. 
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enclosed to keep out cold winds. In the tropical north, shade was the main 

requirement, with open sides to allow airflow. At times high-level sleeping decks 

were built, with small smoking campfires underneath to repel mosquitoes and other 

insects.'3  Harris and Welke adopted many of these principles in their 'Troppo' 

architecture for the 'Top End' of the Northern Territory. Rather than ground level, 

enclosure and air-conditioning, their favoured design for tropical housing remains 

elevated, with wide eaves for shade and designed to allow for maximum airflow. 

In the Fannie Bay area the headland known as Bullocky Point was important to the 

Larrakia as it had fresh-water springs. It also provided a lookout point from which to 

watch the harbour entrance for raiding parties from the nearby Tiwi islands that 

came to the mainland looking for wives.'4  The Macassans also visited the point 

regularly. While the 'thick jungle' that once covered the headland has long since 

vanished, on the slope down to Mindil Beach there are still remaining thickets of 

bamboo and hemp, and tamarind trees, none of which are native to Northern 

Australia. The tamarinds provided the Macassans with vitamin C, and the bamboo 

and hemp were used to repair their traditional sailing vessels.15  

The Macassans were a specific cultural group from the Sulawasi Celebes, although 

the term 'Macassan' has since been used to cover all those who, from at least the 

seventeenth century, sailed from Indonesia to the north coast of Australia to harvest 
and cure trepang.16  The trepang, also known as sea cucumber or sea slug, was highly 

prized by the Chinese as an addition to food. That it had a reputation as an 

aphrodisiac no doubt enhanced its popularity!'7  Relations between north coast 

' Harris and Welke, 1982, Punkahs and Pith Helmets, p. 5. Diagrams of Aboriginal shelters. 
14  Judy Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, in Darwin High School Year Book, Darwin High 
School, Darwin, p.  131. 

15 
 
Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, p. 131. 

16  Powell, 1982, Far Couny, p. 33. 
17  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 34. 
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Aboriginal groups and Macassans were, apart from the occasional unpleasant 
incident, fairly stable, and mutually beneficial. The Macassans spent only short 
periods on shore curing trepang, and took only resources not wanted by the 
Aborigines. In exchange for items such as turtle shell, pearl shell and pearls that they 
could trade in Asia, the Macassans provided the coastal Aborigines with valuable 
tools such as iron for spearheads, metal axes, and fish-hooks. 8  

Another spot in Fannie Bay favoured by the Larrakia was just south of the present 
Darwin Sailing Club, where there was fresh water close at hand. While this meeting 
place has not been recorded in any publication looked at, people spoken to remember 
that, as late as the 1950s large numbers of boats from the Tiwi islands would land at 
the spot and meet with the local Larrakia.19  That it was, and remains, a traditional 
gathering place seems to be confirmed by the fact that it is regularly frequented by 
Aborigines, often arriving by car in family groups and on occasions numbering sixty 
or seventy people.20  

The Larrakia soon lost sole occupancy of both special sites. When construction of 
the Overland Telegraph Line commenced in late 1870, David Daniels was granted 
permission to use the headland for resting and preparing his bullock teams for their 
next trip down the telegraph line - hence the name Bullocky Point. The second site 
was largely lost with the incursion of Chinese gardeners into the area, and the 
establishment by David Daniels in the early 1880s of brickworks, run by Chinese, to 
provide bricks for the stamp batteries that were being built at many mining centres.2' 
Surveyor J.P. Hingston in the completed 1885 survey maps of the Fannie Bay area 
noted the existence of Chinese gardens at the base of Bullocky Point, and that a 

18  Powell, 2982, Far Coun fry, p.  36. 
19  Information provided by Frank McGuinness and other long-term residents of East Point RoacL 
20  Personal observation over many years working on boat in yard overlooking site. 
21  Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, p.  131. 
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'Dam Kilne' had been built on the site that is close to the Aboriginal gathering place 

on the foreshore. [Figure 7 

During the 1870s, with mounting unrest in Pahnerston over the lack of land available 

to settlers, there was increasing pressure on the South Australian Government to 

conduct a promised survey of land at Fannie Bay. The Northern Territory Times and 

Gazette carried constant complaints on the issue. In March 1874, Thomas Reynolds 

in a long letter headed 'The Land Question', voiced the complaints of many hopeful 

settlers that there was no land available for purchase in either Palmerston, or the 

town of Southport. He asked whether any surveys had been conducted during the 

previous eight months, and if so: 

Where? And what quantity? I have heard of some few hundred acres being 
surveyed during the last month in the neighbourhood of Fanny Bay, whether that 
survey was of land simply to supply sufficient acreage to present holders of land 
ordered more than twelve months since, or was an attempt to supply on a very 
small scale the demand for land - I am not advisecL Be that as it may; if no attempt 
at surveys has been made a very pressing duty has been seriously neglected. 22  

On 24 April 1874 the Times carried an article about the plight of a Mr. Caidwell who 

was trying to purchase land in Fanny Bay. The Government Resident had authorised 

a survey of land at Fanny Bay on Caidwell's beha1f. However, the land could not be 

sold to him as, according to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, the 'upset price' had 

not yet been fixed by the Governor in Council as required by the 41 clause of the 

Northern Territory Land Act. The Times noted that many applications for land had 

been met in a similar manner 2  

n Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 6 March 1874. 
23  Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 24 Apnl 1874. 
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Figure 7: Section of 1885 J. P. Hmgston survey map of the Fannie Bay sub-division 

showing Chinese gardens under cultivation on Bullocky Point, bottom left, cemetery bottom 

right, and 'Dam Kilne' used for early bnckworks, top cenhre. Map courtesy of Department of 

Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin. 



Why did Goyder not survey the Fannie Bay area? In looking at his survey maps it is 
evident that the immediate surrounds of the town of Palmerston, and a wide band of 
foreshore extending northwards to East Point, were not included in the division of 
land for sale and development in the Hundred of Bagot. The common practice of 
town planning at the time, similar to that used for the planning of Adelaide, was to 
leave open paridand on three sides. As Darwin was laid out on a peninsula, Goyder 
had to compromise this design to some extent.24  That the land at Fannie Bay was not 
surveyed in 1869 may have been part of this compromise, leaving open public space 
for town citizens as recreation areas, and for the development of future public 
facilities such as parks and gardens. The only delegated land use marked by Goyder 
for Fannie Bay was for the town cemetely. [See Figure 61 

That the land at Fannie Bay was not included in Goyder's survey was a constant 
source of irritation to those increasingly desperate to purchase land around 
Palmerston. In 1870 the South Australian Government had signed an agreement with 
the British-Australian Telegraph Company to lay a cable from Java to Port Darwin, 
on condition that the government built a telegraph line from Port Darwin overland to 
Port Augusta in South Ausiralia. During the construction of the Overland Telegraph 
Line gold in payable quantities was discovered at Pine Creek, 235 kilomelres south 
of Palmerston. The construction of the Overland Telegraph Line allied with the 
discovery of gold led to a rush of workers, hopeful prospectors and prospective 
settlers to the north. 

But the earlier actions of the South Australian Government in entitling speculative 
investors holding rural land orders to a free town lot was already having an effect on 
permanent settlement in the Northern Territory. In Palmerston, despite the fact that 
only a handful of lots were occupied, there was virtually no land for sale. Douglas 
Lockwood in his book commemorating the centenary of settlement in the Northern 

24  Reece, 1989, Palmerston (Darwin): four expeditions in sean± of a capital, p. 309. 
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Territory, The Front Door: Darwin 1869-1969, noted that during the 1870s, due to 

the 'large tracts' of town land held by absentee owners, 'not more than six allotments 

in the township were available for building although 1,000 were vacant' 25  

Contemporary writings confirm the situation at the time. According to W. B. Wildey 

'At present, 1874, it is impossible, upon any reasonable terms, to purchase a town lot 

in the business part of Palmerston'. This has led to 'huge sums being demanded for 

the town lots available'  .26  In The Northern Territory As It Is published in 1882, W.J. 

Sowden recorded his impressions of the Northern Territory seen as a member of a 

South Australian Parliamentary party tasked to investigate the situation in the 

Northern Territory. With regards to the land issue in Palmerston he noted: 

Though there are 1 019 half acres in the town area, only forty of them are 
occupied, and of these four alone are owned by those who reside on them.27  

In March 1874 in its regular editorial section, the Northern Territory Times and 

Gazette condemned the South Australian Government for supporting the interests of 

'land-jobbers' who had bought land purely with profit in mind: 

Such owners of land, as a matter of course, do not want fresh quantities put into the 
market, and would rather discourage settlement altogether than see the few people 
who have come here supplied with allotments direct from the Government, instead 
of being compelled to buy them from the first holders. 28  

25  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 56. 

26  Wildey, 1881, Australasia and the Oceanic Region, p. 92. 

27  W. J. Sowden, 1882, The Northern Territory As It Is: A Narrative of the South Australia 

Parliamentary Party's Trip and Full Description of the Northern Territory, its Settlements and 
Industries, W.K. Thomas and Co., Adelaide, p. 130. 

28  Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 24 April 1874. 
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The situation in Palmerston became so tense that, according to Lockwood, in March 

1874 residents petitioned the South Australian parliament for self-government.29  

There were certainly those who, like T.R. Reynolds, felt that 'what advantage is it to 

a man to remain here while the administration remains in the hands of the South 

Australian Government?'30  In the face of growing demand for local involvement in 

the administration of Palmerston, the government granted permission for a town 

council to be established. On 11 June 1874 the boundaries for local government 

purposes were gazetted in the Northern Territory Times and Gazette. The boundary 

of the town of Palmerston was defined as running in an east-west boundary running 

from the north end of Mmdii Beach.31  This boundary corresponds roughly with the 

road known as Goyder Road, north of which lie the present suburbs of Parap, Fannie 

Bay and Ludmilla. The official proclamation if the appointment of the Palmerston 

District Council appeared in the 19 April 1874 edition of the Times. The editorial of 

the day triumphantly announced that 'representative Government' had, in a small 

way made a beginning in the remote north. 

The survey and sub-division of land beyond the town boundary at Fannie Bay was 

completed in the early 1880s. Surveys appear to have been carried out on a piece-

meal basis from the mid-1870s. In 1878 surveyor David Lindsay32  was employed to 

survey five and ten acre blocks at Fannie Bay. A seventy-seven acre parcel was 

reserved for Government purposes. This would include a site for a new prison to 

replace the two-cell gaol in Palmerston.33  It was not until 1885 that surveyor J.P. 

29  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 46. Note: While no primary evidence could be found to 

support the existence of such a petition, there was certainly great unrest at the time. 
30 Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 6 March 1874. 
32 Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 11 June 1874. 
32 P. F. Donovan, 1990, Lindsay, David (1856-1922), in Carment, Maynard and Powell (eds.), IVTDB 

Volume One, pp.  182-184. 
33 Mickey Dewar, 1997, 'Hard labour' or a 'salubrious reireat'?: the relationship between Gaol and 

community in Palmerston 1869-1910, Journal ofNorthern Territory History, Historical Society of the 

Northern Territory, Darwin, pp.  1-3. 
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Hingston signed off on his detailed and comprehensive survey of the entire Fannie 
Bay area.34  By the time Hingston' s survey maps were completed, the first conirolled 

land-use of the Fannie Bay area had taken place with the establishment in 1879 of 

new Government Gardens, and the building of a new prison in 1883. 

In 1878 the then Government Resident, Edward William Price, responded to several 

years of agitation by Palmerston residents who felt that the existing Government 

Gardens should both increase its capacity to produce vegetables, and fulfill its 

intended role as an experimental garden and recreation area. Price wrote to the 

Minister for the Northern Territory requesting a 'fair botanist and florist' to 

administer the gardens. The Northern Territory was fortunate in that such a person 

was already in Palmerston. Born in Hanover in 1840, Maurice Holtze had graduated 

in botany and horticulture at the Royal Gardens in St. Petersburg. He migrated to 

Australia with his Russian wile and children in 1872 and, moving to the Northern 

Territory, worked as a guard at the Palmerston gaol. On 16 July 1879 Holtze was 

appointed Government Gardener.35  

Holtze felt that the site of the existing Government Gardens site, that had been 

established near Doctor's Gully in 1871, was unsuited to crop experimentation. In 

1879 William Owsten, a Melbourne entrepreneur who planned to grow sugar-cane in 

the Northern Territory, suggested a new garden site at Fannie Bay. Although it was 

not Holtze's preferred choice, the government approved the selection. The Times 

praised the site and described it as: 

34  J. P. Hingston, 1885 survey maps, held by Northern Territory Place Names Office, Department of 
Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin. 
35  Eve Gibson, 1990, Holtze, Maurice William (1840-1925), in Carment, Maynard and Powell (eds.), 
NTDB Volume One, pp. 150-153. 
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About 30 acres of land at Fanny Bay... including portion of the Overland 
Telegraph maize paddock. It has rich black chocolate soil with loamy marl 
substratum.36  

As much of the proposed site for the garden was covered with dense tropical jungle, 

some three hundred and fifty Chinese were employed to clear it for one shilling each 

per day. Seven wells were sunk, and by September 1897 the land was trenched, 

cleared and ready for planting.37  It quickly became clear that, given the constant 

tending needed for specimens and the theft of plants from the gardens by Chinese, a 

permanent residence on the site was needed. Holtze, despite some local opposition, 

was given permission to build a cottage in the gardens. By March 1880 the new 

Government Gardens were flourishing with cotton, arrowroot and a variety of 

tropical fruit trees. In May of that year Holtze won a Gold Medal at the Sydney 

Exhibition for his cotton. The gardens also provided rootstock. In 1881 over 8,000 

banana plants and 13,000 pineapple seedlings were distributed. Holtze also 

experimented with sesame and peanut oils. In 1970 his daughter Ludmilla, then 

nearly one hundred years old, recounted how her father had pressed the oils using her 

mother's clothes mangle.38  A creek in the area still retains the name Ludmilla Creek, 

named by Holtze for his only daughter. 

That Holtze and his family lived in the only house in Fannie Bay did pose some 

problems. The Holtze cottage became a focal point for visitors to the nearby beaches 
and East Point. In 1881 the Times noted that 'The amiable Government Gardener is 
eaten out of house and home by casual visitors. Why doesn't someone put up a 

36  Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 19 April 1879. 

37 June B. Bauer, 1980, Some other Eden: a histoiy of the Darwin Botanic Garden, in F. IL Bauer 
(ed.), Two North Australian Cropping Studies, North Australia Research Unit, The Australian 
National University, Darwin, p. 14. 
38  Gibson, 1990, Holtze, in Carment, Maynard and Powell (eds.), N2DB Volume One, p. 151. 
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regular pub at Fannie Bay?'39  But building of a private nature in Fannie Bay did not 

take place for many years. In line with the beyond the town boundary status of 

Fannie Bay, early building in the area north of Bullocky Point consisted of public 

infrastructure seen as unsuitable for residential areas. 

Construction of the first substantial building, the Palmerston Gaol and Labour 

Prison, commenced in 1883. [Plate 1] The re-location of the Palmerston gaol to 

Fannie Bay, and its design and construction owed much to the efforts of John George 

Knight.4°  Born in London, Knight trained as an architect and engineer. He arrived in 

Melbourne in 1852 and in the early 1870s, attracted by reports of the discovery of 

gold in the Northern Territory, moved to Palmerston. Knight held many posts during 

his time in the Territory, and was responsible for or involved in the design and 

building of all the major public buildings in Palmerston during the I 880s. These 

included the Town Hall, Police Station and Court House, and Brown's Mart. He also 

made several changes to Government House while serving as Government Resident 

from July 1890 until his death in office in January 1892.41  Knight's influence on the 

architecture of public buildings in Palmerston was considerable, and those that have 

survived, all built of stone, remain distinctively different from anything built before 

or since the 1880s. 

There is some dispute as to Knight's involvement in the actual design for the gaol at 
Fannie Bay. David Carment in researching Knight's career and work believes that 

the 'indefatigable ' Knight was involved in the design of a couple of the early gaol 

Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 2 July 1881. 
4° David Carment, 1990, Knight, John George (1826-1892) in Carment, Maynard and Powell 
(eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp.  171 -172. 
4° David Carment, Helen .J. Wilson and Barbara James, 1993, Terrironan: The Life  and Times of 
John George Knight, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin. 



buildings, and certainly the inñrmary added in 1887.42  But as Knight often worked 
closely with the surveyor Gilbert McMinn,43  who had been with Goyder's 1869 
survey party, surviving records are not always clear about the extent to which one or 
the other of the two men was responsible for a particular project. 44  Mickey Dewar in 
Inside-Out: A Social History of Fannie Bay Gaol stated that the plans for the gaol 
were not prepared by Knight, but by O.F.C. Reichardt under the signature of 
McMinn as Supervisor of Works.45  

Although there had been calls for a new prison since as early as 1874, including 
many made by Knight, tenders were not called for the building of the new facility at 
Fannie Bay until 1882. Prominent businessman, entrepreneur and Town Councilor 
V. V. Brown won the main contract for the construction of sixteen stone cells at a 
cost of 3 594 pounds and sixteen shillings. Ah Kim and Company contructed the 
twelve foot high timber and iron fence at a cost of 55 pounds, and another Chinese 
firm, Leung Foo, built the prison officers' quarters for 44 pounds.47  Building 
commenced early in 1883 and was completed in January 1884 at an estimated cost of 
five thousand, six hundred pounds, the biggest item of capital expenditure so far 

42 David Carment, 1996, Looking at Darwin 's Past: Material Evidence of European Settlement in 
Tropical Australia, North Australia Research Unit, The Australian National University, Darwin, 32. 
Carment, Wilson and James, 1993, Territorian, pp. 45-47. 
° V. T. O'Brien, 1990, McMinn, Gilbert Rotherdale (1841-1924), in Carment, Maynard and 
Powell (eds.), NTDB, Volume One, pp. 202-203. 

44  W. V. Mason, 1968, Documents on Australian architecture: John George Knight, FRIBA, 
Architecture in Australia, 57 (3), p. 485. Carment, Wilson and James, 1993, Territorian, pp.  45-47. 
Carment, 1996, Looking at Darwin 's Past, p.  27. 
45  Mickey Dewar, 1999, Inside-Out: A Social History of Fannie Bay Gaol, Northern Territory 
University, Darwin, p.2. 

46  Jenny Rich, 1990, Brown, Victor Voules (1841-1910), in Carment, Maynard and 
Powell (eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp.  44-45. 
47  Dewar, 1999, Inside-Out, p. 2. 
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incurred on any building in the new sefflement. The gaol, however, was quickly 

found to be inadequate to house the rising number of inmates, with prisoners at times 

forced to sleep in the corridors. A report from Dr. P.M. Wood in 1886 noted that 

under such circumstances disease was inevitable as the sanitation system was poor 

and sick prisoners could not be isolated.49  In 1887 an infirmary was built outside of 

the gaol fence. In style it was similar to the 1883 cell block, and a plan for an 

infirmary sent by Knight to the Government Resident, in late 1884. 0  Built of stone, 
it was a substantial building forty-two feet long and twenty feet wide. It allowed for 

six patient beds, with a separate wardman's room and a dispensary. 5' 

Up to the mid -1880s Maurice Holtze and his family at the Government Gardens, the 

prison staff and some prisoners, and a few Chinese gardeners constituted the non-

Aboriginal population of Fannie Bay. Despite his initial success with crop 

experiments, including sugar cane, tobacco and coffee, Holtze was unhappy with the 

site, which was not his preferred choice for efficient and productive experimental 

gardens. The establishment of the experimental garden on the harsh ironstone soil in 

the Fannie Bay area highlights the confusion with regards to the status of much of 

the land surrounding the township of Palmerston at the time. In his quarterly report 

of January 1885 the Government Resident, John Langdon Parsons,52  endorsed 
Holtze's view that the present site was unsuitable, and included a letter from Holtze 

headed 'Fannie Bay Experimental Nursery'. Holtze appealed to the South Australian 

Government to be allowed to transfer the garden to the site he had chosen in 1879, a 

site halfway between Palmerston and Fannie Bay that had better soil and irrigation, 

which the government had previously thought to have been already sold or leased: 

48  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 57. 

49  Der, 1999, Inside-Our, p. 9. 
° Carment, Wilson and James, 1993, Territorian, p. 47. 

51  Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 12 February 1897. 
52  Mary Dorling, 1990, Parsons, John Langdon (1837-1903), in Carment, Maynard and 
Powell (eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp. 230-232. 



As this place is part of the park lands, and as till lately it was erroneously believed 
that the Government had parted with their right to this land, my proposition was 
declined. This land now has for the last few years been occupied by Chinese, who 
grow vegetables and pigfeed, and I can say that the results of their cultivation fully 
justifies my recommendations. 

Holtze found a strong ally and friend with the arrival of Parsons as Government 
Resident in March 1 884.The South Australian Government was going through one of 
its periodic cost-cutting exercises at the time and had proposed that expenses for the 
Gardens could be cut by half and, if necessary, that the role of Government Gardener 
be abolished and the Gardens worked by prison authorities. In January 1886 Parsons 
took matters into his own hands. He announced that ten acres of paperbark swamp 
closer to Palmerston was to be cleared for the new gardens. This was the site 
originally chosen by Holtze. An official Proclamation for the Botanical Gardens, 
which still occupies the same site, was issued on 1 October 1886. 54 

Less successful was Holtze's personal ambition to acquire land in the Northern 
Territory. In 1882 he offered to take up 10 000 acres of land for a cotton plantation 
for wiuich, if successful, he would pay the South Australian government seven 
shillings and sixpence an acre. That this offer was not taken up is probably due to the 
confusion relating to the land laws and land ownership of the time. Holtze was a 
constant critic of the laws, maintaining that the most suitable lands for development 
were 'practically locked up against the bona-flde settler'.55  In 1891 Holtze left the 
Northern Territory to take up the position of Director of the Botanic Gardens in 
Adelaide, a position he held until his retirement in 1917. He is credited with much of 

53 Quarterly Report on the Northern Territory, lJanuaiy 1885. 
54 Bauer, 1980, Some other Eden, pp. 21-24. 

55  Bauer, 1980, Some other Eden, p.21. Gibson, 1990, Holtze, in Carmen*, Maynard and 
Powell (eds.), JVTDB Volume One, p.  152. 



the landscaping in Adelaide and its reputation as a Garden City. When speaking in 
later years on the suitability of the Northern Territory for tropical agriculture, he 
stressed the need for a careful, scientific approach to land cultivation in the north, as 
its curse had been that 'inexpert persons have tried to establish plantations on 
unsuitable land' . 56 

With the establishment of the Botanical Gardens on its new site in 1886, the 
committee of the Northern Territory Racing Club [NTRCI sought 'Mr. Holtze's 
permission to use the old course and cut away timber obstructing the view of the 
races' This indicates, although Jenny Rich in her history of racing and sport in the 
Northern Territory to 1888 does not make it quite clear, that the racing fraternity had 
lost its second race course, 'on a flat a little further north' from the first course, when 
the Government Gardens were transferred to Fannie Bay in 1879. Where the NTRC, 
formed in 1882, held its race meetings during the early 1880s has not been firmly 
established. In December 1888 the NTRC was informed by the Government 
Resident that an application on its behalf for the setting aside of a piece of land for 
recreation and racing purposes had been sent to the Surveyor General.58  With the 
allocation of a permanent site for racing a 'grandstand' was erected on the third 
racecourse - although the word grand is something of a misnomer. It consisted of a 
framework of rough timber, a raised platform and long benches that seated about one 
hundred people. Roofed with grass and branches to keep off the sun, and latticed 
with bamboo on the sides, it was lashed firmly to a large ironwood tree to give it 
support.59  

56  Gibson, 1990, Holtze, in Carment, Maynard and Powell (eds.), NTDB Volume One, p. 152. 
57  Jenny Rich, 1988, Racing and other sports in 1888, in Val Dixon (ed), Looking Back: The Northern 
Territory in 1888, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin, p.  80. 
58  Rich, 1988, Racing and other sports, p.  81. 
59  Kelsey, 1975, The Shackle, pp.  34-36. Rich, 1988, Racing and other sports, p. 80. 
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In researching the history of the Darwin Botanic Gardens June Bauer found only one 

map that indicated the site of the Government Gardens in Fannie Bay. [Figure 81 

The rare circa 1890 map showed the site of the 'Old Botanical Gardens', and the 

'Recreation Ground' allocated east of the gardens and gaol, which included the third 

racecourse. It also showed the alignment of the railway line constructed during the 

1880s. It was the building and operation of the railway that did more than anything 

else to establish a permanent non-Aboriginal population in the Fannie Bay area. 

While the South Australian administration pinched and carped about spending on the 

Government Gardens and the Fannie Bay Gaol, there was no such reluctance to 

spend in the case of the transcontinental railway. The vision of a north-south railway 

to facilitate opening up markets with countries to the north of the continent had been 

the subject of political debate since the mid-1850s. In 1858 a proposal had been put 

forward by J.W. Robertson of Melbourne on behalf of a London syndicate to build a 

railway, by means of a land grant system, from Port Augusta to Port Darwin. The 

political debate regarding the establishment of the north-south railway, and the 

various proposals that were subsequently put forward, has been well documented by 
writers such as Ian Stevenson in The Line that Led to Nowhere: The Story of the 
North Australia Railway.60  It was initially hoped that private enterprise would foot 
the bill for the undertaking. In the Port Augusta and Overland Railway Act of 1862 

provision was made of land grants to contractors of two square miles of land for 

every mile of line constructed. But 'Despite the supposedly tempting offer of land, 

no contractor came forward to take up the offer. Nor did the offer in a new act in 
1864, doubling the consideration of land to be granted' .61  

The South Australian Government decided to go it alone in establishing the railway. 

In 1878 the southern section of the railway was commenced from Port Augusta. It 

60  L R. Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led to Nowhere: The Story of the North Australia iailway, 
Rigby, Adelaide, pp. 26-34. 
61  Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led to Nowhere, pp. 27-28. 
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Figure 8: The site of the 1879 Government Gardens at Fannie Bay, referred to as the 'Old 

Botanical Gardens' to left of the Recreation Ground, the site of the third, and still 

operational, Fannie Bay Racecourse. Marked on an untitled map described in an archives 

accession note as Plan of Port Darwin and Palmerston circa 1890. NAA: 19AA- 
NT R /790/1879/161, AA-CP81 1, item MS 



reached Government Gums, re-named Farina, in 1882.62  A survey was carried out in 

1879 to determine the route of the northern end of the railway from Palmerston to 

Pine Creek. In 1886 tenders were accepted for the construction of the northern 

section of the line, and for clearing land for a railway station and goods yard.63  The 

1888 report of the Government Resident stated that the line between Palmerston and 

Adelaide River 177th  mile] was opened for traffic in June, and extended to Burrundie 
[124th mile] by 1 December 1888. It also noted that workshops and residences for 

railway workers had been established in the Fannie Bay area: 

At the site of the locomotive workshops, two and a half miles from Palmerston, 
one first-class and nine second-class residences have been built; also the engine 
running shed, general store, locomotive engineer's office, and two workmen's 
cottages. The carriage workshop and paintshop nearly finished, and the locomotive 
workshops partly erected 64  

Photographs show that the buildings constructed at the locomotive yard and 

workshop area, commonly referred to as simply the Two-and—a-Half-Mile just 

beyond the town boundary in Fannie Bay, were substantiaL [Plate 2] They were 

costly edifices for the time, with the locomotive shop costing seven thousand 

pounds; the carriage shop three thousand and the paint shop one thousand and three 

hundred pounds. The cost of building a house for a senior railway official was six 

hundred and fifty pounds.65  

62  Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led to Nowhere, pp.  32-33. 
63  Stephen Rose, 1988, Palmerston to Pine Creek Railway 1886-1889, in Dixon (ed.), Looking Back: 
The Northern Territory in 1888, p. 77. 
64 Government Resident's Report on the Northern Territoryfor the year 1888. 

65 
 

Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led to Nowhere, p. 74. 
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The railway provided much-needed work at a time when unemployment was a major 

problem in the Territory, due mainly to the numbers of failed prospectors on the 

goldflelds, many of them Chinese. 66  

In early 1887, the European workforce [employed on the railway] consisted of 
thirty-nine gangers, forty mechanics and sikers, twenty horse-drivers and fifty-
four labourers, a total of 153. While this number doubled the next year, the non-
European workiorce by then consisted of about 2000 Chinese and 800 Tndians.67  

The numbers of Chinese in the Northern Territory, by 1888 they outnumbered the 

European population by four to one, was a source of concern to Government 

Resident Parsons. In his 1888 report he stated that the Chinese, many of them idlers 

and opium smokers, were overpopulating the town, and bringing in diseases such as 

small-pox.68  The difference in population numbers was reflected in the high number 

of Chinese incarcerated in Fannie Bay Gaol. According to Dewar, the Chinese 

appear to have been treated more harshly than either the European or Aboriginal 

prisoners, and this was particularly evident in the case of corporal punishment. 

Public opinion, if the Times accurately reflected views held in the community, was 

that there was far too little flogging of Chinese, accused, guilty or innocent.69  The 

antipathy of many Europeans to the Chinese is reflected in an article that appeared in 

the Times in relation to two Chinese sentenced to hang for murder, the paper noting 

that the annual horse race meetings would commence on the same day: 

Five minutes wa]k from the course two Chinese murderers are to be hanged. But 
the two things won't clash, as the convicts will 'drop' early in the morning, 
whereas the sporting fraternity won't have a chance to 'drop' on the races until 

66  Rose, 2988, Palmerston to Pine Creek Raihvay, p. 77. 
67  Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led to Nowhere,p. 49. 
69  Government Resident's Report on the Northern Territoiy for the year 1888. 
69  Dewar, 1999, Inside-Out, pp.  4-5 and 8. 
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12.30. Those who witness the hanging will be able to step a few paces across the 
road and get all thoughts of it out of their mind by plunging on the tote.70  

But, despised as they may have been by the white population, the Chinese slowly 

established themselves as an essential element in the successful settlement of 

northern Australia. With market gardens and laundries to service the needs of white 

settlers, with the brickworks and contracts for building such as at the gaol, the 

Chinese were well established in Palmerston and Fannie Bay by the mid-1880s. 

There is archival material to show that Chinese, rather than simply squatting on land, 

did hold gardening leases in the 1880s.71  A database of old leases compiled 

somewhat later and dating from 1890, showed that the earliest recorded lease-holders 

of land in the Fannie Bay area were Chinese. [Appendix 1] Ah Fi leased sections 

678, 679 and 680, and Sung Lee leased 767, 768 and 769. All sections were on the 

swampy area favoured by the Chinese for market gardens, near the foreshore north 

of Bullocky Point.72  

Why did white settlers not snap up the land at Fannie Bay, for which there was so 

much demand in the 1870s? When allotments were auctioned in May 1887 only 27 

sold. The sale of these was not enough to cover the cost of the survey. Reflecting the 

ambivalent attitude of the Palmerston population towards the use of what was seen as 

public land, the Times blamed the South Australian Government for reserving nine of 
the best lots for a 'seaside residence' for the Government Resident.73  Dewar 

suggested that the proximity of the gaol, and the fact that much of the land 

7° Northern Territory Times and Garette, 11 August 1899. 
71  NTAS: NTRS F40. Miscellaneous Lease Register. 
72  DLPE, QUERY RESULTS FROM T:\NATITLE\ENTJRE  DATABASE, LANDSRCH, 
Department of Lands Planning and Environment, Darwin, p.  17. Perhaps the data for this only 
collected since 1890. No mention made of earlier leases. [Appendix 1]. 
7°  Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 26 May 1887. 
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Administrator, the new title adopted by the Commonwealth, could be appointed. On 

3 March 1911 the name of the capital of the Northern Territory was changed from 

Palmerston to Darwin. Apart from the change of the name of the toi and the title of 

the most senior government official, little happened during the first year, a factor that 

drew criticism in South Australia and in the Northern Territory. Critics of the 

Commonwealth administration claimed that 'things were never quite so chaotic 

under the State as they are at present', and voiced dissatisfaction at the delays in 'the 

lands business and lands office records' 2  P. F. Donovan in his work on the 

Commonwealth era summed up the situation in the Northern Territory at the end of 

the first year of Commonwealth control: 

• while the year 1911 opened with the federal government commanding 
wide support for its Northern Territory initiatives, it closed with some of this 
goodwill having been eroded, yet with nothing achieved, and very little even 
attempted.3  

In early 1912 the Commonwealth appointed Dr. J. A. Gilruth' as the first 

Administrator of the Northern Territory. Born in Scotland in 1871, Gilruth graduated 

from Glasgow Veterinary College in 1892. He held several government posts in New 

Zealand before moving to Australia to take up the newly created Chair of Veterinary 

Pathology at the University of Melbourne in 1908. In June 1911 Gilruth had joined a 

scientific survey team appointed by the Commonwealth to investigate the 

agricultural possibilities of the Territory.6  Fired with enthusiasm with regards to the 

2 Advertiser, 4 September 1911, cited in P. F. Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustraha: 
The Commonwealth and the Northern Territory 1911-1978, University of Queensland Press, 
St .Lucia, pp.  10-11. 

Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, p. 14. 

Dates recorded vary from 12 February to 25 March 1912. 
Alan Powell, 1990, Gilruth, John Anderson (1871 - 1937), in Carment, Maynard and Powell 

(eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp. 118-119. 
6 Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, p. 8. 
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potential of mining, agriculture and pastoralism in the north, Gilruth successfully 

applied for the position of Administrator. 

The Gilruth years as Administrator of the Northern Territory have been well 

documented by several historians, including P. F. Donovan in his work on the 

Commonwealth in Northern Australia 1911 to 1978, Bernie Brian's 2001 doctoral 

thesis on the North Australian Workers' Union,7  F. X. Alcorta in his detailed Darwin 
Rebellion 1 91 3..1 91 98  and in general histories such as Alan Powell's Far Country,9  

and Douglas Lockwood's The Front Door.'°  The personal profile of Gilruth that 

emerges from most of the works is that, while he may have been a brilliant 

veterinary scientist, in the sensitive position of Administrator he proved a 

disappointment. Like Finniss before him at Escape Cliffs, Gilruth had the 

unfortunate capacity to antagonise and alienate both individuals and the community. 

Gliruth's attitude towards the Northern Territory and its people epitomised that of 

many in the Commonwealth Government, who were keen to show that a superior 

scientific approach would enable the Commonwealth to succeed in developing the 

north where South Australia had failed. The earlier efforts made by South 

Australians were disparaged, and little notice was taken of scientific reports 

produced or experience gained while the Northern Territory was part of South 

Australia." A more perceptive man may have understood the feelings and 

resentments of those left behind after the withdrawal of the South Australian 

administration, and moved to make them part of the new future of the Northern 

Bernie Brian, 2001, The Northern Territory's One Big Union: The rise and Fall of the North 

Australian Workers Union, 1911-1972, PhD thesis, Northern Territory University, Darwin. 

F. X. Alcorta, 1984, Darwin Rebellion 1913-1919, Northern Territory University Planning 

Authority, Darwin. 

Powell, 1982, Far Country, pp. 138-165. 
10  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 189-224. 
" Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, p. 9. 



Territory. Gilruth was no such man. At the heart of the problems he faced during his 

years as Administrator, was his arrogance and insensitivity. The following story by 

one of his contemporaries illustrates Gilruth's tendency to dismiss the views of those 

he regarded as unimportant, or inferior: 

Challenged one day by a rather illiterate member of an audience he was addressing 
who declared that he had as much right to an opinion as the speaker, Gilruth 
quickly agreed. 'Only', he added, 'the difference between your opinion and mine is 
that yours doesn't matter' 12  

There is no doubt that Gilruth faced a gargantuan task in taking on the development 

of the Northern Territory, but his distain for the citizens of Darwin as a whole, 

including the middle classes involved in private enterprise and the Palmerston 

District Council, subsequently the Darwin Disirict Council, showed through clearly 

in his first report as Administrator. He noted the lack of accommodation in Darwin 

for incoming newly appointed public servants, the failure of the private sector to 

respond to the housing shortage, and the exorbitant sums being asked of Government 

for vacant allotments. 

In a long section of the report he outlined his reasons for the opening up of public 

lands around Darwin for housing and other government uses. In Gilruth's view, as no 

blocks were available in the town proper for building purposes at a reasonable price, 

it was 'necessary to either purchase private lands or utilise vacant Crown land at 

some distance from the present building area'. These Crown lands, which according 

to Gilruth 'had never been surveyed' included Myilly Point, the Botanical Gardens, 

Chinese gardens and 'waste lands generally'. He dismissed the fact that on 'one or 

two' maps these were areas marked as 'Park Lands', maintaining that there was no 

evidence that 'these lands were ever intended to be a Reserve': 

Powell, 1982, Far County, p. 145. Reference to article byHAR. in The Vetermary Record, 
March 1937. 
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The only apparent use for these Crown lands had ever been put to by the citizens of 
Darwin was to fell the large trees for firewood, and to deposit bottles, empty tins, 
and such rubbish thereon 13  

Gilru.th noted that the Darwin District Council opposed the development of Crown 

lands. However, in his view, building housing for public servants on Myilly Point 

and opening up the Crown land areas for other uses would improve the town, and 

save the Government excessive costs: 

It may be well to refer here to the protest recently made by the District Council 
against the use of the land in question as sites for dwelling houses erected by the 
Government - buildings rendered necessary in order to house the increasing 
number of families desirous of coming to the Territory, and solely in virtue of the 
failure of 'private enterprise', so called, to cope with the deman&'4  

Gilruth made the point that it had always been the Government of the time, and not 

the local council, that had collected rents from the Chinese gardeners on Crown 

lands, and that it had always maintained the roads around the foreshore, something 

which he felt should 'in all equity be maintained at the cost of the municipality'. 

That he totally failed to comprehend the resentment and antagonism his actions were 

engendering in the local population is clear in his concluding remark that 'In view of 

these facts, which have not been gainsaid, the vehement protests to myself, to you 

and the world at large, are difficult to understand' 

The report clearly spells out that the land speculation that had resulted in tying up 

most of the town land, and had hindered the development of Palmerston under the 

13  Northern Territory ofAustralia: Annual Report for the Year 1912. p. 2. 
14  Northern Territory ofAustralia: Annual Report for the Year 1912. p.  2. 

15 
 
Northern Territory ofAustralia: Annual Report for the Year 1912. p. 4. 
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South Australian administration, remained as a major obstacle standing in the way of 

the development of Darwin under the Commonwealth. Gilruth's decision to use 

public land may therefore have been logical, but he failed to take into account the 

historic record of opposition by members of the public and the Palmerston District 

Council to the development of public land. In particular he failed to note previous 

opposition to the specific use of public land for benefit of the upper echelon of 

Darwin society, as had been the case with the proposed 'summer residence' to be 

built for the Government Resident at Fannie Bay in 1878. The building of fourteen 

fine houses for senior government officials on the public headland of Myilly Point 

exacerbated the widening gulf between the new Commonwealth administration and 

the Darwin community. 

The style of housing adopted for the Myilly Point precinct marked a departure from 

the traditional architectural designs adopted in the Northern Territory to that time. 

Rather than being raised on low piers, as had previously been the common practice, 

the houses were fully elevated. jPlate 31 Who was responsible for making the 

quantum leap from the low level elevated housing style, common in Queensland, to 

the uniquely Darwin fully elevated style is unclear. According to architect Adrian 

Welke, the Myilly Point houses were designed by the Commonwealth Government 

Architect in consultation with an acquaintance working on the Panama Canal 

project.'6  The contract to build the fourteen houses was won by a Victorian 

company. In 1912 Harold Snell arrived in Darwin to commence construction.'7  The 

architectural style of the Myilly Point precinct was adopted for other government 

16  Adrian Welke, and Helen J. Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, Conservation 

Commission of the Northern Territory through the National Trust of Australia [NT], Darwin. 
17  Valerie Fletcher, 1992, Snell, (Ormond) Harold Edward George (1892-1949), in David Carment 

and Barbara James (eds) Northern Territory Dictionary of Biography, Volume Two (hereafter 

referred to as N7DB, Volume Two), Northern Territory University Press, Darwin, pp. 194-196. 
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surrounding the gaol had been stripped of vegetation, may have been factors in the 

poor land sales.74  

These reasons do not quite ring true. New settlers would have had to clear the land in 

any case and, as outlined by Dewar in her research on the gaol, prisoners were used 

for both public and private works. A more logical explanation may be that put 

forward by Williams, who noted that after years of land speculation and 'living fast', 

South Australia during the 1880s paid for its carelessness by sinking into an 

economic depression ten years ahead of the rest of Australia.75  

Of the many men who rushed north hoping to make fortunes in gold, only a few 

succeeded. As in the case of settlement at Palmerston, land speculation was part of 

the problem that affected mining. In 1888 the Minister for Education, J.F.C. 

Johnston, in the Northern Territory to look at the mining industry and Chinese 

immigration, noted that existing mining laws were inadequate, allowing speculators 

to tie up large tracts of lands for years without doing any work on the sites. On 

returning to Adelaide he introduced amendments that made speculative lease holding 
more diflicult.76  

That settlers did not take up land at Fannie Bay during the 1880s reflected the 

slowing economy of the Northern Territory. By the time the northern end of the 

transcontinental railway was completed in 1889, the two industries that had been 

targeted in building the railway, the mining and pastoral industries, were already in 

decline. The value of gold exported from the Northern Territory fell by two-thirds 

between 1880 and 1888. Despite a brief revival in 1889, gold production declined 

74  Denr, 1997, 'Hard labour' or a 'salubrious retreat'?, p. 5. 
75  Williams, 1974, The Making of the South Australian Landscape, p. 49. 
76  Timothy Jones, 1988, The mining industry in 1888, in Dixon (ed.), Looking Back: The Northern 
Territory in 1888, pp. 52-53. 
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from 1896 through to the end of South Australian rule in 191l. The cattle industry 

also had problems. In the 1880s the pastoral industry was almost decimated by a tiny 

parasite Boophilus microplus or cattle tick. The effect of the parasite on cattle led to 

its being given the descriptive name 'Red Water Fever' 78  

The completion of the Palmerston to Pine Creek Railway, the northern section of the 

dreamed of north-south intercontinental railway, coincided with a growing 

disifiusionment on the part of South Australia with its 'white elephant' - the 

Northern Territory. By 1891 the railway construction had cost South Australia over 

10 million pounds; the colony's total bonded debt stood at 21.5 million pounds, two 

million of which had been incurred in respect to the Northern Territory.79  

The problems in the north were exacerbated by a massive cyclone that struck the 

Palmerston area on 6-7 January 1897. A large percentage of the buildings in the town 

were destroyed. The Fannie Bay Gaol lost most of its roof, and all vegetation in the 

town area, including the Botanical Gardens, was either uprooted or stripped of all 

foliage. The cost of the damage was estimated at least one hundred and fifly 

thousand pounds.80  

Negotiations for the transfer of the Northern Territory from South Australia to the 

newly formed Federal Government of the Commonwealth of Australia commenced 

in 1901. It took a decade of bickering before the transfer was completed, the South 

Australian government demanding reimbursement of the money it had spent on the 

Territory and the north-south railway, plus a guarantee that the Commonwealth 

Powell, 1982, Far Country, p.  95. 
78 Report of the Government Resident of the Northern Territory for 1888. 

79  Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led to Nowhere, p. 61. 
° Kevin Murphy, 1984, BigBlow Up North:A History ofCyclones in Australia 's Northern Territory, 

University Planning Authority, Darwin, pp.  11-18. 
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would complete the remainder of the railway line.81  On 1 January 1911 South 
Australia formally relinquished control of the Northern Territory to the 

Commonwealth. 

During the years that the Northern Territory was administered by South Australia, 

following the public building in the 1880s of the gaol and railway workshops, little 

building of a substantial nature was constructed in the Fannie Bay area, and few 
alloirnents were occupied. This situation changed under Commonwealth 

administration. With the commencement in 1914 of the building of the largest 

meatworks in the southern hemisphere on Bullocky Point, Fannie Bay became, for a 

few short years, the major centre of employment in the Northern Territory. 

81  Powell, 1982,Far Country, pp.  138-139. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Mealworks and Mayhem 

The industrial calamity of the year was the closing of the great meatworks at 
Darwin--- on the 17 March the last of the frozen meat was shipped away and the 
meatworks closed down... 

Acting Administrator Miles Staniforth Cater Smith, 1920.' 

The first decade of Commonwealth administration of the Northern Territory was 

turbulent. There was great dissatisfaction in the community, much of it related to the 

use and sale of land. Fannie Bay was the centre of two notable events during these 

early years. The first was the commencement in 1914 of the construction of a 

massive meatworks and freezer plant on Bullocky Point by the British beef baron, 

Sir William Vestey. The meatworks construction and subsequent killing seasons 

operations, allied to the extension of the railway as far south as Katherine, provided 

the major sources of employment for Darwin residents, attracted workers from other 

parts of Australia, and led to the sale of numerous allotments in the Fannie Bay area. 

In 1918 the Vestey meatworks was also the central gathering point for the infamous 

'Darwin Rebellion', when unionists from the meatworks and railway workshops 

marched from Bullocky Point to Government House to demand the resignation of the 

first Commonwealth-appointed Administrator of the Northern Territory, Dr John 
Anderson Gilruth. 

The initial local enthusiasm that greeted the changeover from South Australian to 

Commonwealth rule soon dissipated. The last South Australian Government 

Resident, J.A. Mitchell, was kept in place as Acting Administrator until a permanent 

Northern Territory ofAustralia: Annual Reportfor the Year Ended 30" June 1920, p. 1. 
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housing. A house built for the Head Gaoler at the Fannie Bay Gaol in around 191218  
was similar in design in that it was fully elevated, had a wraparound verandah, and 
shutters that could be propped open with poles to allow for air-flow. [Plate 4] 

The raising of houses off the ground, and the inclusion of verandahs, stemmed from 
the experiences and legislation of the South Australian era. The discovery that 
buildings, unless they were built of solid stone, had to be elevated to escape the 
ravages of the termite Mastoderme Darwiniensis, or white ant, was made soon after 
settlement. In 1883 a despairing report from the Government Resident, E. W. Price, 
noted that: 

The white ants have committed great ravages this season. Every possible piece of 
timber, not being cypress pine, no matter how well protected, has been destroyed - 
even in the verandah at the Residence, the only part not being cypress pine, and to 
get at which they had to go through a mass of masonry first, and through solid 
lead; they have overcome such slight difficulties, and are fast eating all the timber 
away.. . They also demolished the roofing timbers of the inspector's quarters, 
Government offices, forge, stables - both police and teamsters' - cartshed, senior 
operators' quarters... and finally the courthouse.'9  

Price reported that all the above had been replaced with cypress pine, a local wood 
found to be impervious to white ants, and that a new stone courthouse would soon be 
constructed. However, in the case of ordinary housing, building in stone was 
expensive, and the first settlers clearly did not know about the unique properties of 
cypress pine. Kelsey in his memoirs of the early days of settlement records the 
devastation caused by white ants that ate 'through several layers of sheet lead to get 
to their objective', and 'wooden doors and window frames left mere shells' 20  An 

' Denr, 1999, inside-Out, p. 45. 

19  Quarterly Report of the Government Resident of the Northern Territory, to May 31 1883. 
20  Kelsey, 1975, The Shackle, p.  27. 
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early solution to the white ant problem was to place the wooden frame of a building 
on raised wooden posts, with a piece of flat iron between the post and the building. 
This was not entirely successful as the ants found entry when nails holding the plates 
rusted. To overcome this, the builders cut the pile through halfway and inserted 
another iron plate, and 'this blocked the nuisance' •21  In the late nineteenth century, 
with the construction of more substantial homes and business premises, the practice 
of raising buildings on wooden stumps was discarded in favour of using concrete 
blocks for the purpose. 

That verandahs were regarded as an essential element in maintaining the health of 
the population in the tropical north was stressed in the South Australian Health Act 
of 1898. After the Commonwealth took over control of the Northern Territory in 
1911, it retained much of the legislation enacted by South Australia. In 1915 the 
Commonwealth enacted the first building ordinance to relate directly to the Northern 
Territory. This was based on the South Australian 1898 health act, and stipulated that 
all buildings used for human habitation should be provided with verandahs at least 8 
feet in width along the whole length of two sides of the building. The ordinance 
applied to both new and existing buildings. For residences lacking, or with 
inadequate verandahs, twelve months was allowed for the addition of a verandah of 
the approved specifications.23  

Due to increased friction between the members of the Darwin District Council and 
the Commonwealth administration, in early 1915 Gllruth abolished the Council. He 
replaced it with an appointed Darwin Town Council that included his own 
Government Secretary, H. E. Carey.24  By this action he alienated the middle-class 

21  Kelsey, 1975, The Shackle, p. 27- 
22 A more comprehensive overview of the evolution of elevated housing is given in chapter nine. 
23  Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xiv. 
24  Paul A. Rosenzweig, 1996, The House of Seven Gables: A History of Government House, Darwin, 
Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin, p.  49. 
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and business sector of the population that might have been expected to provide him 
with support. 

Another simmering source of grievance in the Northern Territory during, and 
beyond, the Gilruth years was the loss of voting rights. Prior to 1911, when the 
Commonwealth took over responsibility for the Northern Territory from South 
Australia, Territory voters were entitled to representation in the South Australian 
Parliament and, since 1901, to vote in federal elections. These rights were lost in 
1911 when the administration of the Northern Territory under the Commonwealth 
was allocated to the Department of External Affairs. Without representation at either 
the federal level, or as part of a state electorate, the Northern Territory was reduced 
to the status of a colony.25  That disenfranchised Territonans were expected to pay 
the same taxes as vote-entitled Australians was resented, with many prominent 
residents prepared to go to prison rather than pay taxes. The battle cry was 'No 
Taxation without Representation'. As early as December 1911 the Northern 
Territory Times and Gazette was firing broadsides over the taxation issue, with its 
editor, C. J. Kirkland, pointing out that it had been a long-established principle of 
British justice that 'taxation without representation is nothing more or less than 
political robbery' 26 

In 1913 Kirkland was the first of a long line of Darwin notables to land in Fannie 
Bay Gaol on non-payment of Commonwealth dues, when he refused to pay a 
hundred pound fine in a court case. Justice D. J. D. Bevan, widely regarded as being 
a close associate and political crony of Gilruth,27  tried the case. Kirkland had the 
support of the local population. Cheered loudly on his way to gaol, the hundred 
pounds was raised at a public meeting that night. The following day a crowd of 
around two hundred people marched to the Fannie Bay Gaol with a release order for 

23  Powell, 1982,Far County, pp.  154-155. Donovan, 1984, Atthe Other End ofAustralia, p.7. 
Northern Territory Times and Gaze lie, 20 December 1911. 

27 Dewar, 1999, Inside-Our, p, 39. 39-43. 



Kirkland. The triumphal march back to a reception at the Town Hall passed 
buildings festooned with flags and bunting, and the Chinese joined in with a 
deafening fireworks dIsplay.28  

Pressure on the Gilruth administration increased in 1914, when Kirkland brought 
Fredrick Thompson in to join the Times as manager and editor. Described by 
Douglas Lockwood as 'an enormously rotund gentleman with the saving grace of a 
sharp wit and a facile pen' ,29  Thompson launched a column called 'Prickly Pars' in 
which he savagely attacked the Gilruth administration, which he named Korupsha. 
He was also a founder with lawyer R.I. D. Mallam of the Goose Club - which wasn't 
a club but a public forum. Each evening Thompson, Mallam and whoever wished to 
participate, would gather on a seat facing Government house and fulminate against 
authority, inequality and iniquity. A favourite topic of conversation was Korupsha, 
and the 'payroll parasites of the Administration'.30  

Under Gilruth the Commonwealth administration of the Northern Territory 
continued the precedent set by South Australia in favourmg wealthy absentee 
landlords over small settlers. Vast tracts of pastoral land were leased to foreign 
companies. Between 1914 and 1916 alone the British company Vestey Brothers, the 
largest international meat producer in the Western world, purchased 36 000 square 
miles of pastoral lands in the Northern Temtory and in the northern Kimberley 
district of Western Australia.3' 

In 1914 Vesteys also took up a 99-year lease on a large section of the best land in 
Fannie Bay. This, according to a Lands database, comprised at least ninety 

28  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 176-177. Dewar, 1999, Inside-Out, pp. 39-40. 
29  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door,p. 176. 
° Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 178-179. 
' J. IL Kelly, 1966, Struggle for the North, Australasian Book Society, Sydney, p. 2. 
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allotments, [Appendix I] for the construction of a meatworks and freezer plant.32  The 
land leased included the entire headland of the aptly named Bullocky Point, and a 
large number of allotments in the surrounding area for grazing cattle. [Figure 91 
Those living on the land acquired by Vesteys, mainly Chinese gardeners who, in 
many cases, had made substantial improvements to the land, appear to have had their 
leases terminated without compensation.33  

The idea of constructing a meatworks on the north coast was not new. The Northern 
Territory Commission of 1895 had recommended the establishment of a 
government-subsidized freezing works in the north to facilitate the export of locally 
produced beef.34  In 1912 the Commonwealth Labor ministry announced that it would 
build a government-owned freezing works in Darwin. Before this plan could be 
implemented, a Liberal government led by Joseph Cook had replaced Andrew Fisher 
and Labor in power. The Liberal government preferred the option of using private 
enterprise for the works. On 24 June 1914 Sir William Vestey signed an agreement 
with the Commonwealth Government to construct and operate the Darwin 
meatworks. As part of the deal the Commonwealth agreed to extend the Palmerston-
Pine Creek section of the railway south to the Katherine River.35  

While the saga of the Vestey meatworks is well covered in written works, neither 
publications nor documented archival material can adequately convey the massive 
scale of the infrastructure on Bullocky Point. Photographs of the buildings, in 
particular the four-storied accommodation block for single men, [Plate 51 illustrate 
more powerfully than words how the meatworks must have impacted on what, until 
then, had been a quiet headland with a few Chinese gardens at its base. The 

32 DJJE QUERY RESULTS FROM T:\NATITLE\TENIJRE  DATABASE, pp.  2-3-4 and 10-11. 
[Appendix U. 
33  Miscellaneous Lease Register of early Fannie Bay leases. NTAS: NTRS F40 
34  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 151. 
35  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p p. 151-152. Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, p. 26. 
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Figure 9: Shaded area marks the land purchased by Sir William Vestey in 1914 and 1915 
for the establishment of a meatworks on BuEocky Point, and adjacent holding paddocks for 
cattle. For details of Vestey holdings in Fannie Bay see database, Appendix I. Shaded areas 
inserted by Eve Gibson on map from Sir George Buchanan, 1926, The Ports of North and 
North-Western Australia. 



meatworks, constructed at a cost of nearly one miffion pounds, three times the 

original estimated cost, comprised ten acres of floor space, [Plate 61 the 

accommodation block for single men, two hundred huts for married couples, and two 
240 foot chimneys.36  The refrigeration section had a capacity of nearly a million 
cubic feet.37  It also had a water tank of such dimensions that, in the 1980s, it was 

roofed and converted to a gymnasium for the high school now on the site.38  

While a great deal, much of it critical, has been written about the Vestey company in 

the Northern Territory, little credit had been given to the fact that in constructing the 

meatworks in Darwin the company made provision for housing its employees. It was 

a considerable undertaking given that, from the reign of South Australia to the 

Commonwealth era, apart from providing housing for senior bureaucrats and railway 

employees, successive governments had done little to house the many workers that 

lived in primitive and unsanitary conditions in camps around the town. 

The provision of housing for employees by industrialists, while unusual in Australia, 

had become an established practice in Great Britain during the nineteenth century. 

As early as 1800 Robert Owen was constructing housing for his workers at New 

Lanark, a secluded valley outside of Glasgow. Other industrialists were quick to 

learn the benefits, and subsequently advertising value, of model communities with 

housing providing for a contented and productive workforce.39  The final decade of 
the century saw the construction of two of the most influential of the model 

industrial communities. The soap magnate W. H. Lever established his model town, 

Port Sunlight, on the banks of the Mersey. In 1879 George Cadbury moved his 

chocolate factory from Birmingham to the cleaner air of Bournbrook where, in the 

1890s, he had planned and built the model industrial village of Boumville. Both Port 

36 Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, p. 132. 
37 Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 141. 

38 Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, p.  135. 
39 Miller, 1993,Letchworth: The First Garden City, p.3. 



Sunlight and Bournville influenced the development of the Garden City Movement 
during the crucial transition from theory to realisation.4°  George Cadbuiy hosted the 
first Garden City Association Conference, held in September 1901.41 

The provision by Vesteys of 'comfortable bachelors' quarters' for 300 men was 
praised by the Commonwealth Arbitration Commission, although it noted that there 
was so little housing available in Darwin that workers could not bring their families 
with them.42  The lack of workers' housing in Darwin had been identified in an earlier 
report, and the suggestion made that Darwin needed a housing development for 
workers along the lines of Sydney's Darceyville.43  Gilruth was very aware of the 
problems created by the concentration of single men and men separated from their 
families. After his departure from the Northern Territory, he commented that unless 
women, whom he considered a 'steadying conservative influence', could be 
accommodated, Darwin would remain a wild frontier town.44  

Work on building the meatworks, accommodation blocks and allied infrastructure on 
Bullocky Point commenced shortly after the Vestey leases were made official on 1 
August 1914. Despite delays due to union disputes, and the outbreak of World War I, 
the meatworks opened in April 1917. The extension of the railway from Pine Creek 
to Emungalan on the banks of the Katherine River was also completed by that time. 
The killing season lasted fourteen weeks, with 19 000 cattle slaughtered, and the first 
shipment of processed meat from Port Darwin took place in December 1917. The 
Northern Territory Times and Gazette recorded the event in glowing terms: 

° Miller, 1993, Letdzworth: The First Garden City, pp.  5-6. 
' Miller, 1993, Letchworth: The First Garden City. p. 7. 

42  Commonwealth Arbitration Reports, Volume 11, 1917, pp. 557-558. 

43  Commonwealth Arbitration Reports, Volume 9, 1915, p. 7. 
44  Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 20 March 1920. 
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It is the first tangible proof of faithful stewardship the Commonwealth has been 
able to give as regards its great tropical territory It is an evidence that at length 
the Wilderness is in the process of being subdued. It is a magnificent tribute to that 
type of British Capital which in face of apparently insurmountable difficulties, 
has built deep and strong bases of the British Empire... 45 

The construction of the meatworks and the railway extension resulted in a large 
concentration of people working and living around the Two-and-a-Half-Mile railway 
depot and the meatworks. Giliruth felt that it was time that the area 'outside the town 
boundary' should be given a designated name - rather than simply being referred to 
as the Two-and-a-Half-Mile. He apparently sought some views on possible names, 
and was told that the local Aboriginal people called it Ben-Dunk. He was also 
informed that this name originated through the congregation of black cockatoos at a 
water hole at the Two-and-a-Half-Mile, and that the Aboriginal word for black 
cockatoo was 'bilara'. Gliruth approved the district name of 'Billara' on 13 July 
1918. It is not clear as to why he did not adopt the recommended spelling of the 
name. Gilruth is believed to have named the area around the railway workshops and 
village Paraparap, after a pastoral property near Geelong in Victoria in which he had 
an interest. An alternative version of the origin of the name is that it reflects the noise 
made by black coekatoos. 46  

As part of the naming process, the name Paraparap Road was applied to the coastal 
road that stretched from the western end of Smith Street in the town of Darwin out to 
Bullocky Point, past the cemetery and to the village area at the Two-and-a-Half We. 
The Commonwealth rejected both names on the grounds that they were too similar to 
names elsewhere in Australia, and could cause confusion. Billara was seen as too 
close to Killara, and there was already a post office in Victoria carrying the name 

45  Northern Territory Times and Gareue, 13 December 1917. 
46  Northern Territory News, 31 January 1985, 'Aborigines called it Ben-Dunk', article on naming of 
Parap. Also, documentation provided by Vera O'Brien, Northern Territory Place Names. 
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Paraparap. The name Billara was dropped entirely. On 5 October 1918 Gilruth issued 
a public notice, stating that from 1 December 1918 the Two-and-a-Half-Mile area 
would be officially known as Parap.47  

While Gilruth in his 1918 report noted that new cottages had been constructed for 
workers in Parap, he also noted that: 

Far too many dwellings of the 'huxnpy' variety, composed of heterogeneous 
materials are occupied as dwellings, particularly by Greek families. The Freezing 
Works are still uncompleted, and so long as construction work continues the 
population of the suburbs will remam beyond what should become a normal point, 
and temporary premises be a necessity.48  

But many workers bought land and built more substantial homes in the area. The life 
of one such family is recorded from the written material left by Jessie Litchfeld, and 
later compiled by her grand-daughter and published in 1982 as Jessie Litchfield: 
Grand Old Lady of the Territory. A Territory pioneer, political lobbyist, writer and 
journalist, Litchfleld left a vivid written record of her fifly years spent in the 
Northern Territory since her arrival in 1907. 49 

In 1917 Jessie and her husband Val, employed at Vesteys as an engineer on the 
condensers, built a house near the Two-and-a-Half-Mile railway yards. The 'house 
was made from, and became part of, the environment.' For the growing Litcbfield 
children it was a magic place. Much time was spent walking with the local 
Aboriginal people, learning how to survive on 'berries, yams, wild plums and nuts' 
and identifying edible shellfish and crabs. Cubby-houses were built by tying together 

47  Public Nonce regarding naming of Parap, NAA CRS F5, Item P108. 
Northern Territory ofAustralia: Annual Report for the Year Ended 30 June 1918, p. 5. 

49  Barbara James, 1990, Litchfield, Jessie Sinclair 1883-1956, in Carinent, Maynard and Powell, 
(eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp. 185-187. 
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the tops of the grass that grew to 18 feet tall in the back yard of the two-acre block. 

In the wet season the children gathered mushrooms in the Vestey paddocks, where 

they kept cattle prior to slaughter.50  A little further north was East Point, described 

by Jessie Litchfield shortly after her arrival in the Northern Territory as: 

• that weird place that looks like a world in the making with its iron-stone cliffs 
above coral reefs and mangrove flats, and the sombre jungle in the background.5' 

Despite, or perhaps due to, the enormous employment opportunities generated by the 

construction and operational stages of the Vestey meatworks, the times saw the 

growth of unionism. The first meeting of the Australian Workers' Union [AWU] was 

held in Darwin in 1911. By May 1916, under the leadership of Harold Nelson, later 

member of the Darwin Town Council and the first member to represent the Northern 
Territory in federal parliament in 1922,52  membership of the union stood at 1 400 

men, sixteen women and ten youths.53  While there were many disputes with Vesteys 

during the construction stage of the meatworks ,54  and later over pay to meatworkers, 
with agreement reached on rates of pay in mid-1918, the union concentrated its 
attacks on its arch-enemy - Gilruth.55  

The hotbed of unionism and unrest that led to the 'Darwin Rebellion' and Gilruth's 

departure in early 1919 was centred around the meatworks and the railway yards at 

what was by then commonly called Paraparap. Although the actual 'rebellion' took 

'° Janet Dickinson, 1983, Jessie LitchfIeld, Grand old Lady of the Terrzory, published by author, 
Blackwater, Queensland, pp. 40-41. 
' Dickinson, 1983, Jessie Li:chfield, p.  33. Note: The coral reefs in Fannie Bay mentioned 

by many early writers no longer exist 
52  David Carment and Murray Maynard, 1990, Nelson, Harold George (1881-1947), in Cament, 
Maynard and Powell (eds.), NTDB Volume One, pp.  220-222 
53  Brian, 2001, The Northern Territory's One Big Union, p.  58. 
54  Brian, 2001, The Northern Territory's One Big Union, p. 58. 
55  Brian, 2001, The Northern Territory's One Big Union, p.  70. 
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place on 17 December 1918, Frank Alcorta regarded the years 1911 to 1919 as part 

of the fabric of the rebellion as a whole.56  Gilruth and the unions came head to head 

on a wide range of issues. These included wage demands, the abolition of the District 

Council, disputes over the employment of Chinese, and attempts by Vesteys to 

import cheap labour. 

However, the catalyst that prompted the actual rebellion in 1918 was something 

close to the hearts of the working men of Darwin - beer. Bernie Brian, in a chapter 

aptly titled 'The Price of Beer and Other Grievances 1915-1918', documented the 

events that followed the takeover of all hotels by the Northern Territory 

Adminisiration in 1915 to the events of December 1918. 17 

Alcorta also noted that it was beer that finally provoked outright rebellion against 

Gilruth. On 1 December 1918 it was announced that the price of beer in the 

government run hotels would rise from one pound sixteen shillings and sixpence per 

case to two pounds eight shillings and one penny, an increase of 31 per cent: 

the announcement that each case of beer was going to cost just under half the 
weekly wage of the average working man stunned Darwin. On 3 December there 
was a mass meeting of workers at Paraparap, and this declared a boycott of the 
state hotels. Another meeting was held in the Town Hall to support the call for a 
boycott Both gatherings called for the appointment of 300 volunteers to enforce 
the boycott, and the following day 174 were recruited at Paraparap.58  

Events moved swiftly. Despite approaches from the union and townspeople, Gilruth 

refused to back down over the proposed beer charges. On 17 December 1918 there 

was a stop-work meeting held at the Vestey meatworks at which it was decided to go 

56  Alcorta, 1984, The Darwin Rebellion 1911-1919, p. ix 
17  Brian, 2001, The Northern Territory's One Big Union, pp.  55-77. 

Alcorta, 1984, The Darwin Rebellion, p. 97. 
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to Government House and demand Gilruth's resignation. Over 400 men marched 

along Parap Road into the town. There, they were joined by another crowd of 500 

and the procession, led by a motor-car carrying an effigy of Gilruth, marched on 

Government House. 9  

The 'Darwin Rebellion', received wide coverage in the southern press. There were 

dark warnings of a 'Bolshevik plot' and supposed plans by Russian immigrants to 

create a Soviet foothold in northern Australia.60  However, the so-called 'rebellion' 

was a mere skirmish in comparison with the bloody events in Russia in 1917. That 

the 'rebels' occupied Government House appears to have been due only to the fact 

that the fence gave way due to pressure from the protesters. After burning the Gilruth 

effigy, the protesters dispersed. So ended the 'Darwin Rebellion'. As pointed out by 

Brian, the combined damage consisted of a picket fence, some netting, a pair of 

trousers, a police trackers' rifle, which was burnt with the effigy, and the egos and 

eventual careers of several government officials.6' 

The events of 17 December did achieve the desired result. Gilruth was recalled by 

the Commonwealth Government and left Darwin under cover of night on 20 

February 1919 on board HMAS Encounter, a cruiser sent north for his protection.62  

But the man appointed by the Commonwealth as Gilruth's temporary replacement, 

with the lesser status of Director, was Henry Carey, ex-Government Secretary to 

Gilruth. In 1918 Carey, on Gilruth's recommendation, had taken up an appointment 

with Vestey' subsidiary, Northern Agency Ltd.63  He was widely regarded as a 

Gilruth crony, and a letter from him to Gilruth, obtained and produced by Nelson at a 

59  Alcorta, 1984, The Darwin Rebellion, p.  101. 
60  Register, 31 December 1918, Bulletin, 2 January 1919, The Sydney Morning Herald, 22 January 

1919, The Age, 29 January 1919. 
61  Brian, 2001, The Northern Territory's One Big Union, p.  75. 
62  Roseazweig,1996, The House of Seven Gables, p.  48. 
63  Rosemzweig,1996, The House of Seven Gables, pp.  48-49. 
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meeting on 11 October 1919, sealed his fate. The letter implicated Carey, Gilruth and 

Judge Bevan in making financil gains though dealings with Vesteys. At the meeting 

Nelson spoke of 'Vesteyed' interests - maintaining that for seven years the Northern 

Territory administration and Vesteys had been one and the same. It was resolved that 

Carey, Bevan and the current Government Secretary, R. J. Evans should be ordered 

to leave the Territory.64  On 18 October 1919 union officials escorted the three men to 

the ship Bamba. The following day, watched by a silent crowd on the wharf, the 

Bamba sailed out of Port Darwin.65  

Jubilation at the demise of the Gilruth regime was, however, short-lived. In his 

annual report for the year 1920 the Acting Administrator Staniforth Smith noted that 

the Vestey meatworks had closed after shipping its last consignment of frozen meat. 

He outlined the operations of the meatworks during the 1917-1919 killing seasons, 

giving the lack of shipping as the reason for the closure. He also described the 

impact of the notification that the meatworks would not operate in 1920 on the 

population of Darwin as 'extraordinary'. For months people from various parts of the 

Northern Temtory and from interstate, 'prospectors, miners, drovers, carters and 

station hands' - had been congregating in Darwin in anticipation of the high wages to 

be paid during the meat season. Most of the men were penniless and in debt to store 

keepers, as were many Darwin residents who carried on with odd jobs during the 

slack period between the meat seasons. The men who had worked on the freezer and 

general works at Vesteys also joined the unemployed: 

The Government was confronted with a town of over 2 000 people, mostly manual 
workers and their families, with not a wealth producing industry in the p1zce. 66  

64  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp.  208-210. 

65 
 

Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 213-214. 

66  Northern Territory ofAusiralia: Annual Reportfor the Year Ended 3O  June 1920, p. 4 



The expense imposed on the Commonwealth due to the failure of the Vestey 

meatworks was considerable. There were five or six hundred unemployed walking 

the streets, and the government had to find vessels to take them to somewhere where 

work was available. In all 216 free passages were granted, mainly to Greek, 

Patagoman and Spanish immigrants, at a cost of over 1 699 pounds. The government 

also had to attempt to find work for local unemployed. Smith noted in his report that 

there had been remarkably little by way of rioting or disturbances in the wake of the 

Vestey closure, attributing this largely to the 'Prime Minister's pledge that the people 

of the Northern Territory would be granted representation in the Federal 

Parliament' 67  

Many historians over the years have attempted to establish just why the Vestey 

company, having spent so much money on the venture, closed the meatworks after 

such a short operating period. Lack of shipping, the difficulties posed in getting 

cattle to Darwin, high transport and killing costs and industrial problems have all 

been mentioned as contributing factors. In seeking answers they have been hampered 

by the secrecy of the Vestey company. Alan Powell in his comprehensive history of 

the Northern Territory, Far Countiy, noted that in 1964 F. H. Bauer was denied any 

but the 'barest data' about Vesteys Territory operations, and also that in 1977 

Darwin historian F.X. Alcorta, in seeking to look at Vestey company records, was 

told that 'the relevant records had been destroyed' 68  

The somewhat complicated history of Vesteys involvement in the Northern 

Territory, including the failed meatworks at Fannie Bay, was addressed by one of 

Australia's leading consultants on rural industry, J. H. Kelly. In his Introduction to 

Struggle for the North, Bruce McFarlane, Research Fellow in Economics at the 

Australian National University, said of Kelly's work that it was the first time that 

67  Northern Territory ofAutra1ia: Annual Reportfor the Year Ended 3(t June 1920, p.4 
68  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 154. 



Australians could read the full story of how ownership of northern cattle lands, oil 

and minerals were handed over to international monopolies and huge financial 

consortiums: 

The author questions whether these powerful groups used these resources sanely or 
effectively, and whether their activities have been in the interests of the economic 
development of Australia and increased living standards for its people.69  

According to Kelly, Gilruth played a major role in enabling Vesteys to take up vast 

tracts of Northern Territory land. In 1912 the Fisher Labor government had passed 

legislation on perpetual lease tenures to ensure that 'no lands shall be disposed of 

except for the purpose of securing bona fide settlement' •70  It had never been the 

intention to create, yet another, set of absentee landlords in the Northern Territory: 

Yet this is what Administrator Gilruth set out to do. He secured absolute powers, 
over-riding all laws and enactments. He invited Vesteys - the largest international 
meat producer in the Western world - to exploit the beef industry and take up huge 
tracts of land.71  

Alan Powell is not quite so dogmatic with regards to the role played by Gilruth in 

dealing with Vesteys, pointing out that there is no hard evidence to prove that Gilruth 

over-stepped the bounds of his commission. However, he does mention one 

intriguing episode, which remains unexplained to this day: 

In 1914 and again in 1916 Gilruth asked his Minister whether the 
government would consider selling the Northern Territory to a chartered 
company. He even mentioned a price - five million pounds. Were Vesteys 

69  Kelly, 1966, Struggle for the North, introduction. No page number. 
° Kelly, Struggle for the North, 1966,   p. 2. 

71  Kelly, Struggle for the North 1966, p.3. 



behind this move? Gilruth denied it, demed in fact that he had any buyer in 
mind, if so, why did he ask the question and name the price?72  

If the company in question was Vesteys, and if the greater goal of the company was 

control of the entire Northern Territory, with Gilruth's departure in February 1919 

Vesteys lost their major ally in the Northern Territory - and any chance to develop 

the Territory as a vast cattle empire. Was it simply co-incidence that the meatworks 

closed shortly after Gilruth had been forced to leave the Territory? 

Amongst the many rumours current at the time was one that implied that Vesteys 

never had any intention that the Darwin meatworks should succeed: 

The story given most currency is that Vestey Brothers, who had also large 
interests in South America, were prepared to invest a million pounds or 
more of capital in the Territory in order to prevent competition from 
Australia with their more profitable interests in the Argentine. Having 
damaged the Territory by failure of the works and at the same time having 
effectively prevented other interests establishing a meatworks in the 
Territory, they would acquire pastoral land throughout northern Australia at 
low rentals and under favourable conditions.73  

In 1920 the Commonwealth Government called on Mr Justice Ewing of the 

Tasmanian Supreme Court to report on the Gilruth administration. Ewing found that 

while Gilruth was an able man, 'he unfortunately was called upon to rule a 

democratic people, a task for which he apparently is unfitted'. Ewing also described 

Gilruth as a man with 'little toleration for any person who disagreed with him' and as 

temperamentally unsuited for the position of Administrator.74  While the objectivity 

72  Powell, 1982, Far Country, p. 154. 

73  Kelly, 1966, Struggle for the North, p. 5. 

74  Alcorta, 1984, The Darwin Rebellion, pp. 3-4. 
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of this Royal Commission has since been questioned, nevertheless, Gilruth's record 

in the Territory makes it hard to question this particular finding.75  

The Vestey meatworks opened again briefly in 1925, but then closed its doors for the 

last time. The meatworks was not the only failure. The experimental farms 

established at great cost during Gilruth's administration, although they were not his 

initiative, never proved productive. Gilruth's own projects of introducing sheep to 

the Northern Territory, and the establishment of a dairy herd in the hills of Fannie 

Bay near Ludmilla creek, also failed.76  In horticulture, the farms grew nothing that 

Maurice Holtze had not grown more efficiently, and cheaply, in the Government 

Gardens in Fannie Bay. During Gilruth's administration, the Botanical Gardens 

degenerated into a wilderness. Senator Newlands, who visited Darwin in 1916, told 

parliament that government horses were kept in the gardens 'feeding on rare and 

valuable botanical plants' and that other plants had been given away or stolen.77  

The real reasons behind the closure of the Vestey meatworks, and the extent of 

Gilruth's involvement with the Vestey company, may never be known. What is 

known is that the construction of the meatworks displaced many local people, the 

Larrakia for whom Bullocky Point was a traditional gathering place, and the Chinese 

who had established market gardens in the area. The closure also inflicted great 

financial suffering on those that had purchased land in Fannie Bay, on the 

understanding that the meatworks would provide a permanent source of employment. 

The impact of the closure of the Vestey meatworks on employment and population 

was reflected in the figures for student attendance at the school in Paraparap. The 

75  Brian, 2001, The Northern Terntoiy's One Big Union, p. 76. Citing Alan Powell, 'Gilrath Vs 

Ewing: The Royal Commission on Northern Territory Administration, 1920' in Northern Perspectrve, 

vol. 4, no. 2, no date, pp. 3-8. 
76  Powell, 1982, Far Country, pp.  148-149. Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 138-139. 

Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAusiralki, p.  17. 

77  Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, pp. 139-140. 
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school opened in 1917 with an average attendance figure of 48.0 for the year 19 17-

1918. By 1921-1922 these figures had dropped to 16.1 students.78  

But, even as the Vestey era passed, a new age of opportunity was dawning for Fannie 

Bay. While much of Acting Administrator's Staniforth Smith's 1920 report was 

concerned with the devastation caused by the closure of the meatworks, it opened 

with the announcement of 'the most important event in the history of Darwin since 

1872, when Australia was first connected with Asia and Europe by submarine 

cable'.79  The event mentioned was the landing at Fannie Bay on 10 December 1919 

of the first aircraft to fly from Europe to Australia. It marked the emergence of 

Fannie Bay as a vital link in the pioneering years of international aviation. 

n Report of Government ResidentforNorthernAustralia 1928, p.5. 

79  Northern Territory ofAustralia: Annual Report for the Year Ended 3e June 1920, p.1. 
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CHAPTER FiVE 
From Wings to War 



CHAPTER FIVE 

From Wings to War 

My first job was to chose and prepare a landing ground, and this was done 
alongside Fanny Bay jail The worst obstructions were a large banyan iree and two 
great mounds which in times long past had been scrub-turkeys' nests. 

Wilmot Hudson Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising.' 

The emergence of aviation in the early years of the twentieth century brought Fannie 

Bay international recognition. During the First World War the use of aircraft in battle 

had revolutionised warfare, and there were many who believed that aviation also had 

the potential to revolutionise peacetime travel and communications. For Australia, 

the advent of aviation played a vital role in overcoming the tyranny of distance. 

Travel to Europe that had taken several weeks by sea was reduced to a matter of days 

by air. The first aircraft to complete the journey from England to Australia did not 

make its first landing on the Australian continent in or near a major centre of 

population, such as Sydney or Melbourne - but at Darwin. On 10 December 1919 

the first international flight to land on Australian soil touched down on a small grass 

airstrip near the Fannie Bay Gaol. 

The aircraft that landed was the winner of the Great Air Race of 1919. In June of that 

year the Prime Minister of Australia, William Morris Hughes, was in France as 

Australia's representative at the Versailles peace talks. There he heard rumours of a 

proposed air race from Britain to Australia. At Hughes' suggestion, the Australian 

Commonwealth Government put up a prize of ten thousand pounds for the first 

Hudson Fysh, 1965, Qanias Rising, Rigby, Adelaide, p. 87. 
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aircraft crewed by Australians to complete the journey within thirty days, and before 

the end of 1919. Only Australian aviators could claim the prize. Rules drawn up by 

the Royal Aero Club were adopted for the race, and a sub-committee of the 

Australian Aero Club was established in Sydney. The first major decision of the sub-

committee was the ruling that the finish of the race would be in the vicinity of Port 

Darwin.2  

Two aviators keen to participate in the air race, and hopefully claim the prize, were 

Australian-born Wilmot Hudson Fysh3  and Irish Australian Paul J. 'Ginty' 

McGinness.4  The two had flown together as members of the Australian Flying Corps 

during the First World War, with McGinness as pilot and Fysh as navigator. In order 

to enter the race, a sponsor was needed to provide funding for the venture. The 

ebullient McGinness took on this task. He needed to find someone rich, with an 

interest in aviation, and prepared to part with his money for the dubious distinction 

of sponsoring a possible losing competitor in the race. There was just one man 

McGinness thought fitted this bill - Sir Samuel McCaughey, an elderly industrialist 

and grazier who had presented Fysh and McGinness' squadron with a Bristol fighter 

during the war. McGinness tracked McCaughey down, and persuaded him to provide 

backing for entry in the Great Race.5  

One of the race conditions was that every aircraft competing in the race had to be 

British built. Fysh and McGinness had their bags packed ready to leave for Britain 

when they heard the news that McCaughey had died, and that the executors of his 

2 Cyril McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn: A History ofAzation m Australia's Top End, 

Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, p.3. 
Eve Gibson, Fysh, WilmotHudson (1895-1974), in Cannent arid James (eds), NTDB Volume 

Two, pp.  67-68. 
The spelling McGinnes, McGinness (Fysh) and McGuiness appear in different works. 

Timothy Hall, 1979, Flying High: The Story of Hudson Fysh, Qantas and the Trail-blazing days of 

Early Aviation, Metheun, Brisbane, p. 21. 
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estate had no interest in continuing support for the race. With no time to find a new 

sponsor there was no option but to notify the race organisers that they would not be 
taking part in the race.6  

While missing out on participation in The Great Race was a devastating blow to the 

two young aviators at the time, in hindsight it proved to be a stroke of luck for the 

duo, and had long-term implications in the development of the Fannie Bay area as a 

major link in the development of international air travel in Australia. Chief of the 

Australian General Staff, Major-General James Legge, had been charged with the 

task of selecting the 1919 air race route across Australia, and establishing landing 

strips and facilities for the competitors. When Legge heard of the withdrawal of Fysh 

and McGinness from the race, he offered them the job of surveying a section of the-

route by car, starting in Longreach and ending up in Darwin! The experience 

provided them with invaluable knowledge of the northern Australian landscape, and 

of the landing sites they had personally selected. In 1920 Fysh and McGinness, 

jointly founded Queensland and Northern Territory Aerial Services, later to be 
known as simply Qantas - Australia's premier airline. 

The 1919 landing strip survey was undertaken in a Model T Ford, converted into a 

utility at Defence Department expense. McGinness was in charge of the driving, 

while Fysh was responsible for the expedition's logistics, as well as keeping the 

diaiy and preparing the numerous reports, which had to be sent back to General 
Legge.8  Accompanied by G. Gorham as driver and handyman, they left Longreach, 

in 1920 the location chosen for their Qantas base, on 18 August 1919. With poor 

roads, in places impassable or non-existent, the journey was a nightmare of 

breakdowns, getting bogged, and overcoming the difliculties posed by creek and 

river crossings. They reached Katherine River on 8 October, having covered more 

6  Hall, 1979, Flying High, p. 22. 

Hall, 1979, Flying High, p. 23. 

Hall, 1979, Flying High, p. 23. 
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than 1 354 miles. At Katherine they boarded the local train 'Leaping Lena'9  and 
completed the journey to Darwin, where they wired a report to Legge condemning 
the route that they had covered, and recommending the central route through the 
Barkly Tableland. McGinness was instructed to make the central trip with Gorharn, 
selecting suitable airstrips as he went. Fysh was to remain based in Darwin to select 
and prepare suitable landing grounds in Darwin and at Katherine River.10  

Fysh selected as the site for the Darwin landing strip a paddock near the Fannie Bay 
Gaol. It was not the first time that Fannie Bay had been marked as a suitable site for 
the purpose. In 1918 an Australian resident of London, Reginald Lloyd, had returned 
to Australia proposing an air service linldng Sydney and London.1' Aerial Services 
Ltd. was registered in Australia in January 1919. On 31 January 1919 a survey party 
led by Lloyd left Sydney to select landing sites across the length of the continent. 
The party reached Darwin on 10 June 1919. Lloyd left his deputy leader, H.B. 
Manderson, in Darwin to carry on the survey while he returned to Sydney. The 
survey was abandoned in Southern Asia, and Lloyd's scheme vanished without a 
trace. However, the site chosen by Manderson for the landing ground in Darwin was 
the 'gaol paddock fronting Fannie Bay' 12  

Work commenced on clearing the Fannie Bay site on 27 October 1919. Two banyan 
trees had to be removed as well as scrub-turkey nests and wire fencing that had been 
used to contain cattle. The estimated cost of clearing the landing strip was one 
hundred pounds sterling. Due to labour costs, the project finally cost nearly four 
hundred and fifty pounds.13  Once cleared, little appeared to be needed to maintain 
the airstrip. 

' The engine was commonly referred to as 'Leaping Lena' due to its tendency to jump off the rails. 
10  Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising, pp.  82- 85. Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 239. 
"McGorey, 1987, North ofCapricorn, p.  10. 
12  McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p. 2. 

McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p.3. 
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But, Fysh had not taken into account Darwin's weather pattern. In Qantas Rising he 
described the Darwin of 1919 as 'bare, barren and uninviting', but spoke glowingly 
of the beauty of surrounding areas, the 'forests of dense bamboo and creeper-covered 
trees covered with flowers' ." Such lush vegetation depended on the rains of the 
monsoon or Wet Season that can start as early as September and end as late as May. 
The impact of the Wet Season rains on the landing-ground was considerable: 

The aerodrome was duly completed, but three months after the wet its beautiful 
level surface was covered in suckers, and the spear-grass was eight feet high.. 
This was my first lesson in airport maintenance.'5  

On another occasion Fysh wrote of having to commandeer all the scythes and sickles 
in Darwin, and that he had put the inmates from the Fannie Bay Gaol to work 
clearing a runway across the landing area.'6  

Of the seven aircraft that participated in The Great Air Race only one completed the 
journey according to the rules, and within the stipulated time. This was a Vickers 
Vimy crewed by brothers Ross and Keith Smith, Jim Bennet and Wally Shiers. The 
Vimy left Hounslow in Great Britain on 12 November 1919. On 9 December 1919 
they landed in Timor, only 470 miles from Darwin. There were three days left in 
which to complete the journey, and claim the prize.17  

There was mounting excitement in Darwin as the time neared for the arrival of the 
race winner. The date set for the final leg of the journey was 10 December 1919. 
Over two thousand people, including the Acting Administrator of the Northern 

14  Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising, p.  86. 

" Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising, p.  87. 

Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising, p. 89. 
17  McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, pp. 4-5. 
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Territory, Staniforth Smith, the Mayor of Darwin, Robert Toupein, and Hudson Fysh 

gathered to await the arrival of the Vimy.18  'Almost every man, woman and child in 

Darwin stood on the cliff staring out over the Timor Sea, searching for a tiny speck 

to appear in the sky'.19  

The Vimy left Timor at 8.35am on 10 December 1919. At 2.06pm Bathurst Island to 

the north of Darwin was sighted. At 3.00pm the first aircraft to complete the journey 

between Britain and Australia touched down on the landing strip at Fannie Bay.20  

Fysh described the moment of the landing in Qantas Rising: 

It was one of the most moving sights I can remember - the termination of one of 
the greatest flights, if not the greatest, in the history of aviation, and a great initial 
fillip for civil aviation in Australia, for no one had flown across the world before.2' 

Two days later, on 12 December 1919, Fannie Bay was the scene of another first in 

aviation history when a BE2e completed the first transcontinental flight across 

Australia. The BE2e, with Captain W.N. Wrigley and Sergeant A.W. Murphy as 

crew, had been dispatched by the Defence Department from Point Cook to fly to 

Darwin in time for the arrival of the winner of The Great Race. This was not possible 

due to problems with the smallness of the airfield at Katherine, where two days had 

to be spent in clearing timber to enable a safe take-off to be made.22  

The 'firsts' in aviation for Fannie Bay continued into 1920 with the arrival on 2 

August 1920 of the first single engine aircraft to complete the flight between 

England and Australia. 'Battling Ray Parer' and John McIntosh in their De Havilland 

' McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p.  5. 
19  Hall, 1979, Flying High, p. 29. 
20  McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p.  5. 
21  Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising, p. 87. 

22  McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p. 5. 
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DH.9, a tiny aircraft in comparison to the Vimy, had missed the start of the Great 

Race. They decided to make the trip regardless of efforts made by friends to dissuade 

them from the venture, which they regarded as little better than a game of 'Russian 

Roulette' •23  The Air Ministry tried to stop them taldng off in what was regarded as 

an unairworthy aircraft bought from a war-surplus dump for one hundred pounds. 

Parer and McIntosh dodged the messages forbidding their departure, and with the 

assistance of whisky distiller Peter Dawson took off from Hounslow airport. The 

aircraft carried the letters 'P.D.' emblazoned on the fuselage sides, and a bottle of 

Peter Dawson whisky for the Australian Prime Minister, Billy Hughes. 

Unlike Ross Smith and the crew of the Vimy, whose feat in winning The Great Race 

of 1919 has been commemorated with monuments in Fannie Bay [Plates 7 and 81, 

there is no monument to Parer and McIntosh, and 'P.D.'. But they are remembered in 

aviation circles in Darwin for their courage, and their misadventures. 'P.D.' was 

forced down several times in France with mechanical problems. Over Italy it 

developed an oil leak and the engine caught fire. When McIntosh wanted to 

photograph the Mount. Vesuvius crater, and Parer flew over it, the plane promptly 

plummeted 500 feet in a downdraft of air and barely missed the crater rim. Maps 

were lost in a gale over Taranto, so they bought a school atlas. In Syria they had to 

use hand grenades to disperse hostile Arabs during a forced landing. In Burma 

'PD.' s engine again caught fire, and crash-landed on a racetrack at Moulmein. 

Seven weeks later the journey was resumed in the repaired aircraft After suffering a 

forced landing on the polo ground at Penang, and another on the Singapore Golf 

Club's seventh fairway, Parer and McIntosh finally made it to Timor - only one 

day's flying from Darwin. 24  

*23  Terry Gwynn-Jones, 1977, TrueAustralian Air Stories, Rigby, Adelaide, pp.  133. 
24  Gwynn-Jones, 1977, True Australian Air Stories, pp. 133-138. D. Lockwood, 1968, The Front 
Door, p. 239. 
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As news spread of the imminent arrival of the aviators, a crowd gathered at the 
Fannie Bay landing-strip and waited patiently throughout the day for the arrival of 
Parer and McIntosh. Towards evening, thinking that the aircraft had been lost during 
the sea crossing from Timor, people started to disperse. Suddenly, the sound of a 
machine was heard in the distance, and there was a rush of horses and buggies and 
bicycles back to the landing area.25  

Late in the afternoon of 2 August 1920 a battered biplane broke through dense 
bushfire smoke hanging over Darwin and touched down on the Fanny Bay 
Aerodrome. A small crowd watched the pathetic wreck of a machine as it taxied 
towards them, then stop as its engme cut out. The fuel tank was bone dry!26  

In Qantas Rising, the first of three books he wrote on the evolution of Qantas, Fysh 
wrote of the feeling of enthusiasm and confidence he felt in the potential of aviation 
in Australia due to the first successful ifight from England to Australia in 1919, and 
of his faith in Darwin as part of an international link: 

It was about this time that I got carried away when making a speech in Darwin - 
my first recorded public utterance. "1 am quite safe in saying that within five years 
we will have a regular service between England and Australia," I announced. "This 
will automatically make Darwin the first port of call in Australia on the great aerial 
highway,,.27  

However, as he ruefully commented: 

Narthern Territory Times and Gazette, 4 August 1920. Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 239. 
26  Gwynn-Jones, 1977, True Australian Air Stores, p. 133. 
27  Fysh, 1965, Qantas Rising, p. 89. 
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.12 years were to pass before, in 1931, 1 was back in Darwin as one of those 
piloting the first England-Australia Experimental Aerial Mails; and it was 15 years, 
in 1934, before the service I predicted actually started. 28  

The 1920s and early 1930s was an era of experimentation in aviation, testing aircraft 
and routes in pursuit of both personal achievement and the vision of linking the 
world through international flight services. Most of the famed names in the history of 
aviation first touched down on Australian soil on the landing strip at Fannie Bay. 
From 1924 aircraft became almost a familiar sight for residents as record after record 
tumbled to a growing number of explorers of the world skyways. A record-breaking 
flight around Australia featured two of the most influential figures in Australian 
aviation, Charles Kingsford Smith and Charles Ulm. They landed in Fannie Bay on 
22 June 1927. On 22 February 1928 the first solo aviator to make the Britain-
Australia flight, Bert Hinkler, arrived in Darwin only 15 days after leaving England. 
The first woman to fly solo from England, Amy Johnson, landed on 24 May 1930.29 

By the early 1930s the heady days of record-breaking and aerial exploration were 
drawing to a close: 

The romance of the pioneers was passing and was being replaced by hardheaded 
businessmen who were to convert aviation into a unique communication system. 
However, the glamour of long-distance aviation remained and was rejuvenated by 
the Second Great Air Race.30  

The Second Great Air Race of 1934 was, as in 1919, a race from Britain to Australia. 
Once again the first Australian landing was to be in Darwin. The race, however, was 

28  Fysh, 1965, Qanfas Rising, p.  89. 
29  McGorey, 1987, North of Capri corn ,pp.  7-9. McGorey provides a listing of details of the record 
making flights that landed at Fannie Bay during the 1920s. 
30 McGorey, 1987, North of Capricon, p.9. 
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to finish in Melbourne, as part of Victoria's centenaly celebrations. Of the original 
sixty-four entries in the race, only 20 departed Maidenhall in the United Kingdom on 
20 October 1934. Of these eleven completed the race, but three were outside the time 
limit of two weeks. Sir McPherson Robertson, who put up ten thousand pounds as 
prize money, sponsored the speed section of the race. Robertson was a backer of the 
Commercial Aviation Company, later re-named MacRobertson Miller Aviation 
Company." 

The winner of the speed section in the Second Great Air Race, a DeHavilland DH88 
Comet, Grosvenor House, crewed by C.W.A. Scott and T. Campbell Black, touched 
down at Fannie Bay only two days, four hours and 38 minutes after leaving 
England.32  The last of the race entries landed in March 1935. This was a Fairy Fox - 
crewed by 'Batthng Ray Parer" and G.E. Hemsworth.33  Parer's companion in the 
1919 race, John McIntosh, had died in a flying accident less than a year after he and 
Parer had completed their marathon England-Australia flight.34  

The year 1934 marked the transition from pioneering ifight to commercial aviation at 
Fannie Bay. Who would gain control of the air routes and Commonwealth funded 
mail service had been fought over by rival aviation companies during the early 
1930s.35  In 1931 Fysh had flown an experimental mail run from Brisbane to England 
via Darwin. After a period of bitter public dispute, on 19 April 1934 the contract for 
Australia's Overseas Air Service was granted to Qantas Empire Airways [QEA], a 
joint company of Qantas and the British aviation company Imperial Airways. 36  

31 McGorey, 1987, North of Capricon, p. 10. 
32 McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p. 10. 
33  McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p. 10. (3wynn-Jones, 1977, True Australian Air 
Stories, p.  139. 

34  Gwynn-Jones, 1977, True Australian Air Stories, p.  139. 

McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, pp.  17-19. 
36 McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p. 13. 
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Darwin was to be an important link for Qantas on its overseas mail, and later 
passenger, routes. 

Major changes were needed for the establishment of a commercial aerodrome at 

Fannie Bay. On 16 July 1934 QEA was granted a lease of land at Parap for the 

construction of an aircraft hanger. Building of the hanger commenced the same day, 
and was completed in four months at a cost of just over six thousand pounds. 
Designed by Brisbane architect R. Martin Wilson, it was the largest pre-fabricated 

corrugated iron structure built to date by the firm of Sidney Williams, [Plate 9] 
Measuring 100 feet by 100 feet, the hanger could accommodate four de Havilland 
D1186, the aircraft initially used for QEA's mail service.37  QEA leased other 
allolments in the area and constructed buildings to house administration offices, and 
staff.38  A Civil Aviation Administration building was constructed to service the 

fledgling commercial aviation industry. [Plate 101 To facilitate increased air traffic, a 
second runway was cleared. [Figure 10] 

On 19 April 1935 the first QEA flight to carry passengers on an overseas flight, from 
Brisbane to Singapore, landed in Darwin.39  In 1938 Qantas changed its main aviation 
fleet to flying-boats. These landed on Darwin harbour near the Stokes Hifi jetty. A 
constant problem in landing at Fannie Bay was that both runways were unsealed. 
While this was adequate for small aircraft, it posed problems for the larger 
commercial planes. Getting bogged in mud during the Wet Season rains was 
commonplace, and a source of constant complaints. On 18 January 1935 Civil 
Aviation central office received the following wire from a Qantas pilot in Darwin: 

17  Ray Shepherd, 1999, The Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. Hangar at Darwin, Darwin. Unpublished 
history of the hangar including site plans. Copies held at major libraries and institutions in NT. 
38  DLPE, QUERY RESULTS FROM T:\NTITLE  \TENURE DATABASE, The database shows 
several Qantas leasings of the of the old town lots, and includes dates of when many were 
subsequently acquired for defrnce purposes. [Appendix 1] 
39  Shepherd, 1999, The Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. Hangar at Darwin, p.8. 
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ATHENA G-ABTK delayed owing to bogging at least twenty hours. Slight 
damage shall excavate make another attempt take off and telegraph decision 
suitability this place for heavy aircraft At present I am opinion unsuitable 
commercial aircraft during rainy season. Bogged four times on arrival. Qantas.40  

There was intensive discussion during 1935. on the provision of a sealed runway, and 
extending the length of the runway to accommodate larger aircraft. In May 1935 it 
was announced that the Commonwealth proposed spending five thousand pounds in 
improving the Darwin Civil Aerodrome. The main runway would be sealed, and 
extended to a length of 2 600 feet. It was mitially intended to use gravel, for the 
surface of the runway, but as this could not be procured locally a bitumen treatment 
was adopted.4' 

On 14 August 1936 the announcement was made that the Commonwealth 
Government had decided that the aerodrome at Darwin should be named the Ross 
Smith Aerodrome.42  However, it has continued to be commonly referred to in 
writings as the Darwin Civil Aerodrome, or the Parap Civil Aerodrome. A map dated 
18 March 1939 shows that it was intended to expand 'Ross Smith Airport' with the 
extension of the main and secondary runways, and the addition of a third runway.43  

The decision by Qantas to use flying boats rather than conventional aircraft did not 
mean the end of commercial aviation at the Civil Aerodrome at Fannie Bay, which 
continued to be used by other airlines. In 1938 Guinea Airways Ltd. took over the 

° Tony Wilkins, 1984, A few notes on the Darwin Civil Aerodrome Parap, The Aviation insirnete 
Journal, 2(3), Sept-Nov., p.  19. 
4° Wilkins, 1984, A few notes on Darwin Civil Aerodrome, p.  19. 
42  Shepherd, 1999, The Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. Hangar at Darwin, p.8. 
4° Map, 1939, Extensions to Ross Smith Airport, drawn up by E.W. Stoddard, Director of Works, 
Darwin N.T., for the Commonwealth of Australia, Department of the Interior, DWC. No.46 B. 
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Qantas hanger for its Darwin-Adelaide flights. In July 1938 the Dutch airline Royal 
Netherlands Indies' Airways commenced a Sydney-Batavia service. By September 
1938 there were three airlines that provided regular flights in and out of Darwin 
making use of the Qantas hanger: 

Guinea Airways Ltd. [GAfl 
Lockheed 10/14 Wed Fri Sun nights; 

MacRobertson Miller Aviation Co Ltd. {MMA 
De Havilland DH86 Wed Thu Fri Sat nights; 

Royal Netherlands Indies' Airways Ltd. [KN1LM] 
Lockheed 14 Thu Sun nights.44  

With the coming of commercial aviation and the military build-up in northern 
Australia, the 1930s were for Darwin, in comparison with the 1920s, years of 
optimism and development. Unlike the rest of the world, including Australia, that 
suffered the worst effects of the Great Depression during the 1930s, for Darwin the 
depression had started in the early 1920s in the aftermath of the closure of the Vestey 
meatworks. In Discovering Darwin: the 1930s in Memory and History, a work based 
largely on oral history, Eric Sager noted how memories are linked with personal 
events and often,, unwittingly, contradict an accepted view. In one case a skeptical 
interviewer was told quite firmly by her subject, Bessie Robinson, that the 
depression had started in 1920. Bessie knew this as 'my Fred' was born in 1920 'in 
the Depression. I know'. Sager wrote: 

Bessie Robinson was correct. The Depression began ten years early in Darwin. 
Bessie remembered the date, partly because she connected the onset of the 
Depression to another event, something personal and unforgettable.45  

Shepherd, 1999, The Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. Hangar at Darwin, p.  10. 
45  Eric W. Sager, 1993, Discovering Darwin: the 1930s in Memory and History, Historical Society of 
the Northern Territory, Darwin, pp. 5-6. 
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The 'depression' of the 1920s in Darwin continued into the early 1930s, with 
widespread unemployment. Those unable to find paid work were required to provide 
labour for public works in order to receive relief payments. There were neither jobs, 
nor enough relief work for the unemployed. In April 1930 and in January 1931 
contingents of unemployed occupied the Government Office verandah to demand 
that the Administrator, R. H. Weddell, provide more relief work. When he was 
unable to do so, the crowd sang revolutionary songs and flew the Red Flag. The 
situation was only resolved when the police conducted a baton charge to disperse the 
'insurgents' . The work undertaken by the unemployed, when work was available, 
covered a wide range of tasks, much of it in Fannie Bay: 

They improved the town's roads with bitumen; they repaired with concrete the 
town's storm water channels; they pulled grass out of footpaths; they extended and 
repaired the old aerodrome in Fannie Bay. By mid-1932, even before the big pre-. 
war defence works began, they were working on the foundations for the Defence 
Department at East Point.47  

During the 1930s the spectre of unemployment which had become 'institutionalised' 
in Darwin during the previous decade, faded. With the build-up of military spending 
in the north, there was plenty of work to be had on construction projects. The 
expanding aviation industry also provided employment, both on construction and in 
service industries. With an increase in visitors arnvrng by air, in 1931 George and 
Mary Seale took over the Parap Club on Parap Road close to the aerodrome. Initially 
it was restricted to serving only Club members. Later a license was granted, and the 
name changed to the Parap Hotel. In 1934 substantial rebuilding took place that 

46  V. T. O'Brien, 1990, Wedddll, Robert Hunter (1882-1951), in Carment Maynard and Powell 
(eds.), NTDB, Volume One, pp. 311-312. Sager, 1993, Discovering Darwin, pp.  58-67. 
47  Sager, 1993, Discovering Darwin, p. 61. 
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completely changed the original building. [Plate 121 The Seales' daughter, 
Jacqueline O'Brien, remembers the building as it was before the alterations: 

The Parap Club of 1931 was a large square single story building on fairly high 
solid cement blocks - galvamsed roof metal walls with spaces between the floor 
and commencement to walls. Walls solid came about middle level. Then large 
individual shutters held outwards with folding sticks adhered to their base, 
therefore not able to slip out of position - doorways made of metal and folding 
shutters were continuous - open full area. One half large area had no partitions - 
other half on one side became our personal living quarters, working quarters, really 
like a verandah - inwards it led to two rooms.48  

In 1931, conditions at the Parap Club were primitive. Water was drawn from a well 
in the garden, and toilets, one for guests on the other side of the yard and a separate 
one for the family, consisted of pans under wooden seats. A night cart man was 
employed to empty and clean the pans weekly. Over the years the Seales transformed 
the Parap Hotel into an oasis of elegance. The new building was two-storied, 
providing rooms for guests.[Plate 11] With the completion of Manton Dam in 1940, 
Darwin finally enjoyed the luxury of reticulated water. Rooms at the Parap Hotel 
were fitted with hand-basins, and an internal bathroom and toilets were sited at one 
end of a wide verandah. The other end of the verandah, facing towards the 
aerodrome, was set up as a lounge for guests. In the dining rooms, meals were served 
formally, with tablecloths of white damask linen and Stuart Crystal glassware. 
George Seale grew much of the produce for the hotel. Because of white ants, most 
plants were grown in forty-four gallon drums or water tanks cut in half. The rest of 
the produce for the hotel was purchased from Chinese gardeners who caine with their 
produce in baskets hanging from poles across their shoulders. The main suppliers 

From notes provided by Jacqueline O'Brien. 
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were Chinese who had market gardens in the vicinity of what is now the Parap 
Village Shopping Centre.49  

During the late 1930s many of the buildings in the Fannie Bay area were designed by 
Beth Carr Glynn Burnett, who in 1937 was appointed as principal government 
architect in the Interior Works and Services Branch in Darwin. Burnett's arrival 
marked the beginning of what was to be a radical departure from previous tropical 
housing styles. Born in Mongolia in 1889 to Scottish Presbyterian missionaries, 
Burnett spent most of his early life in Asia. He was articled in 1904 to the 
architectural finn of Smedley and Denham in Shanghai, China. His designs included 
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank and the Stock Exchange building, both in 
Tientsin. Burnett's architecture reflects the influence of the colonial building style 
common in Asia at the time. He also traveled widely throughout Europe and 
America, studying the architecture of the different areas. 50  

At the time of Burnett's arrival in Darwin the town was still shattered by the effects 
of a massive cyclone that had struck on 10 March 1937. There were few houses and 
business premises that did not suffer some damage. At Fannie Bay, during the height 
of the cyclone, waves were crashing over the cliffs and the sea inundated the road to 
East Point and the golf course.5' The extent of the devastation was such that the 
Darwin Municipal Council, already facing difficulties due to the non-payment of 
rates by absentee property owners and the pressure on services during the military 

w From notes provided by Jacqueline O'Brien. 
° Eve Gibson, 1992, Beni Carr Glyn[sic] Burnett (1889-1955), in Carment and James, NTDB, 

Volume Two, pp.  23-25. Christian name Glyn used on Burnett's will, but Glynn widely used, as by 
David Bridgman, 1994, B.C.G. Burnett: Architect, unpublished BArch Thesis, Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology, Melbourne. Burnett's personal scrapbook is held at the Northern Terntoiy 
Archives Service in Darwin, NTAS: NTRSII27/PI 
51  Murphy, 1984, Big Blow Up North: A History of Tropical Cyclones in Australia's Northern 
Territory, pp.  36-37. 
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build-up, resigned on 1 April 1937. Responsibility for municipal affairs was taken 
over by the Administrator, C. L. A. Abbott, with much of the administration carried 
out by his Personal Secretary and Staff Clerk, R. S. Leydin.52  

It may be that the scenes of cyclomc destruction witnessed by Burnett influenced his 
choice of architectural style. One of his first tasks in Darwin was to design a series of 
tropical houses for executive public servants and military personnel. The most 
radical change he introduced was the discarding of the traditional verandah. 
Previously, many people had erected bamboo lattice or slatted screens around the 
verandahs for added privacy. Burnett took the idea a step further by enclosing the 
entire living area with banks of outer asbestos louvres inset with glass casement 
windows. Most of his Darwin houses, apart from the 'K' Type, were elevated, and 
all featured external banks of louvres that constituted solid walls when closed, but 
could be opend to allow for maximum light and air-flow through the entire house. 
While he 'blatantly flouted' the rules regarding the inclusion of verandahs, by the 
incorporation of banks of louvres on outside walls 'Burnett had turned the entire 
house into one big verandah' [Plate 12] 

Although Burnett has often been credited with the introduction of louvres to Darwin, 
it is now believed that it was in fact his predecessor, E. Henderson, who had 
conceived the idea. Henderson had designed Aboriginal housing that incorporated 
asbestos louvres, and had also negotiated with the manufacturers of the louvres, 
Hardies and Ww1derlich 54  

52 Helen J. Wilson, 1988, The Quality of Life: A Study on Municipal Functions in the Tow of 
Darwin 1930-1946 and the Effects of the Militaiy Build-up Therein, MA Qualifying Thesis, 
University of Queensland, p 20. 
53 Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Ceniral Area Heritage Study, p. xl. 
14 Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, pp.xxxiii-xxxix 
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During his time in Darwin, Burnett also designed a number of major buildings, many 

of them for the defence forces. The living quarters and the officers' and sergeants' 

messes he designed are stifi in use at both the Larrakeyah Army Barracks and the 

Royal Australian Air Force Base. He also designed several Department of Civil 

Aviation buildings built near the aerodrome at Fannie Bay, and the Parap Police 

Station. [Plate 13] The police station was strikingly similar in design to his 'K' Type 

house. [Plate 14] None of the Burnett buildings have survived in the Fannie Bay 

area, although a few remain in central Darwin, most notably a small precinct of 

houses on Myilly Point maintained by the National Trust [NT]. 

During the late 1930s it seemed as though Darwin was entering a stable phase of 

growth and prosperity. But, even as the population was enjoying the prosperity, and 

the diminished isolation of Darwin brought about by air travel, the shadow of war 

drew closer, and the nature of aviation in the north changed. 

With the importance of aerial warfare illustrated during World War 1, the expansion 

of air-borne defence in Australia's north was a priority. The experience of the 

pioneering civil aviation industry proved invaluable for defence purposes: 

Qantas routes were eventually to provide basic staging facilities for military 
aircraft flying from the east coast of Australia to Darwin, a critical use in the tense 
days of 1942. Another airline, MacRobertson Miller, flew the overseas airmail 
from Daly Waters [later from Darwin] to Perth from 1934, again opening up routes 
which were to be of use to the military.  55  

In 1938 work commenced on a new Royal Australian Air Force [RAAF] base at the 

four-and-a-half-mile peg from Darwin, two miles from the Darwin Civil Aerodrome. 

55  Alan Powell, 1988, The &zadow Edge: Australia 's Northern War, Melbourne University Press, 

Melbourne, p.22. 
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On 13 March 1939, with war looming and the new base not completed, RAAF Wing 
Commander Swinbourne noted that the new military air base: 

• will not be ready for occupation until the next dry season at least, i.e. March 
1940. . It is recommended therefore that we use the civil aerodrome at Darwin as a 
temporary station until the permanent one is ready... 56  

Work immediately commenced on providing facilities for military use of the Civil 
Aerodrome at what was called the Temporary Hutted Camp at Parap. The camp 

consisted of two hangars and a further twenty-seven buildings were constructed for 
quarters, administration, and engineering facffities.57  [Plate 15] 

On 30 August 1939 the first military aircraft to be based at the Civil Aerodrome, two 
flights of Avro-Ansons from RAAF No 12 Squadron, arrived. A C. Fisher was a 
young airman with the flight, and later wrote of his first impressions of Fannie Bay: 

When we first saw the Civil Aerodrome in 1939, the only buildings were the 
Guinea Airways [Qantas] hangar and the Civil Aviation Administration buildings 
beside it. Right on one boundary towards the sea, was the Fannie Bay Gaol, while 
in the distance was the Parap hotel and, further away on Bullocky Point, were the 
vast buildings of Vestey's Meatworks with a few private cottages on the beach 
below. The rest was bush apart from a roughed out race-track on the lower 
boundary. There were two runways, one the approximate present Ross Smith 
Avenue and the other, a shorter runway running downhill almost at right angles.58  

56  it N. Alford, 1991, Darwin 's Air War 1942-1945: An illustrated History, The Aviation Histoncal 
Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin, p. 8. 

Alford, 1991,Da win rAir War, p. 8. 

A. C. Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman: the arrival of the RAAF - 
Darwin 1939, in R. N. Alford (ed.) The Territory at War: Memories of the Men and Women 
ofAustroiia 's Armed Forces who Played a Vital role in Australia's Defence during World War 

II, Australia Remembers [NT] Committee, Darwin, p. 8. 
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On 3 September 1939 Britain declared war on Germany. On 5 September 1939, No. 

12 Squadron's other ifight,, comprising the new Australian-built Wirraways arrived at 

the Civil Aerodrome. To the horror of the hundreds of people gathered to watch the 

arrival of the aircraft, Wirraway A20-5 went into a spin and crashed on the tarmac, 

killing both the pilot Flying Officer Arnold Dolphin and the observer Corporal 

Harold Johnson. The two young men, buried initially in the Gardens Hill Cemetery 

and later interred in the Adelaide River War Cemetery, were the first Australian 

servicemen to lose their lives in World War 11•59 

With the RAAF base not yet ready for occupation, the 'first sod' of the Temporary 

Hutted Camp at Parap that was intended to serve as quarters for RAAF servicemen 

had been turned in July 1939.60  It had not been completed by the time of the arrival 

of No. 12 Squadron in September: 

Because of a hold-up in the south with the supply of building materials for the 
galvanised iron Bellman hangers and Sidney Williams  huts, work had only begun 
on the Civil Aerodrome and, as a result, we had to fmd living accommodation in 
the old Vestey's Meatworks on Bullocky Point, the buildings of which were 
already beginning to rust and crumble into ruins. All woodwork had already 
succumbed to busy termites. ' 

With providing accommodation for both military personnel and civilian workers a 

perennial problem in Darwin during the 1930s military build-up in the north, the old 

Vestey meatworks were in constant use as living quarters. [Plate 16] On 17 April 

1932 the government had approved the submission of a committee on northern 

Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman, pp. 7-8. Alford, 1991, Darwin 'sAir War, p. 8. 
Shepherd, 1999, The Qantas Empire Airways Ltd Hangar at Darwin, p. 12. 
60  Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman, p.  6. 
61  Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman, p.  7. 
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defence, Emergency Scheme for the Fortification of Darwin. A key area identified in 
the defence of Darwin was East Point at Fannie Bay.62  In August 1932 prisoners 
from the gaol and day labourers began fencing off East Point. On 2 September 1932 

the first troops arrived in Darwin, five officers and forty-two men of the 'Darwin 
Detachment' drawn from the Royal Australian Artillery and Royal Australian 
Engineers. Their task was to build fortifications and quarters for the garrison to 
follow.63  By October they had established two quarries, one in front of the Fannie 
Bay Gaol.64  The 'Darwin Detachment' moved into the derelict Vestey meatworks on 
Bullocky Point. Many of the garrison brought wives and families, which added to the 
problem of lack of accommodation in the town.65  On 20 September 1933, three 

officers and twenty-nine other ranks arrived in Darwin and combined with part of the 
construction party to form the 9th  Heavy Battery, and an Engineer detachment, later 
7th Fortress Company. They were also quartered at Vesteys. 66 

The RAAF servicemen that arrived in late 1939 shared quarters at Vesteys with 
another contingent of 1939 arrivals, the Darwin Mobile Force of 200 men that had 
arrived in March 1939.67  Conditions were primitive. According to Fisher, the men 
had to virtually build their own camp; there was also a shortage of food for a while, 
and an on-going and acute shortage of water. Darwin at that time had no reticulated 
water system and depended on bores and wells for water.  68 

62 Peter Dermoudy and Penny Cook, ad. [1991J, East Point. A Histoiyofthe Military Precinct,  East 
Point, Darwin, National Trust of Australia [NT] and the Royal Australian Artillery Association (Nil, 
Darwin, pp. 2-3. 
63 Powell, 1988, The Shadow's E4ge, pp. 7-8. Dermoudy and Cook, c1993, East Point, p.  2. 
64  Dermoudy and Cook, n.d. [1991], East Point, p.  2. 
65 Dermoudy and Cook, n.d. [1991], East Point, pp. 2-4 
66  Powell, 1988, The Shadow's Edge, p.8. 
67 Dermoudy and Cook,n.cL [1991], East Point, p.4. 
68 Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman, p. 7. 
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Throughout the 1930s, with ease of access by air, the number of committees formed 

by the Commonwealth to look into issues related to the development of the Northern 

Territory increased. There was even serious discussion as to whether or not the 

Territory should be sold to a chartered company,69  an option that had been raised in 

the early years of Commonwealth administration by J. A. Gilruth during his term as 

Administrator, In 1933 pastoralist Alfred John Cotton7°  launched his proposal for the 

creation of a new province, to be developed by a chartered company or as a separate 

Crown colony. 71  The issue was debated at both government level and in the media.72  

A more pragmatic and far-sighted approach to the development of the Northern 

Territory was taken by W. L. Payne, Chairman of the Queensland Administration 

Board, and J. W. Fletcher, a Queensland pastoralist, who were appointed on 23 

March 1937 to inquire into 'Land and Land Industries in the Northern Territory'. 

The report, completed on 10 October 1937, looked not only at economic possibilities 

such as pastoralism and minmg in the Northern Territory, but at issues that affected 

the lives of the people. The report was scathing in its criticism of Darwin with 'its 

poor roads, un-made footpaths landi evil-smelling ds  73 " and of the appalling 

living conditions of workers. It was noted that while the Australian states had 

enacted Workers Dwellings legislation to address poor housing conditions, and it had 

69  Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAusiralia, pp. 94-96. 
° Eve Gibson, 1992, Cotton, Alfred John (1861-1941), in Carment and James, NTDB Volume 

Two, pp. 37-39 
71 Eve Gibson, 1998, For Sale - Northern Australia: The 1930s   debate on Selling Northern 
Australia to a chartered company, paper presented at History Colloquium, 28 September, Darwin. 
72 The Late A. J. Cotton's Scheme for the Development ofAustralia North of the 2(1" Parallel, 1985, 
Department of Community Development, Northern Territory Archives, Darwin. The booklet contains 
a selection of newspaper clippings related to the scheme taken from Cotton's scrapbook donated to 
Northern Territory Archives, 

W. L. Payne and J. W. Fletcher, 1937, Report ofthe Board oflnquiry appouited to inquire into the 
Land and Land Industries of the Northern Territory ofAustralia, Commonwealth Government 
Printers, Canberra, p.73. 
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proved a great stabilismg effect on social and mdustrial life, the Northern Territory 
had no such advantage.74  

A separate committee, formed on 28 May 1937, was appointed by the Minister of the 
Interior to investigate matters related to the development of Darwin. The Committee 
submitted its recommendations, and a town plan for Darwin drawn up by a senior 
Department of the Interior architect, W.T. Haslam, in late 1937 .75 

By November 1940 there were over 2 200 troops stationed in Darwin. By mid-1941, 
with the threat of war in the north looming closer, the numbers swelled to 7 500.76 

The erection of temporary camps was often the only way to solve the 
accommodation problem. Most commonly, troops were employed on construction. 
However, civilian contractors were also used: 

Tender Board records, for example, tell of contracts for the construction of 17 
steel huts at Emery Point, East and Dudley Points as well as for a military hospital 
and barracks accommodation.77. 

The largest military hutted camp was commonly known as Parap Camp, although it 
is marked on some maps as Frances Camp. [see Figure 10] The substantial Parap 
Camp with its blocks of Sidney Williams huts lay on the eastern side of the railway 
line and the dusty north-south road commonly referred to as 'The Track'. In later 
years the area was excised from Parap and became part of Stuart Park. In October 
1939 a contract was let for more barracks accommodation to be constructed at East 
Point.78  

' Payne and Fletcher, 1937, Report ofthe Board ofinquiry, p. 72. 

Gibson, 1997, Bag.-huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats, p. 3. 
76  Dermoudy and Cook, ad. [1991}, East Point, pp. 7-8. 

77  Dermoudy and Cook, n.d. [1991}, East Point, p.7. 
78  Dermoudy and Cook, ad. [19911, East Point, p.7. 
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In October 1940 the RAAF No 12 Squadron moved into its new quarters near the 
Civil Aerodrome, just south of the 1934 QantaslGuinea Airlines hanger and bounded 
on the east by what is now Parap Road and on the west by the present McDonald 
Street. Officially known under the collective title Temporary Rutted Camp, it was 
promptly dubbed 'Tin City Parap' by the servicemen.79  [see Plate 15] The camp 
consisted of two hangars and a further twenty-seven buildings that included quarters, 
administration and engineering facilities.80  In mid-1941 No 12 Squadron was divided 
into squadrons No 12 and No 13. No 13, originally the Avro-Anson wing of No 12, 
was equipped with new Lockheed Hudsons and moved to the RAAF base. No 12, 
which consisted of three flights of Wirraways, a total of eighteen aircraft, remained 
based at the Civil Aerodrome.8' In January 1943 three squadrons of Spitfires, No 54 
Royal Air Force [RAF], and 452 and 457 RAAF squadrons arrived in the Northern 
Territory. They too used the Civil Aerodrome as their Darwin base. 82  

By late 1941 the fortifications on East Point, which had commenced in 1932, were 
nearing completion. The earliest buildings consisted of 6 inch gun emplacements, 
magazines, a Fire Control Hut and an armourers hut, all completed in 1933. Also 
completed was the search light engine room at Dudley Point, a small headland of 
East Point, and an associated masonry sea wall, which was essential for the engine 
room above.83  In 1940 work commenced on the construction of an anti-submarine 
boom from Dudley Point across the mouth of Darwin harbour to West Point. At 5.59 
kilometres long, it was the longest in the wor1d. 

79  Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman, p.8. 
° Alford, Darwin 'sAir War, p. 8. 

s Fisher, 1995, Through the eyes of a young airman, p.  9. 
82  Alford, Darwin 'sAir War, p. 40. 

Demioudy and Cook, n.cL [1991],East Point, p.3. 
84  Derinoudy and Cook, n.d, [1991], East Point, p.  7. 
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However, it was not until mid-1941, coinciding with the massive influx of troops, 
that work began on the largest and most ambitious of the Fortress Darwin projects - 
the installation at East Point of two 9.2 inch gun emplacements. The installation of 
the guns had been mooted as early 1925, but it was not until 9 July 11941 that the War 
Cabinet finally ratified the decision and allocated a budget of 415 000 pounds for the 
project, which was to cover all construction and installation work and the purchase 
of two 9.2 inch Mk. X guns complete with engine room,, armnunition and parts.85  By 
January 11942 the concrete foundations for the two gun emplacements had been 
poured. It was, by then, far too late. 

At 9.58 am on 19 February 1942 the Japanese struck. The impact on Darwin of the 
Japanese bombing, by 188 carrier aircraft and 54 land-based Japanese bombers, was 
devastating: 

Two hundred and forty-three people died in the raids and material losses were 

heavy: eight ships were sunk and many damaged; 23 aircraft destroyed, 

communications cut and the township shattered.86  

The Civil Aerodrome was bombed and strafed during the first raid. The Guinea 
hangar lost most of its corrugated iron sheeting, and all buildings suffered some 
damage. 87  The No 12 Squadron ammunition store was destroyed, and a Wirraway 
damaged by shrapnel.88  In the wake of the first bombing attack, in a move that was 
to have implications for the first post-war residential occupancy of the Fannie Bay 
area, a separate holding area with sealed taxiways and revetments for military 
aircraft was constructed at the northern end of the main runway. [Figure 11] 

Dermoudy and Cook, n.d. [1991],East Point, p. 8. 
Alford, 1991, Darwin 'sAir War, p.  2. 

87 McGorey, 1987, North of Capricorn, p. 25. 
ss Alford, 1991, Darwin's Air War, p. 17. 
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Figure 11: 1940s map of Darwin showing the location of shipping at the time of the first 

Japanese bombing attack on 19 February 1942, and the later addition of holding areas and 

revetments for military aircraft, top right of northern end of the main runway at the Darwin 

Civil Aerodrome. The sealed holding areas were utiised as roads in the post-war subdivision 

of north Fannie Bay. Map courtesy of the Australian Department of Defence. 



Between 19 February 1942 and 12 November 1943 there were sixty-four Japanese 
bombing attacks on Darwin and the surrounding area. Many of these inflicted 
damage on the Fannie Bay area, in particular on the aerodrome, Vesteys and the 
Railway Yards in Parap.89  [Figure 12] 

That most of the civilian population of Darwin escaped loss of life or injury during 
the raids was due to compulsory evacuation, In November 1941 instructions had 

been issued by the civil administration that all civilians were to be evacuated from 
Darwin. They left by sea and air, allowed to carry only a handful of personal 
possessions. Darwin residents that were evacuated could not know that they would 

be prevented from returning to Darwin until mid-1946, almost three years after the 
final Japanese raid. They also did not know that their homes would be subjected to 
looting by the military, or that when they did return to Darwin they would no longer 
be entitled to possession of properties that they had owned prior to World War ll °  

The Australian Government took advantage of the absence of the civilian population 
of Darwin to address the long-term problem of land held by absentee owners, which 
for years had stifled the growth and expansion of the town. In 1945 laws were passed 
which enabled the government to compulsorily acquire all privately owned property 
in the Darwin area. The old, ruined Darwin would be totally replaced by a modern, 
well-planned tropical city. Included would be a new suburb of residential housing at 
Fannie Bay, much of it built over what had been the Civil Aerodrome. 

99  A11bi, 1991, Darwin 'sAir War, 78-79. Chronology of Japanese Air Raids. 
9° Janet Dickinson, 1995, Refrgees in Our Own Country: The Story ofDarwin's Wartime Evacuees, 
Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin. Gibson, 1997, Bag-huts, Bombs and 
Bureaucrats, pp.  27-31. 
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Figure 12: Fannie Bay section of map marking damage sustamed in the Darwin area during 

the World War II Japanese bombing attacks of 1942 and 1943 Map courtesy of the 

Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin. 
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Plate 1: Early photograph of Fannie Bay Gaol, built in 1883. 

Northern Territory Library, Roger Nott Collection. 
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Plate 2: 1930s aerial view of Parap railway workshops constructed from the mid-I 880s. 

Northern Territory Library, Nicholls Collection. 



Plate 3: One of the houses built on Myilly Point in 1912 for senior government officials. 

Northern Territory Library, Northern Australia Collection, 

Plate 4: The Head Gaoler's house at Fannie Bay Gaol, built around 1912. 

Northern Territoiy Library, Roderick Collection. 
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Plate 5: Accommodation block for single men at the Vestey meatworks on Bullocky Point. 

Constructed between 1914-1917. 

Northern Territory Library, Miscellaneous 2 Collection. 

Plate 6: 1920s aerial view of Vestey meatworks showing water-tanks and housing. 
Northern Territory Library, Roy Edwards Collection. 
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Plate 7. Memorial on Fannie Bay foreshore erected by the Commonwealth in 1923 to 

commemorate the landing of the winner of the London to Australia Air Race in 1919. 
Photcniraph Eve Gibson 

Plate 8: The landmg spot of the Vickers Vimy on 10 December 1919 is marked by a plaque. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 9: The hangar built by Qantas in 1934 at the Darwin Civil Aerodrome at Fannie Bay.  
Northern Territory Library, Nicholls Collection. 
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Plate 10: The Civil Aviation Administration Centre at the Darwin Civil Aerodrome. 

Northern Territory Library, Stanley B. Harry Collection. 
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Plate 11. The Parap Hotel after extensive mid - 1930s alterations. 

Photo2yaph courtesy of Carol Crornbie-Brown 

Plate 1 2: Typical B. C. G. Burnett elevated house in National Trust [NT] precinct on Myilly 

Point.. Several were built in the Fannie Bay area during the late 1930s   for aviation officials. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 



Plate 13: Parap Police Station, designed by B. C. G. Burnett in late 1930s.  
Photograph courtesy of Coral Crombie-Brown. 

Plate 14: 'Burnett House' in National Trust [NT] Myilly Point heritage precinct of B. C. G. Burnett 

houses. This 'K' Type is very similar to the Parap Police Station design. 

Northern Territory Library, Helyar Collection. 
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Plate 15. Tin City' World War 11 photograph of the Temporary Hutted Camp for service 

men at the Darwin Civil Aerodrome. Parap Road to right. 

Northern Territory Library, Haslett Collection. 

IL 

Plate 1 6 Aerial view of the Vestey meatworks in use as military accommodation. 
Photograph courtesy of Jean \/ickery. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Planning and problems 1940-1949 

THAT Vestey's meatworks be removed before Bullocky Point is developed for 
residential use. That the Civil Aerodrome be removed to allow of the development 
of the suburb of Parap for residential use. 

RA Mclnnis, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the Town ofDarwin 1  

That the Fannie Bay area should be developed as a post-World War H residential 
suburb was first proposed in a Darwin town plan submitted in 1940 by Brisbane 
Town Planner R. A. Mclnnis. A pioneer of the modem town planning movement in 
Australia, Mclnnis was steeped in the traditions of the Garden City Movement, 
taking a holistic approach to planning that considered social needs as important as 
structural changes. In 1944 he submitted a revised plan for Darwin that took into 
account wartime damage. Government architects drew up the 1937 and 1946 Darwin 
town plans, and three army officers, one an architect in civilian life, prepared the 
1943 plan. While both the Darwin town plans submitted by Mclnnis were rejected, 
the 1943 and 1946 plans incorporated, to the point of plagiarism, many of the 
detailed recommendations on issues such as zoning, neighbourhood units and 
housing styles, made by Mclnnis in his 1940 submission. 

Ronald Allison, or Alison,2  Mclnnis, surveyor, soldier and town planner, was born at 
Te Koai near Mackay, Queensland, on 20 November 1890. His career began at the 
age of 14 in a Brisbane survey camp. During the First World War he served with the 

1 R A Mclnnis, A it Miller and H.J. Symons, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Schemefor the 
Town of Darwin, NAA [NT] CRS El 131, copy and hand-written draft, p.  32. 
2 The middle name Allison appears on Mclnnis' Birth Certificate. However, the name Alison appears 
more widely used, as in his obituaiy notices in 1982. 
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Australian Imperial Force at Gallipoli, and in Egypt and France. On his return to 

Australia after the war he was appointed surveyor to the Mackay area.3  Mclnrns was 

a passionate advocate of the modem planning movement, drawing inspiration from 

planning developments overseas, particularly in England and America.4  In 1922 he 

was pivotal in reviving the Town Planning Association of Queensland. In 1927 he 

was elected to membership of the English Town Planning Institute, a rare honour for 

an Australian planner of that lime.5  His first major appointment was to Noosa Shire 
in 1929, where he designed, surveyed and zoned the new town of Noosa. In 1935, in 

what was regarded as Queensland's first comprehensive town planning scheme, he 

produced a detailed plan for the established town of Mackay. He was appointed as 

Brisbane City Planner the same year.6  

The aspirations and achievements of Mclimis as a pioneer of the modem town 

planning movement in Australia have been well documented in a series of articles by 

Tasmanian historian Stefan Petrow. In 'Planning Pioneer: R.A. Mclnnis and Town 

Planning in Queensland and Tasmania 1922-1956', Petrow covered the long, and 

sometimes turbulent and frustrating, career of one of Australia's foremost modem 

town planners. In making use of the voluminous material left by Melnnis in journal 
articles, diaries and private correspondence, Petrow provided a valuable insight into 

the aims, and frustrations faced by town planners of the time. Mclnnis was driven by 

the conviction that modem planning could make a difference in peoples' lives, that 
planning mattered. Modern town planning was, in his view, primarily concerned 

Eve Gibson, 1992, Mclnnis, Ronald Allison, in Carment and James (eds.), NTDB Volume 

Two, pp.  123-125. 

Stefan Petrow, 1997, Planning pioneer. RA.. Mclnnis and town planning in Queensland and 

Tasmania 1922-1956, in T. Dingle (ed) The Australian City - Future/Past, Proceedings of the Third 

Australian Planning History/Urban History Conference, Melbourne 11-14 December, Monash 

University, Melbourne, p.43 

Petrow, 1997, Planning pioneer, p.  44. 
6  Petrow, 1997, Planning pioneer, p.  45. 
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with providing everyone with 'healthy, convenient and pleasant living and working 

conditions'. It could provide positive social benefits and justice for entire 

communities, rather than subjugating planning to seffish private interests.7  The 
involvement of the local population in determining planning was, to Mclnnis, 

essential. In his 1940s Darwin Town plans he strongly advocated the formation of a 

Citizens Advisory Committee, stressing that the willing co-operation of local people 

was vital in maintaining an attractive town.' In his approach to the physical aspect of 

planning, Mclnnis was a pragmatist. He set himself against 'dream town' schemes or 

'masterpieces of design' with their 'pretentious buildings'. In his view: 

Such schemes were very expensive and were 'far easier to prepare than those that 
will bring practical benefit to the community'. He preferred schemes that were 
gradually developed and that brought 'order and efficiency to the town that is 
planned', while simultaneously creating 'a vision of something better and worth 
working for' . 

This attitude is reflected in the town plan prepared by Mclnnis for Darwin in 1940. 

He was appalled at the lack of basic amenities in the town, such as reticulated water 

and sewerage, and the number of people living under conditions 'which would not be 

tolerated in the slums of Melbourne or Sydn However, he believed that Darwin 

could be vastly improved, without exorbitant cost or excessive changes. 'The face of 

the town cannot be changed, but most of the blemishes can gradually be removed'.11  

Petrow, 1997, Planning pioneer, p. 43. 
8 R A. Mclnnis, 1940, A Town Planning Scheme for the Town of Darwin, Northern Territory 

ofAustralia: Being a Report on the Present Requlrementr of the Town and Recommendations for 

its Future Development, NAA [NT] CRS El 131, p.  9. 

Petrow, 1997, Planning pioneer, pp. 43-44. 
10 Mclnnis, 1940, A Town Planning Scheme for the Town of Darwin, p. 35. 

u Mclnnis, 1940,A Town Planning Schemefor the Town of Darwin, p. 48. 
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Petrow in his research concentrated on the major aspects of Mclnnis' planning career 

in Queensland, and later as Tasmania's first Town and Country Planning 

Commissioner. The only major work to cover Mclnnis' Darwin town plans of 1940 

and 1944 has been my own Bag-huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats.12  The work was more 

concerned with planning related social issues in Darwin of the time, rather than a 

study of the planning ideals involved. It recorded the bitter rivalries between the 

civilian, military and government agencies striving to control the planning of post-

war Darwin and how, due to these rivalries, not one of the town plans proposed for 

Darwin between 1937 and 1946 was ever implemented to its original vision. 

The most valuable information relating to post-war planning for Darwin is contained 

in the personal papers of R. A. Mclnnis. Discovered during previous research on 

post-war planning, they have since been donated to the National Archives of 

Australia in Darwin.13  The collection includes a copy of the 1937 W. T. Haslam 

plan, which was produced to address issues with regard to conditions in Darwin 

raised by the 1937 Payne-Fletcher report,'4  and concentrated mainly on the planning 

of central Darwin. With regards to Fannie Bay, the 1937 plan advocated the 

extension of the Civil Aerodrome and the addition of the Fannie Bay Gaol site to 

12  Eve Gibson, 1997, Bag-huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats The History of the Impact of Town 

Planning and Land Acquisition on the Town and People of Darwin 1937-1950, Histoncal 
Society of the Northern Temtoiy, Darwin, also, Eve Gibson, 1998, A planners dream - a 
citizen's nightmare, Australian Planner, Vol. 35 No. 4, 192 -196. 
13  It A. Mclnnis papers, reports, maps and plans relaxing to post-war planning for Darwin, NAA 
[NTI CRS E1131 and E1132 (maps and sections). 
14  Payne and Fletcher, 1937, Report of the Board ofInquiry Appointed to Inquire into the Land and 

Land Industries of the Northern Territory ofAustralia. 
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land needed for aviation." It also recommended that land held by Vesteys as holding 
paddocks should be made available under lease as market gardens.'6  

In writing up his 1940 Darwin town plan, Mclnnis was very much aware of the 
potential of Fannie Bay as a future residential area. He was billeted at the Parap 
Hotel. Parap at the time was just a small centre in the Fannie Bay area that served the 
needs of the nearby Civil Aerodrome and the railway workshops. During 1940 and 
1944 Mclnnis kept a detailed diary recording his time in Darwin, the officials and 
citizens he met, his impressions of the town and how it could be improved through 
planning. The diary was published in Darwin in 1981 

A major impediment to any post- war residential development in the Fannie Bay area 
was the Darwin Civil Aerodrome.18  In his 1940 Darwin town plan Mclnnis 
recommended that the aerodrome should be moved from the Parap area to the larger 

Royal Australian Air Force [RAAF1 base.19  Should the current system of acquiring 
land for aerodrome expansion continue, he feared that it would eventually 'wipe out' 
Parap, with the few remaining blocks so isolated that they would be worthless.2°  He 
also recommended that East Point should, once it was released from militaiy control, 
be developed for residential purposes.2' He noted that there was a golf club located 

15  Darwin Town P'an and Report 1937, Report from the Committee appointed by the Minister for the 
Interior to Investigate Matters Associated with the Development of Darwin, Copy No 4, NAA [NT] 
CRS El 131, no page numbers, Item 10. Only four copies appear to have been typed, 
16  Darwin Town Plan and Report, 1937, NAA [NT] CRS El 131, Item 18. 
17  R. A. Mclnnis, 1981, The Diary of R. A. Mclnnis: Darwin 1940-1944, Department of 

nds, Darwin. 

is In some works and on maps the aerodrome is referred to as the Parap, or Ross Smith aerodrome. 
19  Mclnnis, 1940, A Town Planning Scheme for the Town of Darwin, pp. 79-80. 
20 Mclnnis, 1981, Diary, pages not numbered, dates only: 27 September 1940. The land acquired 
for defence purposes during the 1930s in the Fannie Bay area is listed on DLPE, 
T:\NATITLE\TENURE  DATABASE. [Appendix 1] 
21  Mclnnis, 1940, A Town Planning Scheme for the Town ofDarwin p. 149. 
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adjacent to the military area at East Point, and that it was leased for private rather 

than public use.22  

Another factor impeding any comprehensive post-war planning for Darwin was the 

land still held by absentee owners. In Fannie Bay the main concern was the land still 

held by Vesteys, which included the entire headland of Bullocky Point and most of 

the best waterfront lots. The Chief Surveyor in Darwin, Arthur Miller, took Mclnnis 

to see the Vestey meatworks. What to do with the massive construction posed an 

obstruction to suburban development in the area. 

The works are one of the biggest tragedies in Darwin. They occupy one of the 
finest suburban sites, which they ruin for any other purpose. - It would never pay 
to remove them. - What can be done with them? 23  

This problem of absentee ownership of land in Darwin was neatly resolved in a 

proposal contained in a town plan submitted in 1943 by three army lieutenants; H. J. 

Symons, in civil life an Arts teacher, H. J. Manning, a property valuer, and architect 
L. A. Bullen. The plan included graphics showing the layout of central Darwin in 
1943, and how it would look in 1973. There was also a graphic of a proposed new 

suburb at Fannie Bay. [Figure 13] The solution to the land ownership issue was that, 
in the absence of the civilian population due to wartime evacuation, all privately 
owned land in the Darwin area should be compulsorily acquired by the 

Commonwealth Government .24 While the government had approved the compulsory 
acquisition of rural land in areas of the Northern Territory in 1943, Darwin had been 
excluded from resumption at that time: 

22  Mclnnis, 1940,A TowwPlcmrnwgScheirteforthe Town a/Darwin F. 126. 

23  R A. Mclnnis, 1981, Diai'y, Monday 30 September 1940. 
24  II J. Symons,R J.Manning and L.A.Bullen, 1943, Darwin Replanned:AFutureTropical 

Garden City. No page numbers, numbers added on typed copy, NAA [NT] CRS El 131, p. 8  
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Figure 13: In the 1943 Darwin town plan produced by H. J. Syinons, H. J. Manning and L. A. Bullen it was recommended that the Darwin 

Civil Aerodrorne at Fannie Bay should remain for the 1)resent. A drawing titled 'Replanning of l)arwin and surrounding areas as in 1073' 

included a plan for future residential development in the Fannie Bay area. NAA [NT]: El 131/2. 



The military Darwin town plan of 1943, with its detailed maps of the privately 
owned properties in the town area and estimates of the costs involved in resuming 
town properties (approximately 533 000 pounds sterling), provided the basis for 
expanding the compulsory land acquisition into the Darwin town area.25  

Mclnnis was sent a copy of the 1943 plan. While he found some points useful, he 
was angered by the fact that the plan had been submitted as an original proposal, 
whereas the wording showed ample evidence that much of the work was taken 
straight from his 1940 Darwin town plan. Melnnis blamed the property valuer of the 
trio, Manning, for the plagiarism, having been informed by Arthur Miller, that 
Manning had asked to see Miller's copy of Mclnnis' 1940 report.26  However, he 
came to be on good terms with Symons. When asked in 1944 to submit a revised 
Darwin town plan to take into account war damage and the proposed land 
acquisition, Melnnis suggested that Syinonds be included in preparing the revised 
plan to act as liaison with the military as to their post-war land requirements.27  

Due to Mclnnis' commitments as Brisbane Town Planner, Miller was also co-opted 
to the project, and began his survey of land in the Darwin area in July 1944. Melnnis, 
Miller and Symons were named as co-authors of The Post-War Town Planning 
Scheme for the Town of Darwin completed in December 1944. The revised plan 
reiterated the view held by Mclnnis in 1940 that, in order to allow suburban 
development for the Fannie Bay area, it was vital that the Civil Aerodrome should be 
moved. It also recommended the removal of the Fannie Bay Gaol, and the Vesty 
Meatworks on Bullocky point, a clearance that would allow for residential 

25  Gibson, 1997, Bag-ireas, Bombs and Btreaucras, p. 36. 
26 R.. A. Mclnnis to J. A. Carrodus, 20 December 1943. Also letter to H. J. Symons same date, 
NAA[NTICRSE1131. 

R. A. Mclnnis to J. A. Carrodus, 9 August1944, NAA [NTI CRS E1131. 
28  Mclnnis, Miller and Symons, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the town of 
Darwin, p. 32. 
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development which could house from 11 000 to 20 000 people.29  Mclnnis included a 

plan for a new suburb, which he named 'Parap' in the Fannie Bay area. He 

incorporated the main aerodrome runway as a major road, named Spitfire Avenue in 

honour of the World War II Spitfire squadrons based at the aerodrome. [Figure 141 

'Parap' as envisaged by Mclnnis would eventually extend to East Point, an area he 

still regarded as a prime site for residential development.'0  He noted that Parap Road 

from the northern end at Bullocky Point had been relocated on higher ground, 

through the Parap residential area, meeting the Esplanade at the site of the old 

Gaol.3' The 'esplanade' referred to was East Point Road, which Mclnnis visualised 

as part of a coastal road that would follow the coastline north from the town centre of 

Darwin. 

Mclnnis and the Administrator of the Northern Territory, C.L.A. Abbott, presented 

the 1944 Darwin plan at an Inter-Departmental Committee meeting on 2 February 

1945. There were immediate clashes between Mclnnis and Abbott on one side and 

the deparimental chiefs and the military on the other. The main body of the plan was 

not even discussed. The meeting was dominated by the issue of land held by the 

Royal Australian Navy in the centre of Darwin, land that Mclnnis felt was best 

suited, for economic and business reasons, to the development of a civic centre.32  

29  Mclnrns, Miller and Symons, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the town of 

Darwin, p.  34. 
° Mclnnis, Miller and Symons, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the town of 

Darwin, p.33. 
31  Mclnnis, Miller and Symons, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the town of 

Darwin, p. 43. 
32  J. k Carrodus, 1945, Memorandum from the Secretary of the Department of the Interior to the 

Minister, 20 February 1945, NAA [ACT] 816 item 2/301/407, pp.1-3. 
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Figure 14: In his 1940 Darwin town plan R. A. Mclnnis recommended the removal of the 
Darwm Civil Aerodrome and the Vestey meatworks to allow for the development of the 
Fannie Bay area for residential purposes. His 1944 town plan included a design for a 
residential subdivision, which he named 'Parap'. In the pragmatic plan, both aerodrome 
runways [shaded] were incorporated into the design for use as roads. The main runway was 
to be a major road, named 'Spitfire Avenue' to commemorate the Spitfire squadrons based 
on the aerodrome during World War H. NAA [NT]: E 1131/2. 



It was, perhaps, unfortunate that Mclnnis could not have been released sooner from 
his Brisbane duties. By the time the 1944 plan was submitted, ministers and 
bureaucrats from the Department of Post-War Reconstruction and the Department of 
the Interior were engaged in bitter dispute as to which department should take over 
the responsibility, and the substantial funding, for the post-war development of 
Darwin. The issue was finally referred to Cabinet, which ruled that it was a matter 
for both departments. An Interdepartmental Committee was fonned on 29 August 
1944. Abbott was scathing in his criticism of the Department of Post-War 
Reconstruction. In his memoirs of his time in the Northern Territoiy, Australia 's 
Frontier Province, he wrote that 'one of those stray departments thrown up by the 
war, this Department employed a great many theorists, and they immediately set to 
work on plans for rebuilding Darwin' 34 

On 16 August 1945, the Australian Commonwealth Government resolved the land 
ownership issue by the passing of the Darwin Lands Acquisition Bill. Under the bill 
the Commonwealth compulsorily acquired all freehold land in the Darwin area. 
While land acquisition caused great distress to war-time evacuees waiting to return 
to their homes in Darwin, it did serve to free up land that had lain empty for years. 
Much of the land owned by Vesteys had been acquired for defence purposes during 
the 1930s, and the last thirty-seven of the Vestey blocks at Bullocky Point were 
acquired by the Commonwealth on 15 May 1947. The Vestey Company was, 
however, keen to retain the old meatworks site. It claimed that it intended to re-
establish a meatworks on Bullocky Point, a claim that was viewed with some 

33  IL C. Coombs, 1944, Director-Geneml of Ministry ofPost-War Reconstruction, 4 August 1944, 
regarding the establishment of the Interdepartmental Committee. List of committee members 
appointed 29 August, 1944. NAA [Vic] Department of Defence MP 742/1, File 259-8-169. 
14  C. L. A. Abbott, 1950, Australia 's Frontier Province, Angus & Robestson, Sydney, pp. 105-106. 

DLPE, 1999, QUERY RESULTS FROM T:\NATfllE\TEURE  DATA BASE, LANDSRCH, 
1947 acquisition ,pp. 2-3, 1936 defence leases, pp. 10-11. lAppendix 1. 
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suspicion by the government  .36  Commonwealth invesiment in upgrading the 
meatworks, which it had leased from Vesteys for military use during the war years, 
was considerable, and the value of the buildings and infrastructure in 1947 was 
estimated as in excess of seventy-three thousand pounds.37  With the connection of 
power and water during the war years, and post-war planning underway, by 1948 
Bullocky Point was regarded as valuable residential real estate.38  Legal action was 
taken by Vesteys to retain the land, and it was not until 1956 that the Commonwealth 
finally acquired the headland.39  

Had the 1944 Mclnnis Darwin town plan been approved by the Interdepartmental 
Committee in February 1945, the survey and mapping of Mclnnis' post-war 
residential plan for the Fannie Bay area could have, with land acquisition in the 
offing, started immediately. That this did not occur was due to the decision of the 
Committee to reject the Mclnnis plan in favour of tasking the Commonwealth 
Department of Works and Housing with the responsibility of producing a new town 
plan.40  In January 1946 Cabinet approved the Works submission for the future 
planning of Darwin.41  As the plan involved the total re-building of Darwin, existing 
buildings were to be repaired and let for temporary occupation 0111y.42 

36  Communications between the Department of the Interior and the Administration in Darwin to 
1950. NAA [NT]: F425/0. 
37  Thomas Mitchell, 2001, Bullocky Point. From market garden to museum and art gallery, 
Journal of Northern Territory History, Issue No. 12, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, 
Darwin, p. 30. 
38  Correspondence with the government valuer, dated 23 April 1948. NAA [NT]: CRS A3 19151163. 
39  File on dispute over Vestey land in Fannie Bay and 1954 conference, NTAS: NTRS F1099. 
° R V. Johnson, 1946, Minister for the Interior, Submission to Cabinet, 7 January 1946, NAA [NT] 

CRS Fl 66/4454. 
4° J. A. Cairodus, 1946, Secretary of the Department of the Interior to the Administrator,, C.LA. 
Abbott, 28. February 1946, NAA [NT] CRS Fl 66/4454. 
42  L. F. Loder, 1946, Director General of Department of Works and Housing to the Secretary, 
Department of the Interior, 20 March 1946, NAA [Ni] CRS Fl 66/4454. 
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In June 1946 Arthur Miller went to Canberra to discuss matters relating to the new 
Darwin town plan. He met with the Chief Designing Architect from Works and 
Housing, C.V. Howard, and with the Director of Architecture M. Rolland 43  He also 
spent a day in Melbourne with the Architect-in-Charge of the new plan, E. J. Walker. 
Paying regular visits to Darwin, it was largely left to Walker to be the main link 
between the planners in Melbourne and those responsible for implementing the plan 
in Darwin. Walker was, however, not officially listed as joining Works and Housing 
until 5 November 1947. This confusion may have had something to do with the 
changes and amalgamations of different departments in the immediate postwar era, 
and the time it took to formally establish the new Works and Housing Planning 
Section tasked with implementing the Darwin town plan.45  Attending a conference 
held in Canberra on 24 June 1946 to discuss the implementation of the new Darwin 
town plan, Miller pressed for the Zoning Ordinances recommended by Mclnnis in 
1944 to be adoptecL This was accepted, as was the Mclnnis recommendation of 
setting up a board in Darwin to administer the Darwin Town Plan.46  Many of the 
recommendations made by Mclnnis in his detailed 1940 and 1944 submissions were 
simply incorporated into the new Darwin town plan, including administrative and 
zoning ordinances,47  and the removal of the Civil Aerodrome to the RAAF base .' 

41  k It Miller to the Administrator, A. It Driver, 5 July 1946, Report of Visit to Canberra and 
Melbourne - Darwin Replanning, NAA [NT] CRS Fl. Item 66/4454, p. 1 

Commonwealth ofAustralia Gazette, Volume 2,1951, E. J. Walker first appointed to 
Commonwealth Department of Works & Housing on 5 November 1947. 

Early communications from Melbourne relating to the 1946 Darwin town plan are headed Allied 
Works Section, later Department of Works and Housing, and finally Planning Section of Works and 

Housing. All have as address 271 Collins St, Melbourne. NAA [NT] CRS Fl. Item 66/4454. 

46  A. it Miller, 1946, Chief Surveyor to the Administrator A. it Driver, 5 July 1946, NAA [NT] 
CRS Fl 66/4454. 

47  Town Planning Advisoiy Committee notes for public meeting 18 December 1946, NAA [NT] 
CRS Fl 66/4454. 
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Mclnnis, however, was given little public credit for his contribution to the new plan. 

When the Planning Section of Works and Housing issued a press release in 1947 

outlining the new town plan for Darwin, his name was not mentioned. The release, 
titled 'Australia's Darwin Rises Again: Much Bombed Town as Modern Tropical 

City', claimed that the vision of re-planning post-war Darwin had originated with the 
three army officers, Symons, Manning and Bullen. It stated that an army of 
specialists, including a mission sent to the United States of America and South 

America to study the latest developments in tropical architecture and planning, had 

been employed to create a plan that would totally transform Darwin: 

Darwin, once a half-forgotten dilapidated tropical town on Australia's northern 
coast .. is being rebuilt on its ruins. Town planners have been given a free hand to 
create a town embodying the best-known principles of tropical design and layout. 
The Darwin for tomorrow will be Australia's best example of enlightened town 
planning.49  

The magazine Walkabout of 1 May 1947 contained a long and detailed article on the 
new Darwin town plan, including photographs of models of the plan and proposed 
housing styles.50  It is clear from the article, which repeated much of the Department 
of Works and Housing press release almost verbatim, that many of the proposals, in 

particular with reference to 'neighbourhood units', zoning and facilities are drawn 
straight from the Mclnnis submissions of 1940 and 1944. 

48  A. R. Miller, 1946, Chief Surveyor to the Administzator, A.lt Driver, 17 July 1946, New suburb 
on site of civil aerodrome, NAA [Ni] CRS Fl 66/4454. 
49  J. O'Loughlin, 1947, Press Release by Department of Works and Housing, exact date unclear, six 
pages, NAA [NT] CRS Fl 66/4454. 
° M. Kathleen Woodburn, 1947, Darwin: Australia plans a tropical city, Walkabout, I May 

1947, pp. 6-14. 
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The fine rhetoric that emanated from those involved with creating the 1946 plan was 
not matched by progress or implementation in Darwin. An overall drawing of the 

new town plan was produced in 1946 by the newly created Planning Section of the 
Department of Works and Housing, based in Melbourne. The drawing showed that it 
was intended to create an elaborate layout of curved roads and cul-de-sacs over the 
old Goyder grid plan for Darwin. The design for the new residential area of Zone 8 - 
Fannie Bay, appears to have been copied straight from the 1943 town plan drawn up 
by the three army officers. [Figure 15} If a completed plan was ever produced, it 
does not appear to have been forwarded to the administration in Darwin. As Chief 
Surveyor, Miller constantly complained it was impossible to finalise surveys without 
complete plans.51  

Arriving in Darwin in October 1947 as a young engineer attached to the Department 
of Works and Housing, F. J. (Jim) Buchanan still has vivid memories of the Darwin 
town plan and those 'totally frustrating times'. Initially in letters, and later by way of 
several lengthy manuscripts, he provided a valuable professional insight into the 
technical problems faced, and the personal tensions between those involved with 
what he referred to as the 'Saga of the Darwin Town Plan'. Because of the shortage 
of professionals in Darwin, Buchanan, although only twenty-five at the time, was 
rapidly included in 'the deliberations of state for the development and 
implementation of that ill-conceived Social Plan passed by Federal Parliament'. He 
regarded the planning situation in Darwin as one of 'the glaring bureaucratic 
bungles' of the decade. Buchanan's memories are of total confusion at the local level 
as to what was expected of the 1946 Darwin town plan: 

' A. R. Miller, 1946, to Government Secretaiy, 8 November 1946, also A. R Miller, 1947, to Mis. 
Greenwood, 23 September 1947, NAA [NT]CRS Fl 66/4454. These are only a couple of many 
letters from Miller relating to the lack of plans forwarded to Darwin. Also, Gibson, 1997, Bag-huts, 

Bombs and Bureaucrats, pp.  54-56. 
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Figure 15: In its bid to control the post-World War 11 pJaniiing of Darwin, in the rnid-1940s the Department of Works and housing used, 

and acknowledged, the influence of the 1943 plan of Symons, Manning and Bullen. The only plan produced by the department for 

residential subdivision of Fannie Bay, is a straight copy of the layout proposed in the 1943 plan. NAA [NTJ: E 1131/2. 



By the time one defmes what was the town after the 37 cyclone, what we inherited 
after the Japs and the Anny had finished with it in 1945, what Canberra wanted it 
to be, what Dept of Works Planning Section thought Canberra wanted it to be, 
what the N.T. bureaucrats wanted it to be, what the old Darwinian landowners 
wanted it to be, what John Citizen needed it to be, and what the poor engineers and 
architects on site thought they might be able to achieve, one begins to reach a stage 
where the story can commence.52  

Buchanan wrote of the 1944 Mclnnis plan that it was 'agreed by those who really 
53 knew as being a realistic starter plan' It is clear from both Buchanan's memories 

of the time and, in a more veiled form, from archival records that there was constant 

friction between the architects in the newly formed Planning Section of Works and 
Housing based in Melbourne, and the professionals working to implement the plan in 

Darwin. Buchanan met with E. J. (John) Walker, Chief Architect for the 1946 

Darwin town plan, on several occasions and remembers him as egotistical, not 

receptive to criticism, and a 'complete devotee' of Radburn planning.TM  

What became known as Radburn planning was pioneered in America in the late 

1920s by architects Clarence Stein and Henry Wright, and perfected in the town of 

Radburn in New Jersey. The main feature of the Radburn layout was that major 

traffic was kept away from residential areas, traffic free super-blocks being used to 
create interior garden spaces. Houses were clustered cosily along short cul-de-sacs 

from the main distributor roads, and the central open space featured walkways, 
bicycle paths and informal landscaping.55  The Radburn planning principles were 

applied to many of the British post-World War II 'new towns', and marked a radical 

52  F. J. Buchanan to Eve Gibson, 10 August 2000. 
F. J. Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, thirty-two page manuscript on post- 

war planning events in Darwin, written specifically to provide information for this thesis, p.4. 
F. J. Buchanan, 12 August2001, email to Eve Gibson and Christine Garnaut 

" Peter HaIl, 1997, Cines of Tomorrow, pp. 126-129 
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change from the traditional rows of dreary, low-cost terrace houses built for 

workers.56  Australia followed Britain's lead in adopting elements of Radburn 

planning for many post-war suburban projects.57  

The problem in using this style of planning for Darwin lay in that, unlike many 

places where the Radburn concept had been used successfully, Darwin was already 

an established town. Mclnnis had been quite happy with the original 1869 town plan 

of G.W. Goyder, recommending only that a couple of the major roads be widened to 

allow for motor traffic. This work was already in progress by 1946. By way of 

contrast, while there is no mention in archival records searched that the 1946 Darwin 

town plan was based on Radburn principles, the planning sections prepared and 

signed by Walker, Howard and Rolland for central Darwin clearly illustrate the 

Radburn influence. They show that it was intended to build over existing major 

roads, and replace the traditional nineteenth century 'grid' lay-out with a complex of 

cul-de-sacs and open space bordered by traffic-bearing roads. [Figure 161 

As an engineer on site in Darwin, Buchanan's main objection to the Walker plan was 

that it failed to take into account the basic considerations of the immediate problems, 

ignored what was already in place and imposed difficult and expensive solutions 

where they were not necessary. A feature of the 'so-called' Radburn layout was the 

park space and footpaths between adjacent rows of houses. As the Government 

declined to spend any money on this aspect, and without a local council to provide 

56  Frank Schaffer, 1972, The New Town Story, Paladin, London. An interesting work that includes a 

listing of all post-World War II 'New Towns' built in Britain, pp. 27 8-329. 
' Mark Peel, 1995, Good Times, Hard Times: The Past and Future in Elizabeth, Melbourne 

University Press, Melbourne. Although written specifically about the post World War II South 

Australian 'New Town' of Elizabeth, the work provides information on post- war planning projects 

elsewhere in Australia 
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Figure 16: Section of 1946 Department of Works and Housing Planning Section design for central Darwin, If the plan had been implemented, 

two major streets from the 1869 Goyder town plan lying between Smith Street, left, and McMinn Street, right, Cavanagh Street and Woods 

Street, would have been built over in a Radburn style complex of minor roads and cul-de sacs. NTAS: NTRS 1250. 



maintenance, 'a vital aspect of the planning was omitted without anybody knowing 
or realising'.58  Another issue was that of installing underground services: 

For example, underground services were required to be located in dedicated 
locations within service road reserves which if curved created serious problems for 
gravity sewerage installations. The expense and time involved in providing any 
underground service was enormous considering the whole of the Darwin area out 
to Parap consisted of a hard cap rock [porcelams] to a depth of about 5 feet, slowly 
converting to a dense mudstone-like material of the same origin but not so highly 
metamorphosed.59  

With the building of a few houses on Walker planned blocks the 'cluster' nature of 

housing along Radburn lines had some 'comic and unforeseeable' consequences. 

Because of the reduction in block sizes, and similarity in design and alignment of the 

houses 'it was possible to see what your neighbour two houses down was going to 

wear and carry on a conversation with him while he dressed' 60  

By late 1949 Darwin was in chaos due to the delay in producing a comprehensive 

town plan. Uncertain as to the future and what form the plan would take, faced with 

a shortage of building materials and, in many cases, still waiting for compensation 

for compulsory acquisition of their pre-war homes, residents postponed building.6' In 
his annual 1948-1949 report to the government the Adminisirator of the Northern 
Territory, A. R. Driver who had succeeded Abbott in June 1946, noted that despite 
increasing pressure for housing only 38 new houses had been completed since the 

cessation of hostilities.62  Instead of the emergence of Darwin as a 'dream city' and 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding ofDarwin 1946-1953, p.  5. 
Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 5. 

60  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  6. 
' Doaovan, 1984, At the OtherEnd ofAusrraiia, pp. 158-160. 

62  Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory for the Year 1948-1949, p. 4. 
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outstanding example of modem tropical planning, the Darwin that had developed 
consisted of makeshift housing, galvanised huts and vacant buildings still showing 
the ravages of wartime bombing.63  A visiting journalist wrote in 1949 that the old 
pre-war Darwin, a graceless and shadeless frontier town was 'being confirmed again 
with the help of official policy' •64 

It may be that the Department of Works and Housing Darwin town plan was doomed 
to failure as an example of the overly ambitious architectural dream town schemes so 
disliked by Mclnnis. However, there can be little doubt that a crucial factor in the 
failure of the post-war planning for Darwin was that the Northern Territory had no 
democratically elected tiers of government in place. Without a solid administration 
to co-ordinate planning and reflect local needs, there was a political vacuum which 
allowed for an array of departments and individuals, at both national and local levels, 
to follow their own agendas with regards to the planning of Darwin. 

The massive bureaucracy that had grown up around the plan was a major factor in its 
demise. Apart from the Commonwealth Government and the involvement of the 
Departments of the Interior, Post-war Reconstruction and Works and Housing, a 
Northern Australia Development Committee had been formed in 1944 to involve 
Queensland and Western Australia in planning and development for the northern 
Australia region.65  At the local level there was the Northern Territory 
Administration, various Commonwealth departments, a Town Management Board 
and a Citizens' Advisory Council. The friction at all levels of the planning process 
made it virtually impossible to implement the plan. 

63 Lockwood, 1968, The Front Door, p. 263. Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, p.  160. 
64  R A. Mclnnis, 1981,Diaiy, undated newspaper clipping; C..C.Eager, 'Darwin's NewDealNeeds 
Overhauling, The Herald, '1949' hand-written on cutting. 
65 Commonwealth Department of Post-War Reconstruction, 1949, Regional Planning inAustralia:A 
History of Progress and Review of regional Planning Activities through the Commonwealth, 
Government Printer, Canberra, pp.36-37. 
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That Walker and the Planning Section were based in Melbourne also impeded 
progress.66  It left the way open for local opponents of the 1946 town plan, which 
gained the doubtful dignity of being referred to as simply 'The Plan' due to the 
heated criticism to which it was subjected,67  to hinder its development. According to 
Buchanan, there was collusion between Arthur Miller and another powerful figure in 
Darwin at the time, R. G. (Reg) Leydin,  to undermine the Walker plan. Buchanan 
found Arthur Miller a 'delightful character, down to earth ... dedicated to doing what 
he thought best for Darwin and confident in his own judgment that from all his 
experience he knew he was right' •65  Of Leydin he wrote that he was so powerful that 
the 'Darwin brethren saw him as the Administrator elect. There was ever only one 
way to do things and that was his way' Leydin became Town Clerk of Darwin in 
1928. When the Darwin Town Council was abolished in 1937, he moved to the 
Northern Territory Administration and served as Personal Secretary to the 
Administrator. After war-time service he returned to Darwin and was appointed 
Government Secretary. 

Leydin was often critical of the Town Management Board, which sought to control 
municipal matters at the time.'°  That there was little love lost between Miller and 
Leydin, may have been partially due to the fact that, while Mclnnis recommended 
Leydin as chairman of the board in his 1940 report, in his 1944 report the 
recommendation was that Miller should chair the board. Whatever their personal 

)eport o' the Admmisrazio.', of the)Vo,rthern Temtor)'Jor the Year 1948-1949, p.4. 
67 Mclnnis 1981, Dia,y, un-dated newspaper clipping 'Will Cosify Town Planning Be Enough To 
Keep Darwin Alive?'. 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  10. 
69  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  9. 
° Helen J. Wilson, 1992, Leydin, Reginald Sylvester (1905- ), in Carment and James (eds.), 

NTDB Volume Two, pp. 110-111. 
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differences, it appears that they were united in their efforts to ensure that the 1946 
town plan would not succeed: 

The introduction of the Walker plan, half-baked and imperfect as it was, saw an 
alliance between Miller and Leydin to ensure the plan would not be started. They 
set about to obstruct and delay the implementation in every possible way. It was 
glibly argued it was simply a matter of priorities; which Leydin controlled. The 
Fanny Bay subdivision must receive preference together with the Bullocky Point 
new blocks. The town of Elliot needed a new town site or the Eastern subdivision 
at Alice Springs was 12 months overdue. So what if Darwin had to wait.7' 

As 1949 drew to a close, there was little to show for the 'colossal bureaucratic 
experiment in town planning'72  to which Darwin had been subjected since the 
conclusion of World War H. As a result of the failure to implement a feasible Darwin 
town plan during the 1940s, Darwin missed out by five years on the start of the long 
post-war construction boom, which by 1950-195 1 had seen residential construction 
in Australia soar to 80000 dwellings.73  

In the general election held in Australia on 9 December 1949, the sitting Labor 
government was swept from power by a Liberal-Country Party coalition. The new 
government had little interest in maintaining costly Commonwealth involvement in 
town planning. Conservative elements in Australia, including the banks, commercial 
interests and upper state houses had resisted the reformist reconstruction 
programmes initiated under Labor.74  Slum clearance, and the construction of both 
public housing and subsidised housing schemes, threatened the profits of speculators 
and slum land-lords, who had taken advantage of the housing shortage in Australia to 
' Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  10. 

72 Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustraha, p.  159. 
73  Mike Berry, 1999, Unravelling the "Australian Housing Solution": the post war years Housing, 
Theory and Society, No. 16, Sndinavian University Press, p.1 06. 
74  Sandercock, 1990, Property, Politics and Urban Planning, p. 148. 
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magnify their profits during the war years.75  The Regional Planning Orgamsation 

established by Labor in 1943 to co-ordinate Commonwealth and state post-war 
planning, which targeted the Northern Territory as a problem area, was abolished. It 
was made clear to the states that Commonwealth funding would be limited to 
existing agreements made for state housing programmes. Liberal-Country Party 
govermnents that held power at the federal level for the next two decades maintained 
this aloof attitude towards planning, leaving the Australian states to cope with their 
own urban problems.76  

On 6 January 1950 Administrator Driver wrote to the new Minister for the Interior, 

P.A. McBride, informing him that he had formed a committee with the view to 

cutting commitments to the 1946 Darwin town plan, and adopting a plan along the 
lines of that provided by Mclnnis.77  While no written agreement to this proposal can 
be found., perhaps McBride's tacit acceptance of the proposal was indicated by the 
proclamation in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette of 19 January 195071   that 
the Darwin town boundary had been extended to include the Fannie Bay area. 

This marked a new beginning for Fannie Bay as part of the township of Darwin, 
rather than lying outside of the town boundaiy. It was, however, to take time for the 
new government to dismantle the bureaucratic structure of the 1946 plan, and time 
was something that the Northern Territory Administration did not have. With the 
five- year temporary leases issued in 1946 fast running out, it was imperative in 1950 
to create a workable plan for Darwin as swiftly as possible. Mclnnis was no longer 

Peel, 1995, Good Times-Hard Times, p. 21. 
76  Sandercock, 1990, Property, Politics and Urban Planning, pp. 149-150. 

' A. it Driver, 1950, Administrator of the Northern Territory to the Minister for the Interior, P. A. 

McBride, 6 January 1950, NAA [NT] CRS Fl 66/4454. 
79  Commonwealth ofAustralia Gazette, 19 January 1950, No. 4.1. 
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available to work on a revised Darwin town plan as, in February 1945, he had taken 

up the position of Tasmania's first Town and Country Planning Commissioner.79  

Lacking a resident town planner in Darwin, a principal player in the planning and 

restructuring of Darwin during the 1950s was the Chief Surveyor of the Northern 

Territory, Arthur Miller. One of Miller's immediate priorities was to create a simple 

and easily implemented plan for the Fannie Bay area that would address the pent-up 

demand for land, and get housing construction underway. 

79  R. A Mclnnis, 1980, taped interview, interviewer not identified, held by Department of Lands, 

Planning and Environment, Darwin. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Patch work Planning 

against the architects in Melbourne, the town planners - I never let them know 

anything about it - I subdivided the present subdivision [of North Fannie Bay] 

myself- I designed it.. .We had our streets already made. 

Arthur Miller, Surveyor General of the Northern Territory 1940-1964' 

Unlike the 1940s plans for Fannie Bay, where designs had been provided to show the 

layout of how the suburb should look when completed, the planning for the Fannie 

Bay area undertaken by the Northern Territory Administration in the early 1950s can 

best be described as 'patchwork planning'. Rather than producing a cohesive design 

prior to the commencement of sub-division, sections appear to have been surveyed 

and developed in a rolling fashion throughout the early years of the decade. With the 

priority of the time being to get housing and construction projects started, it was 

essential to immediately implement clear-cut planning and zoning decisions. This 

was done without prior consultation with the Commonwealth Department of Works 

and Housing Planning Section architects working on the 1946 plan in Melbourne. By 

mid 1950 surveys had been completed for the first section of the new suburb of 

Fannie Bay, and land lots had been sold. 

Identification of who undertook the actual planning of the 1950s subdivisions in the 

Fannie Bay area is somewhat difficult to ascertain due to the loss, or destruction, of 

records kept by the Department of Lands, Planning and Environment [DLPE] in 

Darwin of old Lands and Survey Office records. A search through archival material 

A R Millei; 1983, taped interview and transcript Interview conducted by Alan Powell, NTAS: 

NTRS 226- TS 285, p. 67. 
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held at the Northern Territory Archives Service [NTAS] eventually unearthed two 

sets of six maps, dated 1957 and 1958, of the re-planned Darwin of the 1950s. The 

first three maps are of the central Darwin area, while the latter three show the new 

suburban subdivisions of Fannie Bay and Paraparap. All the maps cany the signature 

of Arthur Miller, Surveyor General of the Northern Territory.2  A composite map 

shows the altered town boundary, and the boundaries of the new suburbs. [Figure 171 

Miller is the only constant in documenting post-war planning for Darwin, remaining 

in office until his retirement in 1964. However, the appointment in 1946 of H. S. 

Barclay as inaugural Director of Lands brought to an end Miller's time as undisputed 

spokesman for the Lands and Survey Office, and much of his prolific official 

correspondence relating to planning. Unlike Miller, who clashed constantly with 

both Athninistrator Abbott and his successor, Arthur Driver,3  Barclay, although he 

was at the centre of all the action, never seemed to be caught in the war of words or 

contentious issues of the time.4  Barclay achieved a high profile as a member of the 

first Legislative Council, the formation of which laid down the frame-work of 

administration as the Northern Territory moved towards self-government, and was, 

subsequently, given much of the credit for the post-war reconstruction of Darwin.5  

General historians have largely overlooked the part played by Arthur Miller in the 

post-war planning and reconstruction of Darwin. Mention of his name has tended to 

be in connection with the formation of the Air Raid Precaution Unit [ARPI, and the 

2  Survey and planning maps ofDarwin 1957 and 1958 series, NTAS: NTRS 1255/PI. 

Miller, 1983, transcript of interview. In the interview, which was not released for public access 

until after his death in 1990, Miller made it quite clear on several occasions that he had little liking or 

respect for either Abbott or Driver. 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  10. 

Paul Hasluck, 1992, Pioneers ofPost War Recovery, Occasional Papers No. 28, The Sixth Eric 
Johnston Lecture delivered at the State Libiaiy of the Northern Territory on 7 November 1991, State 
Library of the Northern Territory, Darwin, p.4. 
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Figure 17: Map showing the areas of Darwin covered in each of the sets of six revised 

Darwin town plan maps produced by A. R. Miller during the 1950s.   It shows the Darwin 

town boundary extended in 1950 to include the Fannie Bay area, and the boundaries of the 

new suburbs of Fannie Bay and Paraparap. Maps: NTAS: NTRS 1255/PI. 



role he played as Chief Warden during the 1941-1942 evacuation of Darwin 

civilians.6  In my 1997 work on town planning in Darwin to 1950, the contribution 

of Miller to the planning process during the 1940s, including his co-authorship of the 

Mclnnis 1944 Darwin town plan, was acknowledged. In using information from 

archival sources and oral histories, it is clear that, far from being a spent force after 

the arrival of Barclay and the development of local political structures that began 

during the late 1940s, Miller continued to play a vital role in planning. After the 

failure of the town plans of the 1940s, during the early 1950s he swiftly put in place 

a revised and simplified Darwin town plan that finally enabled the reconstruction of 

Darwin to begin in earnest. He can also be clearly identified as the planner for, at 

least, the first section of the suburb of Fannie Bay 

Arthur Redvers Miller, referred to simply as 'The Chief" in the Lands and Survey 

Office8  commenced his career as a surveyor in 1917. He returned to survey work 

after service with the Australian Imperial Force [AIF] during the World War I. In 

1939, while working in New Guinea, he applied for the position of Chief Surveyor in 

Darwin and was chosen for the position out of over sixty applicants. Prior to his 

arrival in Darwin he discovered that he was expected to undertake property valuation 

as well as his survey duties, and spent a month updating his valuation skills at the 

Commonwealth Taxation Valuers in Sydney.9  The additional duties led to the 

somewhat complicated situation where Miller became both the Chief Surveyor and 

Surveyor General of the Northern Territoiy: 

6  Douglas LOCkWOOd, 1972, Australia 's Pearl Harbour: Darwin 1942, Rigby, Adelaide, pp. 214-

215, Alan Powell, 1988, The Szadow 'sEdge, pp. 52-56. Donovan, 1984, At the Other End of 

Australia, makes no mention of Miller by name, only to the Chief Warden of the ARP, p.  143, and 

one reference cited as being from the Chief Surveyor. R. A Mclnnes [sic] is mentioned in passing as 

the author of a pre-war Darwin town plan, p.159. 

Eve Gibson, 1997, Bag-bras, Bombs and Bureaucrat. 

Letter from Vem O'Brien to Eve Gibson, 6 July 2001. O'Brien joined Miller at the Lands and 

Survey Office as a Survey Cadet in 1948. 

Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, p.  1. 
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In January 1940 I was appointed Chief Surveyor of the Northern Territory, and 

assumed duty on 1 May 1940. I was appointed Surveyor General in June 1940, 

under the Surveyor's Ordinance. I was conned as Chief Surveyor, I should have 

been appointed Surveyor General because in practice the chief surveyor came 

under the jurisdiction of surveyor general, so I had to look after myself. Also the 

Surveyor General had many duties to do under the Crown Lands Ordinance and 

other ordinances in force in the Northern Territory [these included] re-

appraisement of rentals of town land leases and agricultural leases; all had to be 

done by the Surveyor General.'°  

Although Miller was appointed and fulfilled the duties of Surveyor General, he 

continued to be addressed as, and paid the salary of, Chief Surveyor. From the outset 

he clashed with the Administrator of the time, C.L.A. Abbott. Abbott's high-handed 

manner in dealing with people, other than a close circle of cronies comprising 

graziers and the elite of Darwin society,11  annoyed Miller.12  Of a less trivial nature 

was Miller's clash with Abbott over his determination to move all Lands and Survey 

Office records to Alice Springs for safe keeping during wartime hostilities. Despite 

Abbott's opposition, Miller proceeded to have 112 crates of records transported to 

the old gaol in Alice Springs, where they remained for the duration of the war 3  

Miller also ignored Abbott's directives in proceeding with the formation of the Air 

Raid Precaution Unit [ARPI, which was regarded by Abbott as totally unnecessary as 

Darwin was unlikely to be the target of any attack, and evidence of Miller's 

10  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, p. 40. 
"Murray Maynard, 1990, Abbott; Charles Lydiard Aubrey, in Carment, Maynard and Powell (ed&), 
NTDB Volume One, pp.  1-2. 
12  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview. Abbott insisted on being addressed as 'YourHonour' whileat 
the same time addressing Miller simply by his surname, without the prefix of 'Mr.',. a courtesy to 
which Miller felt he was entitled. 
13  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview. A large part of the first tape/transcript is concentrated on the 
saga of how the records were eventually transported to the safety of Alice Springs. 
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cowardice.'4  Given no authority by Abbott to assist it in effecting evacuation, and 

dismissed as little more than a joke by civilians and military alike, the entire ARP 

committee, apart from Miller and the permanent officer, resigned on 26 January 

1942.15 Miller was ultimately proved right on both issues. The Lands and Survey 

Office was hit during the first bombing raid on 19 February 1942.16  With regards to 

the ARP, by the time the raid occurred, the ARP and Miller as Chief Warden, had 

played a vital role in the successful evacuation of women and children from Darwin 

that had commenced after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on 7 December 

1941 After the first bombing attack, Miller moved the ARP headquarters from 

Darwin to the Burnett-designed Police Station at Parap. 

In 1943 Miller was seconded to the Allied Geographical Section as an inteffigence 

officer in New Guinea. He was released from the position in 1944 to return to 

Darwin to commence the post-war valuation of properties, and work with R.A. 

Mclnnis on the 1944 Darwin Town Plan.18  The one issue on which Abbott and 

Miller were in total accord was that the 1940 plan produced by Mclnnis, who had 

been appointed by Abbott, was far superior to other plans produced. Miller was 

given a free hand in working with Mclnnis on the revised 1944 plan, liaising directly 

with Mclnnis and J. A. Carrodus, the Secretary of the Department of the Interior.19  

14  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview. Miller mentioned Abbott's accnsation of 'cordice' several 
times during early part of his 1983 interview, and in an interview given nearing his retirement in 
1964, Cecil Holmes, 'A Public Servant's Recollections' Northern Territory News, 23 April 1964. 

Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, p.  11. Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, 
pp. 143-144. 
16  Vem O'Brien to Eve Gibson, 6 July 2001 O'Brien remembers that when he joined the Lands and 
Survey Branch in 1948 there was still a bomb crater in the centre of the building. 
17  Powell, The Shadow 'S Edge, pp.  51-56. 

J. A. Carrodus to It A. Mclnnis, 22 July 1944, letter refers to Memorandum prepared by Miller on 
work to be undertaken on 1944 Darwin town plan Letter andMemotanduzm NAA [NT] CRS: El 131. 
19  The personal papers of R..A. Mclnnis contain copies of direct correspondence between Miller and 
Carrodus, NAA [NT] CRS; El 131. 
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Carrodus, unlike most Canberra bureaucrats, was familiar with Darwin, having 

served several months as Acting Administrator in 1934.20  Although the 

Mclnnis/Miller plan of 1944 was eventually rejected in favour of the 1946 

Department of Works and Housing submission, Miller continued 'firing the bullets'21  
on behalf of the 1944 plan and succeeded in having elements of the plan, such as 

zoning ordinances, incorporated into the Works plan. 

For much of the 1940s and 1950s Miller was the only permanent qualified surveyor 

in the Northern Territory.22  He also had an unparalleled knowledge of property 

values in the Territory due to his involvement as Chief Valuer in the valuation of 

Darwin properties for the War Damages Commission in 1944, 'I revalued the whole 

of Darwin in 1944 with the Director of War Damage Claims from AdeIaide'. In 

1946 he was tasked with the added responsibility of orgamsing the allocation of 

accommodation and temporary leases for the civilian population returning to Darwin. 

With compulsory land acquisition, many people were not allowed to return to their 

pre-war properties. This, allied to wartime damage, meant that there was a critical 
shortage of both land and housing. 

According to Miller, he had little support or assistance from Abbott or from the 

Northern Territoiy Administration in addressing these issues.24  He may have hoped 

20  Rosenzwei& 1996, The House ofSeven Gables, p. 57. 
20  Mclnnis, 1981, Diary, 24 September 1940: 'Miller - will have to fire the bullets I make, and is 
ready to do so to the limit of his powers'. 
22  The shortage of surveyors in the Northern Territoiy is mentioned constantly in archival material 
and reportS. The Report on the Administration of the Northern Territoryfor the Year 1949-1954, 

mentions only one permanent surveyor employed. 
23  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, 1944 revaluation of Darwin properties for War Damages 
Commission, pp. 24-26, Prior valuation done in 1941, p.  43. 

Miller, 1983, transcript of interview. According to Miller, Abbott, overwhelmed by the paperwork 
involved in sorting out the numerous applications for housing from returning residents, turned the 
entire responsibility over to him. p. 25. 
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for a more sympathetic hearing from A. R. Driver ,25  who replaced Abbott as 

Administrator on 1 July 1946. On 17 July 1946 Miller wrote a long and detailed 
letter to Driver on a range of planning issues, inchiding the current state of planning, 
new land ordinances, the fact that 'saturation point' had been reached in housing, and 
that most applicants looking for accommodation merely asked for a site to erect a 

temporary residence. To address this need, Miller submitted a planning scheme for 

part of Fannie Bay, which, he assured Driver, could be initiated within one week: 

It comprises about 80 lots at Fannie Bay on the East Point side of the Gaol, and in 
the design, the bitumen runways, taxiways and hard standings of the former fighter 
airstrip can be utilized as ready-made streets. Water and light services are located 
near the site on East Point Rd. 26  

Miller went on to detail recommendations in relation to the timeframe of temporary 
leases, rental charges and the type of building that would be allowed. Driver, 
presumably, approved this proposal, although no record can be found of his 
endorsement. On 8 August 1946 Miller issued a six-page press statement, much 

along the lines of his letter to Driver, on the progress of the Darwin town plan. 
Temporary residential areas were identified, and the announcement was made that 63 

sites for temporary homes had been surveyed at Fannie Bay in Zone 8, and would 
shortly be available for leasing.27  

While there was an enormous demand for land and housing, not everyone was happy 
with the terms of the north Fannie Bay leases. That the allotments measured roughly 
a quarter of an acre, and could only be temporarily rented at a cost of six pounds a 

Ni25  E. Driver, 1992, Driver, Arthur Robert (1909-1981), in Carznent and James (eds.), NTDB 

Volume Two, pp.49-50. Rosenzweig, 1996, The House of Seven Gables, pp. 123-127. 
26  A. R Miller to Administrator, A. R Driver, 17 July 1946, NAA [NT] CRS: Fl. Item 66/4454. 
27  A. R Miller, 8 August 1946, Press Statement, 'DarWin Replanning', NAA [NT] CRS F! Item 
66/4454. 
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year was resented by those who, prior to the war, could take a 99 year lease of one 
and a half acres at a cost of one pound per year.28  

In allowing the leasing of land in north Fannie Bay, what Driver may not have been 
aware of having just arrived, but what Miller, and Leydin as Government Secretary, 
certainly knew, was that official government policy supported the architects of the 
1946 plan, who opposed any development outside of the existing town area until 
planning for the Darwin town centre was completed. Miller, on the ground in Darwin 
trying to resolve the housing situation, had little patience with the directives of 
bureaucrats sitting in comfortable offices at the other end of Australia: 

So despite all the instructions about following the architect in Melbourne, I used to 
do things, and that was it, they were done, you couldn't shift them. All the yapping 
and growling didn't alter anything, did they? 29  

There is little doubt that Miller was able, resourceful and a tireless worker. However, 
his tendency to cut corners, and his bluntness and lack of diplomacy may have been, 
at least partially, responsible for the erosion in the late 1940s of his position as main 
spokesman on land and planning issues. During Driver's time as Administrator, the 
political foundations were laid for what would later form regional and local 
government in the Northern Territory. Miller, despite his ability and vast knowledge 
of the Territory, was excluded from playing a major role in either the regional  or 
local body. 

In his annual report on the administration of the Northern Territory for the year 
1947-1948, Driver announced the appointment of Barclay as Director of Lands, and 
the formation of a Legislative Council, and a Town Management Board. The 
Council, consisting of six elected members, seven members nominated by the 

Smith's Weekly, 7 September 1946, 'Darwin Land Act Cramped Living Areas'. 
29  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, p. 68. 
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government and with the Administrator as President, held its first meeting on 15 

February 1948. 0  The power of the Council was more illusionary than real, but it 

provided a base from which the Northern Territory could strive for eventual self-

government.31  The appointed members included Barclay and Leydin. Other 

appointed positions were allocated to the directors of the departments of Mines, 

Native Affairs, Works and Housing, the Chief Medical Officer and the Acting 

Deputy Crown Solicitor.32  Comprising a majority of nominated members, and with a 

casting vote held by the Administrator, the Council was structured to ensure that it 

could not overturn government policy.33  

While Miller, with the appointment of Barclay, had been neatly excluded from 

participation on the Council, Driver was faced with the problem of another strong-

willed character of the time, the inaugural Director of Works and Housing, ex-army 

Brigadier L. C. Lucas. Lucas made it clear that he accepted his nomination under 

sufferance, and would act and vote with complete independence. At a meeting of the 

Council held in August 1948 Lucas moved that public servants should not be 

nominated to Council. With the Administrator using his casting vote to defeat the 

motion, Lucas resigned. As the Minister for Works and Housing declined to replace 

Lucas, Driver, who refused to appoint a subordinate, continued to run the Council 

using his casting vote to retain control.34  

Lucas, with Works and Housing such an essential department in. the reconstruction of 

Darwin, continued to be a thorn in the side of the Northern Territory Administration. 

While he showed great affection and loyalty to his technical officers and young staff, 

he distrusted all politicians and civilian public servants: 

3° Report on the Administration of the Northern Territoryfor the Year 1947-1948, pp.  4-5. 
Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, pp.  136-137. 

32  Report on the Administration of the Northern Territo,yfor the Year 1947-1948, p .5 
33  Donovan, 1984,At the Other End ofAustralia,p. 165. 
34  Donovan, 1984,At the Other End ofAustraha, pp. 165-168. 
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Lucas was no diplomat and denigrated his opposite numbers so, subsequently, 
relations between Depts. over the Darwin Town Plan could at best be described as 
frosty. Lucas and Leydin seldom spoke a civil word to each other. There was only 
one solution to this impasse and advantage was taken of the unfortunate death

35  

in 

office of the Director [of Works in] Perth to have Lucas transferred ASAP. 

It was not, however, until July 1950 that Lucas finally left Darwin to take up the 

position of Director of Works and Housing in Perth, by which time he had clashed 

with the Northern Territory Administration and the Planning Section of Works and 

Housing on several issues. With his mihtaiy background, allied to his natural 

temperament, Lucas ran Works in Darwin like an army command centre. He 

demanded, and largely got, loyalty and obedience from his staff Buchanan's first 
meeting with 'The Brig' left a lasting impression: 

"Good morning Buchanan. Are you a God fearing chap?" 

"Yes sir." 

"Do you know the First Commandment?" 
"Yes sir." 

'Well, what is it, man?' 
"Thou shall have no other God but me." 
"That's right, and young fella around here I AM HIM" 

"YES sm,,36  

The establishment of a Town Management Board had a passage as turbulent as that 

of the Legislative Council, with clashing personalities, once again, hindering 

progress. The formation of a Town Management Board to advise the Administrator, 
and the formation of a Citizens Advisory Committee to involve residents, had been 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding ofDarwin 1946-1953, p.5. 
Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 5. 
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strongly recommended by Mclnnis in both his 1940 and 1944 Darwin town plans.38  
A Town Management Board had been established in 194 but had been disbanded 

during the war years. 

The issue of contention in the late 1940s was still that, while Mcinnis in his 1940 

report had recommended that the Chief Clerk, at that time Leydin, should chair the 

board, the recommendation in the 1944 report was that Arthur Miller as Chief 

Surveyor should occupy the position. This proposal was disputed by Leydin, who 
argued that administrative, rather than professional skills were needed to chair the 

Board.4°  Legislation for the establishment of the Town Management Board was 
passed on 1 October 1947, and the first official meeting took place on 22 October 
with the Acting Chief Clerk to the Northern Territory Administration, E. A. 

Tambling, as Chainnan. Leydin later took over the position. It was envisaged that the 

Board would take over control of municipal issues in Darwin, and provide the basis 

for a new Darwin Town Council, which Administrator Driver anticipated would be 

established within twelve months.41  

At a conference convened in Darwin in November 1947, members of the Town 

Management Board, including Miller, met to discuss planning issues with the 

Melbourne architect, John Walker. Tambling stated that several applications had 
already been made to the Board to lease land in the Fannie Bay area. These had not 

been dealt with due to lack of planning for the area. Walker's response was, that 

Mclnnis, 1940, A Town Planning Scheme for the Town of Darwrn, p. 52. 
38  Mclnnis, Miller and Symons, 1944, The Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the Town of 
Darwin, pp.  19-21. 
39  J. A Carrodus, Secretary, Department of the Interior to It A Mclnnis, Brisbane Town Planner, 16 
October 1941, NAA [Ni'] CRS El 131. 
4° it G. Leydin, Acting Government Secretaiy, to the Administrator, A It Driver, 25 November 
1946, NAA [NT] CRS Fl, Item 66/4454. 
41  Report on the Administiunon of the Northern Territoryfor the Year 1947-1948, p. 5. 
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while plans could be prepared, it would prove costly to provide services and defeat 

the purpose of town planning to allow people to 'escape to the larger blocks in outer 

areas' before the town sites were leased.42  

The Town Management Board far outhved the twelve months predicted by Driver, 

and the passage of time did not resolve friction between the Board and the Works 
Planning Section in Melbourne with regards to the Darwin town plan, and the 
development of Fannie Bay. On 21 July 1950 the Northern Standard carried a 

lengthy article covering a meeting of the Town Management Board. The meeting 
was a fiery one with the Chairman, Reg Leydin, and other board members voicing 
their criticism of the 1946 plan. Of particular concern were the small size of town 
allotments, and the continued refusal of the Melbourne planners to consider 
developing areas outside of the town centre. Jim Buchanan and Jim Utting, 
representing the Department of Works and Housing, addressed this issue. Buchanan 
put the case for concentrating on completing planning and services for central 
Darwin before taking the costly and 'foolish' step of developing other areas.43  There 
was no mention in the Standard article of the fact that planning for Fannie Bay had 
commenced at a local level, and that land had already been sold. 

Throughout 1950 the Northern Temtory Adminisiration appeared to be operating on 
two levels with regards to the Darwin town plan. The official policy line on 
planning, well publicised, was quite different to what was actually taking place. On 
20 January the Standard carried an assurance from the Administrator, Driver, that, in 
spite of rumours circulating that the 1946 plan was to be scrapped, the plan was still 
pro=dmg.44 1n April 1950 the Minister for the Interior, P. A. McBride, paid a visit 
to Darwin. While he was guarded in revealing details about the fate of the 1946 plan, 

42  Notes on Con1rence held in the Administrator's office at 10 am Wednesday 26 November 1947. 

NAA[NT} CRS Fl. Item 66/4454. 

43  Northern Standard, 21 July 1950, 'Allotments Too Small: Town Plan Criticised'. 

44  Northern Standard, 20 January 1950. 



he expressed his dissatisfaction with the extensive disturbances to businesses and 

structures it involved. 'Whatever the decision regarding the Town Plan is to be, it 

must be made quickly so that the present stagnation will be replaced by some activity 
45 in the rebuilding of Darwin' Yet, by the time of the Town Management Board 

meeting in July, there still had been no official announcement as to the future 
direction of the planning of Darwin. 

No record can be found to identify exactly when the Works and Housing plan was 

abandoned. At an Interdepartmental Committee meeting held in Melbourne on 
19 and 20 July 1950, the plan was modified, and the recommendation made that a 

new Darwin Town Planning Advisory Committee should be set up in Darwin to 

advise the Minister on the future implementation of the modified plan. On 4 June 

1951 the new Territory Town Plan Advisory Committee made recommendations to 
the Administrator and in, July 1951, submitted another modified plan. According to 

Buchanan, 'the Walker plan was not entirely scrapped in the '51 compromise of 

Goyder/Miller Mclnnis/and Walker as modified layouts of R2 R3 and R4 were or are 

readily identifiable. It was a case of if it fits wear it,.47  

The lack of archival material relating to the 1946 Darwin town plan is frustrating, 

and makes historical accuracy difficult. It is possible that many records relating to 

the plan were deslroyed when the Planning Section was moved to Canberra, a not 
uncommon practice of the time as departments were restructured or relocated.48  The 

Northern Standard, 7 April 1950. 
4' Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Noithem Territory, p.  148. 

F. J. Buchanan to Eve Gibson, 7 March 2002. 
4' Buchanan makes several references to the destruction of records as departments were restructured. 
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only post-war planning scheme for Darwin that appears to have been archived in 

Canberra is the 1944 plan produced by Mclnnis, Miller and Symons.49  

In Darwin, not everyone had Miller's passion for preserving records. A cavalier 

attitude amongst bureaucrats in the variously named departments that evolved from 
the Lands and Survey Office over the past flfly years, may account for the lack of 

records kept in relation to post-war planning for Fannie Bay. in the search for 

material at the Department of Lands, Planning and Environment {DLPE], it was 
found that only the first three of the 1957-1958 sets of six survey map produced by 

Miller in the 1950s had been saved. The three relating to the Fannie Bay area were 
missing and no earlier 1950s maps, which must have existed, as building was well 
underway by mid-decade, were found. It was only through the discovery of the 

complete sets of 1957-195 8 maps in archive, plus Northern Territory Administration 
files and the salvaged personal papers of R. A. McInnis,'°  that Miller could be 

identified as the most likely architect of the planning of the 1950s sub-divisions of 
Fannie Bay and Paraparap. 

It is also, from an historian's point of view, somewhat unfortunate that the Liberal 
government that was elected in 1949 ended the tradition of the Administrator of the 
Northern Territory producing a personal annual report These reports, often 
idiosyncratic, provided valuable information on major local issues of the time. 
Driver, who resigned in June 1951, was the last Administrator to produce such a 
report, for the year 1948-1949. In 1951 responsibility for the Northern Territory was 
transferred from the Department of the interior to that of the newly formed 
Department of Territories, where it shared a status with places like Papua New 
Guinea and Christmas Island. Under Paul Hasluck, as Minister, the administration of 

On researching post-war planning in Darwin for my B.A (lions.) thesis I requested all relevant 

material from NAA in Canberra The only plan forwarded was the 1944 Mclnnis, Miller and Symons, 
Post-War Town Planning Scheme for the Town of Darwin, NAA [ACT] CRS A816 item 2/301/407. 

The salvaging of the Mclnnis papers is fully covered in the Introduction. 



the Northern Territory was streamlined to bring it in line with the administration of 

the Australian states and other territories.51  The next report on the administration of 

the Northern Territory was not published until 1955 when, with a new bland and 

stylised format, it covered the years 1949 to 1954.52  The report mentioned that the 

construction of housing at Fannie Bay was well underway. It also included a listing 

of those employed in the Survey Branch; one permanent surveyor, presumably 

Miller, one temporary surveyor and four cadet surveyors.53  

Vern O'Brien was one of the four cadet surveyors who joined the Survey Branch in 

1948. He confirmed many of the statements made by Miller in an interview in 1983, 

when Miller was in his eighties. According to O'Brien, Miller at the time of the 

appointment of the four cadets was the only licensed surveyor in the Northern 

Territory. He undertook the training of the cadets, and personally conducted much of 

the survey work in Darwin. Miller spoke openly to the cadets of his distrust of 'the 

Melbourne based planners', and continued to seek to implement the Darwin town 

plan along the lines proposed by Mclnnis: 

Arthur Miller designed the shape of the block and we put the dimensions on the 
ground ... ! recall the Chief and his two cadets [O'Brien and Millar's son Trevor] 
chaining down Cavenagh St. and the two cadets hammering in pegs which were to 
become someone's title there one day.. So the only licensed surveyor in the 
Territory was his own planner, physically pegged the blocks, assisted by his two 
cadets under training, later certified his survey plan ... as Surveyor General then 
lodged the plan in the Titles Office and later endorsed the plan as Surveyor 

' Donovan, 1984,Aithe OtherEndofAusiraiza, Hasluck and the Department of Temtories: 1951 to 
1968, pp. 182-22.5. 
52 Report on theAdministration ofthe Northern Territoryfor Years 19494954. Statement included at 
front of report 
53  Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory 1949-1954, p. 16. 
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General. One wonders now how the Northern Territory ever survived the post war 
planning process.54  

The 1957-195 8 maps of the suburban subdivision of Fannie Bay, clearly indicate that 

the planning of the area was undertaken by a surveyor, rather than someone 

influenced by modern town planning ideas. The layout is on the classic straight street 

'grid system' favoured by surveyors. There is, apart from the small section of north 

Fannie Bay designed by Miller in 1946 to utilise the existing taxiways, hardly a 

curved street to be seen. While other surveyors may have later worked on the Fannie 

Bay subdivision, Miller is on the record as being the only permanent, qualified 

surveyor in the Northern Territory up to 1954, by which time building in the Fannie 

Bay area was well underway. Given that Light and Goyder have, as surveyors, been 

credited with the planning, respectively, of Adelaide and Darwin, then Miller, as a 

surveyor, is entitled to be given the credit for the planning of the post World War II 

suburbs of Fannie Bay and Paraparap. 

That Miller never made any claim to have designed a plan for Fannie Bay, apart 

from the small north Fannie Bay section, may be due to the fact that he regarded the 

lay-out as purely survey work, or that he had incorporated the work and ideas of 

others into the planning. The existing road system near the service area and the 

railway workshops, planned by surveyor J. P. Hingston in the 1980s, was left intact, 

forming part of the new suburb of Paraparap. Also left unchanged was the Bullocky 

Point section which, until 1956, was the subject of legal dispute between the Vestey 

Company and the Commonwealth.55  In Miller's 1950s maps the section is still 

marked according to Hingston' s subdivision of the area. [Figure 18,] Neither Vesteys 

nor the road system put in place during the war years, including a stretch of 

54  Vem O'Brien to Eve Gibson, 6 July 2001. 
Information relating to Vestey dispute, including 1954 conference, NTAS Fl 099. The issue was 

covered in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 18: Bullocky Point section of 1958 A. R. Miller map of Paraparap, still laid out according to the 1885 I lingston plan. While the 

suburbs of Fannie Bay and Paraparap were planned during the early 1950s, resumption of the Vestey blocks on Bullocky Point was still the 

subject of legal dispute. Note that the original suburb of Fannie Bay lay north of Lampe Street, upper right. NTAS: NTRS I 255/P 1 
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waterfront road running from Bullocky Point to East Point Road near the present 

Darwin Sailing Club, were added. 

Miller incorporated elements of the 1944 Mclrinis plan for the suburb of 'Parap' into 

the 1950s subdivision of the Fannie Bay area. The main runway of the old Darwin 

Civil Aerodrome, 01, was designated as a major road. In January 1951 Barclay as 

Director of Lands wrote to the Administrator explaining the reason for the 

incorporation of the runway into the design: 

Had the runway not been in existence, the main traffic road may or may not have 
been designed to coincide with its present position - it all depends on the ideas of 
the designer... The same principles applied to the first Fannie Bay sub-division, 
which was surveyed in 1947, This was deliberately designed to make use of the 
dispersal roads which were in existence and would have followed a different 
pattern had these roads not been available. 

Rather than the name proposed by Mclnnis in 1944 of 'Spitfire Avenue', the old 

runway was named 'Ross Smith Avenue'. This was in honour of the pilot that had 

landed the first aircraft to make the journey from England to Australia at Fannie Bay 

in 1919. Many of the streets adjoining Ross Smith Avenue were named after pilots, 

or reflected the aviation history of the area.57  

With the lack of accommodation at crisis levels, existing buildings, including the 

Qantas hangar and military huts and hutted camps, such as Pee Wee Camp near East 

Point and the substantial Parap Camp near the railway workshops, were left in place. 

}L C. Barclay to the Administrator, 5 January 1951. Photocopy of original letter provided by 
George Redmond. 
17  A sub-committee of the Darwin Town Plan Advisoiy Committee had proposed the use of street 
names relating to aviation history. Letter to Chairman dated 13 March 1947, NAA [NT] CRS Fl Item 
66/4454. 
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The Fannie Bay Gao1, which had reverted to use as a prison after the war, was also 
left on its prime waterfront site. 

Various maps produced during the 1950s of the Fannie Bay area show that, in 
comparison to later and current maps, the boundary lines differ. The original suburb 
of Fannie Bay was clearly defined in the Miller 1957-1958 maps as incorporating the 
entire area north of Lampe Street, east of Ross Smith Avenue, and included an area 
later renamed Ludmilla for electoral boundary purposes. Other boundary changes 

took place when East Point Road sections, originally part of the adjoining suburb of 
Paraparap, were transferred to form part of the suburb of Fannie Bay. 

Added to the above changes, a point of particular confusion in relation to the 

suburban boundaries created in the 1950s is that the area previously know as Parap, 
was spilt into two separate suburbs. The new suburb of Paraparap covered the 

southern sector of the Fannie Bay area around the railway workshops, extended 

south to include the Botanic Gardens and ended at the northern cliff-face of Myilly 
Point. The area east of the railway line that had previously been clearly identified as 

part of Parap, was renamed Stuart Park. [Figure 191 Despite the new name this area, 
which contained the hub of Parap community life, Parap Camp, continued to be 

referred to as Parap for many years. 

In May 1950 the Lands and Survey Branch carried out valuations on the blocks 

assigned temporary leases in the Fannie Bay area.58  By mid 1950 blocks in the new 
suburbs of Fannie Bay and Paraparap were available for purchase on 99-year leases. 

The established blocks in the north Fannie Bay section planned by Miller in 1946 
were amongst the first to be sold, many of them to sitting tenants. The remainder 

sold at auction. The Northern Standard of 12 May 1950 carried the announcement 

that thirty-six leases in the Fannie Bay area were to be auctioned at the Lands Office 
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Figure 19: Area map dated 1959 showing the layout of the completed sub-divisions of 

Fannie Bay and Paraparap. The area to the right of the Stuart Highway, previously 

considered part of Parap and containing the railway workshops and Parap Camp, has been 

incorporated into the new suburb of Stuart Park. Map courtesy of the Australian Department 

of Defence. 



on 3 June. Prices were expected to be in the region of from ninety to two hundred 
and fifty pounds.59  Somewhat strangely, no mention was made in the Standard of the 
auction itself, surely a momentous event after years of temporary leases. The auction 
actually took place on 10 June 1950, with prices exceeding expectations. Many of 
the purchasers were long established Darwin business families. L.V. Paspaley paid 
the highest price of three hundred and seventy pounds for 20 George Street. 
Members of the Fong family bought from 104 to 110 East Point Road, paying over 
three hundred pounds for each of the four blocks.60  

Not everyone was pleased with the 1950s subdivision of Fannie Bay. In 1957 an 
elected Darwin town council was re-established. Continuing the tradition of friction 
and dissent in Darwin with regards planning, the Council, after 1959 the Darwin City 
Council, was critical of the development of Fannie Bay before other areas closer to 
Darwin. It also criticised the wide verges fronting the large blocks, which it 
maintained added to council maintenance costs.6' 

Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s surveyors undertook the role of town planners 
in Darwin. Surveyors such as Alan James, who joined the Survey Branch as Deputy 
Chief Surveyor in 1951, were also required to fill the role of town planner.62  It was 
not until 1963 that a professional town planner, Harcourt Long, was appointed to the 
Northern Territory. After Arthur Miller's retirement in 1964, Long, and no doubt 
others involved in the planning process, did much to undo the work Miller and his 
surveyors had undertaken in restoring the Darwin town centre to the original Goyder 

58  Lands and Survey Branch valuations on STLs [Short Term Leases] in Fannie Bay, May 1950, 
NTAS: NTRS F55. 

Northern Standard, 12 May 1950, p.3. 
60  List of purchasers and prices paid for north Fannie Bay blocks 10 June 1950, NAA [NT] 46/567. 
61  Alistair Heatley, 1986, A City Grows: A History of the Darwin City Council 195 7-1984, Australian 
National University, North Australia Research Unit; Darwin, p 5. 
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layout, and in changing the layout of planning for outer suburban areas. In a return to 

the format of the 1946 Darwin town plan, the Darwin City Council's Civic Centre 
was built across Cavenagh Street,63  destroying the integrity of the long, wide sweep 
down to the harbour of what Goyder had intended to be the main street of the town. 
Miller's plan for the suburb of Stuart Park was also altered, curved streets replacing 
his simple grid system. 

Long produced drawings for a residential subdivision on East Point, and also 

drawings for an alternative plan for a university. These drawings, sighted in the late 
1980s, appear to have been mislaid, or destroyed. Only a general map reference 
could be found showing the proposed university site. [Figure 20] However, by the 
time of his arrival in Darwin it was already far too late to make any changes to the 

layout of the Fannie Bay subdivision. Miller's planning, even if regarded as merely 
survey work, rather than reflecting the holistic approach adopted by modern town 
planners7 was invaluable in that it resolved some of the pent-up demand for land 
and housing in Darwin. From 1950 a significant amount of the housing built in 
Darwin was in the new suburbs of Fannie Bay and Paraparap. 

Due to the shortage of construction materials and builders, houses constructed during 
the 1950s   tended to be small, ground-level structures. But, for much of the decade, 
even these modest dwellings were beyond the reach of many Darwin residents. A 
feature of the 1950s was the number of people who had no option but to continue 
living in primitive conditions in temporary hostels, and in the iron huts left behind by 
the military at the end of World War II. 

62 Earl James to Eve Gibson, 30 August 2002: James' fther, Alan James, surveyed and planned the 
suburbs of Ludinilla and Rapid Creek 
63  Heatley, 1986,A Ciy Grows, pp.  69-73. 

Comments made by planners on Miller's work stressed that modem town planning incorporates the 
physical, social, economic, deniogiaphic and cultural aspects of human settlement - not just the 
subdivision of land. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Huts and Hardships 

My first impression of Darwin dnving in from the airport on a hot October day 
was of miles and miles of these uniformly rusted corrugated iron sheeted buildings 

lined up like soldiers, surrounded by red dusty soil, no vegetation and, every now 

and then, a line of washing indicating some form of life. 

F. J. Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953 . 

Despite the fact that a workable town plan for much of Darwin was in place by the 

early 1950s, building for much of the decade was slow. The isolation of the Northern 

Territory, a lack of Commonwealth funding, few qualified builders and a shortage of 

building materials were all factors that hindered post-war reconstruction. During this 

time most of the Darwin population still lived in sub-standard conditions in 

temporaly accommodation, shacks or ex-military huts. New dwellings, both 

Commonwealth-built and private, tended to be simple, and low-cost, ground or low-

level structures. Many of these were built in the new suburbs of Fannie Bay and 

Paraparap. It was not until the mid-1950s that Commonwealth funding increased, 

and public service housing built in Fannie Bay from that time changed to the more 

traditional, and more expensive to construct, tropical elevated designs. 

In contrast to the paucity of publicathms relating to town planning in Darwin, the 

history of the city's architecture has been well documented. Most of the works, such 

as David Cannent's Looking at Darwin's Past, the lively Punkahs and Pith Helmets 

by architects Philip Harris and Adrian Welke, and the detailed Central Darwin Area 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding ofDarwin 1946-1953, p. 14. 
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Heritage Study compiled by Welke and historian Helen Wilson,2  include post- World 
War II housing within a wider overview of the evolution of tropical architecture in 

Northern Australia. The Welke and Wilson study, commissioned by the 

Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory through the National Trust 

[NT], contains a chronology of the building styles that developed in Darwin over the 

years, and includes floor plans for many of the residential and business buildings. It 

also provides documentation of each building regarded as worthy of heritage status, 

with photographs, archival file numbers noted, and details of changes that have been 

made to the original buildings. 

The national importance of Darwin's post-World War II architecture was highlighted 

in Susan Marsden's Urban Heritage: the rise and postwar development of 

Australia capital cities. Nearly half, ten out of the twenty-two buildings listed as of 

major significance as examples of post-war architecture, were in Darwin. Marsden 

explained this as due, perhaps, to the fact that most of Darwin's earlier buildings had 

been destroyed during the war years, thereby elevating the heritage 'value' of its 

early post-war buildings.' By the time Urban Heritage was published in 2000, many 

of the Darwin buildings noted in her work as of heritage significance had been 

demolished. These included the Nurses' Quarters at the old Darwin Hospital on 

Myilly Point, and the 1960s Supreme Court building. Many of the early post-war 

Type A and Al houses in central Darwin had also been demolished to make way for 

unit construction. While none of the buildings listed were in the suburbs of Darwin, 

the on-going destruction of pre-war and early post-war buildings in both central 

Darwin and older suburbs, such as Parap, Fannie Bay, Nightcliff and Stuart Park, 

may well elevate the heritage 'value' of the variety of post-war housing styles that 

have survived in the suburbs. 

2 The three works have been previously cited and referenced. 

Susan Marsden, 2000, Urban Heritage: The Rise and Post-war Development ofAustralia 'S 

Capital City Centers, Australian. Council of National Trusts and Australian Heritage Commission, 

Canbena,p. 111 
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Publications that have as their main focus housing in the suburbs of Fannie Bay and 

Parap are limited, and recent. Sue Keys' work on 1950s public service housing in a 

specific section of Fannie Bay, 'Government Greys' was published in 1997  .4  My 

2001 work 'Through the Louvres' covered both post-war planning and the unique 

elevated housing in the area-' Keys also provided an invaluable record of housing in 

the area when, as part of research for her Bachelor of Arts degree at the Northern 

Territory University, she documented the architecture of a small section of Parap. 6  

She used the same methodology as used by Welke and Wilson in their study on 

buildings in central Darwin. The major difference between her work and that of 

Welke and Wilson was that, while their study concentrated on buildings regarded as 

of heritage value, Keys documented all the buildings in her research area. Keys later, 

in conjunction with Roger Brailsford, compiled 'Parap - An Architectural Survey' 

for the National Trust [NT). Despite its title, the survey covered virtually eveiy 

building in the sister suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap. For the work, comprising five 

volumes, each building listed was photographed and documented.7  

in checking the building dates of surviving buildings it can be ascertained that, while 

Commonwealth housing from the mid-I 950s was mainly elevated, private housing in 

the early 1950s tended to be low or ground level. That this was also the case with 

Commonwealth dwellings had to be verified through other avenues of research. The 

Sue Keys, 1997, 'Government Greys': housing for public servants in Darwin 1951 to 1960, 
Journal of Northern Territory Histoiy, No.8, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin. 

Eve Gibson, 2001, Through the louvres: post- World Waril planning and architecture for Fannie 
Bay in tropical Northern Australia, Bulletin of the international Planning History Society,  Volume. 
23, Numbers 1 and 2, London, 

Susan (Sue) Keys, 1996, The Architecture of Post War Parap, a thesis submitted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree at the Northern Territory University, 
Darwin. 
'Sue Keys and Roger Brailsford, 1998, Parap-An Architectural Survey, commissioned by the 

National Trust [NT], Darwin. 
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most common form of Commonwealth housing listed by Keys and Brailsford is 
elevated, and daling from the mid-1950s. The early 1950s Commonwealth dwellings 
appear to have been demolished to make way for precincts of the elevated housing. 

The place in Darwin's history of ground level or low-set post-war housing has 
tended to be overshadowed by the concentration by architects and historians on the 
elevated styles adopted from the mid-1950s, and depicted as being a natural 
evolution of Darwin's earlier tropical architecture. While the elevated houses are 
undoubtedly of greater architectural interest in that they reflect the development of a 
uniquely Territorian tropical housing style, in ignoring the humble ground and low-
level houses, a substantial number of which were built in the early 1950s in the 
Fannie Bay area, their importance in addressing the chronic housing shortage in post-
war Darwin has been largely forgotten. Dismissing these buildings as of little 
relevance obscures the fact that, in the immediate post-World War II era, there was 
as much disagreement between, and within, government departments with regards to 
the respective merits of high-set or low-set housing, as there was about planning. In a 
1946 article relating to the new Darwin towil plan it was announced 

Latest developments in tropical house-building are modifying some of the original 
plans, notably a set of recommendations by a Government architect recently 
returned from South America. It seems that the era of unsightly 'houses on stilts' 
[in Darwin.. . is gone. Concrete floors, with less air space under them, but more 
protection against the ubiquitous white ant, seem satisfactory, and certainly enable 
more orthodox and satisfying architectural design.8  

But proponents of low-level housing for Darwin clearly lost out in their arguments. 
When details of the 1946 plan were revealed to the media the following year, it was 
indicated that the type of housing to be adopted was elevated and louvred. The 1947 

8  Couner Mail, 1 I April 1946, Rupert Charlett; 'Grandiose Reconstruction Plans Menaced by Present 
Day Exigencies'. 
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Woodburn article 'Darwin: Australia plans a tropical city' includes diagrams of two 

of the proposed housing styles, both elevated.9  

One of the most vehement opponents of elevated housing in Darwin, was the feisty 

Brigadier 'Luke' Lucas, appointed in 1946 as inaugural Director of Works and 

Housing. His department had to cope with the actual physical reconstruction of 

Darwin. The Department of Works and Housing was established to replace the short-
lived Department of Works, which lasted only from 2 February 1945 to July of that 

year. In turn, the Department of Works had been formed to replace the Allied Works 

Council, a title that remained in place until a few months before Lucas was appointed 

to the position of Director.10  The Housing section addition to Works was a policy 

making section, concerned with housing to the States and housing standards in 

general. There was little interaction between the two sections •11 

To add to the confusion in ascertaining which department was in control of building 
in Darwin during the post-war years, in 1952 the Department of Works and Housing 

was abolished and the Department of Works re-created. Certain functions previously 
administered by Works and Housing, including housing policy and administration of 
Commonwealth and State housing grants, war service homes and control of building 

materials became the responsibility of other departments.12  

At the time of Jim Buchnnn's arrival in Darwin in October 1947 Works and 

Housing was staffed on the non-technical side by a mixture of old temporary Allied 
Works Council IAWC1 employees and a 'new breed of young ambitious officers 

Woodburn, 1947, Darwin: Australia plans a tropical city, Walkabout, 1 May, includes diagrams of 

tropical houses Type F and Type IL 
° Redmond, 2001, AHistoty of Works in the Northern Territory, p. 142. 

"F. J. Buchanan to Eve Gibson, 8 July 2001. 
12 Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Northern Territory from 1824., CD of unpublished 
draft manuscript, Institution of FnCineers Australia, Northern Division, Darwin, p.154. 
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anxious for quick promotion and then transfer out' Within a short time the 
experienced veterans were unceremoniously eased out and replaced by 'clueless, 

brash young men.' The technical side also relied on ex- AWC and Civil Construction 

Corps staff, bolstered by a small number of professionals 'who were either 

shanghaied or connect into short-term traner.'3  

Amongst the many problems faced by Works and Housing was scarcity of supplies, 
climate damage, timber so green it warped - and even sprouted, and the rules 

regarding building standards introduced in light of the damage sustained by Darwin 

during the 1937 cyclone. The average elevated house needed fifty tons of concrete 

and twenty-five stumps braced with heavy galvanised steel rods. This constituted a 
use of materials far in excess of low-level housing, and the cyclone standards when 

applied to the complex elevated houses added as much as 60% to the cost and 
extended construction time by up to 75%. Lucas maintained that 'all the brains in the 

south had missed the plot and the plans prepared in Melbourne were not relevant to 
14 the situation he had on his hands' . In private practice as an architect before the 

war, 'The Brig' drew up his own housing designs:15  

His basic premise was that his structure could live off the land as it were and as 
little as possible would come from the south. He relied on the KISS process (Keep 
It Simple Stupid). He dispensed with the single room width idea, but by internal 
louvres maintained through ventilation.., he eliminated the use of timber except for 
the roof, and substituted a concrete floor on low piers about 2 feet above the 
ground. The walls.., were either cement bricks or blocks possibly manufactured on 
site and finished as brickwork. He made a radical change from timber joinery to a 
new steel product and introduced heavy gauge obscured glass louvres.'6  

13  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  6. 
14  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 23. 
' Lucas housing designs in: House Plans 1943-1948, NTAS: NTRS 73 -361-380. 

' Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  23. 
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During 1949 four Lucas houses were built in the vicinity of Peel St. in Darwin. Jim 
Buchanan lived in one [Plate 17] and, fifty years later, still believes that the designs 
were a practical solution to the problems of construction material shortages, and 

building in a cyclone prone area. He noted, somewhat dryly, that in the aftermath of 

Cyclone Tracy that destroyed a high proportion of Darwin's newer elevated housing 

in 1974, one mass housing design adopted bore a 'remarkable resemblance to the 

Luke house' 17  

While only four of the Lucas designs were built in Darwin itself, many of the houses 
built in Fannie Bay and Parap during the 1950s, both private and Commonwealth, 

had features that were similar. Private housing was often ground-level and built of 

concrete, sometimes just a simple cement box. There are several of these still 

standing. Number 19, originally number 3, Ross Smith Avenue was built by German 
immigrant Frank Settele between 1955-1956 to house his young family.18  [Plate 18] 
The building has remained virtually unchanged from its original design. A later 
owner never lived in the house, 19  which was rented until sold after her death in 2000. 

The Commonwealth was also building ground-level housing in the Fannie Bay area 

in the early 1950s. In February 1950 the Department of Works and Housing 
announced that tenders had been called for the building of twenty wooden framed 
cottages in Parap, and that work was about to commence on the pouring of cement 
floors ready for the erection of fifty prefabricated aluminium two-bedroom cottages 

in the Police Paddock area.20  In May 1950 Lucas announced the commencement of a 
Works and Housing Camp at the old Civil Aerodrome Camp at Parap. The 

accommodation would be similar to the Police Paddock Camp, prefabricated huts on 

17  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  23. 
Information provided by Settele's daughter, Barbara Cotton. 

19  Personal information from the owner, Dorothy Durack. 
20  Northern Standard, 17 February 1950, 'Fifty Aluminium Houses To Be Erected'. 
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concrete bases.2' Construction on this camp, mainly comprised of Sidney Williams 
huts, commenced in 1951.22  Later named the Arafura Hostel, it was on the site now 
occupied by the Arafura Bowls Club on Ross Smith Avenue. During the 1950s new 
Works workshops were built adjacent to the Arafura Hostel. These were at the Two-
and-a-Half-mile, along what was once part of the Stuart Highway now known as 
Hudson Fysh Avenue, and developed during the late 1990s as a new housing 
precinct 'Parap Grove'. 

Further information, and the location of the 'cottages' mentioned, proved more 
difficult to determine. Jim Buchanan remembered a number of ground level 
dwellings, designed by Lucas and built for the Depailment of Works by a man called 
Brathwaite 'above the dunes' between Bullocky Point and the Fannie Bay Gaol. A 
search of written and archival material shed little light on the matter. It appeared, for 
a time, that the 'cottages' mentioned in the 1950 Northern Standard article may have 
been those noted by George Redmond in his draft manuscript 'A History of Public 
Works in the Northern Territory from 1824' as having been contracted to builder J, 
A. Richards on 22 March 1951. However, while Redmond's manuscript provided 
invaluable data on much of the building that took place in Fannie Bay before and 
during his time as Director of Works from 1962 to 1977, the Richards cottages 
proved to be a different group. Works had constructed a group of cottages in 1950 
that were located precisely as remembered by Buchanan. 

It was a chance conversation with long-time Fannie Bay resident Beth Hogan that 
provided confirmation as to the location and date of construction of the 'cottages'. 
Beth and her husband Dennis, a fitter and turner at the No. 2 power station in 
Armidale Street, were allocated one of the brand-new cottages shortly after their 
marriage in April 1950. The group of cottages, known somewhat confusingly as 'The 

21  Northern Standard, 5 May 1950, 'Start to be made on New Camp for W & If. 
22  Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Northern Territory, p. 150. 
23  Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Northern Territory, p.150. 
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Parap Flats', was located in the vicinity of Charlotte Street, just off Gregory Street, 
in a part of Parap since re-named as part of the suburb of Fannie Bay. The postal 
address was 'Parap Flats', Parap Road. This is probably the section of Parap Road 
that R. A. Mclnnis had noted in his 1944 Darwin Town Plan as having been re-
located to higher ground. On the plan of the Fannie Bay area produced by Arthur 
Miller during the 1950s, the area of present Charlotte St. is left blank. [see Figure 181 
It can only be surmised that this was due to the fact that the land was in use for a 
temporary purpose. Miller did not mark it as being part of Parap Road, that name 
being applied only to a stretch of road between Ross Smith Avenue and the Stuart 
Highway. The section of the old Parap Road between the town and Bullocky Point 
was renamed Gilruth Avenue. [see Figure 18] 

While the Parap Flats were extremely basic, [Nate 191 on a rise then unobstructed by 
other buildings, they had wonderful views over Fannie Bay. Tenants paid seventeen 
shillings a week for housing that comprised a tiny kitchen and living area, and one 
bedroom. The floors were cement, and the walls lined corrugated iron. The toilet and 
a shower were at one end of a small cement patio. It was left to tenants to add some 
comforts. At Number 16, Dennis Hogan installed a sink in the shower area, and 
made shelves for the kitchen. A fridge was placed outside on the cement patio, as the 
kitchen was too small to allow for an internal fridge. Linoleum squares were laid in 
the centre of the hard concrete floor, and the surrounding floor painted. As there 
were no internal doors, Beth made curtains to separate the bedroom from the living 
area.24  To protect food from ants she decorated powdered milk tins, then in plentiful 
supply as there was no fresh milk to be purchased, to hold food items. Fresh milk 
was a luxury restricted to upper-level members of the Northern Territory 
Administration and high-ranking military officers. It was provided by three cows, 

24  Beth Hogan had numemus photographs of the interior of the 'Parap Flat'.. 
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named Faith, Hope and Charity, kept at the Navy Victualling Yards near the 
Botanical Gardens.25  

Although simple structures such as the Parap Flats, and the low-level private homes 
built in the 1950s, had little of the architectural charm of Darwin's traditional 
elevated houses, they played a vital role in the post-war years by providing much 
needed housing swiffly, and cheaply. They allowed for a far greater level of comfort 
than the squalor and hardships endured by those living in temporary accommodation 
at places such as the old Vestey meat-works, where the sleeping quarters were 
subject to flooding. With much of the roof missing, the occupants, many of them 
employees of the Northern Territory Administration's Transport Section, had to 
move their beds according to the direction of Wet Season winds and rain. The 
building initially had electricity obtained by running extensions from the Boy Scouts 
hail nearby. When the Scouts moved, the Vestey dwellers lost their access to 
electricity, despite the fact that the Transport workshop across a lane had electricity, 
and vehicles were protected from the weather by being housed in a solid building. 
Union organizer Bob Anthony was scathing in his condemnation of the conditions: 

Administration should extend as least as much consideration to the men who use 
the machines as to the machines themselves. Improvements of the disgraceful 
housing conditions for the majority of Darwin citizens should be a priority. 26  

Other government workers, whether labourers or white collar, lived in the numerous 
hulled camps scattered throughout Darwin. About 120 single officers from the 
Department of Works and Housing lived in the No. 3 town camp, known as 'Belsen'. 
This collection of masonite huts with iron or asbestos cement roofs had been built by 
American troops during World War II as accommodation for female employees. The 
name 'Belsen', not to be confused with the infamous concentration camp of the same 

25  information provided by Beth Hogan. 
26  Northern Standard, 20 Januaiy 1950, 'Quarters Dark, Wet'. 
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name, was applied to the camp because of the man-proof fence that surrounded the 
living quarters.27  In July 1950 the Northern Standard reported that the residents of 
Belsen Camp - euphemistically referred to in official circles as 'Cavenagh Street 
Hostel' - had gathered to protest at the living conditions in what was supposed to be 
a temporary camp until new accommodation was built. The permanent hostel seemed 
as far away as ever and, since built during the war, the huts had deteriorated to a 
degree that they were almost beyond repair.28  

With private rentals unknown due to the 1945 Commonwealth acquisition of 
privately owned properties, non-government employed civilians and families also 
had to rely on accommodation in the hutted camps. For many the only option was to 
live in, often sharing with another family, one of the rusting Sidney Williams huts 
that were a legacy of war-time occupation by the military. IPlate 201 The basic 
design of the Sidney Williams was a 20ft. x 20ft. steel-framed structure clad with 
black corrugated iron. Unlined, they had double doors at the end and side flap 
shutters to provide ventilation and light. No matter where you went in Darwin, these 
huts lined the roads. An area of Parap that was later re-named Stuart Park, was 
described as an 'iron jungle'. Huts near the sea, such as those at Rapid Creek, 
Nightcliff and East Point, were eagerly sought after. 

Maisie Austin in The Quality of Life: A Reflecion of Lfe in Darwin During the Post-
war Years, provided a vivid documented record of the hardships, problems, and 
some of the happier aspects, of life in hutted camps in post-war Darwin. After 
moving back to Darwin in 1946, Austin's family was allocated space in K9, a camp 
in what is now Stuart Park that was used as emergency accommodation for families 
transferred from Vesteys. There was little privacy, and a lot of drunkenness and 
swearing by single men. Many occupants were resentful that the Northern Territory 

Redmond, 2001, A Histoiy of Public Works, p.  149. 
Northern Standard, 21 July 1950, 'Clerks Fed-up with Belsen'. 

29 Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 14. 
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Administration charged fifteen shillings a week rent for what was described as 'dirty 
little dog-boxes' in Darwin's 'Skid Row' 30 

The family later moved to Parap Camp, again in what is now Stuart Park, where by 
1947 there were approximately 60 families living in unsatisfactory conditions. 
Families were allocated half a Sidney Williams hut, at a rent of ten shillings a week. 
The huts were divided by arc mesh, but any privacy had to be added by way of wall 
panels or curtains. There was no electricity for several years, and toilet facilities 
consisted of pit toilets or earthen closets known as 'flaming furies' until 1955, when 
a suspected outbreak of typhoid at the camp hastened the installation of a flush 
sewerage system.31  It was not until the early 1960s and the establishment of the 
Northern Territory Housing Commission, that Maisie and her family finally moved 
into a proper house. After so many years of cramped living in substandard 
conditions, the new three bedroom house with a push-button toilet, a fenced yard 
complete with Hills Hoist clothesline, and fronting a sealed street that had kerbed 
pavements, represented the pinnacle of luxury.32  The only surviving Sidney Williams 
hut in what was the Parap Camp is that once occupied by the Christodoulou family, 
who lived in one half and operated the other half as a store.33  It was privately 
purchased in the 1990s and is being restored. 

However inadequate and sub-standard they may have been as a form of housing, in 
1950 even the humble Sidney Williams huts were in short supply. In 1946-47 the 
Commonwealth Government took steps, in accordance with Lend Lease agreements, 
to return or destroy all American stores or equipment remaining in Australia after the 

war. At the same time it was decided to dispose of all wartime suiplus stores through 

° Maisie Austin, 1992, The Quality of Life: A Recolleczkm ofLife in Darwin Thiring the Post-war 

Years, published by author, Darwin, p. 8. 
31  Austin, 1992, The Quality ofLife, pp.  14-15. 
32  Austin, 1992, The Quality ofLife, p. 62. 
33  Carment, 1996, Looking at Darwin 's Past, pp.  82-84. 
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a Disposals Commission set up for the purpose. In the Northern Territoiy there were 

thousands of tons of war-surplus material. In a move that had serious consequences 

for the building program in the Northern Territory: 

The Commission proceeded to off load everything and anything that existed.. . cars, 
plant, electrical gear, radios, pipes,... steel, earthen ware, concrete, asbestos, 
plumbing supplies, roofmg materials; you name it they had it and got rid of it.34  

Second hand dealers from interstate would come to the sales, buy six or so war-

surplus trucks cheaply and load them up with goods at about 5% of the m.arket value. 

This provided a handsome profit when the goods were sold in southern markets. 

Sidney Williams huts, which could be easily dismantled and packed flat, were a 

popular item. The going rate for a hut was twenty pounds. If you arrived 'home' to 

find that your hut had been pinched, you simply took one belonging to someone 

else.35  By 1948 the stores in Darwin were empty, and Works was suffering serious 

shortages of the essential building materials that had been sold for a pittance. In one 

case, Jim Buchanan had set aside several miles of asbestos pipe for a project, only to 

find that it had been sold off by Disposals. The purchaser made a handsome profit as 

Works had to pay ten times the purchase price to buy the piping back.36  Union 

activity on the wharves posed additional problems. In early 1950 the Northern 

Standard gave comprehensive coverage to the saga of the ship the Union Star on an 

almost daily basis. The Star, loaded with building materials for Darwin was held up 

in Brisbane for eleven weeks due to union disputes. 

The shortage of construction materials, and the action of the Australian Government 

in ordering the destruction or sell-off of wartime stock, also affected civilians. Rene 

Beaton lived in the old Government Gardens area of north Fannie Bay on three 

14  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 19. 
Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 19. 

36  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 19. 
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separate occasions, including holding a temporary post-war lease on one of the 

Miller blocks. In the somewhat oddly titled Feet First: Or How I Got to Have Lunch 
with the Oueen!, she recalls how, due to shortages of just about everything in post-
war Darwin, 'scrounging' was a way of life for most families. The ex-military dumps 
provided everything from household goods to tinned fruit and medical supplies. This 
happy situation ended when the Government issued the order that nothing was to be 

left in a usable condition. 'It nearly made me howl to see, sometimes brand new, 
kitchenware holed by an axe' 17 

Beaton had first lived in north Fannie Bay during the 1930s, when she and her 
husband had purchased two one and a half acre market garden blocks. Life at that 
time was somewhat primitive, with the toilet a holed box over a pit. The family grew 
their owa vegetables and kept chickens. Meat and other groceries were left for 
collection on a post near the Fannie Bay Gaol.38  Returning to Darwin after being 
evacuated for the duration of World War II, the Beaton family was allocated an ex-
Royal Air Force [RAF] workshop on one of the tarred aircraft standing grounds near 
their original allotments. The workshop had a cinder floor, and black iron flakes 
falling from the roof, but it also had a wide verandah, and was screened from the 
road by wire netting covered by creeper - 'Quite a residence in that area of make-
shift shacks' . Although Rene and her family moved to establish a market garden in 
Hidden Valley south of Darwin, they returned to live in north Fannie Bay in the late 
1950s. By this time the area was well estabuished While some fine new homes had 
been built, many families still lived in their original war-time shacks.40  

Rene Beaton, 1986, Feet First: Or How IGot to Have Lunch with the Queen!, published by author, 
printed by Ci. .K. Craig, Orange, NSW, p. 25. 
311 Beaton, 1986, Feet Firs, p. 15. 
39 Beaton, 1986, Feet First, p. 24. 
4° Beaton, 1986, Feet First, p. 55. 
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A major problem in the post-war era in Darwin was the lack of qualified builders. In 

George Redmond's opinion, the reason for contractors not being established in 

Darwin in the early post-war years were the difficulties associated with the 

compulsory land acquisition of private properties, and the fact that there were few 

contracts lucrative enough to lure southern builders to Darwin.4' Jim Buchanan also 
noted the 'total inadequacy of the Darwin building industry to undertake even the 

most modest of housing projects' •42  The situation had not improved by 1957, when 

Trevor Mitchell wrote a scathing attack on building conditions in Darwin in the 

North Australian Monthly. He noted that there was no organization of builders, and 
few restrictions on who could tender for projects. In many cases, people who lacked 

the finances to complete a building project, tendered successfully due to lower 

costing submitted. In tenders called for the building of Parap Primary School, one 

tender was almost one fifth lower than a realistic construction price: 

The result of this haphazard handling of tenders is that builders competent to do 
the work must stand by and watch a successful tenderer wend his way towards 
bankruptcy or insolvency, and the result is that many builders who get jobs go 
broke and that other builders get fed up and leave.43  

One of the consequences of the shortage of accommodation in Darwin that plagued 

the Northern Territory Administration in 1950 was the unscrupulous practice of 

'selling' temporary lease huts that had been allocated to one specific individual or 

family. Confidence lricksters took full advantage of the confusion caused by the fact 

that the Administration had actually started selling leasehold properties in 1949, and 
many people in their desperate search for somewhere to live in Darwin were duped 

into believing that they had purchased a lease. The Northern Standard of 6 January 
carried a warning to would-be purchasers to contact the Administration before 

41  Redmond, 2001, A History of Public Works in the Northern Temtory, p.  151. 
42  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  17. 
43  Trevor Mitchell, 1957, Building conditions in Darwin, North Australian Monthly, January, p. 36. 
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entering any property arrangements with regards to paying for a lease. In the 

majority of the cases of false sales, the exorbitant prices charged for these flOfl-

existent leases were explained by the fact that the purchase included the contents of 

the hut or shack. The contents usually consisted of a few dilapidated pieces of 

furniture, and quite often items such as fridges and stoves that were the property of 

the Northern Territory Administration.44  Despite such warnings, people continued to 

fall victim to the wiles of the confidence tricksters. The leading paragraph in one 

Standard article read: 'Once again the confidence trick of selling the contents of a 

shack with what purports to be the right to occupy it has been worked in Darwin.'45  

A case given prominence by the Standard was that of a widow with seven children, 

who 'bought' a hut in Parap believing that in purchasing the contents she had 

purchased the right to the lease. Under the heading 'Widow with Seven Children 

Must Not Be Evicted', the Standard harshly criticized the attitude of housing 

officials in threatening to evict the woman, who had children ranging from 10 

months to fifteen years. Administrator Driver was angered by criticism leveled at 

the Northern Territory Administration over the fraudulent leases issue. He placed the 

blame on the slow rate of housing construction: 'If the construction of houses in 

Darwin were any more than a "programme" the present racket would not exist' 41 

The high-handed attitude of government officials in dealing with the Darwin public 

extended to inter-departmental tensions. There was constant friction and distrust 

between the 'doers' - the professionals out in the field trying to implement 

reconstruction, and the 'administrators' - the office-bound bureaucrats: 

Northern Standard, 6 January 1950, 'Looking for a Home?'. 
Northern Standard, 10 February 1950, 'You Can't Buy a House: Old Trick Worked Again'. 

Northern Standard, 26 January 1950. 

47  Northern Standard, 6 January 1950, 'Looking for a Home?'. 
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No matter where you went, in which Dept. you served, or what you did, there was 

a mentality in the Public Service which seemed to attract misfits and bullies into 

administering the rights and prrvileges extended to those who worked within the 

system. There was no goodwill or tolerance from them to those they were expected 

to serve. The upshot of this is that the system is repaid in kind and loses every 

time.' 

The poor administration of post-war reconstruction, the slow pace of housing 

construction since the war, and that so many people in Darwin were still living in 

sub-standard huts five years after the war had ended, incurred the wrath of the 

redoubtable Jessie Litchfield. Litchfield, since her post-war return to Darwin, had 

lived at Parap and, like other Darwin residents, was still waiting to either purchase 

her pre-war property,49  or a new property. She wrote of the housing situation in 

Darwin in the early 1950s where, according to a 1951 census conducted by the 

Northern Territory Administration, there were 7 032 people living in Darwin. The 

figures included 323 Aborigines or part Aborigines living on native settlements: 

The rest of the population were crowded into residences described as "houses" 

(530 buildings), most of them occupied by Government officials and their wives 

and families, "huts" (337), most of which are occupied by two or more families, 

and "shacks" or other sub-standard residences, (83), most of which also house two 

or more families.59  

Government employees lived mainly in hostels, 996 in Government hostels and 313 

in private hostels. Due to the shortage of housing, the majority of married men were 

unable to find accommodation to enable them to bring their families to Darwin. The 

Armed Services had separate housing, with 937 men and their families in military 

48  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding ofDarwin 1946-1953, p.9. 
49  DLPE, TfNATITLE\TENURE DATABASE, p.6. [Appendix I] 
° Jessie Litchfield, n.d. [1951], Darwin Today, NTAS F 434 - Duplicate transcript of 'Historical 

Records of the Northern Teintory' 1906-1954, p. 1. 
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quarters. According to Litchfield, all the Commonwealth Government had succeeded 

in doing in five years of absolute control was to let Darwin sink to such a low level 

that the majority of the population of the town had to live in 'huts, shacks or sub-

standard buildings, for which they have been compelled to pay the Federal 

Government' •51  She sote bitterly: 

The Garden City of Australia! - A town of sub-standard huts and shacks, of roads 
and streets that are rapidly becoming almost impassable for traffic because of pot-
holes and unmade gutters; of people herded together into insanitary surroundings; 
of an over-staffed Government Service, of money wasted like water on non-
essentials such as parks and gardens, when roads are unmade; and buildings 
rapidly deteriorating for want of essential repairs; a town absolutely under 
Commonwealth Control; - a town without a future; - DARW[N!52  

In 1948 the Commonwealth had appointed a committee to visit Darwin and study 

conditions in the camps. All of the camps in and around Darwin were inspected, and 
the committee was unanimous in its view that conditions in the camps were below 

standard, and that extra facilities were urgently needed.53  However, as had been the 

case many times in the past in the case of committees appointed to look into 

Northern Territory issues, the recommendations were largely ignored and, apart from 

maintenance, nothing positive was done to resolve the situation until 1950, when the 

construction of new ground-level huts and cottages started. Under Labor with its 

vision of re-building post-war Darwin as a modern tropical city, little refurbishment 

had taken place of the town camps, seen as providing only temporary 

accommodation until new high-quality tropical housing could be built. The Liberal 

government that took office in December 1949 abandoned this vision in favour of a 

programme of providing inexpensive huts or cottages to house the working 

51 Litchfield, n.d. [1951], Darwin Today, p. 1. 
52 Litchfield, ud. [1951], Darwin Today, p.2. 

Redmond, 2001, AHistosy of Public Works in the Northern Territory, p. 149. 
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population. During the early 1950s funding for capital works in the Northern 

Territory was slashed: 

The new capital works program for the Department's principel client, the Northern 
Territory Adminisiration, was cut by half from $3.5m in 1950/51 to $1.6m in 

1951/52 to $1 5m in 1952/53. Consequently the rate of increase on capital works 
expenditure which was rising annually until 1950/1951 (there was an almost 100% 
increase from 1948/49 to 1949/50) slowed down.54  

Could the post-war situation in Darwin have been avoided? According to George 

Redmond, the answer is yes. He saw as the greatest impediment to the post-war 

reconstruction of Darwin, and the involvement of private business in the process, the 

fact that all privately owned property had been the subject of compulsory land 

acquisition to allow for the implementation of the 1946 Darwin Town Plan: 

In retrospect, the decision for wholesale resumption was a blunder because nothing 
was achieved and a great deal was lost. It meant the public trying to re-establish 
was inconvenienced to such an extent to make the implementation of the town plan 

practically impossible. Far more support would have been given to the town plan if 
property resumptions had been made only for essential changes. To have resumed 

the private property, enormously inconvenienced the public and then done 
practically nothing towards providing a better town plan almost amounts to 
criminal negligence.55  

By 1953 it appeared as though Darwin was destined to re-emerge along its pre-war 

lines of a shanty-town, with dwellings consisting mainly of war-time and new huts, 

and low-cost cottages. But, as had happened many times in the town's past, a saviour 

emerged to change the course of Darwin's future. In much the same way as the 

discovery of gold in the 1870s had led to early economic growth and development in 

54  Redmond, 2001, A Histoiy of Public Works in the Northern Territory, p. 154. 
" Redmond, 2001, A History of Public Works in the Northern Territory, p. 148. 
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the Northern Territory, the discovery of substantial deposits of uranium in the 

Territory re-ignited Canberra's political interest in the north. This resulted in a vast 

increase in Commonwealth funding for capital works and housing. 

It was only from the mid-1950s that Darwin began to participate in the prosperity of 

the post-war building boom, and to enjoy the provision of quality government 

housing that was already well underway in other parts of Australia. The belated 

explosion of building, in particular of government housing, commenced in the new 

suburbs of Fannie Bay and Paraparap. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
'Government Greys' 



CHAPTER NINE 

'Governmenl Greys' 

Two years ago Fanny Bay was little more that a place-name for a notorious gaol. 

Now it is a thriving suburb with more than 200 homes, of which 100 were built in 

100 days. 

Ruth Hair, 1957, Darwin - the new gateway, Walkabout.' 

The turning point for post-war housing construction in the Northern Territory, and 

the suburban development of the Fannie Bay area, can be linked directly to the 

opening in 1954 of the Rum Jungle Uranium Plant near Darwin. At the opening of 

the plant the Australian Prime Minister, R. G. Menzies, stated that 'Darwin would 

become a shoolace for Australia' 2  Two days later the announcement was made 

that the Commonwealth Government intended to commence a three-year 

development plan for Darwin, with funding in excess of five million pounds.3  The 

uranium boom underwrote the considerable urban development of Darwin and the 

economic growth of the Northern Territory during the 1950s and 1960s.4  An area 

targeted for housing to accommodate the increased number of public servants 

expected to service the economic expansion of the Northern Territory was Fannie 

Bay. Between 1955 and 1959 an estimated 500 houses, most of them constructed by 

the Commonwealth, were built in Fannie Bay.5  

1  Ruth Hay, 1957, Darwin -the new gatesny, Walkabout, 1 August, p.16. 
2  Barter, 1991, The 1950s uranium boom in the Northern Territory, Journal of Northern 
Territory History, No.2, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Darwin, p  19. 

Barter, 1991, The 1950s uranium boom in the Northern Territory, p.  19. 
Barter, 1991, The 1950s uranium boom in the Northern Territory, p. 25. 

L. T. Sardone, 1959, Salute to Darwin Aisport- and aviation, North Australian Monthly, 

December, p.6. 
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The housing designs adopted for the massive mid-1950s Commonwealth funded 

housing construction programme were elevated and louvred. With external walls of 

unpainted asbestos cement sheets, commonly referred to as 'fibro', they were dubbed 

'Government Greys' 6  The widespread use of asbestos in post-war housing in 

Australia was due to shortages of traditional materials such as bricks. Asbestos 

sheeting was particularly popular with owner-builders and prefabricating firms.7  

The enduring popularity of high-set elevated housing in Darwin is due to its capacity 

to cope with local climatic conditions. Darwin lies in the tropical 'Top End' of the 

Northern Territory, and has only two seasons. The Dry season from April to October 

has clear, sunny days with an average daily temperature of 30 degrees centigrade. 

During 'The Wet', more commonly referred to in other tropical regions as the 

monsoon season, all the annual rainfall takes place. Spectacular storms, torrential 

rain and cyclones, temperatures around 34 degrees centigrade with high humidity are 

common at this time. In such a climate, elevated houses serve the practical purpose 

of keeping living areas above storm water and possible flooding, and catch more 

cooling breezes than ground-level homes. They also serve to keep vulnerable 

housing timbers out of reach of marauding white ants. 

The seemingly indestructible white ant, noted for its devastation to buildings during 

the early days of settlement in the 1870s, was still creating havoc in Darwin in the 

1950s. Jim Buchanan remembers a stack of wharf limbers reduced to mere shells by 

white ants within a matter of weeks. The ants ate their way through concrete, and 

appeared impervious to poisons: 

6  Welke and Wi1son 1993, Darwin Centiul Area Herilage Study, p. xiv. 

Alastair Greig, 1995, The SluffDreams Are Made Of. Housing Provision in Australia 1945-1960, 

Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, pp. 128429. 



Because we knew no better, gallons of DDT and Dieldrin were sprayed on the 

ground before we poured and even added to the concrete mixing water; both 

poisons were used in quantities which would see us gaoled today. Brickwork was 

tantamount to giving them a ladder to save time in getting to the timber in the roof 
My 'Lucas' house had the roof timbers eaten out while I was away on 3 months 

leave. They went up inside a brick wall in the laundry leaving no trace.8  

Given the necessity of protecting buildings from the ravages of white ants, the 

development of elevated housing is not surprising. In the late nineteenth century the 

most common way of protecting buildings against the pest was by elevating them on 

large concrete blocks. Many of these survived both the cyclone of 1937, and World 

War II bombing. Jim Buchanan provided what is probably the best technical 

description of these houses: 

I recall memories of the real old-timers... located between Mitchell St. and the 

Esplanade ...They were huge in area, square in shape, louvred andlor solid shuttered 
around the perimeter floor to ceiling, had 15 foot verandahs all round, high ceilings 

with internal bedrooms in a block in the center of the house. A feature of the house 

was the.. - kitchen block built separate from the house. These buildings were 

mounted on massive concrete footings, with the floor level 2ft above the ground. 

1 inch dia. steel cables passed over the roof to be fastened into large concrete 

blocks with quite massive storm battens across the roof sheeting.9  

Photographs of Darwin housing in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

show that residents quickly took advantage of the wide verandahs to provide a cool 

and shaded living area. Many were quite elaborately adorned, with elegant furniture 

and potted plants: 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding ofDarwin 1946-1953, p. 24. 
Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 1. 
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The verandah had become the primary living space of the house. The 'internal' 
rooms of the conventional square plan form were becoming ancillary to the outside 
living mode.'°  

A feature of many of the early tropical buildings, and mentioned by Jacqueline 

O'Brien" in her description of the Parap Hotel before renovations in the 1930s, was 

that space was left under and above walls at ground and ceiling level to allow for air-

flow. This was common in Darwin buildings before the widespread use of electricity 

to drive fans and, later, air-conditioning. Up to the mid-1980s, there were still several 

early 1930s houses, low-set on concrete blocks, occupied by military personnel at 

Larrakeyah Barracks. While electricity and modern plumbing had been added, the 

houses retained the original feature of room divisions consisting of partial solid 

walls, which left substantial space at floor and ceiling levels. The floor space was a 

source of great entertainment for small children, who could move freely from room 

to room! The only area of privacy for parents was the main bedroom, which had full-

length floor to ceiling walls, and a door.12  

While the high-set elevated housing built in. Darwin during the early years of 

Commonwealth administration had full verandahs,13  from the late 1930s elevated 

housing designs were based on the architectural style introduced by B. C. G. 

Burnett.14  As documented in chapter five, Burnett discarded the traditional verandah 

in favour of enclosing the entire living area with banks of louvres on outside walls, 

and turning the 'entire house into one big verandah' .' 

'° Welke and WIlson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xiv. 
" Parap Hotel description in chapter five, p. 116. 
12  Personal observations when living at Larrakeyah Barracks in Darwin in the early 1980s. The 

houses were bought privately and relocated 1983/84. 
' Early housing, white ant problem and first fully elevated houses, chapter four, pp.  83-85. 
14  Burnett profile and architecture, chapter five, pp.  117-119. 
'5 Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xl. 
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R. A. Mclnnis, who had criticised the large Darwin town blocks in his 1940 Darwin 

town plan, thoroughly approved of the Burnett housing designs. As they took up less 

room than the older residences with their wide verandahs, they would allow for 

reduced block sizes.16  The Darwin town centre was divided into half-acre blocks, a 

size Goyder had been forced to adopt as a South Australian act of 1863 had offered 

this size to original investors.'7  

In looking at the changing architectural styles in Darwin, it is interesting to note that, 

for some reason, the proponents of the modem town planning movement in Australia 

had an aversion to verandahs. Mclnnis in his reports and diary made several 

disparaging comments regarding the proliferation of verandahs in Darwin, and the 

practice of building verandahs out over the pavement fronting business premises. His 

dislike of verandahs mirrors the views of the pioneer of the modern town planning 

movement in Australia, the English architect John Sulman. In his 1921 work An 

Introduction to the Study of Town Planning in Australia, Sulman made his aversion 

to street verandahs clear in a chapter titled 'Civic Aesthetics': 

Last but not least are the verandahs over the footways in the districts devoted to 
retail trade. Those that are hung are less objectionable than those supported on 

posts, but both are architecturally bad, and the city street of a city will never be 
satisfactory till they are 

Sulman, taking into account the harsh Australian climate, was not quite clear as to 

how this could be achieved. The projecting roller blinds supported by iron rods, as 

used in England and elsewhere, would not withstand the Australian weather. 

16 Mclrmis, 1940,A Town Planning Scheme for the Town ofDarwin, pp.  34-35. Gibson, 1997, Bag- 

huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats, p.  12. 
' Kathy de La Rue, 1988, An Historical Geography ofDarwin, p. 9. 

John Sulman, 1921, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning in Australia, Government 

Printer of New South Wales, Sydney. p. 147. 
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Sulman' s conclusion was that the best solution would be permanent arcades or 

colonnades like those in Bologna, or streets in Paris such as the Rue de Rivoli.19  The 

retail complex in the Canberra City Centre with its colonnade of curved arches over 

wide walkways is probably a classic example of what Sulman envisaged. However, 

it is an isolated example of its kind. For places such as Darwin, such expensive and 

grandiose designs were never adopted. The end result was simply that, in the post-

World War II era, verandahs over-hanging the pavement were largely dispensed 

with, thus depriving shoppers of shelter from the monsoonal downpours that are 

common during the Wet Season. It also destroyed a certain uniformity provided by 

the traditional post-supported verandahs that fronted business premises. 

The ugliness of retail areas sporting an assortment of bare frontages and partial 

overhangs in places such as Darwin, and in more prosperous cities such as Sydney 

and Melbourne, adorned with garish signage and neon lights, is undoubtedly not 

what either Sulman or Mclnnis had in mind, but it is a feature of many post-war 

shopping precincts throughout Australia. Robin Boyd, in his critique on Featurism in 

The Australian Ugliness, noted this lack of a cohesive architectural style and external 

presentation in post-war retail precincts in 1950s Australia. Featurism was unlike 

previous architectural forms in that it neither 'gently lay down with nature', nor 

'proudly stood up in contrast' •20  Boyd described Featuristic architecture as 'neither 

sympathetic nor challenging, but evasive, a nervous architectural chattering avoiding 

any mention of the landscape' 21  

As Featurism raged, buildings that were in tune with the Australian landscape were 

either demolished or veneered with 'modem' materials. Brick veneer homes, neon 

signs and the use of plastic were all part of the architecture and decoration of the 

19  Sulman, 1921, An introduclion to the Study of Town Planning in Australia, p. 147. 
20  Robin Boyd, 1968, (first published in 1960), The Australian Ugliness, Penguin Books, 

Adelaide, p.  23. 
21  Boyd, 1968, The Australian Ugliness, p. 13. 
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1950s and 1960s. It was a time of individualism in which 'buildings were isolated 

from one another by their lack of a co-ordinating current of artistic philosophy' •22 

Boyd noted that in the late 1950s, Featurism 'laid its sticky fingers' on earlier 

attempts at unity in Canberra. One of the casualties was the long arcaded Civic 

Centre, where the uniformity of the Centre began to break up into stripes of different 

colours as shopkeepers decided to feature their own arches.23  

As Boyd's work was published in 1960, Featurism had as yet made little impact on 

retail or residential building in Darwin. He did, however, mention Darwin Airport 

where, since civil aviation had ceased at the old Civil Aerodrome in Fannie Bay in 

1947, new administration and services buildings had been erected at the R.AAF 

military aerodrome to cater for the growth in civilian air travel. Boyd recounted what 

greeted the visitor in the reception area of the new terminal: 

He sees numerous primary colours in pamtwork and brilliant plastic chair 

coverings, richly polished wood trimmings, spun light fittings of bright copper 
preserved in lacquer, black wrought iron vases shaped like birds screwed to the 
wall at eye-level and holding bright little bunches of [plastic] pink and orange 
flower heads... Here is a good introduction to Australian ways, and it is a cheerful 

and compact example of the visual style that rules everywhere that man has made 
his mark on this continent the style of Featurism.24  

While Featurism did not start to impact on residential buildings in Darwin until the 

late 1950s, the style of housing designed by Burnett, and copied in various forms 

during the late 1940s and 1950s, did impact in that, in line with the move away from 

verandabs in retail areas, Darwin residents were deprived of their much-loved private 

verandahs. It did not matter that architects and planners regarded the housing styles 

22  Boyd, 1968, The Australian Ugliness, p. 34. 

23  Boyd, 1968, The Australian Ugliness,p. 30. 
24  Boyd, 1968, The Australian Ugliness, pp.  22-23. 
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that Burnett designed and influenced as tnumphs of tropical architecture, Darwin 

residents had other ideas. The common response to the discontinuation of verandahs 

was that people moved their main living and entertainment focus to under the 

verandahiess elevated houses: 

The area below more than compensated for the loss of the verandah.., there was 

through-flow of air unobstructed by slats or walls. It was a retreat on hot and 

oppressive days... set in a tropical garden it was ideal for entertaining and suited 

the Territory's way of life admirably.25  

While Burnett did not return to Darwin, in the immediate post-war period the 

government housing styles adopted incorporated many of the Burnett design 

initiatives, featuring banks of louvres inset with casement windows, and built to a 

square or L shape design. These included the A, G and M Series, and were 

commonly two-bedroom dwellings. With an increase in demand for family housing, 

as early as 1951 it was recommended that the small gauze enclosed sleep-outs 

[which could be utilized as verandahs] on the G Type should be fitted with louvres to 

increase their utility. Later, new designs with at least three bed-rooms were created 

to fulfill the demand for quality public service housing, and the larger families of the 

post-war 'baby boom.26  A common feature in the later designs was that any attempt 

at providing a verandah area was abandoned. The discarding of what were regarded 

as inessentials in early post-war housing was a common feature in housing 

throughout Australia. The nation-wide shortage of materials stripped the average 

house to its minimum necessities. Features such as verandahs, porches and 

Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Northern Temtory, p.  232. Under-house entertaining 

was the common practice in the 1950s Commonwealth elevated housing until private purchasers 

started adding verandahs. Many, such as the author's D5 purchased in 1984, had the under-house area 

partially enclosed with open brickwork to provide privacy. 
26  Keys, 1997, Government greys, p.  30. 
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decorative trimmings were omitted as a result of financial stringency rather than a 

widespread belief in clean-lined architectural minimalism.27  

In Darwin, the quality and size of housing allocated was determined by the social 

status of an individual within the community. The heads of Commonwealth 

departments resided at Myilly Point in houses named specifically for their use, such 

as Mines House and Audit House. The senior army officer also had an allocated 

house at the end of Myilly Point. In the early 1950s a re-located Burnett house on the 

Esplanade was designated as Admiralty House, and occupied by the senior officer of 

the Royal Australian Nasy [RAN]. Other high-ranking RAN officers had houses in 

the heart of the town, and married RAN patrol boat captains had an allocated 

precinct of houses on what is now the site of the Magistrates Court spanning Woods 

Street and Cavenagh Street.28  

Other levels of public servants were provided with housing or single accommodation 

in flats in the central Darwin town area. Apart from marital status, the level of salary 

was an important factor in determining the design of housing allocated. An example 

of this recorded by Sue Keys was a case in which it was proposed to build a type 

CiA for a non-executive level public servant with a large family on Temira, now 

Myilly, Terrace. This design was prescribed only for executive officers with a salary 

of over 2 493 pounds. To get around this problem, the contract was altered to allow 

for the construction of a four-bedroom Type D8, which was slightly smaller but 

considered a superior design. Thus the proprieties were observecL Keys also recorded 

a neat case of circumvention of regulations in a case where a requisition for the 

construction of two four-bedroom houses was rejected, as public housing standards 

27 Greig, 1995, The Siuff DreamsAre Made Of,  p.  130. 

28  The'WoodStreet' houses were in use by the RAN onmyarnva1in Darwin ini972,and remained 

in use until after Cyclone Tracy in 1974. 
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did not allow for more than three bedrooms The design was promptly changed to a 

house with three bedrooms - with a sleep-out.29  

In an effort to address the critical housing shortage in the late 1940s, an attempt was 

made to have the A Type pre-fabricated and sent to Darwin. This did not prove cost-

effective and was discontinued in favour of designing a new series of traditionally 

constructed housing.3°  Both the A and Al houses are mentioned in Susan Marsden' s 

study of post-war urban heritage as worthy of heritage recogmlion.31  There is no 

record of either the A Type or executive-level housing types built in the Fannie Bay 

area in the post-war era. However, several of the early post-war designs survive in 

the Fannie Bay area, mainly around the older area in the vicinity of the Parap Village 

Shopping Centre.32  They can be easily identified by the fact that they are supported 

on concrete columns, rather than the steel columns used in later 1950s designs. 

The construction of concrete support columns was a costly and time-consuming 

business. In the early post-war years, with memories of the 1937 cyclone still vivid, 

Commonwealth directives insisted that buildings were designed and constructed to 

be cyclone-proof. The average house took 50 tons of concrete to provide twenty-five 

concrete support columns. Firstly, a footing for each stump had to be cut into solid 

rock. This was followed by the installation of the columns: 

A 9in [inch] square stump about 6ft [foot] high was poured to level in removable 
steel form and the concrete reinforced with a cage of steel and holding down bolts 

29  Keys, 1997, Government greys, p. 30. 
° Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xliv. 

31  Marsden, 2000, Urban Heritage: The Rise and Post-war Development ofAustralia 's 
Capital City Centres, listed onp. 115. 
32  The different styles of housing can be identified by studying the documentation and photographs 
provided in Keys and Brailsford, 1998, Parap - An Architectural Survey. 
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were left to pick up bearers. The stumps were cross-braced with heavy galv. Steel 
rod in the end rows and down the middle.33  

Placing buildings on tall columns posed several engineering problems. According to 

Jim Buchanan, it immediately increased the overturning loading on the structure, and 
created the need for a hinge like resistance, which called for additional lateral 

bracing on the walls. The floor had also to be prevented from moving in a vertical 

direction, and restrained to resist torsional forces in the stumps. This procedure had 

to be meticulously followed through so that the structure was tied together from the 

roof sheetings to the footings.34  

During the late 1950s architects moved away from the square or L-shaped housing to 

housing designs that were reduced to a simple linear plan, with banks of louvres on 

both outside and internal partition walls. There was increasing use of metal and 
glass, rather than asbestos lou'vres, and steel rather than concrete columns.35  The 

first series of houses to wholly embrace these principles was the 1) Series, Dl to D5: 

Typically all elevated (except the D3 which incorporated a ground level living 
area) these buildings provided Darwin with a its first taste of southern 
stylism. .. The angular columns, slender steelwork and, internally, a unique multi-
colour scheme which was generally fashionable elsewhere, were incorporated for 
the first time in this series.36  

The majority of housing constructed in the Fannie Bay area from the mid-1950s 

comprised the three bedroom D Series and the later C Series. [Plate 211 The least 

successful design was the D3 with its ground level living area Apart from the 

Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946- 1953, pp.22-23. 
34  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  22. 
35  Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xlv. 
36  Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xlv. 
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ground-level area being subject to flooding, the hopper windows used in the original 

design couki not be absolutely water-proofed, and had to be replaced.37  In some 

cases this was done by installing obscured glass louvres from the first bank of metal 

louvres up to the top of the second story ceiling level, a vast expanse of glass.38  

In the elevated houses a few designs were tried that had windows in the gable ends, 

or incorporated both casement windows and louvres. [Plate 22] Due to the water-

proofing difficulties, and the drive to reduce costs, such experiments were soon 

discontinued. Most of the late 1950s Commonwealth housing in Fannie Bay 

consisted of the elevated styles with standard blank end gable walls, and floor to 

ceiling external louvres. The internal banks of metal louvres were partial to within 

about three feet of the ceiling. An architect with the Department of Works and 

Housing summarised the advantages of the elevated and louvered housing designs 

used for post-war government housing in Darwin: 

Of the designs that have been used so far, probably the most typical of Darwin is a 
long house essentially one room wide, for maximum ventilation. At one end is the 
main bedroom, occupying the width of the house. Adjoining it is a line of 
bedrooms opening onto a hallway... louvres along both sides of the house run 
practically from floor to ceiling. The smaller bedrooms also have louvres in their 
hallway walls. This allows a breeze to blow clear through the house when the 
louvres are open. In the wet, when a sudden storm comes, outside wail louvres can 
be quickly closed to keep out the rain. 39 

37  Keys, 1997, Government greys, p.  31. 
38  Ilivedfrom 1978to 198OinaD3 with fulltwostorylouvres. The livmgareawasverycool,but 
the upper louvres were difficult to clean as they could not be reached from the offset bedroom level. 

39  A house built for the tropics, Northern Territory Affairs, Vol.2, January 1971, Department of the 
Interior, Canberra, p  20. (Author not named). 



All houses were, as far as possible, aligned north/south and had eaves more than a 
metre wide to provide shade.4°  The emphasis on protecting the interiors of houses 
from direct sunlight was an issue of some concern when it was realized that 
adherence to these principles would result in houses on East Point Road having blank 
end walls facing the sea view. Design principles won out since an oblique sea view 
could be obtained. While most of the 1950s homes on East Point Road have long 
since been graced with the addition of a verandah, the Dl house at 32 East Point 
Road remains unchanged, with its blank end wall facing the sea. 

Internally, the 1950s houses differed from earlier designs in that, as a cost saving 
exercise, the standard ceiling height was lowered. As overhead fans were the norm, 
this proved somewhat of a hazard. As Jim Buchanan noted dryly 'how many babies 
were decapitated or exuberant talkers hands lost is not recorded' .41  Another 
disadvantage was unwittingly brought about by the discarding in tropical architecture 
of the 1950s of both the earlier wide verandahs and the solid asbestos Iouvres used in 
the Burnett houses, both of which had provided protection from the sun, and privacy. 
In the 1950s designs metal louvres were used in the lower sections of widows, and 
obscured glass Iouvres used for upper sections. Apart from the glare produced by 
sunlight striking the glass, their use also had an impact on privacy, leading to the 
suggestion that metal louwes should be used up to within three feet of the ceiling.42  

The floors in the 1950s Commonwealth houses were commonly constructed of 
cypress pine. As new houses were handed over sanded but unsealed, what happened 
to the floors was up to the individual tenants. Many stained the floors resulting in a 
uniform dark broi or black finisk Others covered them with linoleum or carpet. It 
was not until the later use of gloss varnish that the grain and beauty of the natural 
wood used for the flooring was highlighted. As the pace of construction increased, 
4° Ahouse built for the tropics, 1971, p. 20. 

Buchanan, 2000,TheRebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 31. 
42  Keys, 1997, Government greys, p.  32. 
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the area around Darwin was rapidly denuded of cypress pine. By 1958 houses in 

Fannie Bay were being floored by consignments collected in the Katherine region. 
The collection of any wild cypress pine in the Northern Territory was banned in 
1963, plantation cypress pine or jarrah imported from Western Australia being used 
in future building construction.43  

The internal 'unique multi-colour scheme generally fashionable elsewhere' 
mentioned by Welke and Wilson as having been introduced for the first time in the D 
Series was not a feature of Commonwealth housing until the late 1950s. When Beth 
Hogan moved from 'The Parap FIats' to a new allocated D2 Type house in 1956 at 

34 East Point Rd., all the interior walls were painted a 'neutral' shade. The row of 
Commonwealth built houses along the lower section of East Point Road between 

Bullocky Point and the Gaol were alternating Dl and D2 Types. All had pale interior 
paintwork, and sanded but not sealed floors. While wardrobe spaces were inset these, 
unlike later houses, had no doors and had to be covered with curtains. Rather than 
light switches inset in the walls, lights were turned on by pulling cords attached to 
the electrical wiring installed in the ceiling. In 2002 at least one of the D Types on 
East Point Road retained the original cord system. 44  

The 'unique multi-colour'45  internal paint scheme adopted by the Commonwealth for 

the D Series of houses in Fannie Bay and Parap was certainly in place by 1958. The 
extensive use of colour was part of the Featurist movement then sweeping Australia. 
Boyd provides a vivid description of a typical Featuristc living room of the 1950s: 

' Information provided byM. Materazzo, who has undertaken most of the sanding/sealing of floors 
in Commonwealth housing in Darwin since the 1950s. He noted that the floors in my D5, which he 
had sanded when it was built in 1958, featured wild cypress pine from Katherine. 

44  Ongoing conversations with Beth Hogan regarding Fannie Bay from 1950. The house next to her 
on East Point Road still had the original cord electric light system. 
' Welke and Wilson, 1993, Darwin Central Area Heritage Study, p. xlv. 
46  When purchased in 1984 my 1958 D5 still had the original pea-green walls in one room. 
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The table top features hard laminated plastic in a pattern of pinks resembling the 
Aurora Australia. The table mats area a lacework of soft plastic, red roses in the 
central bowl are a softer plastic, the pepper and salt shakers are the hardest of all 
And, soft or hard, all this plastic is featured in the most vivid primary pillar-box 
red, butter yellow, sky blue, pea green, innocent of any idea of secondary or 
tertiary tints, and all strikingly prominent against the pale, hot pastel tints of the 
flat plastic paint on the walls. 47  

The Featuristic internal colour scheme remained in use in Commonwealth housing, 
in Darwin and elsewhere in Australia, up to the mid-1970s. As mentioned by Boyd, 

the so-called pastels were 'hot' and harsh rather than delicate shades. They consisted 

of a sickly pink, a baby blue and a peculiar green that managed to avoid conveying 

any impression of being fresh or cool. Each house had its share of all colours. If the 
living room was painted blue, then the kitchen would be pink or green. Each 
bedroom was painted a different colour. 

While people in the early post-war era may, after the drab years of depression and 

war, have delighted in the bright internal colour-scheme, times and fashions change. 
By the 1970s, at which time there was still a need for government housing in 

providing for short-term postings to places such as Darwin, there were increasing 
demands from younger occupants of Commonwealth housing for a neutral colour 

scheme to be adopted in place of the out-dated colours of the 1950s. A particular 
horror for wives was getting a pink living-room, a colour which rarely matched any 
private purchase, and clashed violently with the fabrics on lounges and dining room 

chairs, by the early 1970s. invariably orange and brown, provided by the 

Commonwealth or Defence housing authorities. It was not until the mid-1970s, 

corresponding in Darwin to the reconstruction of the city after Cyclone Tracy in 

47  Boyd, 1968, The Aust,ulian Ugliness, p.  47 
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1974, that Commonwealth housing agencies finally bowed to the wishes of tenants 
and adopted a neutral internal paint scheme for housmg.48  

While the building of houses escalated in Fannie Bay during the 1950s, a major 

problem throughout the decade was the lack of professional builders. In recollecting 

the building situation in Darwin prior to his departure in 1953, Jim Buchanan noted 

'the total inadequacy of the Darwin building industry to undertake even the most 
modest of building projects' .' Under the tender system in place at the time, a master 
builder with the Commonwealth was expected to be a person of some substance, and 
be capable of financing a significant part of the contract before receiving progress 
payments. With banks reluctant to advance funds, many aspiring contractors were 

blocked from entering the construction industry. In time, the Greek community got 

behind some of their young men by providing the finance needed to enter the 
industry. While their initial attempts at building 'caused some heartaches', Buchanan 
believed that expanding the base of builders in Darwin was a positive outcome for 
Darwin.50  Amongst the heartaches caused by inexperienced builders and tradesmen 
was that all the ceiling paint on the Dl and D2 houses along East Point Road flaked 
off within months as the ceiling had not been properly sealed.5' 

The entry by unqualified and under-financed builders into the construction industry 
had more serious consequences, related to the standard of building. In 1957, in an 
article on building conditions in Darwin, Trevor Mitchell noted that, with no 
organised association of qualified builders in the Northern Territory, there- were few 
restrictions on who could tender for work. Keen to capitalise on the boom in 

construction, many men who had little building experience or finance tendered for 

Personal recollecl]ons of living in Commonwealth Defence llousing in Darwin and elsewhere in 
Australia, during the 1970s and 1980s. 

4,9  Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, pp.  17-18. 
° Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  18. 

Information provided by resident, Beth Hogan. 
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the lucrative Commonwealth contracts A common feature of their tenders was that 

they substantially under-cut those submitted by experienced builders. An example 

related to tenders for Parap School, where one tender submitted was under eighty-

seven thousand pounds, way below the sum of one hundred and two thousand 
pounds estimated as a realistic price. This tender was later recalled by the Works 

Department as the tenderer proved to have little or no capital:52  

The result of this haphazard handling of tenders is that builders competent to cany 
out the work must stand by and watch a successful tenderer wend his way towards 
bankruptcy or insolvency.., many builders go broke and. .. other builders get fed up 
and leave.53  

It can only be a matter of conjecture as to whether or not the decision of Bill 
Richardson54  to cease tendering for Commonwealth housing tenders in the late 1950s 

was influenced by the prevalence of under-cutting in the construction industry. 

Richardson was by far the most prolific builder of houses in Fannie Bay and Parap 

during the mid to late 1950s. In 1955 the Commonwealth awarded Richardson a 

contract to build 100 houses.55  Between 1954 and 1958 he constructed 240 

Commonwealth houses. In 1958 his contracts included the building of 30 out of the 

90 houses erected in the sub-division of Bagot near the Two-and-a-Half-Mile 

Railway depot. [Plate 231 Part of the original suburb of Fannie Bay, it was 

subsequently given the separate name of Bagot, and finally re-named Ludmilla. After 

completing his 1958 contracts Richardson, who served as inaugural Mayor in the 

52  Mitchell, 1957, Building conditions in Darwin, p.  36. 
53  Mitchell, 1957, Building conditions in Darwin, p.  36. 
54  Helen J. Wilson, 1992, Richardson, Lucius Lawrence D'Arcy (Bill) (1903-1971), in Carment and 
James (eds.), NTDB, Volume Two, pp. 176-177. 

Keys, 1996, The Architecture of Post War Parap, p.6. 
Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Northern Territory, p.  240. 
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Darwin Town Council, re-established in 1957, left Darwin. He returned to Darwin in 
1960, but did not tender for further Commonwealth housing contracts.57  

While the post-war efforts by the Commonwealth in plairning for Darwin can only be 
regarded as a failure, the contribution made by the Commonwealth in the provision 
of housing under-pinned the first real population growth in the Northern Territory 
since 1869. The population of Darwin, which had stood at 5 208 in 1947 more than 
doubled to 10 807 by 1957. A large proportion of this increase was due to the fact 
that with new Commonwealth housing available, public servants brought their 
families with them to Darwin. Much to the envy, and at times resentment, of those 
struggling privately to build homes and purchase household items in short supply, 
many public servants, excluding those classified as 'Industrial'58  were provided with 
every possible household commodity, from fridges to stoves, furniture and 
bedding.59  As an incentive to remain in Darwin, government houses could be 
purchased by tenants for either cash or a minimum deposit of five per cent of the first 
two thousand pounds and ten per cent of the balance.60  

Aerial photographs from the late 1950s show that housing development in the 
suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap was virtually complete by the end of the decade. 
One taken in 1957, before trees and lush vegetation surrounded the houses, provides 
a unique view of the rows of 'Government Greys' built in the area. It also shows 
clearly that a substantial H-shaped primary school, designed for the tropics, was 

17  Redmond, 2001, A History of Works in the Northern Territory, p.  240. 
Information provided by Beth Hogan. Her husband as a fitter and turner was classified as 

'Industrial', and therefore not entitled to furnishings. 
59  Keys, 1997, Government Greys, p.29. Also, information provided by Jean Vickery, who ran a 
private business in the post-war era and therefore was not entitled to any of the provisions made to 
occupants of Commonwealth housing 
° Northern Territory Centenary of Exploration, 1960, Department of Temtones, Commonwealth of 
Australia, Canberra, pp. 22-33. Also, Ahouse built for the tropics, 1971, p. 19. 
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already in place. [Plate 24] There was, however, still much to be done to complete 

the new suburbs. In modem housing precincts most of the infrastructure, such as 

sealed roads and drainage, is in place before building coimnences. In the suburbs of 

Fannie Bay and Paraparap, while the 1950s had been a time of hectic housing 

construction, it was not until the 1960s that issues such as roadworks and the 

provision of amenities for the community were addressed. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

The Suburb Settles In 

Fannie Bay is a quiet suburb of government dwellmgs and pnvate homes Many of 
the homes along the bay are m the luxury class despite the presence of Her 
Majesty s Gaol in the centre of what is regarded as a 'better residential area 

Darwm zsawayofLife 1963 

During the 1960s works were undertaken in the Fannie Bay area that did much to 

establish its reputation as a prime residential area. The Darwin City Council, which 

had been re-established in 1957, commenced sealing the roads and initiated a tree 

planting programme. The council also built an Olympic size swimming pool, the first 

in Darwin, in Parap. A new high school was built on the site of the old Vestey meat-

works on Bullocky Point. This, added to the established primary and infant schools, 

provided comprehensive coverage of educational needs. For recreation there were 

several sporting clubs. Racing had re-commenced at the Fannie Bay Racecourse in 

the late 1950s, and the Darwin Sailing Club was established in 1964 on the foreshore 

near the Fannie Bay Gaol. Private enterprise also played an important role in 

providing recreational services. A picture theatre was built, and an elegant hotel was 

constructed on the waterfront near East Point. By the end of the decade, residents of 

the suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap enjoyed a range of amenities unrivalled in other 

suburban areas of Darwin. 

The Darwin City Council [DCC], the name was changed from Darwin Municipal 

Council when Darwin was proclaimed a city on 26 January 1959, was faced with 

several problems during its early years. As has all too often been the case throughout 

Darwin's history, friction and dissent, both internal and in relationships with other 

Darwin ... is a Way of Life,  1963, Commonwealth Government Printers Canberra, p. 27. 
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organisations, soon emerged to impede progress. There were early tensions between 

elected councilors and administrative staff. The Town Clerk and the Council 

Engineer both resented interference from counciors, and public criticism of their 

performances. By 1960 they had resigned, as had several other key personnel.2  There 

was also friction between the DCC and. the Northern Territory Administration. The 

main sources of contention were the allocation of funding for roads, and the fact that 

the Administration and not the Council controlled tender conditions and construction 

priorities. The slow rate of road construction in Darwin, and in particular in the 

Fannie Bay area, was the subject of much criticism: 

The state of the roads gave frequent rise to irate comments by residents, 

community groups and the judiciaty. For its part, the government maintained that 

much of the problem lay in Council's decision-making and management 

deficiencies and the inability of the council to spend its financial allocations in 

proper time. During the period there were several heated exchanges on particular 

projects: the most acrimonious concerned Ross-Smith Avenue, the road works at 

the Fannie Bay and Parap Shopping Centres, Daly Street and Bagot Road.3  

That road construction was, unlike later planned sub-divisions and private housing 

developments, undertaken after housing had been erected was not a problem unique 

to Darwin. In the haste to address the massive post-war housing shortages in 

Australia, infrastructure was often added long after suburbs had been established: 

The rapid urbanization of post-war Australia left in its wake an enormous back-log 

in infrastructural provision. By 1960, one quarter of Sydney's residents were 

without mains sewerage and three-quarters of those lived in the outer suburbs. In 

2  Alistair Heatley, 1986, A City Grows: A History of the Darwin City Council 1957-1984, North 
Australia Research Unit, Australian National University, Darwin, p. 97. 

Heatley, 1986,A City Grows, p. 50. 
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these suburbs other amenities - such as public transport or sealed roads - often 
remained either non-existent or inadequate well into the 1960s.4  

Newspaper reports of the time show that both the Fannie Bay and Parap shopping 

areas were in a poor state during the early 1960s. In January 1963, in the middle of 

the Wet Season, the Northern Territory News carried a story headed 'Marooned in 

Their Houses' in which it described the sea of water lapping against some houses in 

north Fannie Bay across to the back of the Fannie Bay shops.' The problems were 

somewhat different during the Dry Season when the paper, under a banner heading 
'Parap Centre-Neglected Overgrown Eyesore', carried a report on the complaints of 
shop owners in the Parap Shopping Centre. A major concern was the clouds of red 

dust from the unsealed roads that blew into their shops. There were also deep 
potholes in the roads fronting the shops, and the central area was full of long grass, 

weeds and rubbish. The News reported that the business people in the centre were 

demanding to know: 'What of Council plans for the North's garden city?' This may 

have been somewhat unfair as one shop owner had made the point that it was 

proclaimed a shopping centre by the Northern Territory Administration, and that the 

Administration should either hand it over to the Council or look after the centre.6  

Peter Bekkers, who arrived in Darwin in 1959 as an engineer with the Lands Branch, 

remembered the condition of Ross Smith Avenue, more commonly referred to as 

simply 'the strip'. Up to the early 1960s only half of 'the strip' was in use for traffic. 
For houses along the strip, such as Bekkers' at 30 Corngrave Street, it was 'quite a 

challenge' to develop a lawn due to dust from passing traffic. One of Bekkers' first 

tasks was pegging the Fannie Bay allotments that already had houses on them to 

enable contractors to commence fencing. There was a group of three shops at the 

open, harbour end of the strip at Fannie Bay. One of the shops was owned by Harry 

(3re1g; 1995, The SiuffDreamsAre Made Of,  p. 40. 

Northern Territory News, 15 January 1963. 
6 Northern Territory News, 4 April 1963. 
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Chan. 'He would always drive slowly on Ross Smith Avenue waving happily to all 

and sundry' . As a Darwin born Chinese, Chan was an important figure in 

establishing Darwin's reputation as a multicultural city that lived in harmony with its 

mix of races. Known as 'the Happy Grocer', Chan was popular with all levels of 

society. He was elected by a large majority to represent Fannie Bay when he stood 

for election to the Darwin City Council in 1960. He was re-elected in 1963 and, 

when he stood for the position of Mayor in 1966, had a landslide victory. In 1965 he 

was elected unopposed as President of the Legislative Council. 

Chan's political successes focused media attention on Darwin. That an Australian 
of Asian ancestry was democratically elected to high office was given wide 
publicity in Australia and overseas and did much to counter the unfavourable 
reputation of Australia being racist.8  

By the time Chan was elected to the Darwin City Council in 1960 the Council was 

already mired in an undertaking of its own choosing - the construction of an 

Olympic size swimming pool alongside Ross-Smith Avenue. That the decision to 

proceed with the Darwin Olympic Pool, more commonly referred to as the Parap 

Pool, was taken in October 1957, only a few months after the Council had been 

formed and faced with responsibility for a massive road-works programme, is 

difficult to understand.. The main reason appears to be that, with the old saltwater 

Lameroo baths on the Esplanade in a dilapidated state, the Darwin population had no 

access to safe public swmmung facilities during the monsoonal Wet Season. Most 

council candidates in 1957 gave a high priority to the provision of a public pool. 

Peter Bekker to Eve Gibson 18 April 2001. 

s Eve Gibson, 1992, Chan, Hen Fook (Harry) (1918-1969), in Carment and James (eds.), NTDB, 

Volume Two, pp.  2728. 

Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p. 73. 
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Community expectation that a local council would provide such a facility was a 

factor in gaining support for local government.'0  

For whatever reason the decision was made to proceed so rapidly on such a huge 

project, the result proved a disaster for the Council: 

Altogether the Council's early incapacity for coherent and disciplined decision-
making was demonstrated starkly over the Parap Pool. Over nearly every aspect of 
planning and implementation, much argument and indecision ensued. The Council 
lurched from one crisis to another with seemingly little consideration of its 

fractured actions.1  

The Council was dependent on the Commonwealth for funding the construction of 

the Parap Pool. The original grant offered was $40 000, but when estimates indicated 

that a sum of not less than $110 000 would be required, the funding was increased to 

$55 000. Initial tenders received were in the region of $170 000. The Council finally 

accepted an 'austerity model' of around $130 000 from Fortiades and Nickolakis. 

Extra funding for the pool project had to be found through bank loans. The pooi was 

opened in May 1960 but, like many people who built privately at that time, Council 

paid the long-term price for employing low-cost and inexperienced, builders. Owing 

to design faults and faulty workmanship the Parap Pool had to close for seven 

months in 1964.12 

One of the major aims of the Darwin City Council was to gain control of planning, 

something that was commonly the responsibility of local councils in the Australian 

States. In 1963 Harcourt Long was appointed as Regional Planner in Darwin. Alistair 

Heatley's 1986 work on the history of the Darwin City Council 195 7-1984, A City 

'° Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p. 73. 

11  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p. 74. 
z Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, pp. 73-74. 
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Grows, is somewhat misleading on the issue of Long's appointment. In the course of 

one long paragraph he listed early criticism by the DCC of the planning process, of 

allotment sizes, road access and the wide spread of residential development. He then 

stressed the repeated demands by Council for the transference of planning powers to 

its control. The paragraph concludes: 

With the appointment of a Regional Planning Officer in 1963 [Harcourt Long] and 

the enactment of updated planning legislation in 1964, the problems arising from 

the inadequacy of the postwar system were finally taclded.13  

This information is somewhat hazy as to who actually appointed Long, and could be 

construed as meaning that the appointment was by Council. Heatley may have been 

simply repeating information provided by Council aldermen and staff for the work, 

which was commissioned by the Darwin City Council. That Harcourt Long was a 

Council appointee is clearly still believed by many aldermen and staff. When 

properties in the Fannie Bay area suffered severe drainage and flooding problems 

during the record rainfalls of the early 1990s, approaches to Council met with the 

response that, as the suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap had been built before it had 

been involved in planning, Council bore no responsibility for the problems.'4  

On contacting Long, in 2002 resident in Melbourne, to clarify the situation with 

regards his Darwin appointment, he referred me to his biography which, written by 

Donal Raethel in full consultation with Long, contained an accurate record of his 

professional career. The biography clears up any confusion as to his Darwin 

appointment. Long had attended the University of Melbourne, where he graduated as 

a Bachelor of Architecture and with a postgraduate Diploma of Town and Regional 

Planning. He worked for the Victorian Town Planning Board, and later as senior 

planning officer for the West Australian Town Planning Department.. Long's design 

13  Heatley, 1986, A Cizy Grows, p. S. 
14  Personal experience of flooding necessitating expensive diainage works. 
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for the town of Kununurra brought him to the attention of the Northern Territory 

Administration. In 1963 he was appointed by the Administration, therefore by the 

Commonwealth, to take up the position of Chief Town Planner in Darwin. He headed 

a separate planning section set up in the Lands and Survey Branch office.15  That 
would seem to have been a logical location for the new planning section as Arthur 

Miller, with his wide knowledge of planning issues since 1940, was still in place at 

Lands until his retirement in 1964. In 1963 a Town Planning Board was formed. 

Long provided a list of the main players on the Board between 1963 up to his 
departure from Darwin in 1970: 

George Redmond Director of Works 

Dick Ward Solicitor and MLC 

Tony Richardson Director Lands Department 

Ted D'Ambrosio Darwin City Council 

Harcourt Long NT Foundation Planner 

Roger Dean Administrator.'6  

The Legislative Council approved the Darwin town plan that was prepared by the 
Board. It did not, however, approve the Ordinance, which forms part of every 
statutory planning scheme. This was not approved until after Long left the Northern 

Territory in 1970. According to Long, during his time in Darwin land was still 
subject to the leasehold conditions under which land was sold after the Darwin 

Lands Acquisition Bill of 1945 was implemented: 

In many ways the lack of an ordinance worked very well, as it allowed greater 
flexibility for both the public and the Planning Authority at a time when it was 
'feeling its way'.17  

15  Donal Raethel, 1996, Long, Harcourt Hilton (1922- ), in Carment and Wilson (eds.), 
NTDB, Volume Three, pp. 199-201. 
16  Harcourt Long to Eve Gibson, 25 March 2002. 
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That the lack of an ordinance worked veiy well was not the view of S. A. King, who 

included an historical analysis of planning prior to 1974 in his work on land use 

changes in Darwin after Cyclone Tracy. The Town Planning Ordinance 1964-1972 

[N. T.] was introduced in 1964, and a Darwin Town Plan prepared and gazetted in 

1966. However, the plan was declared invalid by the Land and Valuation Tribunal in 

April 1968 and remained so until amending legislation was passed in March 1970.18  

At variance with Long's recollection of purely leasehold land, King recorded that 

many problems stemmed from the fact that from 1962 the Northern Territory had in 

place a dual system of leasehold and freehold land tenure unique in Australia.19  The 

system was confusing and unwieldy: 

[By] 1974, the Darwin Town Planning Scheme was fragmented and included more 
than seventy different use categories. The system had proved inflexible and 

pedantic, and constituted a negative approach to urban planning.20  

With the suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap already established, the Fannie Bay area 

was largely una.ffected by the change in planning techniques used by Long in 

planning the new northern suburbs of Darwin. Long's approach to planning reflected 

the commonly held principles and ideals of the modern town planning movement 

The simple grid system favoured by the early surveyor planners was assiduously 

avoided.. Interconnected by arterial roads, the suburbs Long designed took the form 

of 'districts' separated by bands of reserved lands and tide. Each district was 

17  Flarcourt Long to Eve Gibson, 25 March 2002. 
18  S. A.. King, 1979, More than meets the eye: land-use change in Darwin after Cyclone Tracy, in Two 
Northern Territory Urban Studies, North Australia Research Unit; Australian National University, 
Darwin, p.62. 

19  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p.  62. 
20  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p.63. Note: only parts of the Northern Territory, Darwin 

being the major urban area affected, were subject to the 1945 lands acquisition acts, after which such 
land was sold on a leasehold, rather than freehold, basis. 
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composed of 'neighbourhood units' comprising around 2 500 people, and had its 

own primary school, oval and shops.21  Long believed that these 'islands' of urban 

growth would allow easy access to the beaches and harbour, which he regarded as 

Darwin's 'greatest amenity' . 22 

Proposals by the Town Planning Board during the 1960s for either a residential 

development or a university on East Point [see Figure 20 met with stiff opposition. 

People living in the area felt that East Point should remain open public space, with 

the military infrastructure retained as a memorial to World War II and the bombings 

of Darwin. In the early 1960s,   Lieutenant Colonel Jack Haydon23  embarked on a 

passionate personal quest to have a military museum established on East Point. The 

command post for the 9.2.inch guns was chosen as the site of what would be the 

museum's main exhibition area. Haydon and other volunteers formed the original 

membership of the Royal Australian Artillery Association in the Northern Temtoiy. 

The state of the military infrastructure on East Point at the time comprised a 

collection of rusted iron and vandalised buildings. 

Over the years since the war had finished, the command post had suffered the 
effects of abuse, and had deteriorated dreadfully It had been used for everything 
from a hideout for drinkers to a storage place for fertilizers and hay.24  

It took many years and thousands of hours of volunteer labour to clean the site and 

establish the museum. The Lord Mayor of Darwin, Harry Chan, formally opened the 

East Point Military Museum in August 1969. 

21 Northern Territory News, 22 May 1964. Article on plannzng by H. H. (Harcourt) Long. 
22  Raethel, 1996, Long Harcourt Hilton, in Cannent and Wilson (eds.), NIDB, Volume Three, p. 200. 
23  Paul Rosenzweig, 1996, Haydon, Laurence John (Jack) (1918 

- 
), in Carment and Wilson (eds.), 

NTDB, Volume Three, pp.  152-155. 
24 Dennoudy and Cook, n.d.[1991], East Point, Epilogue by Chris Benton, p.  19. 
25  Dei-moudy and Cook, n.d. [1991], East Point, Epilogue by Chris Benton, p. 19. 
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The Darwin City Council had not at that time full control of recreational areas such 

as East Point, although it had pressed from the outset that this function was normally 

the responsibility of local government. The hand-over of public recreation areas to 

Council occurred in piece-meal fashion, rather than a clearly articulated policy. 

Confusion over control of land was a long-term problem, which created enormous 

friction between the Council and the Northern Territory Administration: 

Most affected were the foreshore areas. Even in sections.. - purportedly placed in 

Council control, errors in the vesting instruments led to confusion in their status 

which was not cleared up until the early 1970s. Although Council had argued for 

the transfer of Lameroo Beach [a small beach on the Esplanade where there were 

constant problems with itinerants and illegal camping] and East Point Reserve, the 

former was only handed across completely in 1974, the latter in 1984. 26  

The situation for the Darwin City Council during its formative years was an 

invidious one. Heatley, an historian and political analyst, maintained that it was 

essential to look at the development of local government in the wider context of 

constitutional debate about the Northern Territory. 

It [local government] was consciously promoted by Canberra as a necessary 
prelude to the granting of responsible government or statehood. Up to 1972, all the 

Commonwealth Ministers responsible for the Territory affairs [Paul Hasluk, 'Ceb' 
Barnes, Peter Nixon and Ralph Hunt] continually emphasized the need both to 

prove the success of the Darwin experiment and to extend elected local 

government to other centres as a step on the road to constitutional development.V 

The Darwin City Council never did gain control of planning in Darwin, although 

from 1963 it was allowed an input into the planning process through having a place 

26  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p. 55. 
27  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p.  10. 
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on the Town Planning Board. However, with the Board firmly dominated by the 

Northern Territory Administration, Council had no opportunity to follow its own 

agenda on planning issues. A source of constant irritation for the Council was that it 

was firmly tied to the Administration, reliant on Treasury for funding, and had to 

deal with a long chain of minor public servants in the process: 

Delay, confusion and, often, indecision, in the Council's view, usually stemmed as 
much from the bureaucratic system as they did from other more political causes. 

Frustrated, the Council's frequent tactic was to try to circumvent the system by 
approaching the Administrator or the minister &ect1y.  

According to Heatley, although it would be naïve to accept the Council's view 

unreservedly, there was certainly a degree of validity in their complaints. There were 

many officials within the Northern Territory Administration and Commonwealth 

departments who were unsympathetic to the principle of an elected authority.29  There 

were also tensions between the Darwin City Council and the Legislative Council. 

While the former saw itseIf, as an elected body, the authentic, and even the senior, 

representative organization in the Territory, the Legislative Council regarded local 

government as having a temporary prominence, which would revert to its subservient 

role in the political hierarchy when self-government was granted and a fully elected 

Legislative Council took control of the Northern Territory.30  

in seeking to establish its authority in relation to planning and building, the Darwin 

City Council suffered. one of its most humiliating defeats in the case of the Parap 

Theatre. Between 1961 and 1963 the Council took on one of Darwin's most 

powerful businessmen, Greek-born Michael (Mick) Paspalis. The theatre proposed 

by Paspalis for Parap was an open-air structure. Although it had the approval of both 

28  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p. 10. 

29  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p.  10, see also chapter three 'Intergovernmental Relationships'. 

Heatley, 1986,A City Grows, p.11,see also chapterthree. 
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the Building Board and the Health Department, Council refused to issue a permanent 

license under its Places of Entertainment legislation. The reasons given were that, 
despite the fact that Paspalis was a builder, Council was dissatisfied with the 

construction of the theatre walls and projection box, and the inadequacy of both the 

emergency exits and the toilets. Alderman Peter Spillett, chairman of the Building 
and Health Committee was a trenchant critic of the theatre, [Plate 251 which he 

described as reminiscent of a 'Parisian pissoire'.3' Paspalis, however, had close links 

with the upper echelon of the Northern Territory Administration. When the 

Administrator, Roger Nott, opened the Parap Theatre in April 1961, some members 

of Council regarded it as gross contempt by the Administration of Council and the 

law. Despite dissent within its own ranks, the Darwin City Council proceeded to take 

legal action. In September 1963 the Council was found to have no powers with 

regards to control of building issues or requirements. 32  

Michael Paspalis33  is an important figure in the history of Greek involvement in the 

construction industry in Darwin since World War H. Born on the Greek island of 

Castellorizo near the Turkish mainland, Paspalis and his family fled the island during 

a time of war and political instability and moved to Australia where, in 1919, they 

settled in Port Hedland. In 1927 Paspalis arrived in Darwin. He was soon involved in 

building and real estate. He built his first two cottages in 1933, and his first house in 

Smith Street in 1937. After the war and the implementation of land acquisition 

Paspalis, reputed to be Darwin's first millionaire, took advantage of the situation by 

buying up as much land as possible. He also extended into the hospitality area. 

As well as building the Parap Theatre, in the late 1950s Paspalis built the Fannie Bay 
Hotel, on the foreshore near East Point. [Plate 261 He also purchased the elegant 

31  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, p. 35. 
32  Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, pp.34-35. 
33  Robyn Maynard, 1990, Paspalis, Michael Theodosis, in Camient, Powell and Maynath (eds.), 
NTDB, Volume One, p. 234. 
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Hotel Darwin, regarded as of such architectural significance that it would have been 

the only original building left standing had the 1946 Darwin town plan been 

implemented. This gave Paspalis a prominent place in the hotel industry, ahnost 

equal to that he already enjoyed in the property market. 

Paspalis appears to have used some devious tactics in circumventing the rule in place 

at the time that each person could own only one residential property. It was a ruling 

introduced aüer post-war land acquisition, designed to ensure that the massive land 

speculation that had occurred during the 1870s was not repeated. Arthur Miller was 

somewhat perturbed by the fact that, at the time Paspalis was negotiating to purchase 

the Hotel Darwin, he already owned three residences, rather than the one to which he 

was entitled. Miller mentioned the situation to the Minister, Les Johnson, when he 

was in Darwin to arrange the Hotel Darwin sale,34  To Miller's dismay, the hotel sale 

was completed with Paspalis retaining the two extra houses. A couple of weeks later 

he managed to find out how Paspalis had managed to acquire the hotel, and 

circumvent the rule in relation to single residential property. The occasion 

remembered by Miller was the only time in which he saw Paspalis slightly the worse 

for drink, and loose-tongued as to his dealings: 

'By Jesus', he [Paspalis] said, 'It's just as well that bastard of a minister, Johnson, 
has gone. You know he charged me the full price, 87 000 [pounds for this hotel'. 
We said, 'Oh, well, that's not much,' I said, 'You've got a good bargain.' 

[Paspalis] said, 'Oh, yes, but he wanted 10 000 pound, he said, in non-consecutive 
ten pound notes, and I had to scrape everywhere to get theni' I said, ' Yes, he also 
gave you the other 2 houses to break his own rule' [to which Paspalis replied] 
'Oh, that was in the deal' . 31 

34  Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, pp.  5 7-58. 
" Miller, 1983, transcript of interview, pp. 58-59. 
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A factor that created confusion regarding property ownership was the use of two 

separate names by the Paspalis family. It is difficult to disentangle the material held 

by libraries and archives in research related to the names Paspalis and Paspaley. In 

writing about the Parap Theatre saga, Heatley refers to it being built by 'Nick' 

Paspalis.36  There is also a house on East Point Road documented as 'belonging to the 

'Michael' Paspaley family'37  Nicholas [Nick] Paspalis, Michael's brother, who 

arrived in Darwin in 1937, at some stage changed his surname to Paspaley, 

ostensibly to avoid confusion.3S  Nick Paspaley is best known for his contribution to 

the pearling industry. In 1952 he founded the Paspaley Pearhng Company. He also 

invested heavily in property in Darwin, including the purchase of the 1890 Victoria 

Hotel in the harbour end of Smith Street, now the Smith Street Mall. The names 

Paspalis and Paspaley are prominent on buildings in The Mall. While the change of 

name by Nicholas Paspalis may have been genuinely undertaken to avoid confusion 

between 'Mick' and 'Nick', there can be little doubt that using both names proved 

rather useful in obscuring the fact that the same family was purchasing property. 

Thus, within a couple of decades of the implementation of the Darwin Lands 

Acquisition Bill of 1945, which had been intended to free up land from the grasp of 

speculators and allow for a more equitable distribution of land, it is clear that the 

cycle of land speculation and land ownership by a select few had, once again, 

become firmly entrenched in Darwin. 

Other major construction projects that took place in the Fannie Bay area in the late 

1950s and 1960s were keenly supported by the community, and proceeded smoothly. 

Work on the building of the Parap Primary School commenced in 1957, and the 

36  Heatley, 1986,A City Grows, pp.34-35. 
' Several 'Territory Images' from the Paspalis Collection in the Northern Trntoiy Library online 

photograph collection name Michael Paspaley as the own. 
38  Helen J. Wilson, Paspaley, Nicholas (Nick) (1914-1984), in Carment and Wilson (eds.), IVTDB 

Volume Three, pp. 255- 256. 
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school was operational by 12 February 1958. The H - shaped building was based 

on an American design. [see Plate 241 The classrooms were well lit, and fully 

equipped with ceiling fans and full-length louvred 'indows that allowed for 

maximum ventilation.40  Although alterations to the school have taken place since the 

1950s, with its grassed areas, greenery and covered walkways, it remains a charming 

example of practical tropical design. As part of the Parap Primay School, a separate 

infant school was built in nearby Stokes Street. This was opened in July 1959.41 

In 1957 clearance finally started on the Vestey meatworks site on Bullocky Point. 

The North Australian Monthly recorded the passing of Darwin's greatest failed 

enterprise, and possible use for the land for residential development: 

Following the settlement of compensation claims amounting to a quarter of a 

million pounds, work started a few months ago on the demolition of the old 

meatworks. The old smoke stacks were dynamited and steadily the massive 

buildings are being demolished. The site will probably become a new housing area 
in which case lucky residents will be living in one of the loveliest spots in any 

town in the Northern part of Australia.42  

The article proved overly optimistic in reporting the swift demolition as not everyone 

welcomed the removal of the unsightly Vestey meatworks. In 1959 there was still a 

chronic shortage of housing in Darwin, and rental accommodation was expensive 

and overcrowded. About 200 people on the Vestey site resisted attempts to move 

them from their huts and makeshift accommodation: 

Carol Pen&ase and Grant Rodwell, n.d., Parap Primary School: 1957- 89, Point Counter Point 
Series, Faculty of Education, Northern Territory University, Darwin, p.1. 
4° Penglase and Rodwell, n.d., Parap Primary School, p.  5. 
' Penglase and Rodwell, nA, Parap Primary School, p.4. 

42 A giand Territory name - Vesteys, North Australian Monthly, January 1957, p.  31. 
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People refused to move and had to be evicted. The last remaining families had 
their water cut off, then their power, and finally the roofs ripped from their huts, 
before the police moved in and forcibly dragged them away.43  

Bullocky Point was not, however, used for residential housing, but as the site for an 

educational facility, something that had been recommended in the 1943 town plan. In 

July 1961 Italian builder Angelo Maddalozzo, regarded by George Redmond as one 

of Darwin's outstanding locally based building constructors, won the tender to 

construct Stage One of Darwin High School. Trading as A. L. & M. Maddalozzo, his 

contract to build the school was for the sum of $995 296, more than double that of 

any of his previous contracts.44  Maddalozzo also won the contract to build a new 

Supreme Court ahead of interstate contractors.45  Both projects were completed to the 

standard required, and on time. 46  

The first students moved into Darwin High School in October 1963. Unlike Parap 

Primary School, the High School had not been designed for the tropics. A major flaw 

in the building was that it got very hot, as no provision had been made for either fans 

or air-conditioning. This was addressed by the provision of fans in class-rooms.47  

The provision of an air-conditioning system had not been included in the 

construction contract.48  

In 1959 the Northern Territory Housing Commission was established. The 

Commission, rather than simply addressing the housing needs of those employed by 

the government, tackled the provision of housing for those outside of the public 

43  Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, p.  134. 

Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p.20. 

This building was demolished in 2000. See chapter fourteen. 
46  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 20. 

47  Boland, 2000, Bullocky Point History, p. 134. 

48  Redmond, 2000, A History of Public Works, p. 170. 
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sector, and who couki not afford to purchase land or build homes. However, the 

establishment of the Housing Commission coincided with a down-turn in 

Commonwealth funding. The funding cuts started in 1957, and by 1960 the 

depressed level of funding had led to a run down in contract potential in housing 

construction. The depressed level continued until 1963, when funding and 

construction steadily increased over the next four years.49  Many of the housing 

projects undertaken by the Housing Commission were blocks of flats, a phenomenon 

virtually unknown in the Northern Territory to that time. The most massive of the 

Housing Commission flats projects was the construction in the late 1960s of 

Kurringal Flats in north Fannie Bay. Comprising eight four-story blocks of 224 one 

and two bed-room flats, it was the largest building complex to be built in the area 

since the Vestey meatworks in 1914. [Plate 27] 

That people could comfortably live at close proximity in towers was the legacy of 

Swiss architect Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, better known as Le Corbusier, whose 

concept of strictly ordered planning, in which a house was defined as a 'machine to 

live in', gained a following during the 1920s.50  Le Corbusier's radical planning 

proposals for demolishing the old centres of cities such as Paris, Algiers, Stockholm 

and Barcelona, both the heritage and the slums, and replacing them with gleaming, 

well-ordered residential towers surrounded by open space, were never 

implemented.51  However, his influence on generations of town planners was 

considerable. In reviewing the place of Le Corbusier within the framework of the 

evolution of town planning since the emergence in the early twentieth century of the 

Garden City Movement, Peter Hall in Cities of Tomorrow commented that 

Ideas forged in the Parisian intelligentsia of the 1920s, came to be applied to the 
planning of working-class housing in Sheffield and St. Louis and hundreds of 

49  Redmond, 2000, A Histoxy of Public Works, p. 240. 
° Peter Hall, 1997, Cities of Tomorrow, pp. 204-205. 

Hall, 1997, Cities of Tomorrow, p. 211. 
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other cities too, in the 1950s and 1960s; the results were at best questionable, at 
worst catastrophic. 

The specific mention of St. Louis relates to one of America's greatest planning 

disasters, the building in St. Louis of the Le Corbusier influenced Pruitt-Igoe public 

housing towers. The thirty-three identical eleven-story blocks, containing over 2 800 

apartments were completed in 195 5-1956. While the project won an award and was 

lauded as an architectural triumph, the towers were poorly constructed and rapidly 

deteriorated. Attempts to integrate blacks and whites in the complex failed, and by 

the late 1960s the development was regarded as a byword for disaster. In 1972 the 

entire Pruitt-Igoe complex was demolished. According to Peter Hall, that it had to be 

demolished only seventeen years after it was built made it 'an instant symbol of all 

that was perceived as wrong with urban renewal, not merely in the United States, but 

in the world at large'.52  

That the large tower blocks for public housing during the 1950s and 1960s are 

perceived by many to have failed, does not take into account that they failed only 

when larger families, in particular those on. wellhre, were confined in small areas.53  

For many, such as the aged and working couples the towers were totally adequate, 

and liked. As Hall comments in relation to the situation in Great Britain 'for anyone 

born after 1960 it requires an effort of imagination to appreciate just how bad were 

the dense rows of smoke-blackened slums that the towers replaCed'.54  

In Sydney, where the construction of public housing towers near the foreshore during 

the 1950s. and 1960s were initially hailed for freeing up slum areas for development, 

later criticism of the towers appears to have originated with the wealthier sector of 

society, rather than the occupants of the towers. As Jack Bourke, the driving force 

52  Hall, 1997, Cities of Tomorrow, pp. 23 5-249. 
n Hall, 1997, Cities of Tomorrow, pp. 240. 
54  Hall, 1997, Cities of Tomorrow, pp. 225. 
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behind the New South Wales Housing Commission's post-war slum clearance and 

construction of tower block public housing dourly commented 'in fact it was ah-ight 

for the rich to live in places like Blues Point but it was not airight for the poor' .  55 

Darwin cannot be compared with large cities such as St. Louis or Sydney, where 

there was a culmination of years of neglect that needed to be addressed by way of 

slum clearance and the rejuvenation of the centre city areas. But the provision of 

decent housing for the less affluent still living in the steadily deteriorating Sidney 

Williams huts scattered throughout the town was equally vital, and responded to in 

the same way - by mass housing in blocks of flats. In Darwin the 'towers' never 

reached the heights constructed in major cities in other parts of the world. Kurringal 

Flats, like other blocks of flats constructed in Darwin by the Housing Commission, 

were never higher than four stories. However, the problems noted elsewhere in 

relation to confining large numbers of welfare recipients, unemployed and families 

in blocks of flats also surfaced in Kurringal.56  

By the end of the 1960s the sealing of roads in the Fannie Bay area was virtually 

completed. Ross Smith Avenue had a centre strip, planted with trees, to divide two-

way traffic.57  At the Parap Shopping Village, an attractive kerbed central area had 

been laid out, and also planted with trees. 

The local community assisted in beautification of the area. There had been a 

residents' action group, the Fannie Bay Progress Association, in place since 1950. 

Jillian Wallis, 2000, From slum clearance to urban rehabilitation: Woolloomooloo revisited, in 

Christine (iarnaut and Stephen Harnnett (eds.), Ffih Australian Urban History Planning History 

Conference: Conference Procedings, University of South Australia 13-15 April2000, University of 

South Australia, Adelaide, p  452. 

56  Further details on Kurringal in chapter fourteen. 

Peter Bekker to Eve Gibson, 12 April 2001. Bekker as an engineer had worked on the lay-out of 

the central strip along Ross Smith Avenue in the late 1950s/early 1960s. 
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The formation of residents' groups, along the lines of those already 'actively 

functioning' at Fannie Bay and Nightcliff had been advocated by the Town 

Management Board in 1950 to encourage public participation in decision-making.  59 

Groups of residents addressed specific areas that needed attention, an example being 

that of residents who lived on the top end of East Point Road offering in 1961 to 

assist the Darwin City Council in beautifying and tree-planting along the cliff-tops 

near Ross-Smith memorial.59  

Volunteers also played an important role in establishing, reviving and maintaining 

sporting events and venues. By the end of the 1960s horse-racing on the old Fannie 

Bay Racecourse was, once again, a regular feature. By then racing was a far cry from 

the first post-war race meeting held in 1957. Darwin alderman Ted d'Ambrosio 

provided a hilarious, and probably exaggerated, account of that meeting, run by well-

meaning volunteers. The first problem was, no horses. This was resolved by 

contacting a female horse-breaker 'down the track', and asking her to send up a few 

animals. These, of course, had absolutely no experience of racing, and consisted of a 

motley collection of half-broken stock horses. There being no professional jockeys 

available, anyone who could ride was roped in to fill the role, many of them from 

among the spectators on the day of the race. Most of the horses ran in more than one 

race, the more tractable beasts running in every race.6°  While racing that day could 

not be equated with Ascot or Epsom, the foundations were laid for the revival of 

horse racing in the Northern Territory, now a major tourism attraction with the 

Darwin Cup Festival held at Fannie Bay each year. 

Also established by volunteers was the Darwin Sailing Club. Led by die-hard sailors 

such as Bill Jelly and somewhat eccentric architect; historian and mariner Peter 

58  Northern Standa&, 14 July 1950, 'Toi Board Agrees to Form Progress Association'. 
59  Northern Territory News, 21 September 1961, 'Co-operation helps beautify the suburb'. 
60 was present when in 1979 D'Anibrosio regaled patrons at the Officers' Mess, RAAF Base, 
Darwin, with the lengthy saga of re-establishing horse racing in Darwin in the late 1950s 
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Dermoudy, the government was approached to allocate land on the foreshore near 

the Fannie Bay Gaol for the purpose of providing facilities for recreational sailing. 

The application was approved and the Darwin Sailing Club was founded in 1964. 

The club quickly grew from being a small recreational sailing venue. During the 

1960s it established Australia's first international yacht race, from Darwin to Diii. 

The race was a regular annual feature until the takeover of East Timor by Indonesia 

in 1975. In its place the club established a new international race - from Darwin to 

Ambon. The Darwin-Ambon race attracted entries from all over the world, and was 

the most important event on the club's calendar until 1999, when political unrest in 

Ambon resulted in its cancellation.6' 

Other sports also relied on volunteers to establish venues for their sporting activities. 

During the 1960s land between the Golf Club just south of East Point and the 

Kurringal Flats, Waratah Oval, was allocated for Australian Rules football. Rugby 

League was also allocated land near the Fannie Bay Racecourse, Richardson Park,62  

for the purpose of establishing a club and playing fields. 63  The Golf Club, founded 

in the 1930s, was still going strong, and its beautiful location on East Point made it a 

popular venue for both golf and social events. [Plate 281 

During the 1960s, there was growing pressure from some people to have the Fannie 

Bay Gaol removed to make way for more housing in what was by then regarded as a 

prime residential area. One of the most vocal proponents of the removal was 

journalist Douglas Lockwood. In The Front Door 1869-1969, written to 

61  First hand information. As a boat-owner and member of the Darwin Sailing Club from the 1970s I 

knew all of the personalities involved in the formation of the club. 
62  Named for Bill Richardson, noted in chapter nine 'Government Greys' as the builder of a large 

percentage of 1950s houses in Fannie Bay. 
63  The areas noted in Fannie Bay as dedicated to sporting activity during the 1960s are detailed in a 

map produced by the Town Planning Board: Greater Darwin Area - Town Planning Scheme for the 

First Ten Year Period 1965-1975. Northern Territory Library, M 8110. 
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commemorate Darwin's centenary, Lockwood wrote of the gaol that had been 

constructed in 1884: 

But the architecture was indeed so splendidly solid that eighty-five years later the 
gaol is an almost immovable monstrosity in the heart of what has become the city's 
best residential area. Adjacent blocks sell for many thousands of dollars, their 
numbers restricted and their aesthetic appeal depreciated by several acres devoted 
to blank walls and barbed wire.  64  

Mickey Dewar in her history of the Fannie Bay Gaol covers the 1960s debate on the 

future of the gaol in a chapter aptly titled 'An eye-sore in a prime piece of real 

estate'. Members of the Legislative Assembly, such as Joe Fisher and Grant 

Tambling, argued constantly in the Assembly for the release of the gaol land for 

public use. According to Fisher, it was 'not right that a jail should be situated in one 

of the best suburbs in Darwin' 65  Dewar found a quite different response to the gaol 

amongst near-by residents. Despite the views of journalists and politicians, within 

the wider community there was an acceptance, and even fond memories, of the gaol 

and its place in local history. 'The gaol retained a human presence as well as a 

physical presence in the suburb' . 66  

As Darwin entered the 1970s it appeared that there could be nothing that would 

disrupt the pleasant life-style, and full employment being enjoyed by the majority of 

the Darwin population. Fading swiffly into the past were memories of the hardships 

of depression, unemployment and war. During the 1960s, housing construction had 

accelerated to keep pace with growing demand. The Darwin population which had 

stood at 5 208 in 1947, more than doubled to 10 807 by 1957 - and reached 46 656 

"Lockwood, 1968, The FrontDoor, p.57. 

65 Dewar, 1999, Inside-Out, citing Joe Fisher, p. 127. 

"Dewar, 1999, Inside-Out, p. 129. 
a 
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in 1974. By that time there were nearly a dozen new northern suburbs completed or 

in the planning stage.67  

As in the older post-war suburbs, the housing style adopted by the Commonwealth 

for housing in the northern suburbs was elevated and louvred. During the 1960s there 

was increasing concern amongst Depariment of Works engineers that, due to the 

abandonment of rigid building standards and design, the elevated housing being 

constructed had become too refined, and would not withstand cyclomc winds.68  But, 

with quick money being made during a record-breaking building spree,69  the 

warnings of engineers were ignored. By the early 1970s most of the population in 

Darwin were new settlers, who had never experienced a severe cyclone and were 

unaware of the loss of life and property damage a cyclone could cause.70  In 1970 the 

Regional Director of the Bureau of Meteorology in Darwin, Robert Southern, warned 

Darwin residents not to be complacent: 

It is my belief that Darwin will suffer very severe damage by a tropical cyclone. 

This must happen some day. When it does strike, hundreds of dollars worth of 

damage will be caused to the majority of buildings ... 7' 

The warning fell on deaf ears. When, just after midday on Christmas Eve 1974, the 

Bureau issued a warning that Cyclone Tracy was approaching Darwin and predicted 

that 'very destructive winds' would hit the city that night, many people simply 

carried on with their Christmas preparations and partying. There had, after all, been 

61  3ibson, 1997, Bag-Huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats, p.  57. 

68  Redmond, 2000, In the Eye of the Storm, Darwin 's Development, Cyclone Tracy and 

Reconstruction, Northern Territory Government, Department of Works, Darwin pp.  3 5-36. 

Murphy, 1984, Big Blow Up North, p.  55. 
7° Redmond, 2000, In the Eye of the Storm, p.  34. 
71  Northern Territory News, 18 November1970. 
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many warnings of cyclones in the north, few of which had caused any real damage.72  

In early December 1974 Cyclone Selma had threatened Darwin. Like Cyclone Tracy, 

Selma had headed towards Darwin until, on 3 December, she had veered back 

towards the northwest, and then moved southwest away from Darwin. The residents 

of Darwin had become blasé about cyclones, and could almost have been forgiven 

for thinking that by now they were 'invincible' 73 

They were not. Christmas Eve 1974 marked the end of an era. Few people in 

Darwin could have imagined that, due to Cyclone Tracy, by dawn on Christmas Day 

most of them would have lost their homes, their personal possessions and, in many 

cases, their lives. 

Murphy, 1984, Big Blow Up North, p. 55. 

Murphy, 1984, Big Blow Up North, p. 56. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Cyclone Tracy 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Cyclone Tracy 

Darwin does not get very severe cyclones. They move up the Western Australian 
Coast and down the Queensland coast. We would get a cyclone perhaps once every 
five years, but it would not be a very severe one. 

Engineer Mery L. Connick to 1957 Public Works Committee.' 

The moderate winds and light rain recorded at 7pm on Christmas Eve 1974 

intensified as Cyclone Tracy neared Darwin. By 3am on Christmas morning 'the 

wind was a screeching hurricane gusting to over 200 kilometres per hour, and houses 

were starting to disintegrate all over Darwin as the terrified residents huddled in 

whatever sheltered corner they could fmd.'2  The eye of the cyclone passed over 

Darwin at 4am. This was followed by a brief period of eerie calm before the wind 

returned from the opposite direction: 

Houses weakened by the first onslaught now succumbed completely. The air was 
filled with flying sheets of iron and various other building materials; with branches 
of trees and all manner of missiles being swept from collapsing buildings; all 
accompanied by the teeming rain which penetrated every shelter.3  

Cyclone Tracy destroyed over 70% of buildings in Darwin. The new northern 

suburbs, which contained the majority of the refined elevated housing that so 

Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p.  35. Connick as Managing Engineer, Electricity 
Undertakings, Department of Works, Darwin, was giving evidence at a Public Works Committee 
investigation on 12 December 1957. 
2  Murphy, 1984, Big Blow Up North, p. 56. 

Murphy, 1984, Big Blow Up North, p. 57. 
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concerned engineers, bore the brunt of the cyclone. Only 2% of the new housing 

remained intact in most of the new suburbs, with the destruction little short of 100% 

in others.4  [Plate 29] By comparison, the older suburbs and houses in Darwin were 

less affected, and Fannie Bay and Parap had suffered the least damage. The elevated 
public service housing built during the 1950s stood up well to the cyclone, with only 
348 houses out of 1 069 in the area, most of them privately built, damaged beyond 

repair.5  Altogether, 65 lives were lost and 140 people seriously injured. Most of the 

deaths were caused by flying debris, in particular sheets of roofing iron, and 

asphyxiation as houses collapsed. 

As Tracy passed inland and as dawn broke on Christmas Day 1974, the 45,000 

residents of Darwin looked out from the rubble of their homes and found a city in 
ruins. A city with no foliage, no insects and no birds. Worse still, a city with no 
power, no light, no water, no sanitation and no communications.6  

Fortunately for Darwin, Tracy struck during neap tides. Had the cyclone hit during 

spring tides, there is little doubt that the damage would have been far greater. The 

tides on the northern coast around Darwin have a range of 24 feet, or approximately 
seven metres. Following the phases of the moon, while neap tides have a fairly low 

variation, the extremes of the spring tides can fall below one metre at low tide, and 

reach over seven metres at high tide. Had Cyclone Tracy coincided with a high 

spring tide, plus the surge associated with the cyclone, there is little doubt that many 

homes on the lower part of the coastline would have been inundated by water up to a 

depth of three metres.7  

Cities Commission, 1975, Darwin Planning Guidelines: A second reportfor the future Darwin 

prepared on behalf of the Northern Territory for the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, 

Government Publishing Service, Canberra, p. 55. 

Cities Commission, 1975, Darwin Planning Guidelines, pp.  44-45. 
6 Alan Stretton, 1976, The Furious Days: The Relief ofDarwin, Collins, Sydney, p.21. 

Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm,p. 152. 
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At Fannie Bay, the seas swept across the coastline, and reached the fences of houses 

along the lower part of East Point Road near Bullocky Point. Many houses on East 

Point Road sustained severe damage. [Plate 301 Despite being in the front line of the 
fury of the cyclone, Beth Hogan's Commonwealth built 1950s elevated house 

withstood the impact, although the iron roof peeled back like a sardine can and 
vanished into the night.8  Across East Point Road at the Darwin Sailing Club, yachts 

on the hard in cradles for the cyclone season were tossed into the air and strewn like 

broken toys over a wide area. [Plate 311 At the Fannie Bay Gaol, while damage to 

more modem structures was substantial, the solid 1880s stone buildings, apart from 

roofing losses, withstood the cyclone. [Plate 32] Some elevated houses lost most, or 
all, of their upper stories. [Plate 331  Jean Vickery' s privately built elevated home 
disintegrated when hit by loose sheets of roofing iron. By morning there was nothing 
left of what had once been a home but the supports and the floor - the entire upper 
living area had been swept away.9  

At 10 pm. on Christmas Day 1974, the first aircraft to land in Darwin after the rage 
of the cyclone had passed through the city landed at Darwin Airport. On board was 
Major-General Alan Strefton,'°  inaugural Director-General of the National Disasters 
Organisation [NDO], and the Minister for the Northern Territory, Rex Patterson. 
Stretton had been given total power in handling the situation in Darwin- in The 
Furious Days published in 1976, Stretton pulled no punches in describing the events 

and personalities he encountered during the week he spent in Darwin. He was 
scathing in his criticism of the lack of preparedness of those in authority to deal with 
the crisis, and of the fact that neither the civil authorities nor the Defence Forces had 

S  Informaiion provided by Beth Hogan, 34 East Point Road. 
Information provided by Jean Vickesy, 6 Weddell Street 

'° David Carment, 1992, Stretton, Alan Bishop, in Carment and James (eds.), NTDB, Volume 

Two, pp.  207-208. 
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emergency headquarters manned.. He was equally blunt in his condemnation of the 

totally inadequate nature of the housing that had been destroyed: 

In the wake of Tracy, Darwin, capital city of the north, was left in ruins. The 
irresponsible administration of a succession of governments that allowed people to CI  
build houses with little regard to the threat from cyclones produced the inevitable 

result.  

Stretton immediately took steps to get the stunned and shattered people of Darwin 

involved in the clean-up, rather than handing responsibility over to the Army, which 

was, belatedly, preparing a Task Force preparatory to taking control of the Darwin 

area. Stretton's first meeting with local representatives, including the Administrator 

'Jock' Nelson,'2  son of the leader of the 1918 'Darwin Rebeffion', Harold Nelson, 

and the somewhat eccentric Lord Mayor of Darwin, 'Tiger' Brennan,'3  was held at 

9am on Boxing Day. He was delighted to find that local initiatives had already been 

taken to cope with the crisis, and that two meetings had been held on Christmas Day 

to assess priorities. Within ninety minutes an overall plan of action had been 

adopted, including the evacuation of as many women and children as possible, and 

several committees formed to undertake specific tasks. Stretton was full of praise for 

those that attended the meeting, many bare-foot, having lost all their possessions, the 

more elegant clad in shorts, thongs and a tee-shirt: 

I found it difficult to believe that the group that had left the conference with such 
enthusiasm, just over 24 hours previously had been through the traumatic 
experience of living through Cyclone Tracy. I had no regrets at deciding that the 

' Stretton, 1976, The Furious Days, p. 16. 
12  David Carment, 1992, Nelson, John Norman (Jock), in Carment and James (eds.), NTDB, 
Volume Two, pp. 141-142. 
13  Barbara James, 1992, Brennan, Harold Charles (Tiger), in Carment and James (eds.), NTDB, 

Volume Two, pp.  20-23. 
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Armed Forces would not take over the City of Darwin but would provide the 

backup and support to the local population who would do the job themselves.'4  

George Redmond15  elicited Stretton's praise on several occasions in The Furious 

Days, and was marked for special recognition for his efforts in Stretton's official 

report on the relief operations during the week following Cyclone Tracy, Darwin 

Relief Operations 25 December 1974 - 3 January 1975. 

The restoration of essential services was the responsibility of the Works and 

Services Committee under the chairmanship of the regional Director of the 

Department of Housing and Constmction, Mr: George Redmond- Early estimates 

were that the restoration would take months, however, progress exceeded the 

expectations of even the most optimistic. Road clearance commenced on 25 

December and by 31 December all major roads had been cleared of debris and 

clearance of minor roads was almost complete.16  

The reference to Redmond's title at the time of Cyclone Tracy needs some 

clarification. Appointed as Director of Works for the Northern Territory in 1962, 

under the Labor government of Gough Whitlam elected in 1972, in November 1973 

the Department's name was changed from Works to that of the Department of 

Housing and Consiruction. Responsibility for housing was returned to the 

department for the first time since 1952.' Given Redmond's vast professional 

experience, and his knowledge of the Northern Territory and its conditions, it is 

14  Stratton, 1976, The Furious Day, p. 64. 
15  F. IL Bauer, 1996, Redmond, (Leonard) George (1913- ), in Carment and Wilson (eds.), NTDB 

Volume Three, pp. 267-269 
16  Alan Stretton, 1975, Report by Di rector-General National Disasters Organisation on the Darwin 

Relief Operations, 25 December 1974-3 January 1975, Parliamentary Paper No. 36, Government 

Printers of Australia, Canberra, p.  44. 
" Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm: chronology of department name changes, directors and 

ministers, pp. 235-236. 
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almost incomprehensible to ascertain why he was virtually excluded from the interun 

Darwin Reconstruction Commission RC], established on 30 January 1975 with 

Queensland construction magnate Sir Leslie Theiss as Chairman. As the DRC had as 

yet no legal standing, the Cities Commission, a commission set up by Labor in 1973 

to investigate and report on the future planning needs of Australian cities, was 

appointed by the government as initial co-ordinator of reconstruction.18  The Cities 

Commission had, since mid-1973, operated as planning assistant to the Department 

of the Northern Territory and commissioned, or undertook, numerous studies on the 

urban development of Darwin.19  

As noted by Stretton, starting on Christmas morning, the speed at which the roads 

and services had been restored under Redmond's directives in the wake of Cyclone 

Tracy was impressive. Subsequently he co-ordinated a force of over 3 000 men in 

weather-proofing and restoring over 4 000 dwellings to the stage that by June 1975 

some 30 000 people could be housed adequately. Redmond was also at the time 

Chairman of the Town Planning Board, and responsible for the planning and 

construction of public works in the Territomy.2°  The track record of the NT Region of 

Works/Housing and Construction prior to Cyclone Tracy was also excellent, with 

housing, public buildings and engineering projects on target.2' 

Redmond's expectation that the NT Region of the Department of Housing and 

Construction would play a major role in post-Cyclone Tracy decisions as to 

reconstruction were shattered when he received a telegram from the Secretary of the 

's S. A King, 1979, More than meets the eye: plans for land use change in Darwin after Cyclone 

Tracy, in H. Aschrnann and S. A King, 1979, Two Northern Territory Urban Studies, The North 

Australia Research Unit, The Australian National University, Darwin, pp.  99-100. 

19  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p. 65. 
20 F. H Bauer, 1996, Redmond (Leonard) George, in Carment and Wilson (eds.), .lrrDB, 

Volume Three, pp.  268-269. 
21  Redmond, 2001,1,, The Eye of the Storm, p. 142. 
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Department, A. S. Reiher, (the title was changed from that of Director-General in 

1973 at the same time as the name of the Department of Works was changed to that 

of Housing and Construction), stating that he would be coming to Darwin from 

Canberra as the Department's official representative on the Darwin Reconstruction 
Commission. Reiher also informed Redmond that should he, Reiher, be unable to 

attend meetings, his replacement would be a Mr. Rodda, and that they would both be 
in Darwin for the first meeting of the Commission.22  

As southern based politicians and bureaucrats swarmed into Darwin with grand plans 

to re-build the city on its ruins, little attention was paid to those that actually lived 

there, or had already done much to restore services and facilities. Redmond was 

particularly bitter about the fact that his region and men had been deprived of credit 

for the post-cyclone cleanup. Senior bureaucrats in the Department of Housing and-
Construction in Canberra were keen to show the suitability of the Department to take 
on the task of the reconstruction of Darwin. Cabinet was infonned that the 
'operations and works planning sections in Darwin are under the control of a senior 
officer of the Department who was responsible for the successful cleanup and repair 
of Australian Government buildings in Townsville after Cyclone Aithea' •23  Rather 
than using local expertise, the Head Office of the Department of Housing and 

Construction chose a Canberra architect, Neville Barwick, to head the Darwin Study 
Group. According to Redmond: 

Failure to take advantage of the already established and efficient local design and 
construction organization caused unnecessary delays, excessive additional costs 
and prolonged the suffering of many of Darwin's citizens.24  

22  Redmond, 2001, In The Eye of the Storm, p. 144. 
23 Redmond, 2001, In The Eye of the Storm, p. 145. 

24  Redmond, 2001, In The Eye of the Storm, p. 145. 
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What is immediately apparent in looking at the structure of the Darwin 

Reconstruction Commission is that, in its early period, it was dominated by the views 

of Cities Commission officials. The first report prepared for the DRC by the Cities 

Commission concentrated on the re-planning of Darwin, rather than the re-building 
or reconstruction of the shattered city. Dated 28 January 1975, it is clear that the re-
planning of Darwin was something that was already in the Cities Commission 

pipeline, and the devastation created by the cyclone was regarded as an ideal 
opportunity to implement planning changes. With regards to the most essential need 

of Darwin at the time, housing, it made only the comment that: 

Conventional housing suffered most from cyclone Tracy. The heavier construction 
of public buildings, schools, offices and modern blocks of flats survived more 
successfully, although not without very extensive damage in many cases. 25  

In what was a virtual re-play of the bureaucratic bungling, inter-factional tensions 
and waste of public funding that epitomised the events surrounding the failed 1946 
Darwin Town Plant, the Cities Commission sought to impose its vision of a new 

Darwin on a population that simply wanted to re-build their homes and lives. Of 
particular concern to residents that had already suffered the loss of their pre-Worid 

War II homes through land acquisition in the late 1940s was that, once again, land 

acquisition was on the agenda: 

In areas of significant change it is suggested that the pre-cyclone land use pattern 
will be thoroughly investigated, alternatives studied, possibly leading to quite 
significant changes in the basic pattern mainly through the mechanism of large 
scale acquisition and rebuilding. 26  

25  Cities Commission, 1975 [28 januaryj, Planning Options for Future Darwin, Government 
Publishing Service, Canberra, p6. 

26  Cities Commission, 1975 [28 Januaryi,P/antrtng Optionsfor Future Darwin, pp. 2-3. 
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In 'More than meets the eye: plans for land use change in Darwin after Cyclone 

Tracy' published in 1979, S. A. King documented the saga of the formation and trials 

of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, the role of the Cities Commission and 

the response of Darwin residents to planning proposals. The proposals put forward 

by the Cities Commission in January 1975 on behalf of the DRC were bitterly 

opposed by Darwin residents. The Darwin City Council and the Legislative 

Assembly also opposed the proposals, with both repeatedly demanding a greater role 

for local authorities in the reconstruction process: 

The City Council opposed the apparent preoccupation of the DRC with planning at 
the expense of physical reconstruction. The Legislative Assembly went so far as to 
pass a motion expressing lack of confidence in the DRC.  27  

In the Jamiaiy 1975 report produced by the Cities Commission, the Fannie Bay area 

was marked as an area requiring only 'marginal' land-use changes, rather than the 

'significant' changes that would affect the northern suburbs and the 'moderate' 

changes proposed for other areas of Darwin such as Nightdliff and Stuart Park. A 

major change related to land-use was defined by the Commission as storm surge 

areas, which should not be re-built. In Fannie Bay these were identified as 

comprising several of the blocks on the lower level of East Point Road near Bullocky 

Point. The Commission also proposed that many of the privately owned blocks in 

north Fannie Bay should be acquired to allow for the construction of an arterial road 

through the centre of the existing housing precinct to link through to Nightcliff and 

the northern suburbs. Much of the area would be re-zoned for medium-density 

development, a caravan park and camping area, and clnb sites.29  

27  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p. 133. 

28  Cities Commission, 1975 [28 January},Planmng Opuonsfor Future Darwin, p. 23. 
29  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p.  106. 
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As in 1946, the southern-based planners failed totally to take into account the 
emotional ties people have with their homes and land. While the changes might have 
seemed 'marginal' to outsiders swept up in the enthusiasm of creating a new town 
plan, to Darwin residents, even those with houses classified as 'write-offs', the 
'remains meant far more to the owners than they did to the planners' •30 

On 28 February 1975, despite calls by the Darwin City Council and the Legislative 
Assembly for an opportunity to review the legislation, the Darwin Reconstruction 
Act was passed by Parliament.3' The Cities Commission completed a second report, 
Darwin Planning Guidelines, on 14 March 1975. The DRC adopted the proposals in 
the report. Aware of the hostility of the Darwin public to re-planning rather than 
immediate reconstruction, the report stressed that while some people simply wanted 
to rebuild Darwin as it was before, with stronger housing, the Cities Commission still 
believed that planning was the priority: 

What the first report put forward and what is again aimed for in this second report 
is a balance between 'the same as before' and a redesigned new city, better than 
the old.32 

An abridged version of the 'guidelines' report was widely distributed, and comments 
asked for. King, in documenting the objections submitted by residents to the 

proposed planning changes, mentioned and referencect specifically the objections and 
a lengthy submission, including a petition canying 497 signatures, submitted by the 
Fannie Bay-Parap Residents Action Group in relation to land-use changes in north 
Fannie Bay.33  He provided several tables, showing the number and percentage of 
objections or support for the proposed changes. Overall there were 1 553 objections, 

° King, 1979, More than meets the eye, pp. 125-126. 
31  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p. 101. 
32  Cities Commission, 1975, Darwin Planning Guidelines: A Second Report, p. 1
13 

. 

King, 1979, More than meets the eye, pp.  113 and 117. 
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which comprised 87.4% of submissions received.34  In relation to Specific Proposals 
there were 818 objections. By far the highest number of objections in this category 

related to resumption of property because of surge risk [114]. There were also 

objections to the new Fannie Bay-Nightciff Road [33 out of the 92 related to road 

changes], and the proposed northwest Fannie Bay redevelopment, which drew 54 

objections.35. In the Broad Proposal Objections by Subject, after surge policy, which 

drew 109 objections, the second highest number of objections was 75 in relation to 

the re-planning of suburbs, 57 of which related to the northwest Fannie Bay 

development.36  [Figure 211 The only major proposed land-use change to draw no 

objections was the re-location of Darwin Airport. 

That the residents of the Fannie Bay area were particularly well organised, and vocal 

in their opposition to the planning changes is, perhaps, not surprising. With much 

housing privately owned, and suffering relatively low total housing losses in Cyclone 

Tracy, a high proportion of residents remained with their homes. In comparison with 

the newer northern suburbs, where the population dropped to 7% of pre-cyclone 

numbers by the end of January 1975, the population of Fannie Bay and Parap 

declined to only 27% of its pre-cyclone total.37  Many of those who remained were 
long-term residents and homeowners. 

Private ownership was a crucial factor in the opposition to the Cities Commission 

planning proposals to prohibit re-building below the surge line it had determined. 
While enforcing this policy could be achieved in the largely government-owned 

housing areas in the northern suburbs, over one thousand of the residential lots below 

the surge line, and all lots in north-west Fannie Bay were privately owned.38  

King, 1979, More than meets the eye, Table 3, p. 114. 
King, 1979, More than meets the eye, Table 4, p.  115. 

36  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, Table 5, p.  116. 
17  Cities Commission, 1975 128 January], Planning OpionsforFuture Darwin, p.  7. 
311 King, 1979, More than meets the eye, Table 4, p. 126. 
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Figure 21: A post-Cyclone Tracy planning proposal by the Cities Commission to construct 

an arterial road through the residential area of north Fannie Bay, upper left, was blocked by 

local residents. Cities Commission 14 March 1975,   Darwin Planning Guidelines. 



Like many members of the Fannie Bay-Parap Residents Action Group, the Secretary 

of the group, Beth Hogan, had a strong personal stake in the outcome of proposed 

planning changes. Her home on East Point Road was classified as being below the 

surge line, and she and other residents were informed that they would not be given 

permission to cany out repairs as no building below the surge line was to be 

allowed.39  

Another local action group was formed at the time by residents who wouki be 

directly affected by the arterial Fannie Bay to Nightcliff road, proposed at one stage 

to be a six-lane highway. The People against Palmerston Freeway group included 

human rights and planning activist Rob Wesley-Smith, with local architect John 

Wilkins as convenor. The group did not get support from the committee of the Golf 

Club on East Point which, headed by a senior public servant, chose to accept the 

government offer of a move to a new location to make way for the freeway.4°  

It is clear from the submission by the Fannie Bay-Parap Residents Action Group that 

planners were divided on the issue of the massive changes proposed for northwest 

Fannie Bay: 

.110 justification for this proposal has emerged from our talks with the 

planners... No planner was prepared to make a personal justification or 
endorsement of the proposals, although some were prepared to discuss the 

theoretical merits and demerits. Other planners flatly maintained that the proposal 
to uproot a long-established neighbourhood simply could not be justified.4' 

39  Information provided by Beth Hogan. Papers i1ating to the Fannie Bay-Paip Residents Action 
Group were archived with the Museums and Art Galleries of the Northern Territory in the1990s. 
4° Rob Wesley-Smith to Eve Gibson, email 17 September 2002. 
41  Submission of Fannie Bay-Parap Residents Action Group, 1975, to Darwin Reconstruction 
Commission, p. 13. 
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The tensions between residents and officials in Darwin were exacerbated by the 

extraordinary, but probably well-intentioned, decision by the Federal Government to 

extend the initial post-cyclone hardship allowance for police to all public servants in 
Darwin, both those in place and incoming officials. This decision 'once more opened 
up the traditional divisions which had long bedeviled Darwin society' 42 

That such benefits were given to bureaucrats and officials, many of whom were 
housed at taxpayers' expense in the luxurious Travelodge Hotel that had survived the 
cyclone largely undamaged, caused deep local resentment. Things came to a head at 
the Darwin Sailing Club when several public servants, freshly showered and well-

dressed, turned up to partake of the free meals organised by club members for those 

that had lost their homes and had no cooking facilities. Lou Marchant, whose 'home' 
the steel ketch Windfall lay amidst the tangle of wreckage of several yachts at the 
club [see Plate 311, was involved in the collection and provision of food. He 
remembers the anger and disgust he and other volunteers felt that officials who were 
comfortably accommodated, and being paid extra 'hardship' money which would 
adequately cover the cost of meals at their hotels, turned up to partake of the free 
meals prepared for those who had lost their homes and possessions. It was quickly, 
and not too politely, made clear to the freeloaders that they were not welcome.43  

Despite the numerous reports submitted to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, 
it was slow in producing definite building guidelines and standards for future 
housing. In a manner that bore a remarkable resemblance to the events of the late 
1940s, where people were not allowed to construct permanent buildings until the 
Darwin town plan of 1946 was finalised, in post-Cyclone Tracy Darwin people were 
told not to start rebuilding their homes until the new building codes were issued: 

42 Donovan, 1984, At the Other End ofAustralia, p. 234. 

Information supplied by Lou Marchant There are many such stories of avarice and insensitivity by 
senior government officials still vivid in the minds of those that lived through Cyclone Tracy. 
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Minor repairs could be made, but any householder who exceeded the financial 
limit for temporary repair and went ahead with permanent repair left himself open 
to severe penalties. When eventually the new building code was promulgated, it 
was too late for most people to carry out the permanent repair of their homes 
before the onset of the next wet season.' 

It is clear that the people of Darwin took little notice of restrictions on repairs and re-
building. While the DRC required registration of any repairs, it conceded that many 
permanent repairs were made without its authority. Three housing surveys conducted 
between January and May 1975 showed a dramatic increase in 'intact' housing from 
384 in January to 3 961 in May.45  While many of these were government houses 
repaired by George Redmond and his works teams, that so many private owners also 
chose to repair rapidly reflects the failure of the $20 million private property 
acquisition programme initiated by the Federal Government in February 1975: 

With the initial allocation of $3 million, 152 properties were acquired. Despite a 
further 1 800 enquiries from people willing to sell, the acquisition programme was 
allocated no more funds. 46  

While repairs to houses proceeded rapidly, the building of government housing was 
constrained by having to wait for the new building guidelines being prepared. 
Government housing in the 'surge zones' defined in Cities Commission reports 
would not be rebuilt. It was not until May 1975 that the first major housing contracts 
were issued by the DRC for the building of 1 300 houses in the northern suburbs. 
However, by December 1975 only one house had been completed.47  

44  Stretton, 1976, The Funous Days, p. 193. 

45  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, Pak-Poy and Associates report, p. 125. 
46  King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p. 131. 
47  Northern Territory News, 9 December 1975; King, 1979, More than meets the eye, p. 143; 
Redmond, 2001, The Eye of the Storm, p.176. 
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That only one house would be built in the twelve months since Cyclone Tracy was 
not the intention of the inaugural Chairman of the Darwin Reconstruction 
Commission, Sir Leslie Theiss, who envisaged the completion of 2 500 government 
houses within the first year. At the first meeting of the interim DRC on 5 February 
1975, Theiss had rejected the proposal by the Cities Commission that no new 
building should take place in the northern suburbs for three years.48  His aim was to 
make an immediate start to the construction of strengthened housing, and a 
concentration on cyclone-relevant issues such as underground cables for electricity. 
Theiss, however, was to be the first major victim of the politics and bureaucratic 
backstabbing that swiftly infiltrated the DRC. The aims of the Cities Commission, 
rather than the views of Theiss, were implicit in the Darwin Reconstruction Act 
passed on 28 February 1975. Within two weeks, Theiss had resigned. With his 
resignation the driving force to get on with Darwin's permanent reconstruction, 
using all available resources, was also lost.49  

Those responsible for drafting the Act seemed to have been more committed to 
satisfying ambitions of aspiring officers than restoring Darwin expeditiously. 
Empire building was not uncommon. .. The Department of Housing and 
Construction, the only department with experience of construction in Darwin, was 
not invited to take part in the drafting of the Act50  

In accordance with the Act, all construction within 40km of the Darwin Post Office 
would come under the control of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. This 
included control of major NT Region Housing and Construction contracts issued 
before Cyclone Tracy. There was no provision made for the NT Region to either play 
a significant role in Darwin's reconstruction, or to be included in DRC decision 

48  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 150. 

49  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 160. 
5° Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 165. 
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making.5' This was totally contraiy to Theiss' approach, where he had asked for 
local input and invited George Redmond, whom he had known and worked with on 
several contracts in the Northern Ten-itory, to attend DRC meetings as an observer.52  
The Act also excluded the operation of the Town Planning Ordinance 1964-74, 
insofar as the powers and functions of the Commission were concerned, and was 
expected to give the Commission total control over planning 'Future Darwin' .' Also 
excluded from any participation in the proposed re-planning of Darwin was the 
Town Planning Board, chaired by George Redmond. According to Redmond: 

Excluding the Town Planning Board from being involved in the re-planning of 
Darwin was not in the best interests of the Commission planners. There were 
prominent citizens on the Board, most of whom had spent many years in Darwin 
who could have given constructive advice which would have reduced the many, 
some unrelenting, objections to the Commission's town planning proposals.54  

That virtually no housing was constructed during the first year after cyclone Tracy 
reflects the fact that, as was the case during the late 1940s, there was as much 
disagreement as to the housing styles to be adopted as there was with in relation to 
planning. In January 1975 the Canberra based Darwin Study Group of the 
Department of Housing and Construction produced a preliminary report for the 
DRC. Included were sketches of the types of houses recommended for future 
Darwin.55  These ground-level houses, built of concrete, are the types of houses 
harshly criticized by architects such as Adrian Welke and Philip Harris, who coined 
the term 'Tracy Trauma' housing: 

' Redmond, 2 00 1, In the Eye of the Storm, p.  164. 
52  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, pp. 153-154.. 
13  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 164. 
' Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 165. 

Preliminaiy Report Darwin Reconstruction Study - Tracy Early Settlement Options, January 1975, 
Darwin Reconstruction Study Group, Department of Construction, Canbenn. 
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The general response to the new, paramount criterion of design for cyclonic 
conditions was a turning point to masonry and pre-cast concrete construction. 
Consequently extensive louvred walls gave way to isolated glazed panels - 
generally of hopper windows - and planning became more cellular and 
claustrophobic.56  

The Cities Commission and the DRC appear to have ignored the possibility that the 
loss of the later designs of elevated housing was due to poor design, brought about 

by the abandonment of structural guide-lines introduced after the 1937 cyclone. As 

the majority of housing lost during the cyclone was elevated, the conclusion 

publicised was that elevated housing was unsafe, and that what Darwin needed by 

way of housing was solid, ground-level homes. Why the new elevated public 

housing suffered such massive losses during Cyclone Tracy, and why older elevated 
housing  in Darwin, including Burnett's designs constructed shortly after the cyclone 

of 1937, did not suffer the same devastation does not appear to have been fully 
investigated. The only mention made by the Cities Commission in its 1975 reports 

with regards to the possible cause of the housing losses was that in newer elevated 
housing 

• . . roof and wall cladding were used for bracin& more orthodox and expensive 
bracing having apparently fallen into disuse.57  

There is no mention in the reports that the increasingly linear design of the newer 
government houses built during the late 1960s and early 1970s may have contributed 

to the housing disaster. Historian David Carment surmised that: 

56  Haths and Welke, 1982,Punkah. and FithHelmets, p. IS. 
17  Cities Commission, 1975b, Darwin Planning Guidelines; A Second Report, p. 24. 
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They were often poorly built and they were difficult to brace effectively as they 
generally lacked expanses of wall except at gable ends.58  

That poor building and not poor design was indicated as being responsible for the 
extensive housing losses during Cyclone Tracy brought down the wrath of many in 
Darwin on members of the Greek construction industry. According to the Greek 
website in the Northern Territory: 

During this period a minority of Darwin people expressed openly their racist 
feelings against the Greeks because of their misconception that "the Greeks had 
helped only themselves". In addition the Greek builders took some of the blame for 
the destruction of the houses during the cyclone. The fact that the Government 
building branch was supposed to advise, check and approve buildings was 
forgotten. Sometimes it is easier to find a scapegoat.59  

While this complaint may be valid, as the Greeks promote their own importance in 
the post-war construction industry in Darwin,60  they must accept some of the blame 
for the Cyclone Tracy housing losses that occurred due to shoddy building practices. 
However, the myth of Greek supremacy in building was dismissed in a personal 
letter from George Redmond in which he stated that 'Greeks although important 
contractors and were strictly supervised, were not in my time the dominant 
builders' •61  Much of the housing construction undertaken by Greeks at the time 
appears to have been in the private, rather than public, housing sector. 

Carment, 1996, Looking at Dar.vin s Pas-4 p.  89. 
Greek Northern Territory website: httij;//ww.arafura.netau/areeksnt 

60  The view that Greeks were virtually solely responsible for the post-war reconstruction of Darwin 
was fairly aggressively stated in the Greeks NT website when first checked in 1999. The claims have 
since been toned down, but the idea of Greek domination of post-war construction is still promoted.. 
61  George Redmond to Eve Gibson, 1 April 2002. 
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Recent material not available to earlier writers, published and unpublished, by Jim 

Buchanan and George Redmond, both engineers, has added a vast store of detailed 

information on just why many Darwin houses built from the 1950s to 1974 failed to 

withstand cyclomc conditions. In providing information for this thesis, Buchanan, 

maintained that the deterioration in housing standards set in when Housing was 

separated from Works in 1952: 

I am sure in the latter part of '52 the seeds were sown to set the stage for the 
disaster, which befell the town in 1974. The town leaders, traders and civil servants 
alike, began to acknowledge that the rebuilding was a pipedream and if left to the 
existmg regimen would see no progress in the next 10 years.. . the private interests 
complained bitterly of the standards of construction required by building codes and 
regulations... There was a strong move to have the standards of construction 
lowered and to down grade the cyclone requirements... The bean counters in 
Darwin and Canberra were supporters, as costs had sky rocketed.. 62  

During the 1950s the siringent building standards adopted after the 1937 cyclone 

were gradually abandoned in the construction of government housing. In the private 

building sector the change was far more rapid.63  That the abandonment of cyclone 
standards by the private sector contributed to housing losses during Cyclone Tracy is 

clear in the case of the Fannie Bay area, where the majority of houses lost were 

privately built. That so many government built houses in the area survived indicates 

that the standards then in place had not yet declined to those adopted in building the 
new northern suburbs in the 1960s. However, Buchanan, in looking at a photograph 

of a 1959 government house built in Fannie Bay noted that: 

[Tihe stumps are pipes [rather than solid as was previously the accepted practice]; 

the number of stumps have been reduced by increasing the spans; cross-bracing of 

62 Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 30. 
Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p.  30. 
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stumps has been eliminated in both directions; storm battens in the roof &imiuited, 

and the majority,  of louvres are obscured glass. With the unseen items even more 
likely to have been omitted, one expects this building to have been a statistic on 
25" Dec. 7464 

According to George Redmond, by the early 1960s many engineers in the NT 
Region of the Department of Works, which had adhered to the stringent post-1937 
cyclone standards for the major construction works, such as Darwin High School, for 
which it was still responsible, were increasingly concerned at the decline in building 
standards adopted for housing: 

Les Buenfield, a structural engineer recruited in 1963 from overseas, was so 
worried that the houses being constructed in Darwin and other Temtory coastal 
areas would be destroyed in the event of a cyclone that he endeavoured, 
unsuccessfully, to have model tests carried out to facilitate the design of more 
structurally adequate buildings.65  

A number of NT Region engineers continued to pressure for improved standards, but 
met with little success due to the perception of many others that, in spite of the 
evidence of the cyclones of 1897 and 1937, Darwin was unlikely to suffer a severe 
cyclone, in giving evidence at a Public Works Committee investigation on 12 
December 1957 into possible damage in the event of a cyclone, the view of Men' L. 
Connick, Managing Engineer, Electricity Undertakings, was that 'Darwin does not 
get very severe cyclones'. The Director of Lands, Hugh Barclay, held the same view. 
He dismissed the idea that Darwin was in a potentially dangerous cyclone area 'We 
seldom have any winds exceeding 60 knots and a wind of that velocity would be a 
rare occurrence.' 66 

' Buchanan, 2000, The Rebuilding of Darwin 1946-1953, p. 30. 
65 Redmond, 2001,In the Eye of the Storm, p.35. 

66  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, pp. 3 5-36. 
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The minds of those who did not believe that more rigid building standards were 
required in Darwin, were rapidly focused on the issue with news of the devastation 
caused by Cyclone Aithea to Townsville on 24 December 1971 .Redmond 
immediately sent structural engineer Jack Gamble and architect Laurie Smith to 
Townsville to assess damage and produce a report. The report was submitted to the 
Northern Territory Administration on 13 January 1972, with a request that funding 
be made available for the strengthening of residences in the 1972/1973 budget.67  

The engineers' recommendations were accepted and, as Housing had been returned 

to Works under the Whitlam Labor Government, the re-structured Department of 
Housing and Construction had the opportunity to implement improved building 
standards in line with the Cyclone Aithea report. In 1974 the Darwin Group of the 
Institute of Engineers produced a report entitled 'Is Darwin Prepared for a cyclone?' 
and concluded that it wasn't. The changes approved in 1972 came far too late to 
undo the damage of years of shoddy and sub-standard building and poor design: 

With Cyclone Tracy following so soon after Cyclone Aithea, it meant that Darwin 
was nowhere near prepared for Tracy. Only a small number of existing houses had 
been strengthened, not many new cyclone strengthened houses had been 
constructed, and these... were surrounded by un-strengthened houses. 68  

As it transpired, even had the post-Cyclone Aithea guidelines been adopted earlier, 
they would have proved inadequate to withstand the force of Cyclone Tracy. The 
standard for rooñng adopted in 1972 provided for a wind speed of 88mph. After 
Cyclone Tracy the Building Code was upgraded to specify that the design wind 

67  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 36. 
61  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 38. 
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loadings for residences be based on a wind speed of 112mph - a wind load of 1.9 
times the pre-Tracy wind load requirement.69  

Redmond believed that the damaged elevated housing could be rebuilt and, as 

already mentioned, the NT Region of Housing and Construction had undertaken 

emergency reconstruction and had restored and weather-proofed thousands of less 

damaged properties by June 1975. But the NT Region was demed any role in the 

permanent reconstruction programme, senior officers in Darwin gradually being 

excluded from involvement in the DRC operations.71)  In July 1975 Redmond was 

informed that someone was to be sent from the Head Office of Housing and 

Construction in Melbourne to head a new section directly responsible to the DRC for 

reconstruction in Darwin. Redmond was to be responsible for all other Territory 

works. Other long-serving members of the NT Region team were also replaced. This 

meant that all senior positions relating to the reconstruction of Darwin were 

eventually taken over by officers from Head Office.7' The Urban Development and 

Town Planning Branch of the Department of the Northern Territory was also split 

up, with the section dealing with all areas of the Territory other than Darwin being 

moved, for some unaccountable reason, to Brisbane in Queensland.72  

With Darwin in 1975 a city in ruins, it would seem logical to assume that there was 

plenty of work available for local builders at the time. This, however, was not the 

case. Contracts for Department of Housing and Construction building agreed to 

before Cyclone Tracy were cancelled, with all future contracts to be handled by the 

DRC. This left eleven Darwin-based contractors desperate for work.73  The feeling 

amongst builders was reflected in the print media. In April 1975 The Northern 

69  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye ofthe Storm, p.  39. 
7° Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, pp.  143-145. 
71  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p.  182. 
72  Northern Territory Newsletter, Jan./April 1975, p.  38. 
" Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, p. 176. 
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Territory News carried several articles, such as 'Builders Want Jobs',74  and 'Builders 
Rap Darwin Reconsiruction Commission',  75  which outlined the grievances of the 
Master Builders Association in relation to the lack of construction work in Darwin. 

The full saga of post-Tracy Darwin and the Darwin Reconstruction Commission was 
documented in Redmond's In the Eye of the Stonn, published in 2001. Part of a 
much larger body of unpublished research,76  the work provides a detailed first-hand 
account of events, experiments with housing, massive wastage of public monies, 
expensive consultancies and the political and bureaucratic mismanagement and 
failures of the time. The situation that emerged in the reconstruction of Darwin in the 
aftermath of Cyclone Tracy, was markedly similar to that of the situation in relation 
to post- reconstruction and the 1946 Darwin town plan. The failure to re-plan Darwin 
and provide housing after Cyclone Tracy was, according to Redmond, largely due to 

the unwillingness of southern politicians and bureaucrats to allow the involvement of 

experienced, Territory-based professionals in the reconstruction process.77  It seems 
clear from many, well-referenced, cases noted in both of Redmond's works that 
'Empire Building' was a factor at both a political and departmental level. 

This view was also held by Alan Stretton who, in his autobiography Soldier in a 
Storm, wrote of the personal vilification to which he was subjected in attempting to 
present a factual record of events in Darwin during the first week after Cyclone 
Tracy in The Furious Days. He concluded his autobiography with several critical 
comments on the post-Cyclone Tracy situation in Darwin, in particular the fact that 
the Darwin City Council was planning to use money, personally donated by the 
Australian public to help the people of Darwin, to build a multi-million dollar 

Northern Territory News, 8 April 1975. 

Northern Territory News, 20 April 1975. 
76 Redmond, 2001, A History of Public Works in the Northern Territory from 1824. 

Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Storm, 221-222. 
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performing arts centre.78  That Stretton criticised this proposal, and recommended 
that an inquiry should be held into the misappropriation of donated funds, may 
explain why, although warmly greeted by residents when he later returned to 
Darwin, he was coldly received by the local power-brokers: 

It is regrettable that my• story has to conclude with an account of the viciousness 
and bitterness that can be expressed when one Iries to expose the insincerity and 
hypocrisy that exists in the top echelons of national life.79  

The political manipulation and machinations of many involved with the Darwin 
Reconstruction Commission created enormous tensions in Darwin. However, with 
the imminent demise of Cities Commission planning ambitions already evident by 
late 1975, the situation eased as regards the concerns of residents being displaced 
from areas such as north Fannie Bay. The recommendations of the Commission, 
including the positive proposals that might have benefited the city, were largely 
ignored. Over twenty-five  years after Cyclone Tracy, Darwin Airport still occupies a 
vast area of land in the centre of the city. Of more immediate concern to Fannie Bay 
residents is that the area is still without the underground power supply strongly 
recommended in the 1975 reports, °  and remains subject to constant power failures. 

In 1976 post-Cyclone Tracy housing construction finally got under way in Darwin. 
Most of the new houses were of the ground-level type of housing, promoted in the 

78  What many cultumi groups in Darwin wanted was a theatre that could be used by community 
groups. What was built in the early 1980s was the Darwin Performing Axis Centre, a multi-million 
dollar theatre and hotel complex. For details see Heatley, 1986, A City Grows, pp. 86-91. 
79  Alan Sti-etton, 1978, Soldier in a Storm: An Autobiography, Collins, Sydney, p. 320. 
80  NT Region of Department of Housing and Construction, 1975 [20 January], Permanent 
Rehabilitation of the Power Distribution System, Department of Housing and Construction, Darwin 
Also, A. T. Priestly, 1975 [10 March] Report on the Rehabilitation and Development of the Darwin 
Electricity Supply: A Commissioned Report to this Region for Presentation to the Darwin 
Reconstruction Commission. 
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January 1975 report presented by the Canberra based Darwin Study Group of the 
Department of Housing and Construction to the DRC in February 1975.81  Large 
numbers of these, some of pre-cast concrete, were built in the northern suburbs. 82  
When the Darwin Reconstruction Commission was wound up in 1977, responsibility 
for housing was handed back to the NT Region of Housing and Construction. It 
initiated changes to housing styles. Rather than constructing more of the concrete 

box 'Tracy Trauma' houses that were so disliked by many long-term local residents, 
it commenced a building program of pre-cyclone designed elevated housing, 

including the popular C19, reinforced and strengthened against cyclone loads.83  

Due to the high survival rate of housing in Fannie Bay and Parap, there are few 
examples in the area of the low-level type of housing adopted elsewhere in Darwin 
after Cyclone Tracy. Many of the elevated government houses were clad with metal 

sheeting after the cyclone, although there are a number that still retain the original 
asbestos outer wall cladding. Another common post-cyclone repair to government 
housing in Fannie Bay was that the external floor to ceiling louvred widows were 
replaced with small, southern-style sliding or hopper windows. There are many 
examples of this type of post-cyclone reconstruction in the Fannie Bay area. 84 The 
sliding windows posed many problems. Unlike louvres, which can be adjusted to 
allow for an even distribution of airflow in varying conditions, the sliding windows 
funneled airflow, and often had to be kept totally closed during the windiest, and 

81  Darwin Reconstruction Study Group, 1975, Preliminaiy Report Darwin Reconstruction Study - 
Tracy Early Settlement Options, Department of Housing and Construction, Darwin. This report 
included sketch plans of the recommended types of houses to be built after Cyclone Tracy. 
82  Redmond, 2001, In the Eye of the Stonn, pp.  204-207. Several photos of DRC housing types 
adopted after Cyclone Tracy.. 

Redmond, 2001, in the Eye of the Storm, p.  213. Photograph of post-Cyclone Tracy C19 design 
elevated house with hopper windows. 

Keys and Brailsford, 1998, Parap-An. Architectural Survey. Houses in near original condition in the 
Fannie Bay/Parap area are noted, as are changes to original louveredwindows.. 
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hottest time of the year.  15  In the late 1970s there was a gradual move back towards 
the inclusion of louvres in housing. 

While Fannie Bay and Parap were the suburbs of Darwin least affected by the 
devastation of housing losses during Cyclone Tracy, and the recommendations for 
changes made by the Cities Commission and the DRC were largely negated due to 
action by residents, the nature and demography of the suburbs would change due to 
events that occurred in the late 1970s. 

The granting of self-government to the Northern Territory by the Commonwealth on 
1 July 1978 brought about many of the changes. The achievement of self-
government coincided with a trend in the world's leading economies towards major 
reforms and restructuring of economic administration. There was a move away from 
the concept of government involvement in planning, and the provision of housing, 
that had been in place since World War H. The trend was to economic rationalism, 
and an open market system of housing run by private enterprise. These philosophies 
were espoused by the Country Liberal Party, which took office as the first elected 
government of the Northern Territory. 

Peisonal experience of living in a new post-cyclone elevated house. Partially closing the sliding 
windows tuimeled the wind so severely that paintings were blown off the walls. Closed up, and 
without air-conditioning, it was a very uncomfortable design. 
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Plate 17: F. J. Buchanan's Type I Lucas' house in 1948. 

Photograph courtesy of F. J. Buchanan. 

Plate 1 8; Ground-level house on Ross Smith Avenue, Fannie Bay. It was privately built by 

the owner in the mid - 1950s. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 19: Beth Hogan in front of her 'Parap Cottage' in 1950. 

Photograph courtesy of Beth Hogan. 
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Plate 20: Late 1940s   photograph of a Sidney Williams hut in use as a residence. 

Northern Territory Library, Roderick Collection. 
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Plate 21: 1950s   photograph of 'government grey' Type D4 in Christie Sweet, Fannie Bay. 

\ortliern Terrltor\ I .ibrarv. I-lelver Collection. 

P'ate 22: I-louse in Porter Street, Ludrnilla, with original I 950s asbestos cement outer walls, 

and with louvres and casement windo in gable end. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 23: Type D5 bwltby Bill Richardson in 1958, under renovation in 1990s.Porter 

Street, Ludmilla. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 24: Aerial view in 1957 of rows of 'government greys' in new suburb of Fannie Bay. 

Photograph courtesy of Hugh Tilbrook. 
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Northern feiTitory library, McCann Collection 

Plate 26: The Fannie Bay Hotel on East Point Road in 1968. 

Northern Terntory Library, NTGP Collection. 
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l'latc 27 Kurnngal 1- lats complex of eight blocks under construction in 196T 
Northern Temtory Library, Lands Collection 
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Plate 28: Clubhouse and 'sand greens at Golf Club, East Point in 1960s.   

Northern Temtory Library, NTGP Collection. 



Plate 29: Cyclone Tracy devastation in the northern suburbs of Darwin, December 1974. 

Photograph courtesy of the Sydney Morning Herald. 
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Plate 30: Cyclone Tracy damage to house on East Point Road, Fannie Bay. 
Northern Territory Library, Dawina and William Fong Collection. 
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Plate 31: Yachts damaged during Cyclone (racy at Darwin Sailing Club. 
Northern Territory Library, Miscellaneous 2 ('ollection. 
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Plate 32: A loo with a view of Cyclone Tracy damage at the Fannie Bay Gaol. 
Photograph courtesy of Barbara James 

Plate 33: Section of elevated house dislodged during cyclone. Christie Street, Fannie Bay. 
Northern Territory Library, Franklin Collection 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

Closures and Changes 

The previous leasehold system of land release in the Northern Territory is currently 
being converted to a freehold system in urban centres and the government is 
actively encouraging the construction of new urban subdivisions by the private 
sector. 

Northern Territory: A Way of Life, 1979.' 

The Country Liberal Party [CLP] that took office as the first elected government of 

the Northern Territory in 1978 introduced the transition from leasehold to freehold 

property title in urban areas of Darwin, and encouraged private home ownership 

through generous government-funded loans. This, combined with the closure of both 

the North Australia Railway and the Fannie Bay Gaol in the late 1970s, had a 

marked demographic impact on the Fannie Bay area. Numerous government houses 

previously occupied by railway and gaol employees were made available for private 

purchase. In 1979 the permanent northern boundary for the suburb of Fannie Bay 

was set when land that had been marked for suburban expansion was granted to the 

Aboriginal community of Kulaluk. The early 1980s saw the re-alignment of the 

Stuart Highway along the old railway line, and the construction of an arterial road 

through Fannie Bay to link with Nightcliff and the northern suburbs. The latter 

resulted in a substantial increase in through-traffic, and ended forever the 'sleepy 

hollow' nature of suburban Fannie Bay. 

1  Northern Terntoy. A Way ofLfe, a.d. [1979}, Northern Territory Development 
Corporation, Darwin, p.  26. 
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In the years leading up to the granting of self-government in 1978, many residents in 

the Fannie Bay area had the disconcerting experience of living in several different 

suburbs - while they remained living in the same dwelling. 

That suburban boundaries were changed was, at least partially, due to the series of 

proposed electoral boundaries produced between 1965 and 1977. jFigure 221 The 

1968 proposal was particularly radical, with the entire Fannie Bay area north-east of 

Ross Smith Avenue and the central Parap section east of Parap Road given the name 

Ludmilla, while the proposed new Fannie Bay electorate sprawled across the Stuart 

Highway as far as Frances Bay. In the 1977 proposal, which was adopted, part of the 

old suburb of Fannie Bay east of Douglas Street was annexed to form the electoral 

district of Ludmilla, with electoral numbers in the area boosted by the addition of a 

section of housing north of the dividing Bagot Aboriginal Compound. 

This division remains as a suburban boundary defining the suburb of Ludmilla, 

despite the fact that the electoral district of Ludmilla was abolished in the 1980s. The 

northern section of Ludmilla, unconnected by road to the southern section, is now 

designated for electoral purposes as part of Mimer. A 2000 map of the electoral 

boundary of Fannie Bay shows that it covers all of the area known previously as 

simply Fannie Bay, including the southern part of Ludmilla and Parap. [Figure 231 

What's in a name? To judge by the reaction of people spoken to, and real estate 

marketing and advertisements, the name of an area is of great psychological 

importance, a 'good' name adding prestige and value to properties. Many residents 

in the Fannie Bay area continued to use their old pre-boundary change addresses, 

most notably where the address of their home had changed from the more prestigious 

Fannie Bay to either Parap or Ludmilla. Until the 1980s it appeared that few people 

actually lived in Parap. With its working-class connotations due to the railway depot 

and its numerous blue-collar workers, many Parap residents chose to use Fannie Bay 
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Figure 22: Proposed electoral boundaries for the Fannie Bay area prior to 1978. 
Topleft— 1965;topright— 1968;bottomleft— 1974;bottomright-1977. 
Northern Territory Library. Electoral district maps. 
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as their address.2  The same applied to numerous homeowners in the section of the 

suburb of Fannie Bay annexed and renamed Ludmilla Housing for sale in this area is 

still often advertised as being in the prime location of either 'Old Fannie Bay', or 

'Ludmilla Heights' which clearly identifies the area as distinct from the northern, 

lower property value, section of Ludmilla. The confusion with regards to the 

southern section of Ludmilla101d Fannie Bay is compounded by the fact that there 

was an earlier attempt to change the name of the section from Fannie Bay to Bagot, 

described in a 1963 promotional magazine as 'a subdivision built as an extension to 

the Fannie Bay subdivision' and as 'an attractive suburb, with steep hills' and 'some 

of the most beautiful gardens in Darwin' .' The name proved unpopular with 

residents as it had connotations with the nearby Bagot Aboriginal Reserve. 

That there remains considerable confusion as to the boundaries of suburbs within the 

Fannie Bay area is evident, with even government officials often unclear as to the 

correct suburban title for addresses, at times resulting in residents in the same 

household registered as living in different suburbs.4  The name changes, and the lack 

of acceptance of several of the new names suggested, pose some ongoing problems 

in undertaking research of the Fannie Bay area. Documentation that may appear to 

relate to one area may, in fact have its origins in a section that has had several 

changes of name over the years. 

Parap's image as the 'poor relation' to its 'silver-tail' neighbour Fannie Bay started 

to change with the closure of the North Australia Railway in the late 1970s. In 

Darwin the closure particularly affected the Parap area, where the main railway 

2  Personal observation. One resident met boasted that he was the only person actually living in Parsp, 

all of his neighbours using Fannie Bay as their address. 

Darwin ... isa Way of Lfe,  1963, Commonwealth Government Pnnter, Canberra, p. 27. 
On purchasing a home in the southern part of Ludmilla in 1984, my husband and I obtained new 

driving licenses showing our change of address. His showed that he lived in the suburb of Ludmilla, 
while mine carried the information that I lived at the same address, but in the suburb of Fannie Bay. 
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workshops and yards were located and where most railway employees were housed. 

The passing of the railway marked the end of almost a century in which work related 

to the railway had provided a major source of employment in Darwin, and the life-

blood that sustained many smaller Territory centres along the line. Despite pressure 

from political aspirants from both sides of politics in the Northern Territory prior to 

self-government, and the fledgling Northern Territory Government that took office in 

1978, the Federal Government stood firm in its decision to 'suspend', the operations 

of the railway, urging instead the upgrading of the Stuart Highway.5  In reality, the 

so-called suspension was clearly a closure, and marked the withdrawal of the 

Commonwealth from its 1911 commitment to South Australia to continue the 

railway through to Darwin: 

Even after 1 July 1978 Canberra still maintained the fiction that the North 
Australia Railway had not closed, but merely ceased operations, whatever the 
semantic subtleties of that might mean. The facts were, however... [that] the North 
Australia Railway had no staff, its former headquarters building on the Esplanade 
had been disposed of, the Parap Railway Workshops... were leased to other 
tenants... [and the] rollmg stock had been sold for scrap or transferred south...6  

Almost overnight, the hubbub from the once busy Parap Railway Workshops fell 

silent, and the removal of bogies from the line rendered rail traffic inoperative. The 

workshops were closed in 1976, and the last 'train' to traverse a section of track was 

moved by tractor power from the Winnellie siding east of Bombing Road to Parap on 

17 October 1977. 'The points were set.. .to permit main line running... although no 

train would ever pass that way again'.7  

Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led To Nowhere, pp.  172-182. 
6  Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led To Nowhere, p. 181. 

Stevenson, 1979, The Line That Led To Nowhere, p.  172. 
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The second closure of the late 1970s to affect the Fannie Bay area was that of the old 

Fannie Bay Gaol which, like the railway, had been part of the local landscape and 

community for almost a century. On 2 September 1979 the last prisoners were 

moved to new facilities at Berrimah. While to some politicians and outside observers 

the gaol may have appeared simply as an 'eye-sore' in a 'prime real estate area', it 

was regarded by many locals as a significant building in the history of Fannie Bay. 

The management of the gaol was later transferred to the Northern Territory Museum 

of Arts and Sciences, subsequently renamed Museums and Art Galleries of the 

Northern Territory, for development as a museum. 

With the departure of railway and gaol employees, numerous government houses in 

the Fannie Bay area were vacated. The houses, despite the fact that most of them had 

survived Cyclone Tracy, and had been refurbished and strengthened after the 

cyclone, were not up to the stringent building guidelines adopted after 1975, and 

were not regarded as of the standard required for future government housing. Those 

living in Public Service or Housing Commission houses were given the opportunity 

to purchase their existing rental properties. Where sitting tenants did not wish to 

purchase, the houses were sold on the open market.9  

The monies from the sale of government housing went to the Commonwealth, not 

the new Northern Territory Government. While self-government had been granted, 

the Commonwealth retained many parcels of land, and much of the housing built 

during its administration of the Northern Territory. With fewer Commonwealth 

employees, initially the Commonwealth Department of Administrative Services 

conducted the disposal of surplus housing. Much of the housing was offered to 

Territory or Commonwealth departments. In 1986 a new section, Australian Property 

Group, was formed to arrange the open market sale of housing not wanted by other 

Dewar, 1999, inside-Out, pp. 127-129. 

Information provided by Michael Feneley, Planning and Development Officer with Australian 

Property Group until its closure in 1990. 
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departments. The section was closed in 1990. However, the transfer of land in 

Darwin is still incomplete, with many sections of land in the Fannie Bay area still 

owned by the Commonwealth, or by Australian National Railways.'0  

As an incentive to promote home-ownership, and encourage permanent settlement in 

the Northern Territory, the government introduced a government-funded Home 

Loans Scheme, which provided up to $50 000 on generous terms to prospective 

purchasers.0 The 1980s marked the beginning of the widespread 'gentrification' of 

the Fannie Bay area, in particular Parap, as ex-government railway and gaol houses 

put on the open market rapidly passed into private hands, many of them professional 

and business people. That sales of properties in the Northern Territory flourished was 

due partially to the generous home loans scheme, boosted by the fact that the 

government changed property title from leasehold to freehold. 

To promote and encourage private investment in both major projects and housing 

construction in the Northern Territory was a major aim of the CLP. In a glossy 

promotional magazine Northern Territory: A Way of Life, issued at the end of its first 

year in power, the government announced that Darwin and Alice Springs were 

enjoymg a building boom, and that new urban subdivisions were being constructed 

in all major Territory centres. Also announced was the imminent introduction of the 

change from leasehold to freehold property title: 

. More than 14 000 existing leases will convert to freehold title automatically at 
no cost to lessees. 

. Town Land leases, Darwin town area leases, Church land leases, miscellaneous 
leases, agricultural leases and a handful of mini-pastoral leases smaller than 
150 square kilometers will get freehold title. 12  

10  information provided by Michael Feneley. 
"Northern Territory:A Way of Life, 1979,p. 26. 
12  Northern Territory:A Way ofLife, 1979,p. 26. 
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The transfer to freehold property title brought the Northern Territory in line with 

property tenures in place in the Australian states. This left the Australian Capital 

Territory as the only place on mainland Australia with leasehold tenure, properties in 
Canberra normally purchased on 99-year The security and added land value 
of outright ownership of land in the Northern Territory was welcomed by existing 

lease holders and new land purchasers. In 1983 a new planning act was passed which 

included documentation of the change in property status.'4  

In encouraging private home ownership, and moving towards the private sector as 

the major provider of housing,  the CLP was following the global trend of right-wing 

governments in moving away from the concept of the welfare state and govermnent 

involvement in town planning and public housing, towards a laissez faire capitalist 
economy in which responsibility for development was transferred to the private 
sector.'5  The ideas of monetarist economic rationalists such as Milton Friedman were 
widely adopted in Britain where Margaret Thatcher led the Conservatives to power 

in 1979, and in America, where Friedman was appointed economic policy advisor to 

Ronald Regan on his election as President in 1980. 

In Britain 'the Thatcher Government dismembered the strategic-planning system that 

had been painfully built up by successive governments'.'6  By 1987, as part of the 
programme aimed at transferring the responsibility for housing to the private sector, 

13  James Connor, 1993 (first published 1983), Canberra: The lion, the witch and the wardrobe, in 
Robert Freestone (ed), Spirited Cities: Urban Planning, Traffic and EnvironmentalManagement in 

the Nineties, The Federation Press, Sydney, pp.  228-233. Connor outlines many of the advantages of 
the leasehold system, and the consequences of its erosion in the A.C.T. 
14  Northern Territory Government, 1983, Building Act 1983, No. 31, 1983. 
' Peter Hall, 1998, Cities in Civilization: Culture, Innovation and Urban Order, Phoenix, 

London, p.  888. 
16  Hall, 1996, Cities of Tomorrow, p.  359. 
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a million public housing units had been sold to tenants.'7  In Winners and Losers: 
Home ownership in modern Britain, Chris Hamnett analysed the impact of the 

changes in housing policy, both positive and negative, that took place during the 

Thatcher years. The pattern of transference of wealth through property ownership 

from the less affluent to the wealthier strata in society was noted, a trend that has 

been paralleled in Australia in recent years. Allied to the disposal of government 

housing in Britain was fmancial liberalisation, a lead also followed in Australia. 

Mortgage lending increased rapidly as banks entered the housing market, and there 

was intense competition between lenders in offering generous mortgage terms to 

home purchasers.18  This triggered a housing boom in Britain that, starting in 1983, 

reached its peak between 1986 and 1989. A common factor influencing the purchase 

of property in Britain, America - and Australia, was the perception that home 

ownership was increasingly regarded as a form of hedge against inflation, against 

which they could raise loans for other purposes. This marked a significant change 

from looking at housing as simply a home or shelter.'9  

In Australia, Liberal Prime Minister R.G. Menzies was in the vanguard of the 

movement by first world governments towards promoting the ideal of private home 

ownership over the provision of public housing. In 1954 he announced that 

government housing could be sold on terms over 45 years.2°  The Commonwealth 

Housing Commission., which had been created in 1943 to address post-war housing 

needs, was authorised to divert a proportion of its funding - initially 20%, rising to 

30% - to facilitate the private purchase of properties. In 1964 the Commonwealth 

17  Hall, 1996, Cities of Tomorrow, p. 272. 
' Chris Hanmett, 1999, Winners and Losers: Home Ownership in Modem Britain, UCL Press, 
London, pp. 3 1-32. 
19  Hamnett, 1999, Winners and Losers, pp.  146-151. 
20  Pat Troy, 1984, Housing policies in Australia, in David Drakakis-Smith (ed.), Housing in 
the North: Policies and Markets, North Australia Research Unit, Australian National University, 
Darwin, p.6. 
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Housing Department was created, its main policy activities being the creation and 

administration of a scheme of housing grants for young couples seeking homes. This 

further diverted government funding from lower income rental housing. By 1970 

some government housing administrators were beginning to question the icon of 

home ownership 

Undoubtedly, the Government's policies satisfied millions of Australians in an 
mcreasmgly affluent nation, but this was done at the expense of lower income and 
needy groups dependent on public housing.2' 

In 1978 the principle of economic rents for public housing tenants was replaced by a 

requirement to move to a market related rental system, with rental rebates for needy 

tenants.22  This policy was introduced by the Liberal Party in power at the federal 

level in Australia under the leadership of Malcolm Fraser. In the face of rising 

inflation, the Fraser government abandoned the economic theories of John Maynard 

Keynes, whose philosophies had been widely adopted in many countries, including 

Australia, in the immediate post-war era. Keynes promoted maintaining full 

employment, and advocated government involvement in providing a wide range of 

jobs through the provision of government funded services: 

The Keynesian city was built through state-backed, debt financed mass 
consumption of owner-occupied housing, cars, white goods, roads, hospitals, 
schools and other elements of the social wage.n 

Rather than follong the Keynesian philosophy of an integrated, planned economy, 

the Fraser government espoused the theories propounded by Friedman. The 

conservative argument was that the economic problems of the time were rooted in 

21  Troy, 1984, Housing policies in Australia, p. 7. 
22  Troy, 1984, Housing policies in Australia, p.  8. 

23 Berry, 1999, Unravelling the "Australian Housing Solution", p. 111. 
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excessive government spending and regulation. Both were portrayed as stifling 

private investment, and as responsible for the high inflation rate and 

unemployment.24  However, when Treasury did adopt Friedman's advice to curb 

government spending, the move was seen by some political analysts as simply a 

device to undermine consumer demand, and thus reduce inflation by maintaining 

higher unemployment levels.2  Cuts in spending included divesting government of 

involvement in services that could be provided by the private sector, and the 

deregulation of industries. 

Deregulation of the Australian financial system continued under a Labor government 

led by Bob Hawke. Combined with the austerity of the 1986-1987 and 1987-1988 

federal budgets, which adversely affected funding to the Australian states, this 

rendered Australian cities particularly vulnerable to the whims of foreign 

investment.26  

In the Northern Territory, the first Chief Minister on gaining self-government, 

Queensland born lawyer Paul Everingham, was in time with the economic policies 

emerging overseas, and those of the Fraser government. Everingham was an astute 

businessman, prospering in real estate dealings and commercial ventures.27  The CLP 

government commenced a massive development programme. Its directions 

inevitably bore the imprint of Everingham, leading one commentator to remark that 

he resembled a 'latter day Poo-Bah - The Minister for Everything!'28  When the new 

24  Sandercock, 1990, Properly, Politics and Urban Planning, p.16. 
25  Brian Head and Allan Patience, 1979, Labor and Liberal: How different are they?, in Allan 

Patience and Brian Head (eds.) From Whitlam to Fraser, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, p.  39. 
26  Sandercock, 1990, Property, Politics and Urban Planning, p.19. Sandercock's Introduction 

contains an update on planning issues since the work was first published in 1975 as Cities for Sale. 

27  Alistair Heatley, 1996, Everinghani, Paul Anthony Edward (1943- ), in Carment and Wilson (eds), 

)VTDB, Volume Three, p. 94. 
28 Heatley, 1996, Evenngham, in Carment and Wilson (eds), NTDB Volume Three, p p. 95. 
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Home Loans Scheme was launched in the Northern Territory in October 1979, all 

first home buyers were offered loans of $45 000, an amount far in excess of 

government loans elsewhere in Australia. The immediate effect was an upsurge in 

demand for land and housing in the Territory, and an increase in housing prices. 

News of the generous terms of the loans spread, and a number of people moved to 

the Northern Territory specifically in order to take advantage of the scheme.29  

Everingham, known, not always affectionately, as 'Porky', set the tone of the 

behaviour of many subsequent Territory CLP politicians in his blunt and aggressive 

approach and attitude. This included hostility towards the Federal Government, and 

under his leadership 'Canberra bashing' was established as a useful political weapon 

for the CLP .'° Everingham's aggression extended to his dealings within the 

Territory. The achievement of self-government for the Northern Territory could have 

been, with external interference no longer a prime factor, a time for unity in building 

the future of the north. This was not the case. There was immediate friction between 

the new government and town councils when the CLP took full control of planning 

and development. Unlike the Australian states, where local government is largely 

responsible for local planning issues, in the Northern Territory, local government 

since 1978 has had little say or influence in planning decisions. The format of the 

Town Planning Board established under the Commonwealth administration, which 

allowed for only one place for a local government representative, was retained by the 

CLP. The Planning Authority, with the chairman and the majority of members 

nominated by the government, in effect gave the government total control of 

planning and development.31  

29  M. It Elliott, 1984, Construction and marketing issues, in Drakakis-Smith (ed), Housing in 

the North: Policies and Markets, pp.  75-76. 
30  Heatley, 1996, Everingham, in Carment and Wilson (eds), NTDB Volume Three, p. 95. 
" Opposition to the structure of, and actions taken by, the Planning Authority by local councils and 

residents' groups is documented in chapter fourteen. 
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Also established during the Everingham era was the practice of Territory politicians 

showing as little regard for the wishes and views of the population with regards 

planning as had the Commonwealth politicians and bureaucrats. Despite the 

documented and ongoing opposition of local residents to the concept of an arterial 

road through Fannie Bay, with the support of politicians representing the northern 

suburbs of Darwin, the proposal was approved. 2  While the new access road was less 

disruptive than the Cities Commission proposal in that it was a simple dual highway 

and, by-passing north Fannie Bay, followed the route suggested by the People 

Against Palmerston Freeway,33  its opening resulted in a substantial increase in traffic 

through the suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap. 

The new road was named in honour of politician, judge, social reformer and 

advocate of Aboriginal rights, Dick Ward, for several years Member of the 

Legislative Council [MLC} for Ludrnilla, who had died in 1977. A ceremony to 

celebrate the opening of Dick Ward Drive took place on 22 July 1980. It was 

officially declared open by the then Member of the Legislative Assembly [MLA]3' 

for Ludmilla, Roger Steele, and by a senior member of the Larrakia people, Bobby 

Secretary. An inscribed stone memorial at the Fannie Bay end of Dick Ward Drive 

marks the event. 

That a white Member of the Legislative Assembly and an Aboriginal leader jointly 

officiated at the opening of Dick Ward Drive marked the conclusion of a rare chapter 

in the history of urban Aboriginal activism in the Northern Territory. During the 

32  Close friend Dawn Lawrie, then MLA for Nightclifi was an ardent supporter of the Fannie Bay-

Nightcliff connector road. That the road had sirong support from northern suburbs residents is not 

surprising, given that the only access to central Darwin at the time was the rather dreary Bagot Road. 

33  Rob Wesley-Smith to Eve Gibson, email 17 September 2002. 
34  Barbara James, 1996, Ward, Richard Charles (Dick) (1916-1977), in Carment and Wilson (eds), 

NTDB, Volume Three, pp. 332-336. 

The name Legislative Council was replaced by that of Legislative Assembly in 1974. 
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1970s Bobby Secretary, or Koolamurmee to give his Larrakia name, fought on 

behalf of several Aboriginal groups to have the land north of Fannie Bay, known to 

the Larrakia as Kulaluk, granted to the Aboriginal people of the area. The name 

'Gwalwa Daraniki', which translated from Larrakia means 'Our Land' was adopted 

for the organization that would fight for the right to own Kulaluk. The first land 

rights claim for Kulaluk was made on 21 May 1971. As part of a long campaign of 

protests and demonstrations, arrivals at Darwin Airport were met and asked to fill in 

forms requesting permission to visit Gwalwa Daraniki. On the Kulaluk site, 

Aboriginal campaigners repeatedly pulled up the pegs put down by developers 

attempting to commence road construction. On 23 August 1979, a special Purpose 

Lease was granted givmg the Gwalwa Daraniki Association land rights to Kulaluk.36  

The establishment of Kulaluk ensured that that the suburban development of Fannie 

Bay did not expand beyond the northern boundary of the suburb laid down in the 

1950s,   a boundary clearly defined with the construction of Dick Ward Drive 

in the early 1980s, further changes to the shape of the suburbs in Fannie Bay took 

place with the clearance of the old railway line and yards at Parap to make way for 

construction of the Bagot Road overpass. The work was long-needed, the bottle-neck 

of traffic at the intersection of the Stuart Highway and Bagot road having for years 

posed a problem in blocking the flow of traffic between 'old Darwin' and the later 

northern suburbs, where most of the population lived. As part of realigning and 

widening the Stuart Highway to follow the old railway line, many of the railway 

workshops and workers cottages in the Parap area were demolished. Also 

demolished was the Burnett designed Parap Police Station. The fate of the building 

was previously somewhat of a mystery, some writers stating that it was destroyed 

during Cyclone Tracy. However the truth, according to an ex-policeman and member 

36  Eve Gibson, 1992, Secretary, Bobby also Koolamunne (1929-1984), in Carrnent and James, (eds), 
ITDB Volume Two, pp.184-186. 
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of the Police Historical Society, is that it was demolished on the pretext of allowing 

for road widening during the re-alignment of the highway. It was never needed for 

this purpose and its destruction, when police had requested its use as a police 

museum, was simply 'vandalism' . 37 

The diversion of marn traffic from the route of the old highway along Hudson Fysh 

Avenue proved beneficial to the section of old Fannie Bay that had been re-named 

Bagot, and subsequently Ludntilla. Without the major flow of highway and railway 

traffic along Hudson Fysh Avenue, while there continued to be problems with minor 

short-cut through traffic,38  Ludmilla, like Parap, settled in to a period of 

'gentrification' as private purchasers moved into the area. The Ludniilla section of 

old Fannie Bay has remained virtually unchanged over the years, and was noted by 

Sue Keys as containing some of the best examples of 1950s architecture. Of the 

seventy D Series 'Government Greys' built in the area, in 1997 forty-seven remained 

in reasonably original condition, with the most common addition being a verandah.39  

Somewhat overlooked in the initial enthusiasm of gaining home ownership with 

freehold status, a change regarded as long overdue with regards to private property, 

was the fact that crown land was also given freehold status, and could be sold by the 

government: 

• Crown land will be sold under the freehold system through auction, tender, 
ballot, over the counter or through public invitation. Maximum land size will be 
150 square kilometers.40  

Denzil McManus, May 2002. On hearing of my research, McManus phoned Jean Vickery and 
asked her to pass on the information as to the truth of the destruction of the Parap Police Station. 
38  There are still ongoing complaints by residents regarding motorists taking short-cuts through the 
area to avoid the Stuart HighwaylBagot Road intersection. 

39  Keys, 1997, Government greys, p. 32. 
° Northern Temtory: A Way of Life, 1979, p. 26. 
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The change to freehold status of crown land, traditionally regarded as being for 

public use or community purpose development only, and the selling of crown land to 

the private sector, sparked a series of planning action battles between the Couniry 

Liberal Party Territory government and concerned Darwin residents. An issue that 

elicited considerable public outrage, but ultimately proved beneficial for the status of 

Fannie Bay, was the decision in 1984 by the Everingham government to demolish 

houses on both crown and privately owned land on Myilly Point to make way for the 

construction of a second casino. Many Darwin residents feared that a precinct of 

Burnett designed houses, built for senior public servants in the late 1930s, would be 

demolished or removed.4' The Commonwealth owned two of the houses, one was 

owned by the Territory government, and one by the National Trust. After a massive 

public campaign., the Burnett precinct was saved. On 10 July 1984 the Australian 

Heritage Commission announced that the precinct had been placed on the Register of 

the National Estate.42  

Everingham was furious, denouncing the National Trust and the Heritage 

Commission for undermining a project that would provide 1 600 jobs. He declared, 

somewhat dramatically, that 'Now all bets are off. We are at war' .' The 

government continued its redevelopment programme, and government houses on 

Myilly Point, apart from the Burnett houses, were demolished. Privately owned 

properties were subject to compulsory land acquisition. Only a couple of privately 

owned homes, both owned by the Paspaley family and including a house designed in 

1957 by renowned Sydney architect Harry Seidler,44  were left standing. 

41  Cannent, 1996, Looking at Darwin 's Past, p. 102. 
42  Cannent, 1996, Looking at Darwin's Past, p. 102. The National Trust [NT] holds material relating 

to the campaign, and acquisition of the houses by the National Trust. 
43  Northern Territory News, 11 July 1984. 

44  Carment, 1996, Looking at Darwin 's Past, pp.  86 and 88. Documentation and photograph.. 
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The Myilly Point issue, ongomg demolition of Darwin's built heritage and the 

ascendance of the 'develop-at-all-costs' brigade continued after the departure of 

Everingham. In 1986 Jack Hunt, an out-spoken critic of the planning policies of the 

CLP, described a painting 'Darwin Skyline' he had recently viewed at a Yusaf Asar 

exhibition held at the Museum on Bullocky Point: 

Itis powerful, dreadful and cynical - just what we can expect if we sit 'schtum' 
Concrete canyons as soulless as Surfers All that still exists of love of beauty; of 
nature; of history will become part of the death of a city if we permit a secretive 
body to provide a Minister with the justification he needs to erase the Old 
Darwrn.45  

The 'secretive body' referred to by Hunt was the Town Planning Authority, with 

most members appointed by the Minister for Lands, and Member of the Legislative 

Assembly [MLA} for Fannie Bay, Marshall Perron. Heavily stacked with CLP 

supporters, a notable exclusion from the Planning Authority was Chairman of the 

Works Committee of the Darwin City Council, Labor Councillor, Pat Burke.46  

The destruction of housing on Myilly Point proved costly, and wasteful. The second 

casino was never built. In 2000 Myilly Point still lay empty, with only the cement 

pads and gardens running wild left as a reminder of the substantial homes in what 

had once been Darwin's most prestigious housing precinct. 

What was a loss for Darwin's built heritage proved to be a gain for Fannie Bay. The 

loss of the houses on Myilly Point forced the re-location of both private 

homeowners, and of senior public servants from allocated housing. During the 1980s 

45  Jack Hunt, 1986, The northern front, Northern Territory Magazine, Vol. 1, No. 1, FebruaiylMarch, 

p. 2. Note: This was the first, and only, issue of the magazine published. 

46  The Town Planning Authority as listed by Hunt consisted of It. Withnall (Chairman): J. Kennon; 

B. Willing: E. James; A. F. Lim, T. Irvine and C. Gurd 
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many senior officials were housed in Fannie Bay. The Territory government bought 

a number of houses along East Point Road to accommodate judges. The proximity of 

'Lawyers Row' to the Fannie Bay Gaol, where many prisoners had been incarcerated 

due to decisions made by their 'neighbours', was the subject of some amusement. 

A significant purchase by the government was that of the house built by Michael 

Paspalis on East Point Road. It was to serve as a new admiralty house for the Royal 

Australian Navy. The move from the Burnett designed old Admiralty House on the 

Esplanade and the price paid for the Fannie Bay property, said to be $420 000 and 

regarded as being far more than its actual value, was criticised by many naval 

personnel.47  The sale, of course, did no harm to property values in the area. 

The opening in 1981 of the Northern Territory Museum of Arts and Sciences on 

Bullocky Point also enhanced the prestige and property values of the Fannie Bay 

area. The establishment of Darwin High School and the museum on Bullocky Point 

meant that the headland was devoted to educational and cultural facilities. This 

defied over one hundred years of planning schemes that recommended residential 

use of the land.48  The Bullocky Point site was the preferred choice of Dr. Cohn 

Jack-Hinton, who had arrived in Darwin in 1971 to take up the position of inaugural 

Director of the Northern Territory Museuim The museum collection was initially 

housed in the old 1880s stone Town Hall. When the building was destroyed during 

Cyclone Tracy, the collection was put into storage. A museum administration centre 

was established in the Hotel Darwin until a new museum could be built.49  

47  Personal thformaüon. As a navy wife I was aware that many senior RAN personnel were appalled 

at the price paid, and felt that the house was too far removed from the centre of naval activities. The 

old Adirnialty House site has since been the subject of several development proposals. 

Mitchell, 2001, From market garden to museum and art gallery, p. 35. 

49  Information supplied by Colin Jack-Hinton. 
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Even before the advent of self-government, Fannie Bay had been nominated as the 
likely site of a new museum. In late 1968 the Chairman of the Museums and Art 
Galleries Board, K.C. Waters, had negotiated with the Trustees of the East Point 
Reserve, of which he was also Executive Trustee, for the acquisition of land on East 
Point on which to build a museum. The East Point Reserve had already been gazetted 
by the then Governor-General to be set aside for the site of a future Legislative 
Assembly, a new Government House, a University and a Recreational Reserve, and 
it was felt that the incorporation of a museum into the site would be appropriate.50  

That Bullocky Point was the site eventually chosen for the new museum was said, 
rather unkindly by some, to be due to the fact that Jack-Hinton, a man not averse to 
the occasional tot of whisky, lived at 32 East Point Road, a comfortable walking 
distance to the museum. An eccentric and colourful character, while he stoutly 
proclaimed that he was a Scot, he had a mellifluous upper-crust English accent. 
Sporting a flowing beard, and favouring a monocle rather than spectacles, his usual 
form of dress was the old colonial tropical bush jacket or safari suit, topped on 
special occasions with a pith helmet. However, while his outward appearance may 
have reflected the bygone era of the British Empire, Jack-Hinton's ideas in relation 
to museums were progressive. He disliked the practice of turning old buildings into 
museums, and was delighted to have the opportunity to provide input into the design 
of a specific use museum.5' 

The Governor-General of Australia, Sir Zelman Cowen, officially opened the 
Northern Territory Museum of Arts and Sciences on Thursday 10 September 1981. 
[Plate 34] It was a light and open building within which, with air temperature 
regulated, the five display galleries for different collections would interrelate and 
flow naturally from one stage to the next: 

° The Northern 7'emtory Museum ofArts and Sciences, 1981, Government Printer of the Northern 
Territory, Darwin, pages not numbered. Opening Day Brochure. 
51  Information provided by Cohn Jack-Hinton for an article on the museum. 
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Taking full advantage of the superb natural location of the museum, the architects 
designed a building to suit the tropics. Inside, soaring ceilings and wide ramps 
leading to open galleries, scattered with low flat couches for relaxation, combine to 
make a few hours spent wandering through the museum a pleasure.52  

The internal spaces opened out to tropical gardens on the foreshore of Fannie Bay, 

where displays of Aboriginal artifacts and a collection of historic boats provided 

points of interest. Apart from the galleries open to the public and offices and storage 

space, there were numerous laboratories and other facilities. These included a 

taxidermy section, an education centre, a theatrette, and a book-shop. The museum 

also had a restaurant 'The Beagle', named for the first ship to sail into Darwin 

harbour after its discoveiy in 1839. 

When the Museum of Arts and Sciences took over administration of the Fannie Bay 

Gaol, with the already established East Point Military Museum, Fannie Bay 

contained three of Darwin's significant museums. The main museum on Bullocky 

Point was enhanced in June 1992 with the opening of a Maritime Gallery. Widely 

acclaimed at the time, it consisted of two sections; a large introductory gallery 

displaying the maritime history of northern Australia and its connections to Asia, and 

a specially designed building that housed over thirty vessels. These included several 

examples of types of Indonesian and Malay prahus, a local pearling higger and a boat 

that had carried Vietnamese refugees to Darwin during the 1970s. 

52  [Eve Gibson], 1986, N.T museum is a rarity, Northern Territoxy Magazine, Vol. 1 No. 1. Only one 
issue printed. The authorship of the article was not acknowledged in the magazine. 
' David Carment, 2001, A Past Displayed: Public History, Public Memory and Cultural Resource 

Management in Australia 's Northern Territory, NTU Press, Darwin, pp.59-60. The work provides an 

overview of museums, both government and non-government, and work carried out in presenting and 
interpreting the history of heritage sites in the Northern territory. 
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However, the early days of generous Commonwealth government funding for the 
Northern Territory, and big spending by the Northern Territory government on 
public works such as the museum, had slowed by the latter part of the 1980s. The 
political relationship with Canberra steadily deteriorated after Labor won the 1980 
federal election, and the CLP won the 1983 Territory election on a platform based 
largely on Evermghham s attacks on the Labor government of Bob Hawke. 54 

Everingham, however, did not remain long in Territory politics. He stood for, and 
won, the Territory House of Representatives seat in the 1984 general election, 
maintaining that he would be more effective in defending Territory interests in 
Canberra than in remaining as 'King of the Kids' in the Territory. In this he failed, 
leaving politics in 1987 to establish a legal practice in QueenslancL 5  In October 
1984 Ian Tuxworth replaced Everingham as Chief Minister. 

Despite the electoral success of Everingham for the Northern Territory, the Labor 
party won the 1984 federal election. By early 1985 there was concern that there 
would be a substantial cut in Commonwealth funding to the Territory for the 1985-
1986 financial year. The leader of the Labor opposition in the Territory, Bob Collins, 
called on Tuxworth and the CLP government for a united front in demanding 
sustained funding. Not all of Collins' federal colleagues shared his view. In April 
1985 the Minister for Finance, Peter Walsh, made a scathing attack on the Territory, 
which, he argued, had 'the most bloated and feather-bedded public service in the 
country'. He followed this by condemning the Territory as being over-funded and 
extravagant, pointing out that Commonwealth funding to the Territory per head of 
population was more than five times that allocated to the Australian states.56  In May 

54  Alistaw Heatley, 1984, Background to the election, in Peter Loveday and Dean Jaensch (eds), A 
Landslide Election: The NT 1983, North Australia Research Unit, Australian National University, 
Darwin. No page numbers, page 6 of first chapter. 
' Heatley, 1996, Everingham, in Carment and Wilson (eds), NTDB Volume Three, pp.  95-96. 

56 David Carment, 1987, The Tuxworth Government: A Political History, University College of the 
Northern Territory, Faculty of Arts, Occasional Papers Series, Number One, pp.  10-11. 
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1985 the Federal Treasurer, Paul Keatmg, announced funding cuts of $80 million for 
the Northern Territory. 

That public servants in the Territory were 'feather-bedded' was also voiced at a local 
level. Mery Elliott, previously with the Department of Works and subsequently 
Executive Director of the Master Builders Association, was highly critical of the fact 
that all levels of public servants in the Northern Territory were entitled to 
government housing, which impacted severely on the private sector construction 
industry. While the separate housing arrangements for public servants had been 
abolished since self-government, even the most high-ranking and affluent public 
servant still had access to government housing through the Northern Territory 
Housing Commission: 

However, the lower rental has remained and the attractive loans available to 
purchase their allotted home has been the reason why most public servants do not 
join the private sector housing market.57  

Elliott was also critical of the fact that business people were given entitlement to join 
the queue for government housing, which again had a detrimental effect on the 
private sector. He queried the fact that Housing Commission homes were being 
occupied by those who were financially able to look after themselves, rather than 
being allocated primarily to the welfare and lower income sector.58  Not mentioned 
by Elliott, but widely discussed in the community in the 1980s, was that some highly 
paid public servants actually sold their privately owned homes in Darwin in order to 
gain access, and subsequent right of purchase, to government housing in prized 
'good' areas such as Fannie Bay, or in government-owned units in the 'Marrakai 
Apartments', Darwin's first luxury high-rise apartment block. 

Elliott,57  1984, Construction and marketing issues, p. 76. 
58  Elliott, 1984, Construction and marketing issues, p. 77. 
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With the population of the Northern Territory confidently expected to grow 

dramatically, and land prices soaring, continuation of the Territory Govermnent' s 

generous home loan scheme, and involvement in the provision of housing was 

unsustainable. The housing situation in the Northern Territory was seen as 

'abnormal' - In contrast to high home-ownership rates in other parts of Australia, less 

than one-third of Territory families owned their own homes.59  Government emphasis 

turned to looking at ways to encourage the private sector to produce cheap housing 

packages. In 1980 a Housing Costs Task Force was formed to promote the 

development of a low cost housing design competition, conducted by the Royal 

Australian Institute of Architects. Unfortunately, 'low-cost' rather than quality 

quickly became the criteria for real estate agents, regarded as the 'key' to the Darwin 

housing market, and saw the demise of many building finns that were not prepared 

to build cheap houses: 

[I}t was easier to market the lower cost package and during this period we saw the 
entry into the market of a number of builders who had no past background or 
experience in the industry, but were prepared to become the carpenters for the 
people who were marketing some very poor quality homes.60  

One positive outcome of the Low Cost Housing Design Competition held in 1981 

was an award winning entry by young 'Troppo' architects Phil Harris and Adrian 

Welke. Humourously dubbed 'The Green Can' after the signature Victoria Bitter 

beer can., the house, designed according to the rules of the competition to cost no 

more than $34 000 to build, was a challenge to all contemporary house designs then 

being constructed in Darwin.61  The design was based on the Troppo principles of 

59  David Drakikis-Smith, 1984, Preface, in Drakikis-Smith (ed.), Housing in the North: Policies and 
Markets, p. vii. 
60 Elliott, 1984, Construction and marketing issues, p. 79. 
61  Philip Goad, 1999, Troppo: Architecture for the Top End, Pesaro Architectural Monographs 
Pesaro Publishing, Balmain, p.  26. 
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building to utilise the tropical environment, oriented to catch the prevailing seasonal 

breezes and with open spaces to allow for maximum cross-ventilation. Elevated, and 

constructed of steel frames, corrugated iron and timber lattice-work, it created a 

storm of controversy between 'the cobweb worriers and vacuum cleaner addicts' and 

those who loved its 'tropical feel and coolness.'62  Harris and Welke wrote of The 

Green Can' in their work on environmentally appropriate tropical housing, Punkahs 
and Pith Helmets, that: 

The house is either symbolic of regression, an insult to today's marvelously 
comfortable, plugged-in digital society; or it contains totems descriptive of a 
tropical house. We daresay that the house is hated by those who hate the local 
climate, seeking not to participate in given qualities in place, and loved by those 
who enjoy the peculiar qualities of tropical existence.63  

The Green Can concept revolutionised thinking about tropical architecture in the 

north, and marked a move away by some architects from the brick 'bunker' style of 

early post-Cyclone Tracy architecture. In 1993, in an 'extraordinary example of 

national recognition' the Royal Australian Institute of Architects presented Troppo 

with a Special Award for their diverse and sustained contribution to tropical 

architecture in Northern Australia.65  Philip Goad's beautifully illustrated Troppo: 

Architecture for the Top End, covered the work of Troppo between 1979 and 1999. 

According to Goad, Harris and Welke 'recovered for architecture in the Northern 

Territory an idea of climate, region, historic context, and formal variety 66  

Corrugated iron became an acceptable form of cladding for both housing and 

62 Harris and Welke, 1982, Punkahs and Pith Helmets, p. 55. 
63  Harris and Welke, 1982, Punkahs and Pith Helmets, p. 56. 
64  An architect spoken to credited the impetus for the 'revolution' in building materials to architect 
Glenn Murcutt and his work at Mount Irvine in NSW, not Troppo 
65 Goad, 1999, Troppo: Architecture for the Top End, p. 52. 
66  Goad, 1999, Troppo: Archite clure for the Top End, p. 11. 
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commercial buildings. There are several examples of modern corrugated iron 

elevated housing in the Fannie Bay area, and a commercial precinct, complete with 

verandahs over the pavement, in the Parap Shopping Village.[see Plate 40] 

The 'Troppo revolution' also impacted on existing elevated housing in the Fannie 
Bay area in that owners and prospective purchasers of the 1950s houses looked at 

them in a new light. They were seen as similar in many ways to the modern Troppo 

designs, and with features that could be restored or added to the original structure to 

make for more comfortable tropical living. Common restorations of the time were 

that solid widows installed after Cyclone Tracy were replaced with louvres. Inside 

walls, where the old internal louvres had been covered over to provide solid walls, 

were also ripped out and floor to ceiling modern louvres inserted to allow for air-

flow. [Plate 351 Floors were stripped and polished, the removal of carpet and layers 

of old lino and tiles revealing mature wild cypress pine orjarrah flooring 67  

By far the most common addition made by new owners to the 1950s elevated houses 

was that of, at least, one verandah. This had a radical impact on lifestyle in that, in a 

return to late nineteenth century living, the verandah quickly resumed its positions as 

the most common living and entertaining area. [Plates 36, 37 and 381 There is some 

irony in the fact that, despite the efforts of planners, and architects from B.C. G. 

Burnett onwards, to persuade the population of Darwin that verandalis are 
unnecessary - they remain popular. With increased private home ownership, it has 

been the people who actually live in the houses who have been responsible for 

restoring the verandah to its prominence as an essential element in tropical housing. 

With the construction of Dick Ward Drive and the re-alignment of the Stuart 

Highway during the 1980s, the present layout of the suburban road system in Fannie 

67  Personal and recorded experiences of restoration of I 950s houses. The plantation cypress pine now 

commonly used in housing lacks the deep amber colour of the wood from the mature wild tree. 
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Bay was established. [Figure 24] Despite the increase in traffic using Dick Ward 

Drive to access the northern suburbs of Darwin, the Fannie Bay area retained its 

unique charm. For much of the decade it remained isolated from the pressures of 

high-rise and medium-density development that was changing the face of central 

Darwin, and other older Darwin suburbs. By 1990 in the adjacent suburbs of 

Nightdiff and Stuart Park, much of the older housing had been demolished to make 

way for high-rise units. An attempt was made by developers in the mid-1980s to 

acquire land to build units along Ludmilla Creek. This, after a number of well-

attended meetings at Parap Primary School, was successfully blocked by the Fannie 

Bay Residents Association, which maintained that the Ludmilla area was zoned RI, 

single-dwelling residential only.68  Also successfully opposed was the construction of 

a marina complex on the foreshore between Bullocky Point and the Darwin Sailing 

Club. This would have resulted in much of the publicly owned land adjacent to the 

Museum of Arts and Sciences on Bullocky Point being  handed over to developers.69  

In July 1988 Marshall Perron, MLA for Fannie Bay, took over from Steve Hatton as 

Chief Minister of the Northern Territory. Despite being viewed initially with 

suspicion by some over his dealings as Minister for Lands, including his involvement 

in the Myilly Point fiasco, and his personal acquisition of a prime piece of crown 

land foreshore,7°  Perron, nephew of the redountable Jessie Litchfield, proved to be an 

able, and widely popular, Chief Minister. Described by one political commentator as 

'an essentially unexciting leader', Perron set a conciliatory tone that ushered in a 

relatively peaceful era in Territory politics.7' 

68  Personal attendance at meetings held. 

Particularly vocal in opposition to the marina development was Beverly Dufiy, wife of Dr. Cohn 

Jack-Hinton, Director of the Museum of Arts and Sciences. Personal information providecL 
70  Doctors Gully land, now site of Perron owned tourism venture Acquascene. 
' AliastairHeatley, 1998, The Territory Party: The Northern Territory CountryLiberal Party 1974- 

1998, Northern Territory University Press, Darwin, p.  128. 
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Figure 24: The construction during the 1980s of Dick Ward Drive and the re-alignment of 

the Stuart Highway from Hudson Fysh Avenue establ1shed the present 'ayout of the road 

system in the Fannie Bay area. Map courtesy of Teistra, from area maps in 2002 telephone 
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With regards to town planning, during Perron's time as Chief Minister, from 1988 to 
1995, there was considerable advancement made towards the creation of an 
integrated land use and planning scheme for future Darwin, a process in which the 
community and interest groups were involved. This did not reflect a radical change 
in the Liberal philosophy of the CLP, but was related to policies emerging at the 
national level that encouraged the concept of 'community shared visions' in the 
formulation of planning  strategies for metropolitan areas. 

From the late 1980s the Australian Labor Party governments under Bob Hawke and, 
later, Paul Keating initiated a range of reviews and studies focused on planning 
options that would encourage urban renewal, allied to the provision of lower cost 
housing and transport infrastructure. At state level, and in the Northern Territory, 
there was also renewed interest in a form of strategic planning that would underpin a 
long-term and integrated vision of urban development. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

A Better City? 

The zoning of large areas such as North Fannie Bay with a blanket R2 Zone 
without real population density controls has proved a disaster for the local 
communities.. Without effective population density control such zones become 
saturated with higher density developments, the servicing infrastructure eventually 
becomes totally inadequate and the local community becomes disillusioned with 
the planning process. 

Earl James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process' 

During the first half of the 1990s it seemed that the planning policies of the Northern 

Territory government were dedicated to a vision for Darwin that would see it 

develop as a modern city, while retaining the character and architectural features that 

set it apart from other tropical towns in northern Australia. This appears in retrospect 

to have been driven by the Better Cities policies being promoted at a federal level, in 

1995 there was change in leadership of the CLP in the Northern Territory. This was 

followed by the loss of Labor to a Liberal-Country Party coalition government at the 

1996 federal election, and the subsequent abandonment of the Better Cities Program. 

From the mid-1990s the CLP reverted to the develop-at-all-cost polices of the 1980s. 

Construction in Darwin reached feverish, levels, particularly in the building of large 

blocks of units, many of them aimed at investors. The prestigious and well-serviced 

area of Fannie Bay did not escape the attention of developers, and the destruction of 

single residences to make way for higher-density developments caused growing 

concern in the community. 

Earl James, 1998, A Review ofCertain Elements c/the Plairrthrg Pnirss Wlrith Result from the 

Operation of The Planning Act 1993, Volume 1, Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, 

Darwin, p. 23. 
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The Better Cities Program [BCP] introduced by the Bob Hawke Labor government 

in 1991 was the culmination of many years of research, by both Liberal and Labor 

federal governments, that addressed the problems of Australia's fast-growing cities. 

In 1977 the Liberal government in power under the leadership of Malcom Fraser 

established a committee of inquiry into housing costs, which reported that there was 

considerable scope for reducing housing costs by rationalismg land development. In 

1979 the Joint Venture for More Affordable Housing [JVMAH] was established. The 

objective of JVMAH was to illustrate how different approaches to planning 

requirements for residential development could widen housing choice, and lower the 

cost of house-and-land packages.2  The JVMAH project, re-named the Green Street 

Joint Venture in 1990., was continued under the Labor government of Bob Hawke. 

In 1987 the federal government had established a task force to provide a 'model 

code' for the development of Australian cities, which could be used by all authorities 

and practitioners in the residential development field. Eminent town planner Hans 

Westerman headed the task force. Westerman, in a small connection with Darwin, on 

his arrival from Holland in 1952 took up a position as planner in Tasmania on the 

staff of the Town and Country Planning Commissioner, R.A. Mclnnis, who had 

prepared two of the town plans for Darwin dining the 1940s.3  The outcome of the 
intensive research carried out by Westerman and a range of specialists was the 

Australian Model Code for Residential Development IAMCORD1. A significant 

element in the Model Code was the consolidation, rather than the previous suburban 

sprawl, of Australian cities by way of smaller housing lots and encouraging more 

innovative housing design.4  Work carried out by the National Housing Strategy in 

2  Barry Howe, 1993, The development of the Australian Model Code for Residential Development, 

in Freestone (ed.), Spirited Cities, p.  164. 

Robert Freestone, 1993, Introduction: Hans Westerman and planning for options, in Freestone 

(ed.), Spirited Cities, pp.  1-13. 

Howe, 1993, The development of the Australian Model Code for Residential Development, p.  169. 
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1991 suggested that there was a grong 'mismatch' between housing need and the 

nature of existing housing stock. According to this view, smaller households needed 

smaller homes, although there was no evidence produced to suggest that all or most 

small households actually wanted smaller dwellings.5  

At meetings held in Darwin, Westerman was challenged as to how, given the smaller 

lots and heavier population density, AMCORD proposed to deal with the issue of 

Acoustic Privacy. The response proffered by Westerman was to replicate southern 

trends in Darwin, with a move to the use of heavy walls and air conditioning. This 

was regarded by many architects as ignoring the issue of privacy, and as not being a 

responsible approach to the matters under discussion.6  

Building on the findings of agencies such as JVMAH and AMCORD, in 1991 the 

Hawke government introduced the Building Better Cities Program. In 1992 Labor, 

by then under a new leader, Paul Keating, endorsed the program. The stated 

objective of Better Cities was to encourage better urban planning and management 

by all levels of government in order to achieve: 

• Economic growth and micro-economic reform; 

• Improved social justice for the less advantaged; 

• Reform of inappropriate and outmoded institutional care for people with 

disabilities and the frail aged; 

• Ecologically sustainable development; and 

• More livable cities.7  

Mike Berry, 1999, Unravelling the" Australian housing solution", p. 113. 
6  Information provided by Kim Steinle, Lecturer in Architecture and Building at the Northern 

Territory University. Steinle attended the meetings held by Westerman in Darwia 

Geoff Campbell, 1993, The Better Cities Program: a catalyst for urban reform, in Freestone (ed.), 

Spirited Cities, Sydney, p.. 272. 
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Each state and territory was invited to submit Better Cities proposals to the federal 

government, and lengthy seminars and consultations were held with local political 

leaders and management. Community involvement was regarded as an essential 

element in developing regional strategies, and this localised approach 'avoided the 

view that the planning proposals were being imposed from elsewhere' 8  This aspect 

was of particular importance in Darwin where, as outlined in previous chapters, 

several plans created by officials and planners in other parts of Australia had failed 

due largely to lack of consultation at the local level. 

In the Northern Territory by the late 1980s, the CLP government under the 

leadership of Marshall Perron had already initiated the Darwin Central Area 

Planning Project to look at how Darwin could expand and allow for development, 

while retaining its quintessentially tropical ambience. In 1990 the Darwin Design 

Group tabled a report titled 'Future Directions for Darwin' which formed the basis 

for a number of urban enhancement projects, and provided planning philosophies 

and 'themes. Between 1992 and 1994 there was considerable community participation 

and consultation. In 1993 a display 'Darwin - Visions of a Tropical City' was 

opened to allow for public comment.9  On 9 July 1993 the Legislative Assembly 

passed The Building Act 1993, which incorporated new policies and guidelines. This 

replaced the Building Act 1983 and two subsequent amended building acts 

introduced in 1987 and 1989.10  In 1994 a second display of future planning proposals 

for Darwin, 'Darwin a Tropical City - Achieving the Vision', was opened and 

8  howe, 1993, The development of the Australian Model Code for Residential Development, p. 172. 

Northern Territory Government, n.d. [1995], Darwin —A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 

Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, Department of Lands, Housing and Local 

Government, Darwin, p.1. Date of publication not given, but a third display December 1994 —  

February 1995 is mentioned as current 

10  Northern Territory of Australia, 1993, Building Act 1993, No, 29 of 1993, Government Printer, 

Darwin, p.  55. The Acts repealed: Building Act 1983, No. 31, 1983; Building Amendment Act 1987, 

No. 1, 1987; Building AinendmentAct 1989, No. 68, 1989. 
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members of the public were encouraged to participate in the development of land use 

objectives through a display of concepts, options and documented Draft Land Use 

Objectives and Building Design Guidelines." 

An overview of the work undertaken with regards to future planning for Darwin, 

which included a final display presented in late 1994 and early 1995, was made 

available to the public in a glossy publication Darwin - A Tropical City: 
Implementing the Vision. It was stressed that the work was the outcome of a long 

consultation. process between government departments, planners and community 

groups and organizations, such as the Darwin City Council DCC and the National 

Trust. Clearly stated was the fact that the DCC had no planning or approval powers, 

but must have representation on the NT Planning Authority. The role of the DCC 

was restricted to re;ponsibility for all other local government functions including 

roads, parks, parking facilities and other community services;'2  

Implementing the Vision contained recommendations drawn from the many reports 

and publications that had been produced with regards to planning for future Darwin, 

and advocated appropriate styles of housing and business premises that would blend 

to create a harmonious city. Included was a proposal for the relocation of large oil 

tanks near the city centre, to make way for residential development, a project that 

obtained eight million dollars in Better Cities funding.'3  The 'tank farm' was to be 
developed as a medium density housing precinct using Green Street design 

' Northern Territory Government, n.d. [1995], Darwin - A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 
Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, p. 1. 
12  Northern Territory Government, nd. [1995}, Darwin -A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 
Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, p.2. 
13  Campbell, 1993, The Better Cities Program, pp. 274-275. Listing of Better Cities programs and 

funding. The oil tanks project is the only one mentioned for the Northern Territory. 
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principles.'4  The pretty and popular Parap Village received an accolade in 
Implementing the Vision with the recommendation that 'Parap style development' be 

used in the development of a site in central Darwin." The hoped for outcome of the 

planning process was that Darwin 'should retain its physical and cultural character 

and lifestyle' yet develop into a 'modern tropical city'. It was stated that as part of 

the planning process there was: 

A recognition of the value of heritage places as links with the past in providing 
direction to the City's future and determining its social, environmental and 
economic settin1gY.16  

During the early 1990s there was considerable research conducted into identifying 

sites throughout the Northern Territory of historic and heritage significance. A key 

factor in this was a political recognition of the economic value of heritage tourism, 

which resulted in an expensive and highly professional government advertising 

campaign to lure visitors to the Northern Territory.'7  A report on the Fannie Bay 

area 'The Fannie Bay Parap Precinct: A Community Resource Document... A Vison 

for the Future', documented existing historic sites, and made recommendations as to 

changes that would enhance the tourism value of the area. The report noted that the 

community consultation process had unlocked an enormous amount of information 

on the history of Fannie Bay relating to the natural environment, Aboriginal culture, 

the early days of European settlement, the foundations of the Australian aviation 

industry and the defence of Northern Australia during World War Two: 

" Northern Territory Government, n.d. [19951, Darwin —A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 

Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, p. 33. 
15  Northern Territory Government, n.d. [1995], Darwin —A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 

Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, p. 30. 
16  Northern Territory Government, a d. [1995], Darwin —A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 

Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, p. 55. 
17  Carment, 2001,A Past Displayed, p. 20. 
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This information and the stories that bring this heritage to life can be woven into 

the fabric of the precinct to enrich the experience for locals and visitors. Heritage 

walks with interpretive signage, plaques and marks are the most obvious means of 

unlocking these 'secrets' Two themes are proposed - 'people from the past' and 
'people out of the sky'.18  

Some of the recommendations in the report were adopted, the most notable being the 

dedication of a park in front of the Fannie Bay shopping centre, which marked the 
seaward end of the old aerodrome runway, as Aviators Park. Unfortunately, the 

public art commissioned by the Darwin City Council to grace the park failed to 
communicate the historic significance of the site. Most people questioned, including 

long-term residents who passed it every day, had no idea that it was intended to 

represent the Vimy aircraft that had landed at Fannie Bay in 1919, the most common 

response being that they thought that it was a 'bus shelter'. [Plate 39 

The many heritage reports commissioned, while not all the recommendations were 

acted on, in general produced positive results. During the mid to late 1990s the 

Darwin Region Tourism Association and the Darwin City Council co-operated to 

produce an innovative strategy called Darwin - discovering our city. Aimed at local 

residents and visitors, the strategy through a series of colourful brochures and 

interpretive signage sought to facilitate the easy location and understanding of areas 

of significance, with cultural heritage receiving special attention.19  One of the eight 
brochures produced was dedicated to the Fannie Bay area, while a second 

concentrated solely on East Point 

EcoSystems, n.d. [1993], TheFanrne Bay Parap Precinct: ACommunityResourueDocument ... A 
Vision for the Future, Darwin, p.  19. Report undated, but brief for report stated as 1993. 
19  Carment, 2001,A Past Displayed, pp. 101-104. 
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Another positive outcome for Darwin stemming from the national interest in the 
improvement of Australian cities during the late 1980s and early 1990s was the 
further development of a uniquely Territorian style of architecture. The building 
design guidelines produced in tandem with Implementing the Vision encouraged a 
particular style of building that would reflect Darwin's 'heritage, character and 
climate', and set out to 're-capture' some of the features of the old tropical 
architecture that had largely been lost after Cyclone Tracy.20  The guidelines 
addressed both residential and commercial building styles, and advocated the 
integration of each building with its site and surroundings. Numerous sketches 
provided by Troppo Architects ifiustrated how buildings could be designed and 
placed in such a way that was in harmony with existing structures, and did not 
impinge on or disadvantage the occupants of adjoining buildings. In the case of high-
rise development, it was recommended that these be stepped from the harbour edges 
to form a central core of higher buildings, thus avoiding the creation of 'walls' of 
high buildings on the foreshore that could obstruct sea breezes and harbour views.2' 

In residential building, some innovative housing designs were produced that were a 
great improvement on the southern 'bunker' styles adopted after Cyclone Tracy. 
Many of the best examples can be seen on the military bases, which were established 
or expanded due to decisions taken by the federal government in the late 1980s to 
transfer many military sections and personnel to the north. In 1990 Troppo and 
Speargrass Architects won the Tropical House Design Competition, run by the 
Depariment of Lands and Housing to find a three bedroom house design suitable for 
public housing. An example of the 'Pyramid Roof design was built in the satellite 
town of Palmerston, and its success led to major commissions from the Defence 

20  Northern Territory Government, n.d. [1995], Darwin —A Tropical Cily, Implementing the Vision: 
Darwin Central Area Building Design Guidelines, Department of Lands, Housing and Local 
Government, Darwin, p.1. Date of publication not given, but believed to be 1995. 
21  Northern Territory Government, n.d. [1995], Darwin —A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 
Darwin CentralArea Building Design Guidelines, p. 15. 
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Housing Authority [DHA}. The Troppo designs are evident in Palmerston, close to 
where the new Robertson Army Barracks were built, HMAS Coonawarra, and 
Larrakeyah Army Barracks, where an interesting, space conscious medium density 
housing precinct was constructed: 

Yet again in a cycle of which Troppo became an mtnnsic part, it was government 
sponsored housing rather than the speculative market that was leading the way in 
responsible tropical house construction 22  

While the medium-density military housing precincts had the compensating factor of 
being surrounded by large expanses of open space and landscaping, this was not the 
case with the private developments being constructed around Darwin. Even in the 
very early stages of the new planning concepts being adopted to 'consolidate' inner-
city housing, it was clear that the introduction of smaller block sizes failed to result 
in the desired aim of the Better Cities program to provide pleasant housing within a 
price range suited to all needs. At Palmerston, where the Delfin Group 'Fairway 
Waters' canal development had several fine elevated tropical house on standard RI 
blocks at the entrance to the precinct, the streets back from the water featured the 
newly introduced RO block size, many half the size of the standard Ri residential 
block and neatly promoted as 'Courtyard Living.' As in all Delfin developments, 
there is a subtle distinction between the more expensive sections or 'villages' and the 
'affordable villages', smaller in size and situated on less attractive allotments.23  

An example closer to Fannie Bay in the early 1990s of closer density housing was 
the construction off Dick Ward Drive of a much-vaunted 'Green Street' precinct, 

22  Goad, 1999, Troppo, p. 43. 
n Caryl Bosman, 2002, Golden opportunities: the making of Golden Grove, South Australia, 1975-
2000, in David Jones (ed.), 20h  Century Heritage: Our Recent Cultural Legacy, Proceedings of the 
Australia ICOMOS Conference 2001,28-November- 1 December 2001, The University of Adelaide, 
Adelaide, p.  385. 
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named 'Sunset Cove'. The developer, George Pikos, had enthusiastically espoused 
the AMCOR[) recommendations for smaller blocks and the use of heavy building 
material and air-conditioning to compensate for loss of privacy.24  Advertised as 'an 
alternative to unit living', the marketing made much of the advantages of the small 
blocks with easy to care for gardens. This concept had great appeal for those looking 
to retirement, and a more easily maintained property. But apart from the fact that the 
pretty little ground level 'Barbie Doll' houses were so close together that no airflow 
was possible, they were also more expensive than existing properties on standard 
size housing blocks.2  This trend escalated during the decade with higher and higher 
prices being demanded by developers for ever-smaller blocks of land. By the late 
1990s the first major housing precinct of this type in the Fannie Bay area, 'Parap 
Grove', was under development.26  

Had the recommendations laid out in Implementing the Vision building guidelines 
been followed to the letter, and had the social context outlined in Better Cities 
relating to the provision of more affordable inner city living been implemented, 
Darwin may have developed as a city of fine tropical planning and architecture in 
which the need for housing for all income levels would have been catered for. That 
the process failed lies in the unwillingness of the Northern Territory Government to 
legislate for compliance with the proposed changes. It was noted in implementing the 
Vision that while the work of several years had produced recommendations 
supported by a broad section of the community, there was no way to enforce 
adherence to the planning and architectural guidelines: 

24  Information provided by Kim Steinle, who heard George Pikos expound his views at a conference 
held in Darwin. 
25  Like many people planning towards retirement, my husband and I looked at Sunset Cove in the 
eañy 1990s. The houses were veity cramped and prices, averaging $240 000, seemed exorbitant. 
26  'Parap Grove' and community reactions to the development is covered in the following chapter. 
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Development in the main is as-of-right and, provided certain basic requirements 
are met, there is very little control over many of the things that are essential in 

retaining the city's character and lifestyle.27  

That smaller housing allotments would not necessarily result in cheaper land prices 

was a concern raised by many early critics of AMCORD and the Better Cities 

Program. Hans Westerman defended his commitment to the ideal of consolidated 

cities, 'using less land for the same amount of housing 28  He pointed out that in 

many suburbs there was a mismatch of housing and occupancy as older people 

continued living in dwellings beyond their needs, as there was no suitable, and 

affordable, alternative accommodation in the area.29  He believed that the population 

and the market were responding to the changing social structure, and that people 

would be prepared to trade-off traditional housing forms provided the price was 

right.30  Westerman did, however, acknowledge the fact that leading figures in urban 

research, such as Patrick Troy and Hugh Stietton, had serious reservations about the 

consolidation of cities resulting in a more equitable society.3' 

In an overview of national urban policies in Australia dunng the 1990s, Lionel 

Orchard outhned the views of those in favour of city consolidation, and of the 

'deceniralists' who queried its efficacy, and defended the role of the suburb and the 

wide preference by Australians for the detached house on its own block.32  To be 

fully effective and equitable, the concept of consolidation may have needed a more 

27 Northern Temtoiy Government, n.d. [1995], Darwrn —A Tropical City, Implementing the Vision: 
Darwin Central Area Proposed Land Use Objectives, pp. 1-2. 
28  Hans Westerman, 1993, Realising the consolidated city, in Freestone (ed.), Spirited Cities, p.  281. 
29  Westerman, 1993, Realising the consolidated city, p.282 
° Westerman, 1993, Realising the consolidated city, p. 284. 

si  Westerman, 1993, Realising the consolidated city, p.  284. 
32  Lionel Orchard, 1995, National urban policies in the 1990s, in Patrick Troy (ed), Australian 
Cities: Issues, Strategies and Policies for Urban Australia in the 1990s, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, pp. 72-74. 
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interventionist and broadly based urban and regional policy structure enshrined at the 
federal level. In his conclusion, Orchard used an interesting quote from Paul Keating 

to underline that market forces were a limited means of social organization: 

• . the market is a dumb mechamsm. It does not establish priorities, it does not 
assert social goods, it does not assert the social values of some institutions over 
others... The market does not - and never will - protect the weak from the 
encroachment of the strong.33  

That the many planning strategies produced at federal and state level were concepts 
and recommendations, rather than binding legislation, was noted by Michael Lennon 
in his overview of the planning revival that took place during the 1980s and early 
1990s. While he praised the high quality of the intensive research involved, and the 
determined efforts to secure community involvement, Lennon felt that, in hindsight, 
the authors of the plans were too easily convinced by their owr rhetoric and 
ambition, and failed to take account of changes taking place in the open market: 

The decade was one in which major projects, often driven by foreign investment, 
were increasing features of the Australian urban landscape and, in practice, 
competitive state governments invariably bowed to pressure to facilitate these 
projects through hurried ministerial approvals, special legislation, the excising of 
key sites within cities from state-wide planning regimes and the establishment of 
development corporations.34  

The massive flow of foreign investment into the Australian built environment during 
the 1980s followed on a burst of interest in real estate by Australian institutions 
during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Investment was managed by an mcreasingly 

n Orchard, 1995, National urban policies in the 1990s,   p. 86. Paul Keating quote from Weekend 
Australian, 13-14 March 1993. 
34  Michael Lennon, 2000, The revival of metropolitan planning, in Hamnett and Freestone (eds.) The 
Australian Metropolis, p. 166. 
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sophisticated and rnstitutionalised financial sector, selectively deregulated by the 
federal government .35  By 1982-83 foreign investment in urban real estate reached 

almost a third of all foreign investment in Australia. This trend escalated with almost 

$A15 billion invested in property in 1988-1989. This investment was eagerly sought 

by governments, eager to reap the benefit of major construction projects in their area, 

and often seeking development deals for disused public land. 6  Many of the projects 
involved the construction of tourism-related resorts and hotels, convention and 

exposition facilities, casinos and up-market residential uses.'7  

in the Northern Territory since sell-government in 1978, the CLP had followed the 

pattern of actively pursuing foreign investment set by the Australian states, in 

particular Queensland where from the early 1980s Japanese money underprnned the 

explosion of unit and resort development along the eastern coastline. In a 1989 work, 

Peter Rimmer analysed the impact of Japanese investment in construction projects in 

Australia, and the role of the giant Japanese consortium Kumagai Gumi that between 

1983 and 1986 captured 41 contracts in Australia worth $3.3 billion. He noted 

Kumagai Gumi's involvement with Northern Territory projects. These included 

acquisition of 15% interest in the Darwin and Alice Springs casinos,38  and the 
formation of a joint venture company with the Northern Territory government and 

local developer Henry and Walker to undertake a feasibility study on the freight rail 

link between Darwin and Alice Springs. investors in the rail project would be given 

preference in the granting of mining concessions for uranium, gold, platinum and 
bauxite.39  Henry and Walker was one of the Australian construction firms in which 

31  Michael Berry and Margo Huxley, 1992, Big build: property capital, the state and urban change in 
Australia, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 16(1), p.  37. 
36  Berry and Huxley, 1992, Big build, p.43. 
' Berry and Huxley, 1992, Big build, p.37. 

38  Peter J. Rimmer, 1989, Japanese construction contractors and the Australian states: another round 
of interstate rivalry, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, Vol. 12 (3), p. 410. 
39  Rimmer, 1989, Japanese construction contractors and the Australian states, p.41  5. 
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Kumagai Gumi had 14.9% equity interest. These local Australian firms, which 
included firms such as Thiess and Multiplex that had been involved in construction 
projects in the Northern Territory, had the responsibility of dealing with the planning 
authorities and the unions.4°  Keen to reap the economic and political benefits of 
investment in large construction projects the Northern Territory, in common with the 
Australian states, was prepared to override practical planning, local government 
considerations and social needs: 

Job creation is paramount. Hence, the prime aim of the states has been to get 
superprojects started at almost any social cost- locational considerations, at best, 
are secondary.41  

The Japanese were not the only Asians interested in acquiring land in the Northern 
Territory. In 1989 a Hong Kong consortium offered the Northern Territory 
Government $HK3 billion for an island off the North Coast of Australia to develop 
as an alternative location for Hong Kong after it reverted to Chinese rule in 1997. 
With the only suitable islands of Bathurst and Melville just north of Darwin under 
native title, the government negotiated with the consortium as to an alternate site. 
The Lands Minister, Daryl Manzie, stated that the government was looking at 
extending the Trade Development Zone [TDZI, to build a new Hong Kong on the 
site. If this happened, said Manzie 'they can close Victoria and NSW down'.42  

The plan for the new Hong Kong never eventuated, and the TDZ, much vaunted by 
the government as a lure for foreign investment and manufacturing, never lived up to 
expectations. However, Asian interest in acquiring land in the Northern Territory 
continued. The CLP government, in line with the policy statement in 1979 with 
regards to the right of the government to sell public land, did so with gusto, often at 

4° Rirumer, 1989, Japanese construction contractors and the Australian states, p.419. 
41  Rimmer, 1989, Japanese construction contractors and the Australian states, pp.  417-418. 
42  Northern Territory News, 17 July 1989. 
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bargain-basement prices. While the Northern Territory News, widely regarded as a 
tool of the CLP, only carried the 'good news' with regards to the booming 

construction industry, smaller publications were prepared to be critical. Foremost of 

these was the short-lived AustralAsian, edited by Ilana Eldridge. Eldridge also wrote 

many articles for the publication, including 'Land Sale or Property Grab?' published 

in the September 1997 issue. Using information from many concerned sources, the 

article queried the sale of the inner city lot 5081, totaling 4 200 square metres to 

Morandi Investments for the sum of $14 000. That equated to $3.33 per square metre 

for prime land. Also queried was the spending of the funding allocated to the 

Northern Territory in 1995 under the Better Cities Program, and the use of an 

estimated $29 million in public money to subsidise the private development of a 

marina at inner-city Cullen Bay: 

Australia's Northern Territory has become a boomtown for property developers. 
Cheap land deals and close links between certain developers and the ru3ing 
Country Liberal Party, have spawned a lucrative relationship for those 'in the 
club,.43  

With land seemingly 'up for grabs' in the Northern Territory, the Sultan of Brunei, 

said to be the world's richest man, took advantage of the political climate. An 
Australian Financial Review article in November 1997 noted the amount of Territory 

land, urban and rural, acquired since 1981 by the Sultan's company Glencoe Pty. 

Ltd. The rural properties included Scott Creek, Willeroo, East Mathieson and West 

Mathieson and, purchased in 1989, Opium Creek Station. The Sultan-controlled 

Brunei Property Development Company [BPDC] also made a foray into the Darwin 

real estate market in the 1990s with the construction, despite intense public 

opposition,, of two luxury high-rise apartment developments, the 'Bridgeport' and 

'L'Esperance', on the Darwin Escarpment. The apartments had an asking price of up 

to $420 000, prices unknown in Darwin to that time and way above what ordinary 

AustralAsian, 13-26 September 1997, 'Land sale or property gxab?' 
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people could afford to pay. Plans were also underway in 1997 for the construction of 
a $15 million development, the 50-unit 'Sentinel', on a prime site on the Esplanade. 
The Review noted that BPDC intended to concentrate its Australian-based 
development projects in Darwin. The three luxury developments were all built on 
what was previously publicly owned land, land that on Goyder' s 1869 Darwin town 
plan was designated as being left open for public use. In the construction of all three 
the recommendations in the building guidelines with regards to the appropriate 
placement of high-rise development were totally ignored. 

While the views promoted in the AustralAsian may be perceived as representing 
those to the left of the political spectrum, there was growing unease in the wider 
community at what was seen as unsustainable development. This unease had 
escalated with the change in leadership of the CLP in the mid-1990s. In May 1995 
Perron retired from politics. His successor as Chief Minister was Shane Stone.45  

Stone, a lawyer by profession, had an aggressive and adversarial leadership style that 
was in stark contrast to that of his predecessor, and attracted a more critical 
community response.46  He expounded constantly on his belief that Darwin could 
emerge as another Singapore, and delighted in 'cranes on the Darwin skyline' 
indicating more large development projects underway. During his time as Chief 
Minister until his ignominious departure from Territory politics in February 2000, 
the man dubbed 'Little Napoleon' and 'The Fat Controller' (and that was by his 
2dmirers),47  drew an unprecedented backlash of publicly voiced criticism. Topics 
ranged from Stone's dictatorial style, his appointment of himself as Queen's Counsel 
while Chief Minister and Attorney General, his aggressive stance on native title and 

44  Australian Financial Review, 7 November 1997, P.  65. 
45  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, Seventh Assembly First Session 20/6/95, Parliamentary 
Record No: 12. 

46  Heatley, 1998, The Territory Party, p. 128. 

47  Northern Territory News, Saturday, February 26,2000,' Goodbye to NT's Little Napoleon'. 
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the introduction of mandatory sentencing, to his contempt for the general public who 
raised concerns in relation to planning issues. His common response to those who 
queried the pace and type of development was 'If you don't like it - you can leave.' 
This high-handed attitude and controversial planning decisions accounted for a high 
percentage of letters to the media and callers to talkback radio shows.48  

Constantly mentioned by writers and callers was the loss of the character of Darwin 
through the destruction of its unique tropical architecture, heritage and environment, 
and the increasingly 'Gold Coast' nature of the new development taking its place. 
Another source of anger and frustration was Stone's arrogant dismissal of the 
concerns of residents with regards to the sale of public land to developers, many of 
them with Asian backing, for the building of high-rise luxury units which, aimed at 
investors, were priced far beyond the means of genuine home seekers. In single-unit 
housing the story was much the same, with the greatest beneficiaries of the Better 
Cities Program and the associated land rationalisation perceived as being developers, 
who made greater profits on smaller parcels of land. 

The year 1997 proved to be a catalyst in public opposition to the unfettered 
development that was taking place in Darwin. In September 1997 then Planning 
Minister, Mike Reed, announced that the government intended to amend The 
Planning Act 1993. Earl James, an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Surveyors, 
Australia, and of the Royal Australian Planning Institute, was commissioned to 
compile a report and make recommendations as to changes needed. James had served 
on the Planning Authority. He was also a Fannie Bay resident, and son of surveyor 
Alan James who had worked on the survey and planning of the area in the 1950s. 

48  Personal collection of Letters to the Editor printed in the Northern Territory News, mainly dated 
between early 1997 and 2000. 
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The announcement that the 1993 Planning Act was to be reviewed fueled community 
fears that local concerns would lose out to the demands of the government and 
vested interests, and result in further weakening of the public consultation process. 
To ensure public input into the proposed review, community groups prepared 
submissions. This process was consolidated in 1997 by the formation of PLan - the 
Planning Action Network, which acted as an umbrella group for the many smaller 
planning action groups throughout the city. The first meeting of PLan, an offspring 
of the Combined Citizens' Planning Groups Steering Committee, took place at the 
Myilly Point Coffee Garden on 4 October 1997. 49 

Earl James' report, A Review of the Planning Process Which Result from the 
Operation of The Planning Act 1993 was submitted to the government in May 1998. 
It was a comprehensive review, and James listed and identified the main concerns 
contained in the submissions received.50  These included the fact that the 1993 Act 
made no mention of the term 'Planning Scheme'. The lack of a formal definition of a 
planning scheme created an air of uncertainty for the developer, the community and 
the Planning Authority. The overlap of the roles of the Minister, the Planning 
Authority and the Depariment of Lands, Planning and Environment also needed to be 
clarified and rationalised. While nobody objected to the right of the Minister to 
intervene in planning matters, 'all expressed the opinion that the right should only be 
used to protect the interests of the Territory, and not those of the developer'.51  

A large proportion of the concerns raised in submissions related to the need for 
clarification of Land Use Objectives [LUOsI. The process by which LUOs were 
determined had not been prescribed by legislation, but could be at the whim of the 
Minister and changed at any time. Also criticised was the fact that while it may be 

49  I was present at the meeting. PLan is covered in more detail in the following chapter. 
50  James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, Volume I, p.  3-5. 5. 
Note: Volume II contained copies of the submissions made to the review. 
51  James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p.  5. 
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stated that a particular zone should contain a mixture of different residential density 
developments, there were no performance assessment criteria in place to aid consent 
authorities to determine when the desired mix had been achieved. 2  

In analysing the effect of the lack of LUO guidelines, and the ad-hoc rezoning 
system in place, James used the example of north Fannie Bay where the prescriptive 
zone was not achieving the desired objective in an R2 Zone of a mix of single 
dwellings, cluster dwellings and flats. He noted that 'the end result, if development is 

53 allowed to continue, will be a zone devoid of single dwellings' . He again used 
north Fannie Bay as an example of how lack of cohesive zoning and LUO 
guidelines, with the associated lack of population controls, had proved a 'disaster' 
for local communities. Such zones became 'saturated with higher density 
developments' resulting in the servicing infrastructure becoming 'totally inadequate' 
and the local community becoming 'disillusioned with the planning process' 

The services issue was one of primary importance in the Fannie Bay area where, 
despite having been promised underground power after Cyclone Tracy, eleciricity 
was still supplied by way of an overhead system that suffered constant power failures 
during the monsoonal Wet Season. James noted that, in his experience, planning 
authorities tended to take little notice of pleas from service authorities claiming that 
services are at capacity usage, and were loath to say no to further development in 
such zones.55  

James was also critical of the role and name of the Planning Authority, which was 
seen by the public as having planning discretion, but in fact simply acted as an agent 

52  James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p.  5. 
53  James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p. 21. 
54  James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p. 23. 

55  James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, pp. 22-23. 
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of the Minister, and was primarily a development control authority.56  In this he noted 
that the public appeared to have little confidence in the development approval 
process. He suggested that members of the board should receive appropriate training 

in the planning system. 'Members of the Planning Authority are often ill-prepared to 

consider the applications before them and most would have little professional 

planning experience'. Also mentioned in the report was the perceived lack of 

accountability of the Planning Authority, and the view of many that the decision-

making process should be transparent, with reasons given for decisions and the 

public given access to minutes of meelings.57  

The James review addressed the major areas of public and private concern, and made 

many sound recommendations. But, hke the recommendations and building 

guidelines articulated in Implementing the Vision, little notice appeared to be taken 

of the 1998 review at government level. Public disillusionment with the planning 

process in the Northern Territory intensified, and there was a growing sense of 

unease amongst residents that Darwin was not developing as a 'better city' to live in. 

The final years of the twentieth century were marked by the consolidation of public 

opposition to the government with regards to the destructive and unsustainable 

nature of planning and development in Darwin. 

56 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p. 28. 
' James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p. 29. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
From Boom to Bust 



CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

From Boom to Bust 

The value system that is expressed in most plans or at planning inquiries largely 

accepts market objectives and the physical manifestalion of development Non-

market values centred on people and social or cultural needs play only a minor part 

in determining planning decisions. 

Bob Colenutt, 1997, Can town planning be for people rather than property?1  

As the twentieth century drew to a close, the planning process in Darwin appeared to 

be dominated by the requirements of developers, rather than the needs of the 

community. Public land was sold at a rate that alarmed many residents, and large 

numbers of Darwin's unique older buildings, including several of historic 

significance, were demolished to make way for speculative development projects. 

The damage would have been even greater had it not been for the opposition of 

numerous community action groups, increasingly well informed and educated in the 

technical aspects of planning decisions. While the groups achieved many successes, 

there were also failures, the most notable being in late 1999 when the historic Hotel 

Darwin on the Esplanade was demolished to make way for a proposed convention 

centre. Ironically, the desiruction of Darwin's architectural icon coincided with the 

collapse of the building boom in the Northern Territory. By 2001 the unsustainable 

nature of development was clearly evident. As developers and, çoistruction 

companies closed down or slid into bankruptcy, the legacy left behind for Darwin 

was vacant building sites, partially completed homes and half-empty blocks of units. 

Bob Colenutt 1997, Can town planning be for people rather than property?, in Andrew Bloweis 

and Bob Evans (eds.), Town Planning into the 21 Century, Routledge, London, p. 106. 
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A common problem faced by people who may, often belatedly, object to aspects of 

planning and development is lack of understanding of the planning process. Earl 

James believed that the wider public needed to be educated to understand fully what 

was involved in planning. In his 1998 review of planning in the Northern Territory, 

James noted that members of the community often ignored the opportunity to have 

input at the front end of the process, but became vocal only when they became aware 

of a development that impinged on their perceived rights.2  He suggested that the 

Northern Territory University, which already offered a plethora of short courses, 

could introduce a short course on the planning system and processes.3  

By the time the James report was submitted in mid-1998, the Planning Action 

Network [PLan] had already taken steps to ensure that individuals and community 

groups had access to well-researched information on various aspects of planning, 

information that would enable them to be pro-active rather than simply reactive in 

relation to disputed planning  issues. At the inaugural meeting of PLan at the Myilly 

Point Coffee Garden on 4 October 1997, the dissemination of information to the 

public was identified as vital. The convenor of PLan was Northern Territory 

University [NTU] graduate, archivist and historian, Margaret Clinch. At the meeting, 

concerned individuals and representatives from community groups discussed the 

need for greater co-ordination of common interests. The aim of PLan., through a 

committee that included former NTU lecturer in building and architecture, Richard 

Luxton, was to collect and pass on to the various groups well-informed material 

relating to planning decisions and developments: 

PLan belives that knowledge is strength. Too often we are condemned to silence 

because our enthusiasm for a well-planned, socially sustainable environment far 

outstrips our knowledge of how this might best be achieved. PLan intends to 

2  James, 1998, A Review ofCertain Elements of the Planning Process, P. 24. 

James, 1998, A Review of Certain Elements of the Planning Process, p. 29. 
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confront this problem and to promote public knowledge of broader planning issues 
through regular public education forums and debates.4  

The first issue of PLan Newsletter contained news of many of the planning issues 

that were being targeted by residents and action groups. It included concerns 

expressed by the group Guardians of the Green Escarpment at the sell-off of public 

land on the Darwin Esplanade. Of particular concern was the intention of the 

government to sell section 6516 of the esplanade, a section that in 1921 had been 

proclaimed by the Governor-General of the time, Henry William, Baron Foster, as 

being dedicated for the use and benefit of the people of Darwin5  to local developer 

George Kapetas. Despite all public efforts, and concerns voiced by the Planning 

Authority itse11, the sale was approved: 

On December 5, 1997, in a ministerial directive unprecedented since the 1993 

Planning Act came into force, NT Planning Minister, Mick Palmer over-ruled NT 
Planning Authority concerns and directed it to approve the development. 6  

The involvement of Fannie Bay area residents with PLan was considerable, with 

Parap Residents Association [PRA] members Monica van den Nieuwenhof and 

Wendy MacDonald on the foundation committee. While the PRA had been formed 

in April 1997 to address purely Parap issues, with the catch-cry 'Keep 

Parap. . Parap',7  it quickly expanded to reflect the concerns of the wider Fannie Bay 

community.8  The first PLan Newsletter noted the deep concern of Parap and Fannie 

PLan Newsletter, 1998, Vol. 1 No. 1, February, p. 1. Note: PLan newsletters are lodged with the 
Northern Terntory Libraiy. 

Commonwealth ofAustralia Gazette, Thursday 10 March 1921, Proclamation by His Excellency 
the Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia, Commonwealth Printer, Melbourne, p. 1. 
6 PLan Newsletter, 1998, Vol. 1 No. 1, February, p. 3. 

Fannie Bay Electorate News, Issue no. 9, August 1997. 
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community.8  The first PLan Newsletter noted the deep concern of Parap and Fannie 

Bay residents with regards to the proposed building of a 66-unit development in 

McKillop Street, a quiet residential street in central Parap. There was also concern 

regarding the proposed sale to developers of the old railway Two-and a-Half-Mile 

Depot. In 1996 representatives from another small local action group, the Drysdale 

Residents Action Group [DRAG had approached the Federal Member for the 

Northern Territory, the CLP's Nick Dondas, with the proposition that the Two-and a-

Half-Mile site was an ideal location for a multi-purpose retirement village to serve 

the ageing population in the area. Dondas had rejected the proposal on the grounds 

that the land was Commonwealth owned.10  In fact, the Commonwealth owned only 

part of the site, the remaining section being oed by the Northern Territory. 

Both the McKillop Street and Two-and a-Half-Mile issues were taken up by the 

PRA. A separate group, the Parap Ludmilla Planning Forum, was formed to 

concentrate on the proposed construction of high-density development on the Two-

and a-Half-Mile site, and the potential impact of increased traffic in the area. Also 

formed in the mid-1990s was the Ludmilla Landcare Group, which sought to protect 

a strand of pandanus forest adjacent to Ludmilla Creek from development as extra 

football fields and parking to serve the Rugby League Club at Richardson Park." All 

groups produced, albeit somewhat sporadically, flyers and brief newsletters to keep 

8  There was a separate Ludmilla Residezta (3coup at some stage. One ivews%etter only found. This 

was formed in the mid-i 990s to protest expansion of the Rugby League Club at Richardson Park for 

playing fields and parking. Information from contact given: Elaine Edwards, Ludmilla. 

Note: Fannie Bay Electorate News is an important reference source with regards to the aims and 

activities of small action groups in the Fannie Bay area, many of which did not collate and archive 

their publicity material. DRAG referred to in Issue No. 9, 1997. 
10  PLan Newsletter, 1998, Vol. 1 No. 1, February, p.  6 

11  Richardson Park has since been renamed Harvey Norman Park. 
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residents informed as to their activities and concerns. In keeping information flowing 

they were given the full support of the MLA for Fannie Bay, Clare Martin.12  

Martin had won the seat for the Australian Labor Party [ALP] at the by-election 
called after the resignation of long-standing MLA for Fannie Bay, Marshall Perron, 

in 1995. She increased her narrow 1995 win by 69 votes to 200 in the 1997 Northern 

Territory election. Martin provided a new look for the Labor Opposition. She was, 
unlike most of the politicians from both the ALP and the CLP that had served since 
1978, a university graduate, with a B.A. from Sydney Umversity and, at the time of 
her election in 1995, was undertaking a Graduate Diploma in Arts at the Northern 

Territory University.'3  Her career in the media as journalist and reporter with the 
ABC stood her in good stead in the parliamentary arena. Intelligent and articulate, as 

Shadow Minister for Lands, Planning and Environment, Martin provided a strong 
voice in parliament on disputed planning issues. 

From the outset, Martin brought a new sense of community involvement to the 

position of MLA for Fannie Bay. Her electoral office in Parap was not just a front for 
a rarely seen representative, but provided endless support for local groups by way of 

use of printing facilities and staff assistance. Without a community hail in the Fannie 
Bay area, something which had been proposed in the 1944 Mclnnis Darwin town 
plan, Martin's office quickly became the regular meeting place for a range of 
community groups, including those related to planning and environmental issues of 
dispute. Also organised through her office was a series of history tours and re-
enaciments of aspects of history of the Fannie Bay area, documented and led by local 
historian, and President of the Parap Branch of the Labor Party, Barbara James.The 
pressure for meetings was such that, in early 2001, Martin moved her electoral office 

12  The newsletters and pamphlets produced by the various planning action groups do not appear to 

have been archived in a systematic way. One group president when asked as to the whereabouts of 

archival material muttered vaguely that she thought that it was 'in a laundry basket in Clare's office'. 
' Victoria Laurie, 1999, Top End pretender, The Ausnalian Magazine, July 24-25, pp.  13-15. 
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to larger premises.'4  The new office was in a section of Parap Village that had been 

re-designed along Iraditional tropical lines in the 1990s, and included the use of 

corrugated iron and verandahs out over the pavement.'5  [Plate 401 

During 1998 community opposition to planning decisions and development 

increased. The third edition of the PLan Newsletter, produced in mid-1998, 

contained reports from several new residents' action groups. By then groups had 

been formed in the northern suburbs, such as Tiwi and Jingili-Millner, and in the 

outlying areas of Howard Springs and Dundee Beach. The lead feature mentioned 

the increase of community activity and awareness with regards planning, and the fact 

that there had been a huge response to the review of planning commissioned by the 

government. The James planning review had attracted 38 submissions from groups 

and individuals.'6  

In line with PLan's aim of providing educated information on planning issues, the 

newsletter carried articles on planning, its social benefits and consequences, and on 

the impact of development on the built and natural environment. Efforts were made 

to be objective, and to stress that it was not development itself that was opposed, but 

the lack of organised planning that appeared to allow inappropriate development at 

the whim of developers. A case in point was that, while intrusive high-rise 

development was being allowed on the Darwin Escarpment, at Bayview Haven, a 

vast area of public foreshore land sold to developers, a low-level housing 

development was underway: 

14  In early 2001 Martin moved her Paip Village office to larger premises that had a separate room 

for meetings. 

Many of the recent new buildings and extensions sympathetic to the original Parap Village 

buildings were designed by architects Andrew and Hully Liveris. See Keys, 1996, The Architecture of 

Post War Parap, pp. 103-129. 
16  PLan Newsletter, 1998, Vol. 1 No. 3, April-May, pp. 2-3. 
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Bayview Haven is the sort of site suitable for high-rise units. In fact high-rise 

development is necessary to allow its potential to be exploited, So where is the 

proper planning in this charade?'7  

As part of the aim of educating the community, PLan organised a series of talks and 

presentations by experts in their fields. These ranged from workshops related to the 

technical aspects of planning, perspectives on development and Darwin's vanishing 

built heritage, to the impact of development and the removal of mangroves on 

Darwin harbour. Information on the history of the modern town planning movement, 

the change of direction in planning since the 1970s, the pressures posed by 

development, and examples of actions undertaken elsewhere by residents to protect 

their areas of natural and built heritage, was spread by way of media interviews and 

articles.'8  As part of the PLan series, a presentation on the history of planning was 

held at the Railway Institute in Parap, the last notable structure lefi in the area with 

links to the North Australia Railway.19  

PLan also co-ordinated substantial physical action by way of meetings and rallies. 

On 27 November 1997 a 'Better Planning Rally' was held in front of Parliament 

House. The demands listed on the flyer for the rally stressed that what the 

community wanted was town planning that would achieve balanced development, 

and that would preserve the Northern Territory lifestyle for residents and visitors. 

Politicians were informed that what was not acceptable was: 

17  PLa?, News/a i'e.r, Vol L No. 4, July-August 2998, Rob Wesley-Smith, 998, 'The Way I See 

It... Guardians of the Green Escarpment', p.2. 
19 As a member of PLan, my main contribution lay in giving talks to community groups and 

talking/writing to the media on the subject of planning history and planning issues. 
19  PLan Media Release, 1998, PLan Forum at Railway Club, Parap, 23 August 1998, Guest Speaker 

Eve Gibson, 'From Paradise for the People to Profits for the Privileged: A Centuiy of Town Planning 

1898-19981 . 
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• Our homes being  run over by intense development 

Our places of cultural significance being destroyed for the sake of 
development 

• Our public foreshore, beaches, public open spaces and parkiands being taken 
over by developers. 20  

Rallies and protests were also held to protest specific local planning issues. In the 
Fannie Bay area, despite the apparent success in mid-1997 of the Parap Residents 

Association in having the 'totally unsustainable development' 66-unit development 

in McKillop Street deferred,2' 22  it was discovered later in the year that a slightly 
modified version of the project was to be approved. Last-ditch efforts to save the 
area from development included a mass rally of residents, who blocked the narrow 

street with parked cars to show how increased density would affect traffic. Other 
concerns voiced at the rally included the drain on resources such as water, sewerage 

and power.23  Money was collected to take out advertisements in the Northern 
Territory News, in which residents appealed to the new Planning Minister, Mick 

Palmer, to 'Stop The Rot' and negotiate with the developers on behalf of the local 
community, something which had been promised prior to the 1997 election by the 

then Minister for Planning, Mike Reed.24  The promise was never fulfilled. Palmer 
proved to be obdurate in his opposition to any form of public consultation. 

In December 1997 Palmer, in a directive believed to be the first of its kind under the 
1993 Planning Act, ordered the Planning Authority to give approval for the 

McKillop Street development. The Authority was also instructed to approve the 

20 PLan flyer, 1997, 'BetterPlanning Rally'. 
21  Fannie Bay Electorate News, Issue No. 9, August 1997. 
22  Northern Territory News, 14 June 1997, 'Parap party after fiats plan victory'. 

Northern Territory News, 26 October 1997, 'Crowds of cars in Parap flat fight' 
24  Northern Territory News, November 1997, Advertisement: 'Minister You Can "Stop the Rot". 
Open Letter to Minister for Lands, Planning and Environment Hon Mick Palmer'. 
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application of George Kapetas for four townhouses to be built on the disputed public 

land on the Darwin Escarpment, and grant approval for a further 36-flat complex to 

be built on the Escarpment. That Palmer overrode the, supposedly, independent 

Planning Authority was questioned by many. 'What' asked PRA spokesperson Ian 

Fraser, 'is the use of having a Planning Authority? What's its role?'2  

The response of Palmer to the outrage voiced by Darwin residents was that he would 

not allow small groups to hold the city of Darwin to ransom. In stating that 'People 

have the right and the expectation to develop the land they privately own...'26  

Palmer overlooked, or simply ignored, the fact that central to planning agitation of 

the time in relation to the Darwin Escarpment was that publicly owned land was 

being diverted into the hands of private interests. In the case of privately owned 

property, such as the McKillop Street site, Palmer seemed unwilling to acknowledge 

that the majority of objectors to the development were also the owners of private 

property in the area, who felt that they too were entitled to rights. These included the 

right to live in their homes under the original residential zoning, without fear that 

unit development on an adjacent or nearby site would destroy their privacy and life-

style, and the value of their property. 

In August 1998 Clare Martin launched an attack on the government's failure to 

respond to the recommendations in the Earl James review on planning. James had, in 

her view, produced a report that fairly reflected the opinions submitted. Martin 

congratulated members of the Territory community who had spent the time and put 

in the hard work in recent years to understand the Planning Act, and make 

submissions to the review. 

25  Northern Temtor)'News, 10 December 1997, 'Anger as Parap, city flats get OK'. 
26  Northern Territory News, 10 December 1997. 

' Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, Eight Assembly First Session 18/8/98, Parliamentary 

Record No: 8, (hereafter Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, date and parliamentary record 

number). 
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Martin returned to the subject of the lack of community involvement in planning in 

November 1998, using two examples in the Fannie Bay area. One related to the 

proposed re-zoning of the Dundas House site between Weddell and Charlotte Street 

from community use to residential. Established in 1961 as a refuge for neglected 

children, Dundas House was demolished in 1997. An 'extraordinary letter' from the 

department of the minister responsible for planning, Mick Palmer, had been sent to 

the Darn City Council - which had opposed the zoning change. It carned the 

'implicit threat' that if the council did not back the rezoning and sub-division of the 

land for four Ri blocks, the department was considering an alternative proposal to 

build 8 tom-houses on the site. This was in direct contradiction to Palmer's 

reassurances to the Parap Residents Association that their approaches to the 

government for the area to be left as much-needed public parkiand, and extra space 

for the adjacent child-care centre, were being addressed. The second issue was the 

ongoing saga of the McKillop Street units, where a new development proposal for 47 

units had been approved without prior consultation with the community.28  

Rather than responding to pleas for greater community involvement and consultation 

on planning, Stone and certain of his government ministers became increasingly 

despotic in response to public agitation. It was rumoured that those opposed to 

government policies were put on a Stone 'black list', and that the Northern Territory 

News had been instructed not to print letters from certain people.29  Whether this was 

true or false, there was certainly a 'fear factor' that stifled criticism from those who 

relied on the government for employment or business.30  Martin in the Legislative 

Assembly raised the element of fear in relation to criticism of planning: 

28  Northern Terc'tory Legislative Assemb)y, 24 /11/98, Parliamenta.'y Record No: 12. 

29  In contacting a journalist friend at the Northern Territory News as to why several of my letters on 

planning issues had not been published, I was informed that I was on a 'black list' provided by 

Stone's office. 

30  Northern Territory News, 27 August 1997, Letters to the Editor, Annie Gaston 
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People, especially those dependent on government jobs or funding are afraid of 
speaking out... Public debate and public involvement is a healthy thing... To speak 
out against a decision is not a treasonable offence, though here in the Territory you 
may well think that sometimes it is.31  

Town planners in Darwin, in particular those within the government system, while 

highly critical of the planning process in private, were not prepared to go public with 

their views as they were aware that any criticism from planners tended to lead to 

being penalised by down-grading, restructuring or loss of position.32 The lack of 

public criticism by planning professionals gave the government tacit approval of its 

planning decisions. It was left to action groups such as PLan to publicise community 

concerns in relation to the loss of public land and the rate, regarded by many as 

unsustainable, of unit and housing construction in Darwin. 

Apart from Clare Martin, the most trenchant high-profile critic of the government's 

planning policies during the 1990s was the Lord Mayor of Darwin, the colourful and 

out-spoken George Brown, who strongly advocated a greater role for local councils 

in decision-making in the planning process. In 1997 Brown resigned from the 

Planning Authority in protest, maintaining that it was pointless to sit on a board 

where the membership was stacked to support the wishes of government  .33  In the 

lead-up to the 1997 election the mayors of the major towns in the Territory mounted 

a campaign to have a greater say in planning, and took out a series of full-page 

advertisements in the Northern Territory News to state their case. This was regarded 

by then Planning Minister, Mike Reed, as a 'veiled attack on the CLP'. He responded 

' Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 24/11/98, Par!Kzmentary Record No: 12. 
32 The reluctance of town planners to make their informed opinions on planning issues public through 
cilation in this thesis was frustrating. 
33 Conversations with George Brown. He was a strong supporter of residents' action groups formed 
to protect natural and built heritage areas from over-development 
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by promptly doiigradthg the representation by council on the Planning Authority.34  

The local councils in the Territory continued their demands for a greater say in 

planning and, in June 1999, the Darwin City Council sent out position papers to 

residents which outlined why the Council should have more representation on the 

Planning Authority, and a greater input into planning decisions.35  

By that time the political landscape of the Northern Territory had altered, with a 

change in leadership of both the CLP govermnent and the Labor opposition in early 

February 1999. With the resignation of Maggie Hickey as Labor leader, Clare Martin 

was elected to the position.36  This was followed on 8 February 1999 by Shane 

Stone's resignation as Chief Minister. While Stone maintained that it was his own 

decision to leave the top job, CLP backbenchers revealed that if Stone had not 

resigned voluntarily, he would have been pushed.37  At the heart of CLP 

dissatisfaction with Stone was the humiliating loss of the referendum on statehood 

for the Northern Territory, held on 3 October 1998. In August 1997 Stone had 

announced in parliament that he had been successful in gaining support from the 

Liberal Prime Minister, John Howard, for the idea of the Northern Territory 

becoming a state by 1 January 2001. As 'a new state for a new century' Northern 

Territory statehood was to be the 'centrepiece of the centenary of federation' •38 

With a referendum on statehood confidently expected by the government to result in 

a resounding 'Yes' vote39  - that a majority of Territory voters chose to vote 'No' 

34  Suburban, 18 September 1997, 'Reed hits back at mayors'. 

35  Darwin City Council Position Paper June 1999, Town Planning. Also, Darwin City Council 

Summery Information Sheet, Planning Issues 1999. 
36  Northern Territory News, 6 February 1999, 'Life and times of Clare Martin'. 
37  Northern Territory News, 8 February 1999, 'Resignation is my own choice: Stone', 'Stone sinks on 

Statehood loss'. 
38  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 11/8/97, Parliamentary Record No: 8. 

39  Northern Territory News, 21 August 1997, 'We will deliver on statehood: Stone'. 
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was a severe blow to the CLP, and to Stone's standing in the party. Working towards 

the achievement of statehood, and transfer from the Commonwealth to the Northern 

Territory of state rights and control over assets such as uranium, Aboriginal land and 

national parks, had been a major objective of the CLP for many years.40  The 

culmination of the push towards statehood was an expensive Statehood Convention, 

estimated to have cost $ .5m, held in early 1998 during which different sectors of the 

community were supposed to have input into the constitution for the new state. 

Margaret Clinch was selected by PLan to represent the interests of planning action 

groups.4' Controversy dogged the convention from the outset, with Aboriginal 

representatives walking out on the first day, and widespread accusations that the 

convention had been 'stacked' by the CLP.42  Stone's demise as Chief Minister was 

perceived as being directly related to his manipulation of the Statehood convention 

and the defeat of the referendum.43  Some Territonans appeared to have voted 'No' 

simply because they distrusted Shane Stone. As succinctly put in the heading to a 

Northern Territory News article - 'No to Statehood or to Stonehood?'. 4441 

Stones's successor as Chief Minister was ex-army officer Dennis Burke. At the 

opening of the first 1999 session of the Legislative Assembly, Burke made it clear 

that he intended to follow Stone's hard-line stance on planning issues raised by the 

community in that he would 'not pander to sectional interests or vocal lobby groups', 

and that his government would be pro-development.46  In late February Burke refused 

an invitation from PLan to speak at a picnic rally on Myilly Point, orgainised to 

° Steve Hatton, 1986, Ministerial Statement by the ChiefMinister on Statehood for the Northern 

Territory, NT Government Printer, Darwin. 
41  Minutes of PLan meeting held at Myilly Point Coffee House 21 February 1998. 
42  Northern Territory News, 11 April 1998, 'Constitutional complications'. 

43  Northern Territory News, 8 February 1999, 'Stone sinks on Statehood loss'. 

44  Northern Territory News, 5 October 1998, 'No to Statehood or to Stonehood?'. 

u Note: Stone did not stand fbr re-election in 2001. He left the Northern Territory to take up the 

position of President of the Federal Liberal Party. 

46  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 16/02/99, Parliamentary Record No. 14. 
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protest the intention of the government to re-zone land on the point from public 
space to use for high-rise development. He further refused permission for the rally to 
be held on the, supposedly, public reserve. The reasons given were that the headland 
was an inappropriate venue, in particular from a safety aspect. Burke concluded by 
stating that Myilly Point was zoned Business under the Darwin Town Plan, and that 
the ,government had the right to dispose of the prime sites.47  That the government had 
fenced off Myilly Point Reserve was seen by concerned Darwin residents as having 
little to do with public safety, and everything to do with the proposed private 
development of the site. 

Details of the proposed developments on Myilly Point had been covered extensively 
in '$220m Darwin building spree', the lead story of an early February edition of the 
Northern Territory News. It was revealed that the government had already approved 
four massive development projects for the headland. These included a luxury 
apartment complex to be developed by the Brunei Property Development Company 
and the Darwin-based Hannon Group; a 251 unit up-market aged care facility by the 
Moran Health Group, of which former federal Liberal leader John Hewson was a 
director; a tourist hotel and retail complex to be built by the Paspaley Group, and an 
entertainment complex yet to be approved by the project backers.48  A feature article 
in the same edition of the News by investigative journalist David English harshly 
criticised the secrecy surrounding the government's handling of the tendering 
process. For the five sites for which expressions of interest had been called there was 
more than one tenderer, in one case a site atiracted eight proposals. Yet, neither the 
public nor the Planning Authority were given the opportunity to examine the various 
proposals. The opaque way in which the decision-making was done left it open to 
claims of 'mates rates' . 49 

' Copy of invitation to Burke provided by PLan Acting Co-Convenor Rob Wesley Smith, dated 22 
February 1999, and response from Chief Minister denying permission for rally on Myilly Point. 
48  Northern Territory News, 6 February 1999, '$220m Darwin building spree'. 
' Northern Territory News, 6 February 1999, David English, 'Silence shrouds Myilly deal'. 
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Despite veiled threats that people could be arrested if they 'trespassed' onto the 
Myilly Point reserve,50  on Sunday 28 February 1999 an estimated crowd of 150 

Darwin residents crowded through a gap in the fence, opened up by PLan organizers, 

to enjoy the reserve, the picnic barbeque and listen to the speakers .5  Amongst the 
speakers at the rally, were Clare Martin, PLan members Rob Wesley Smith, Richard 

Luxton and Lex Martin, who had stood for election in Shane Stone's electorate in 

1997. Other speakers included Ian Fraser and Dorothy Fox from the Darwin City 

Council, representatives of the Larrakia people, and people representing community 

groups. One speaker was the indomitable Stella Kirk, who in the early 1980s had 

been vocal in community action to save the Burnett houses on Myilly Point. As an 

aged pensioner, Kirk noted that the so-called 'aged care facility' proposed by the 

Moran Group consisted of units with a starting price of $450 000, a price far out of 
reach of ordinary pensioners, and was in reality simply another luxury unit 

development for the very wealthy.52  A leaflet 'Why Save Myilly Point?' distributed 
at the rally reflected the concern of many Darwin residents regarding the escalation 

in the sale of public land to private developers, and the inappropriate nature of the 
high-rise development projects approved for Myilly Point. 

Too much public foreshore and publicly owned land has already been sold to 
developers for marina estates and high-rise units by the NT Government. If Myilly 
Point is lost to the public - what will be the next prime public land area to go? 
Bullocky Point? The Fannie Bay foreshore? East Point?53  

The fears of residents that Fannie Bay would lose its public land on the foreshore 

were not unfounded. As previously noted, over the years there had been numerous 

° information from Rob Wesley Smith on his negotiations with the government regarding the rally 
51  Northern Territory News, 1 March 1999, 'Protesters vowto fight' 
52  Eve Gibson, 28 February 1999, record of speakers from personal diary. 

' Eve Gibson, 1999, PLan flyer 'Why Save Myilly Point?'. 
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development proposals for prime foreshore land in Fannie Bay, including Bullocky 

Point and East Point. During 2000 there was increased unease due to rumours that 

the government was planning to re-locate the Darwin High School, and sell off 

Bullocky Point for development for $50 million.54  

As the millennium drew to a close, the Parap Residents Association and the Parap-

Ludmilla Planning Group fought many planning battles. Some were won - others 

lost. The McKillop Street unit development 'Billara Apartments' was constructed. 

Of particular concern to the PRA was the loss of traditional tropical housing, and the 

comfort and privacy of owners of adjacent properties, as a result of approvals 

granted to build units on what had been single-dwelling blocks. [Plate 411 In 1999 a 

hard-fought campaign to prevent the demolition of a delightful elevated house at 4 

Elsey Street [Plate 421 in central Parap to make way for a 12-unit development was 

lost. The Development Pennit for the units was signed by the Chairman of the 

Northern Territory Planning Authority, Fred Finch .55  Finch was a CLP Minister until 

his resignation in July 1997, when he replaced the highly respected John Maley as 

chairman. Maley had resigned after several cases of ministerial intervention in 

planning decisions, which outraged not only the Planning Authority, but also the 

community. 6  Maley's replacement by Finch was widely regarded as proof that the 

Planning Authority had no independent voice, but was simply a tool of the CLP. 

The outcome for residents with regards to the Two-and-a-Half Mile Railway Depot 

development project was more positive. During 1998 the Commonwealth had sold 

' PLan Newsletter ,  , 2000, this edition not dated, but believed to be June 2000. Fears reiatmg to the 

sale of Bullocky Point were also voiced in The Local Rag: A publication of the Parap Residents 

Association, August 2000. 

Jo Halliday for Chairman of the Planning Authority to Eve Gibson, 19 April 1999, attachment of 

Development Permit signed by Chairman of the Northern Territory Planning Authority, Fred Fino. 
56  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 18/8/98, Parliamentary Record No: 9. 
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its section of the Two-and-a-Half-Mile site to Bayview Property Developers.57 In 

February 1999 the Bayview developers, Jeff Blake and Mal Sciacca, were successful 

in purchasing, for an undisclosed sum, the section owned by the Northern Territory 

Government.58  The Parap Ludmilla Planning Fonnn, headed by Darwin businessman 

John Gilbert, negotiated with Bayview, and was successful in its long-fought aim of 

having single housing only development on the site. While the preferred option for 

nearby residents to have the entrance to the complex via the Stuart Highway was 

rejected by the developers, assurances were given that steps would be taken to 

minimise traffic problems and disruptions in the area. 59  

At a meeling held in the Parap Primary School library on 26 May 1999, Bayview 

representatives produced final plans for 'Parap Grove', and announced that the 

development would consist of Ri and RO residential blocks only, with raised traffic 

calming devices and roundabouts to slow traffic at the entrances on Hudson Fysh 

Avenue. [Figure 251 The difference in the size of existing Ri blocks in the old 

Fannie Bay section of Ludmilla and the RO blocks in Parap Grove, where only two 

lots were RI, was clearly illustrated in the relevant administrative map of the area 

published in 2001. The map also shows the even smaller RO lot sizes in a 

development named 'City Valley', built on an isolated piece of land in an area of 

Parap which later became part of the suburb of Stuart Park, an area where the 

developers had not had to contend with commun ty objections.60  [Figure 26 

57  Parap Ludmilla PlanningForum: Update on happenings. May1998. The Pamp Ludmilla Planning 

Forum kept local residents informed of the process through a series of newsletters, distributed through 

Clare Martin's office in Parap. 

58  Northern Territory News, 6 February 1999, 'Ludmilla land sold for $30m estate'. 

Northern Territory News, 26 May 1999 
60 Darwin Town Plan Administrative Maps, 2001, Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, 

Darwin, map 64. Note: George Pikos developer of 'Sunset Cove' was also involved with the 'City 

Valley' development 
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In Parliament on 1 June 1999, Clare Martin noted the hard work of the Parap 

Ludmilla Planning Forum organisers, the positive response and co-operation of 

Bayview, and the level of local interest reflected in the attendance of eighty people at 

the 26 May meeting. 'Overall, this exercise has been a beacon of light in planning in 

Darwin, and deserves the acclaim and attention of the government and this House.'6' 

In August 1999 Burke announced an amended planning scheme for Darwin 

'Achieving the Vision' in which he stated that the review process that led to the 

amendments had emphasised the need to retain the green escarpment around the 

city's peninsula. 

It aims to maximise the views and access to those views by encouraging taller 

buildings only along the central spine of the peninsula. The concept is for a layered 

effect, with strict buildmg height rules only allowing construction to rise higher the 

further you move away from the water. The plan emphasises public access to the 

harbour and shoreline for all 62  

While this was fine rhetoric, it simply repeated aims outlined in the 'implementing 

the Vision' the Darwin town plan produced in the early 1990s, aims that had since 

been blithely ignored by the government in approving development projects. There 

was little that was radically new in either the text of the support documents for 

'Achieving the Vision', or in the plan itself. Restricted to the central city area, the 

plan copied many of the elements of a plan drawn up by prominent Darwin architect 

Hans Vos in the early 1990s. 3  There were additional features, the most notable 

being the proposed construction of 'Goyder Island' a massive man-made island off 

the wharf area to serve as a platform for a harbour bridge to access future towns 

61  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 01/06/99, Parliamentary Record No. 16. 

62 Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 10/08/99, Parliamentary Record No. 18. 

63  Northern Territory News, 8 December 1992, 'Darwn: Visions for a tropical city'. 
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64  being planned. It was announced that there would be a six-week period of 

advertising and displays to allow the community to comment on the plan. 

To many Darwin residents 'Achieving the Vision' was regarded as yet another case 

of public money being spent by government on a grandiose town plan, without any 

prior consultation with the community as to their views and requirements. Clare 

Martin, in reflecting on the widespread cynicism and resentment in the community in 

relation to planning, pointed out that, once again, Darwin residents were being asked 

to respond to a town plan after it had been drafted, rather then being consulted as 

part of the planning process 'The process is wrong, wrong, wrong, and to tell the 

community that their only role now is to comment on these fmalised plans is not the 

way to go about it., 65 

On 10 September 1999, a day remembered by many people as marking the end of 

'Old Darwin', demolition began on the historic Hotel Darwin on the Esplanade. On 

news that the Heritage Minister, Mike Reed, had given the Paspalis Group clearance 

to pull down the hotel, on the grounds that they had had expert advice that it was 

riddled with concrete cancer, the National Trust [NT] asked Reed to issue a ninety 

day interim conservation order to delay demolition until the Trust could organize an 

independent structural survey of the site. When Reed refused, the Trust obtained a 

temporary injunction order to stop demolition. However, in court on the evening of 

Friday 10 September, Justice Steven Bailey said that he could see no legal reason to 

continue the interim injunction. Within minutes of the decision, the bulldozers had 

moved in to commence demolition of the historic hotel. 66  

64  Northern Territory News, 18 August 1999, 'Swim beach in bold city plan: Island scheme to link 

towns'. 
65  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 10/08/99Parliamen-tary Record No. 18. 
66  Northern Territory News, 11 September 1999, 'Friday night end for Hotel Darwin' 
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The destruction of what was undoubtedly Darwin's most loved building, and 

regarded as its most important twentieth century architectural icon, brought an 

extraordinary response from Darwin residents. Even people who had never been 

involved, or interested, in planning issues congregated on the Esplanade, most in a 

state of shock, or in tears. Many brought cameras to capture the last moment of the 

'Grand old Duchess' jjPlates 43 and 441  Architect, and National Trust and PLan 

member, Richard Luxton, who recorded the entire demolition on film, reflected the 

feelings of devastated onlookers that watched the gracious building succumb before 

the onslaught of the bulldozers, 'I am feeling total despair that a very good building 

is being destroyed' •67  In my diary I noted that 'It is the end of old Darwin, of 

planning - and of any illusion that the NT Government has any interest in the views 

of Darwin residents ...lf possible, I would leave Darwin today - and never returit68  

Radio talkback shows and the print media were flooded with calls and letters 

expressing outrage at the demolition. Everyone who spoke, or wrote, had special 

memories of the hotel known as 'the Raffles of Darwin'. For many it was romantic 

meetings, weddings and honeymoons, and revisits over the years for anniversary 

celebrations. 'Meet you at the Green Room' was a catch-cry in Darwin amongst 

young and old, a tradition that no one thought would ever end. Historian Peter 

Forrest wrote of the loss of the Hotel Darwin in his regular weekly history feature in 

the Northern Territory News that Darwin would never be quite the same again, and 

the sad reflection yet another reason had been lost to say that Darwin was 'different' 

to other Australian cities.69  Cathy Miller, singer, songwriter and guitarist, wrote and 

recoded a song about the demolition of the Hotel Darwin, which contained the 

poignant refrain 'We lose part of ourselves when we say goodbye' - On the cover of 

the CD it was pointed out that the destruction of the hotel was not an isolated case: 

67  Northern Territory News, ii September 1999. 
68  Eve Gibson, 11 September 1999, personal diaiy. 
69  Northern Territory News, 14 September 1999, Peter Forrest, 'Farewell to Darwin's Grand Dame: 

No time to say goodbye'. 
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The theme is a universal one. Every day in cities round the world, there are similar 

occurrences where representative pieces of the past are removed from our lives. 

The Grand Old Duchess celebrates what the Hotel Darwin meant to the Darwin 

area, and expresses the impact of this on those who knew her.70  

PLan members collected pieces of the Hotel Darwin and had them analysed. No 

trace of concrete cancer was found in the sample. Even if the building had been 

affected, other buildings of the same vintage which had been found to suffer concrete 

cancer, namely the Burnett designed Officers' Mess and Sergeants' Mess at at 

Larrakeyah Barracks, had been successfully restored and preserved.7  David 

Carment, university lecturer, past president of the National Trust {NT] and author of 

many works on the built history of the Northern Territory, articulated the questions 

in the minds of many: 

Why were the owners so unwilling to allow further independent assessment of the 

hotel's siructural problems? Was it a coincidence that the Northern Territory 

Heritage Advisory Council had the hotel on its agenda for a meeting in the week 

following the demolition?72  

In the Legislative Assembly, Martin also raised the issue of the timing of the 

demolition. She pointed out that in 1995 the Heritage Advisory Council had 

recommended that the Hotel Darwin be declared a heritage place, but that the then 

minister had sought more information on the proposal. In 1997, a second nomination 

was referred to the minister, and a report was commissioned into the financial 

70  Cathy Miller, 2000, The Grand Old Duchess, CD, Sealed With a Kiss Records. Part of every sale is 

donated to the National Trust [NTI. 
71  Northern Territory News, 17 September 1999, Letters to the Editor, Eve Gibson. The restoration 

work on the messes was ongoing while I lived on Larrakeyah Base in the early 1990s. 
72  Northern Territory News, 15 September 1999, Letters to the Editor, David Cannent, 'Coincidence 

in timing?'. 
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implications of the nomination She asked the Minister for Lands, Planning and 

Environment, Tim Baldwin, to confirm that he was aware that the proposed 

nomination of the Hotel Darwin for heritage listing was due to be considered by the 

Heritage Advisory Council at their September 1999 meeting, and why he refused to 

place an interim conservation order on the hotel when he knew that the meeting was 

to take place within days of the demolition being approved.73  Baldwin's response 

consisted of attacking Martin's credentials, and justifying the demolition.74  

Only days after the demise of the Hotel Darwin, the 27th  Royal Australian Planning 

Institute [RAPT] Conference 'Planning in the Hothouse' took place in Darwin. The 

shock and disgust voiced by delegates over the destruction of the gracious building 

was widespread, with many stating that they would have taken action to support the 

National Trust in its efforts to preserve the hotel due to its unique architectural and 

historic significance.75  

Strangely, although the RAPT conference was funded by the Northern Territory 

Government, and the administration and organisation undertaken by the Department 

of Lands, Planning and Environment, no opportunity was taken to have 'Achieving 

the Vision' discussed and analysed by renowned national and international planners. 

Steps were taken at the conference to insure that any presentations related to 

planning issues in Darwin were relegated to the background. Local presenters, 

including the Darwin City Council and historians Peter Forrest and I, found that our 

sessions were the only ones listed to take place in an obscure back room.76  Forrest 

Northern Terzitory Legislative Assembly, )9/10/99, Parliame'iary RecodNo 1.9 
74  Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 10/10/99, Parliamentary Record No 19. Northern 

Territory News, 13 October 1999, 'Baldwin defends hotel demolition'. 

75  Barry Melotte, National President RAPI, referred to the loss of the Darwin Hotel in his opening 

address to the conference, and privately spoke about the demolition, and a similar case in Perth. 
76 Planning in the Hothouse, RAPI 27th  National Congress 19-22 September 1999, Congress 
Organising Committee, Darwin. Rehearsal Room, Session B. 
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protested, and withdrew from the conference. I also threatened to withdraw, and was 

ultimately given a slot in a main session. PLan applied twice, and was refused on 

both occasions, for permission to mount a display at the conference to provide 

information on the planning situation and planning issues in Darwin.77  

In my RAPT paper 'Development - or Displacement'?' I looked at the social and 

economic effects of development since the 1970s. In analysing research that had 

been undertaken elsewhere with regards to development and property booms, the 

conclusion reached was that: 

While there are short-term benefits connected with speculative development, once 

the building boom is over the long-term result for an area.. is all to often long-term 

social, environmental and economic disaster.78  

This proved to be prophetic in relation to the situation in Darwin. Somewhat 

ironically, the destruction of the Hotel Darwin coincided with a significant downturn 

in development in the city. The multi-million dollar construction projects that had 

been a feature of the 1990s building spree in Darwin, peaking in 1997 when the total 

value of building work approved in the Territory jumped by 49.9% to $269.2 

million,79  fell to a trickle during 2000. While this was part of an Australia-wide 

downturn in construction, the decline was far more severe in the Territory than in 

any other state or territory. [Figure 27] Australian Bureau of Statistics figures for the 

financial year 1999-2000 show that Building Approvals for houses in the Northern 

77  Northern Territory News, 2 October 1999, Letter to the Editor, PLan Convenor Margaret Clinch. 

'Town planning in crisis'. 
78  Eve Gibson, Gibson, 1999, Development - or displacement?: The social and economic effects of 

development since the 1970s, Planning in the Hothouse, IiAPI, 27 National Congress, Darwin 19-22 

September 1999, Darwin, pages not 

numbered. 

79  Suburban, 5 Februaiy 1997, 'It's boom time'. Northern Territory News, 6 February 1997, 'NT in 

1997 build boom'. NT Real Estate President Robert Boscaini featured in both articles. 
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Figure 27: Graphs showing the decline in dwelling approvals in 2000 in Australian states 
and territories. The decline was notably more severe in the Northern Territory, bottom left. 
Australian Properly Investor, 2002, October-November. 



Territory had fallen by a massive 40.5%, with an overall decline in dwelling 
approvals of 30.7%. The only other state or territory to record an actual decline in 

building approvals for dwellings was in New South Wales, with a 4.2% downturn in 

dwellings other than houses.80  

The boom to bust syndrome in property has been well documented over many years 

and, while the underlying reasons for a property market bust may differ with regional 

and timing variations, the pattern in the Northern Temtory followed a well-worn 

path. In Britain, the housing boom of 1986-1989 was followed by a devastating, and 

longer than previously experienced., downturn in property values. Prices fell by 30% 

in London and the South East, property sales slumped, more than 400 000 homes 

were repossessed and over a million homeowners suffered negative equity.8' The 
pattern was similar in the United States, and in Australia where the 1990s was a 

period with relatively high incidence of mortgage arrears, with a small but significant 

upward trend from 1995.82  Various factors, such as economic restructuring in a 
global context, impacted on the domestic labour market, resulting in income 

polarisation and insecurity. The sudden loss of income as firms reduced staff levels, 
cuts in relied on regular over-time, unemployment and increasing economic 

inequality, have all been noted as explanations for the 'epidemic' in mortgage 

defaults in Australia in recent years.83  For much the same reasons, home ownership 
has moved beyond the reach of many Australians, and private renting has become 

their permanent tenure 'of choice' 84  

° Australian Bureau of Statistics, June 2000, lluildingApprovals Australia. 
' Hamnett, 1999, Winners and Losers: Home Ownership in Modern Britain, p. 17. 

Mike Berry and Tony Dalton, 2000, Home ownership into the new millennium, Urban Policy and 
Research, Vol. 18, No. 4. pp. 436-439. 
83  Berry and Dalton, 2000, Home ownership in the new millennium, p. 442 
84  Berry and Dalton, 2000, Home ownership in the new millennium, p. 441. 
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During the late 1990s the long-held belief that investment in property would 
invariably result in capital appreciation was also undermined. In 1997 the booming 
Asian construction sector collapsed. In analysing the situation in southeast Asia's 
property sector in 1998, Eric Helkkala found that expectations of continued growth 
and profits were so ingrained that 'a ghost market' had emerged in cities such as 
Jakarta and Bangkok in which loans continued to be extended on the basis of past 
successes for the type of project for which there was no longer a demand. The 
inevitable consequence of a glut in the real estate market due to speculation was a 
collapse in prices, reduced activity in the construction sector, and job losses, which 
had a flow-on effect in reducing the demand for housing and other assets.85  

The withdrawal of Asian property speculators had a huge impact in Australia where, 
by mid-1998, the prices in Sydney for luxury apartments aimed at Asian investors 
had been slashed by up to $95 000. Prices also plummeted in Melbourne, and further 
on the Gold Coast where, already seriously affected by a downturn in property 
prices, discounts on properties of 40% were expected.86  

Yet, in a situation mirrored in Darwin and in other parts of Australia, there was a 
demand for housing in Bangkok and Jakarta that had not been addressed. Rather than 
a pure and simple case of oversupply, in both cities there was a grand mismatch 
between what was being built - and what was needed at the local level. Instead of 
providing much-needed affordable housing, the efforts of many large-scale private 
developers were geared to mvestment in prime office space and luxury high-rise 
condominiums built to international standards.87  

85  Eric J. Heikkla, 1998, Resolving the crisis in Southeast Asia's property sector, EAROPH Bulletin, 
September/December, p. 19. 

The WeekendAusiralian, 11-12 April 1998, 'Asian retreat deflates city apartment boom'. 
97  Heikkla, 1998, Resolving the crisis in Southeast Asia's property sector, p. 19. 
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The trend towards building luxury units, aimed at wealthy investors rather than 

owner-occupiers was evident in Darwin during the 1990s construction boom. That so 

many high-priced developments stood empty for long periods of time was puzzling, 

but might be explained by investigation into the origins of investment capital, and 

whether it was 'clean' or 'dirty' money. According to Tamas Lukovich from the 

Hungarian Society for Urban Planning: 

• the rismg global criminal economy is more and more becoming a shaping force 
behind some urban developments. One of the most common means of world wide 
money laundering, involving gigantic sums, is speculative real estate development, 
that may result in the instability of property markets and in the sudden change of 
urban structures, disregarding local social and economic interests and traditions.88  

In Asia, the Eastern Regional Organization for Planning and Housing [EAROPH] 

based in Kuala Lumpur is well aware of the impact of corruption on housing 

development in the Asian region. In 'Dirty Asia?', a 1998 issue of EAROPH 

Bulletin, the entire issue was devoted to the subject of transparency, accountability 

and corruption. Identified as being close to the 'dirtiest' in the world with regards 

corruption was Indonesia,89  a countly with which the Northern Territory government 

had established investment links. In Australia, a separate publication noted that 

police investigations into certain millionaire motor bike gangs revealed that the share 

market, real estate and overseas bank accounts were increasingly used to launder the 

proceeds of a lucrative trade in drugs, fraud and firearms.90  

However, there is little academic work available to explain precisely the origins of 

the massive sums of money that poured into speculative development in Australia 

98 Tamas Lukovich, 1998, Theme parks: new/old patterns in postindustrial urban development, in 
Freestone [ed], The Twentieth Century Planning Experience, p.541. 

'Dirty Asia?', EAROPH Bulletin, Marchllune 1998. 
9° The Weekend Australian, 14-15 August 1999, Georgma Safe 'Kings of the Rogue'. 
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during the 1980s and 1990s.9' The fact remains that, in Darwin as elsewhere in 

Australia, many of the mega-projects seemed aimed at acquiring prime land, rather 

than producing an immediate return. Actual sales or occupancy did not seem to be an 

urgent requirement, with many of the units in the highest price range, such as the 

Sultan of Brunei' s 'Sentinel Towers' and the high-rise '1 Myilly' built on Myilly 

Point, while they may have been purchased by investors, never occupied.92  The very 

existence of these luxury apartments sent land and property values soaring and, in 

much the same way as had occurred in Bangok and Jakarta, a 'ghost market' 

emerged to fuel further speculative investment. 

In analysing the process of global restructuring and the rise of property development 

in Australia during the 1980s, Michael Berry and Margo Huxley noted that localised 

and self-reinforcing speculative property spirals could unwind in the short term 

before the longer-term realities of local over accumulation were apparent, and that 

many deliberately continued to maintain the illusion of continuing growth in the 

property market: These included developers and 'exchange professionals' - real 

estate agents and consultants, financial intermediaries, short-term speculators and the 

like - who had a strong vested interest in fuelling short-term speculation.93  

Developers and intennediaries will continue to try to take their profit in the short 
run, to the extent that speculative forces push rents and property values higher, 
while the long-term costs of over-supply, stagnation in the construction industry 
and devaluation are borne by private and institutional investors, usually Australian, 
and local building industry capital and workers.94  

91  Leonie Sandercock in the revised Introduction to Property, Power and Politics published in 1990 

noted the 1989 work of Rimmer, and that very little other than his work had been published on the 

subject of overseas invesiment in the Australian property market. 
92 was Just one of many concerned residents in Darwin that kept watch over several large unit 

developments over a prolonged period, and noted that a substantial number remained empty. 
93  Berry and Huxley, 1992, Big build, p.  44. 

94  Berry and Huxley, 1992, Big build, p.50. 
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That private investors could be led astray by slick marketing of overvalued property 

was revealed in the wake of a parliamentary investigation into the real estate industry 

in Queensland.. The report stated that investors in Gold Coast properties had been 

systematically fleeced of their retirement nest-eggs by a range of professionals on the 

so-called 'food chain'. These included hard-sell investment advisers, solicitors and 

brokers. The properties sold were vastly overvalued, and promised unrealistic 

returns. Of the 47 properties studied, after four years only seven of the properties had 

shown some, minimal, capital appreciation.9  

The factor of vested interests fuelling further development and investment in 

property was clearly evident in Darwin where, in the face of statistical evidence 

showing a sharp decline in building approvals in the late 1990s, those involved with 

the construction and real estate industry were slow to acknowledge that there was a 

substantial oversupply of dwellings, in particular luxury units. By mid 1999 there 

had been a dramatic drop in building - the first in seven years.96  In 2000 home 

building reached a twelve-year 10w,97  and Darwin was the only capital city in 

Australia to experience a drop in prices.98  Poor wet season conditions, a decline in 

defence projects, and the national economy were blamed for the decline in building 

activities. However, the NT Real Estate Institute maintained an optimistic front, 

claiming that the downturn was temporary and, with prices being slashed by up to 

$30 000 that 'now was the time to buy' property in the Northern Territory as there 

would be a surge in 'the next 18 to 24 months' That the rate of construction in the 

Northern Territory, in particular Darwin., was unsustainable, and would eventually 

The Wee/cendAustralian, 31 July - 1 August 1999, 'Gold Coast Scam skims $150m'. 
96  Northern Territory News, 2 Apiil 1999, 'Building industry deconstructs'. 

Northern Territory News, 14 July 2000, 'Home building slump at 12-year low'. 
98  Northern Territory News, 30 September 2000, 'House prices drop: Sell-off hits market'. 
99  Northern Territory News, 19 November 2000, front page headline 'BUY NOW: Bargains' on NT 

properties'. 
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adversely affect existing property owners and the local economy, was precisely what 
community action groups such as PLan had been forecasting for several years. 

In late 1999 Burke succumbed to local council and public pressure and had the 
configuration of the Development Consent Authority, the proposed new name for the 
Planning Authority, altered to allow for greater representation for both council and 
community representatives.100  However, this was seen as too little, too late. In the 
Legislative Assembly in November 1999 during the second reading of the Planning 
Bill 1999, Martin returned to the theme of lack of community participation in the 
planning process. She made it clear that, regardless of any amendments, the Labor 
Party when it took office would throw out the entire legislation and write a new 
planning act. 'Any Planning Act must ensure that all stakeholders - the community, 
local government, developers - have a say in the planning process' Martin noted 
that many residents' groups revealed 'a frustration' at the way they had been treated: 

Clearly they are fed up with what they see as a reactive process. The government 
produces legislation and the community is limited to fighting it tooth and nail 
against absurdly short parliamentary deadlines.102  

During 1999 the PRA fought a successful battle to block the development by the 
Darwin Bowls Club of a caravan park on adjacent foreshore land zoned as 
recreational'°3  In early 2000 residents were also successful in opposing a proposed 
12-story apartment tower block on the corner of Ross-Smith Avenue and Philip 
Street in north Fannie Bay, a structure that was described by PRA President Monica 
van den Nieuwenhof as 'totally out of character' for the area, and would dwarf 

"Northern Territory News, 13 October1999, 'Thnke backs dowi over Planning Act'. 
101 Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 23/11/99, Parliamentary Record No: 20. 
102 Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 23/11/99, Parliamentary Record No: 20. 
103 Northern Territory News, 30 January 1999, 'Bowls van park plan'. The successful blocking of the 
proposal noted in Report by Plan Convenor, Margaret Clinch, 3 November 1999. 
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existing buildings in the area, the highest of which was four storeys.'°4  [Figure 28] A 
general fear was that such a development would provide a precedent for the 

introduction of high-rise development in the Fannie Bay area. 

The demolition of publicly and privately owned buildings of heritage significance 

continued throughout 2000 and 2001. The old Supreme Court, described by Burke as 

'ugly' and an 'eyesore',105  was demolished by the government in early 2000, despite 
community protests.106  Built in the early 1960s, it was listed by Susan Marsden in 

Urban Heritage as a significant example of early post-war architecture. Another 

notable post-war building listed by Marsden, the former Nurses Quarters at the old 

Darwin Hospital on Myilly Point,'07  had already been demolished as part of the 

clearance of the hospital site for development. Refurbished at great expense during 

the 1980s for use as the University College of the Northern Territory, when the 

college merged with the Darwin Institute of Technology [DIT] to form the Northern 

Territory University, and eventually moved to the larger DIT campus at Casuarina, 

the government demolished the old hospital and several accommodation blocks to 

make way for development by Henry and Walker. Also listed by Marsden, and lost 

to development projects from the mid-1990s, were a large number of the early post-

war Type A and Al houses in central Darwin.108  

Not listed in Marsden's work, which concentrated on central city areas, was the 

1960s Kurnngal public housing complex in Fannie Bay where, in mid-2000, a start 

was made to demolishing six of the eight four-storey tower blocks to make way for 

new development. [Plate 451 Occupants were told that, due to on-going social 

problems at Kurringal, the towers would be replaced by public housing ground-level, 

104 Northern Territory News, 15 Februazy 1999, 'Tower at Fannie Bay plan'. 

105 Northern Territory News, 21 February 2001. 
106 Northern Territory News, 12 February 2000, 'Last call for old lady of local law'. 
107 Marsden, 2000, Urban Heritage, p. 115. 
108 Marsden, 2000, Urban Heritage, p. 115. 
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Tow r. at Fannie Bay 
plan 

ByMEL.4NIE van 
HELVOORT 

A 10m1111on, 
12-storey apartment 
complex is planned 
for Fannie Bay - 
and local residents 
say they will fight 
the proposaL 

Parap Residents' As- 
sociatlon president 
Monica van den 
Nleuwenhof said the 
complex, planned for 
the corner of Ross 
Smith Ave and Philip 
St, was 'totally out of 
character' for the area 
and would dwarf exist-
ing buildings. 

She said: "This is the 
equivalent of putting 
the National Mutual 
building next to a block 
of flats in Fannie Bay." 

The highest buflding 
In the area was a four-
storey block of units 
next to the proposed 
development. 

Residents will hold a 
public meeting and 
plan a letterbox drop in 
a bid to stop the devel-
opment. 

The application,  

lodged with the NT 
Planning Authority 
eight days ago, fea-
tures 20 two-bedroom 
apartments and 20 
three-bedroom apart.-
ments. 

The area pegged for 
development is a site 
formerly occupied by a 
service station. 

Deveiopers 
Gaymark Invest- 
ments, owners of the 
Fannie Bay Shopping 
Centre, said yesterday 
construction would be-
gin after plans were 
approved. 

Objections 
Designed by archi-

tects Peddle Thorp, it 
would comprise two 
levels of-car parks and 
10 floors of apart-
ments. 

The application is on 
display at the NT Plan-
fling Authority, which 
will consider the plans 
at its next meeting on 
March 7. 

Objections must be 
lodged with the auth-
ority by February 25. 

Figure 28: The development application to build a twelve-story tower block in Fannie Bay was successfully bJocked by the Parap 
Residents Association. Cutting from the Northern Territory News, 1 5 February 2000. 



purpose-designed dwellings with backyards and carports.109  This was viewed with 

some scepticism by planning activists as Kurringal was on prime land near the 
foreshore, and the government's policy for several years had been to sell off public 
housing and encourage the move from public to private housing purchase or rental. 
One of the excuses put forward by the Northern Territory branch of the Real Estate 
Institute of Australia [REIAI for the down-turn in construction and the drop in 

Darwin house prices during 2000 was that the NT Housing Commission was 
flooding the market by selling off low-cost public housing."°  Many of these were 

sold to investors.  III 

While the Commission steadily sold off its stock of individual houses, during 2000-
2001 there was an increase in spending on higher density public housing projects. In 
February 2001 the Minister for Housing, Dr. Richard Lim, announced that his 
department's construction programme had resulted in $13m of urban public housing 

going out to contract since June 2000, and that Territory Housing's contribution to 

the construction industry was expected to be in the region of $68m for the current 

financial year."2  A centerpiece of the government's efforts to boost the ailing 
construction sector was a new HomeNorth HomeStart Scheme commenced in 
September 2000, aimed at assisting first home buyers unable to access the private 
finance market to purchase a home. By the end of January 2001 government home-
loan schemes were estimated to have injected $15m into the housing market."' 

109  Northern Territory News, 12 May 2000, 'Bulldozers to raze 6 Kurringal blocks'. 
110 Northern Territory News, 30 September 2000, 'House prices drop: Sell-off hits market'. Northern 

Territory News, 14 October 2000, 'Govt's cheap home sales 'hurt industiy'. 

That many of the Housing Commission homes, many of them sold for a fraction of their real 

worth, were bought up by already affluent members of Darwin society poses the question as to 

whether or not they were really marketed to help lower-income earners to purchase. Of six sold in my 

immediate area five were purchased by members of the legal profession, one lawyer buying two, and 

the sixth by a businessman. All already owned and lived in other residences. 
112 Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 20/2/01, Parliamentary Record No: 27. 
113 Northern Territory Legislative Assembly, 20/01/01 Parliamentary Record No: 27. 
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Despite these measures, and a range of other first-home buyer grants introduced at 

the Territory and federal level to encourage the purchase of housing, it was already 

too late to save many construction companies. In February 2000 Bayview Homes 

went into receivership,"4  the withdrawal of a promised acquisition of 50% of the 

'Parap Grove' development by the Australian Defence Housing Authority [ADHA] 

being a factor in the collapse. Only a few houses, very cramped on small blocks, had 

been completed at 'Parap Grove'. [Plate 46] The purchasers of 27 Bayview Homes 

under construction lost heavily as, unlike other parts of Australia, the Northern 

Territory had no mandatory insurance scheme in place to protect consumers.115  The 

negative impact of the ADHA spread to existing housing stock in the Darwin area 

with the announcement in January 2000 that it was cutting rental payments to 

homeowners who had purchased ABDA housing with the assurance of a guaranteed 

rate of rental for investment properties leased back to defence personnel. For many 

who had bought 'overpriced' homes as the result of 'aggressive advertising' by the 

AHDA, the cut in rental of $50 per week resulted in investors paying more in loan 

repayments than they were getting from their ADHA investment properties.'16  

The influx of ADHA spending was, belatedly, blamed for crealing a 'false economy' 

during the 1990s by encouraging people to invest heavily in property which, when 

the boom ended, left many people trying to sell property forced to sell for less than 

the original purchase price h17  The unsustainable scale of development in Darwin 

became apparent in early 2000, with landlords fighting a rental war as they struggled 

to find tenants in a market with over 600 vacant houses and units'18  

114 Northern Territory News, 15 February 2000, 'Darwin home builder crashes'. 
115 Northern Territory News, 17 February 2000, 'Building industry fces tough times' 
116 Northern Territory News, 17 January 2000, 'Defence houses: owners to object'. 

Northern Territory News, 10 June 2002, '2-year housing slump turning' and 'Home truth hurts for 

some as sellers cut their losses'. 

... 
 
Sunday Territorian, 5 March 2000, 'Rent slump: home vacancies at high'. 
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The least affluent in Darwin society also suffered as a result of the building boom. 

During the 1990s many of the old inner city hostels with cheap rentals, mainly 

occupied by single males, often elderly migrants, were demolished to make way for 

up-market unit development.119  Where these men found alternative accommodation 

has not been studied, but loss of cheap accommodation may partially account for the 

fact that during the late 1990s   in Darwin there was an increase in the population of 

homeless 'long-grassers', both white and Aboriginal, living in parks and on the fore-

shore, and sleeping in shop doorwa s,'20  and an increase in crjme.'2' 

The emerging scenario of homelessness and displacement was not unique to Darwin. 

That resources continued to be shifted from the poor to the rich in Australia has been 

confirmed by the publication of a growing mass of documented evidence. A 1999 

article 'The Fringe Dwellers', based on studies conducted at several Australian 

universities, looked at the displaced in Australian cities and noted: 

For 20 years our well-to-do capital cities have been experiencing an exodus of 

Australians who don't cut it in the technological world. Dispossessed, they become 

fringe dwellers... As the upwardlly mobile and well-educated move into the inner 

city, they push up the price of living, pushing out those who can no longer afford 

the cost.122  

A significant indicator of the downturn in the Northern Territory economy by 2000 

was population loss. In March 2001 the Northern Territory News announced an 

119 In working for the Australian Bureau of Statistics 1992-1997,1 interviewed many occupants of the 

old boarding houses and hostels in the centre of Darwin, now all demolished and replaced by high-

priced unit developments. 
120 The undercover entrance to the supermarket in Fannie Bay was a favoured sleeping spot. 
121 The impact of rising crime in the Northern Territory, and the introduction in the mid-I 990s by 

Shane Stone of 'zero tolerance' and mandatory sentencing has been covered in many publications. 

' The Weekend Australian, 29-30 May 1999, L. Scott, 'The Fringe Dwellers'. 
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'exodus' of people from the Territory, and published Australian Bureau of Statistics 

[ABSI figures for between December 1998 and September 2000 which showed that 

34 533 people had. left. The same period saw 32 401 arrivals - resulting in a 

population loss of 2132.23  The impact of the collapse of the construction industry 

and allied loss of population was such that in 2001 the sites of many heritage 

buildings cleared for new development, including the Hotel Darwin site and the old 

Darwin Hospital site on Myilly Point, still lay empty. 

In early 2001, alanned by the loss of built heritage throughout Darwin, and 

conscious of the need to illustrate to the Fannie Bay community the value of local 

history and heritage, fellow historian Barbara James and I formed the Fannie Bay 

History and Heritage Society.1 24  The decision to form the society developed from the 

response when, in late 2000, 1 joined James as a speaker on one of her history bus 

tours of the Fannie Bay area. Having just returned from the 10th  international 

Planning History Conference in Helsinki, and inspired there by the fact that the 

suburb of Tapiola, a model post-World War II garden suburb built at the same time 

as the suburbs of Fannie Bay and Parap, had its own published architectural trail,125  I 

spoke on the tour about the 1950s planning and architecture of the Fannie Bay area. 

While people on the tour, mainly residents or former residents, had been content to 

sit back and listen to the early history, when it came to the post-war era everyone had 

something to contribute about a time in which they had been personally involved. As 

a result of community participation several locations, about which no written 

evidence had been found, were identified. 

'
23  Northern Territory News, 26 March 2001, 'Exodus: 2100 leave Territory'. 

' The initial meetings took place at my home, 14 Porter Street, Ludmilla, in late January 2001. The 

first formal meeting and membership drive was held at the Railway Club in Parap on 20 March 2001. 
125 Tapiola architectural trails, undated, City of Espoo Technical Services and City Planning 

Department, Espoo, Finland.. 
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The aim of the Fannie Bay History and Heritage Society was to identify and 

document the different strands of the history and heritage of the Fannie Bay area. 

With the support and assistance of the Museums and Art Galleries of the Northern 

Territory [MAGNTJ,'26  the society set up an exhibition in a room in the Fannie Bay 

Gaol Museum.127  The exhibition was based on the chronological framework of this 

thesis, with specialist historians and residents contributing information and 

photographs. A valuable contribution to knowledge of the post-World War II 

planning and suburban development of the area was the donation of a 1999 overlay 

of. the present road system and housing, transposed on a 1945 aerial photograph of 

Fannie Bay. [Appendix III The patron of the society, Clare Martin, opened stage one 

of the exhibition on 27 April 2002.128 

By then Martin was the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory. On 18 August 2001 

she led the Australian Labor Party to victory in the Northern Territory election, 

bringing to an end twenty-seven years of Country Liberal Party rule. The year 2001 

marks the end of the timeframe of this thesis. It will take research undertaken in 

future years to ascertain if, in relation to urban planning, sustainable development 

and awareness of environmental issues, Martin and the Labor government lived up to 

the promises made while in opposition.129  

' The Museum of Arts and Sciences at Bullocky Point was re-named after the depaitre of Cohn 

Jack-Hinton as Director in 1993. 

' Newsletter of the Fannie Bay History and Heritage Society, July 2001. 
128 Newsletter of the Fannie Bay History and Heritage Society, April 2002. 
129 One promise that has already been kept is the declaration of the Myilly Point headland as a public 

park. The Labor government is also, as promised, working on new planning legislation. 
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Plate 34: The Northern Ferritory Museum of Arts and Sciences on Buliocky Point shortly atter completion in 1981 

Photograph courtesy of Cohn Jack-Hinton. 
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Plates 35 and 36: Renovated 1 950s D5 in Porter Street, Ludmilla. The original door height internal Iouvres were replaced with modern 

floor to ceiling louvres. The verandah is an addition to the original design. Photographs: Eve Gibson 



Plate 37: A typical Darwin verandah set up for entertaining. Knight Sweet, Fannie Bay, 
Photograph: Eve Gibson 

Plate 38: Work in progress on verandah extension. Bremer Street, Ludmilla, 2001 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 39: Stylised image of 1919 Vimy biplane in Aviators' Park, Fannie Bay. 
Photograph: Eve Gibson 
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Plate 40: 1990s traditional style development in Parap Village with eranLih over 

pavement. Office of MLA for Fannie Bay, Clare Martin, centre. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 



Plate 41: Example of unit development in Parap alongside traditional single housing 
Photograph Be Gibson 

Plate 42: This traditional tropical house at 4 Elsey Street, Parap, was demolished to make 

way for a four-story complex of twelve units. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 43: Last days of 'The Grand Old Duchess'. Completed in 1940,   the Hotel Darwin was 
one of Darwins most significant architectural and historic buildings. 

Plate 44: The demolition of'the Hotel Darwin, 10- 11 September 1999. 
Photographs: Eve Gibson. 



Plate 45: The demolition of six of the eight 1960s Housing Commission kurringal Flats 

blocks commenced in mid-2000. 

Photograph: Eve Gibson. 
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Plate 46: Southern style housing on small blocks in 'Parap Grove' in 2001. 
Photograph: Eve Gibson. 



CONCLUSION 



Conclusion 

One of the challenges for historians, is to reaffirm the value of the past to the 
present, not in the misleading form of a predictive science, but as a study that 
illuminates the subtle interaction between environmental, social, political and 
personal forces in the process of historical chang& 

Davison. 2000 The Use a,idAbuse ofAustralian History.' 

In looking at the history of Fannie Bay within the framework of the planning, politics 

and development of Darwin, there is a recurring pattern. This thesis began with a 

description of how speculative investment stifled the early growth of the Northern 

Territory, and led to the subdivision of Fannie Bay to provide genuine settlers the 

opportunity to purchase land near the township of Darwin.  It ended with a notably 

similar situation in 2001, with overpriced speculative development in Darwin 

proving a barrier to the spread of local home ownership, and the stalling of 

population growth. A similar circular pattern can be traced in looking at the history 

of the modern planning movement itself, and the gradual dilution of the social ideals 

on which it was based. Many of the ills and injustices that were a feature of 

nineteenth century cities, and which sparked the emergence of the modern town 

planning movement, have re-emerged in major cities during the latter part of the 

twentieth century. The study of planning appears to be increasingly limited to 

technical aspects, aimed at maximising profits rather than providing social benefits. 

This was precisely the situation when cities and towns were laid down by surveyors 

prior to the emergence of planning as a separate profession. 

A noticeable factor in looking at the urban development of Darwin is the impact of 

leasehold rather than freehold title to land, introduced after the Darwin Lands 

1  Davison, 2000, The Use andAbuse ofAustralian History, p. 270. 
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Acquisition Act of 1945. With the land held by early speculators freed up, and with 

control of land, the Commonwealth government could determine how land should be 

used. Without such control, the 1950s suburb of Commonwealth housing at Fannie 

Bay could not have been built. With people encouraged to purchase their government 

houses at reasonable cost, the post-World War II era saw by far the greatest 

population growth in the history of the Northern Territory. Things changed with the 

re-introduction of freehold title after the Northern Territory was granted self-

government in 1978. During the 1980s developers and speculative investors moved 

in, and housing prices soared. 

There is no doubt that rising housing costs, and the changing nature of Darwin's 

ambience and architecture due to development, were responsible for population 

losses in the Northern Territory during the late 1990s. There was a sharp increase in 

the departure of long-term residents from Fannie Bay, a situation that was mirrored 

across Darwin. Many people approaching retirement age found that long-term plans 

of selling large homes and buying lower-cost units, a gap that would allow for 

income during retirement, proved impossible in the Darwin property environment.2  

A common complaint from those looking at housing alternatives in Darwin was that 

the units and smaller homes on the market were over-priced, far too small and were 

generally 'unlivable' as, not built to tropical designs, they would need constant air-

conditioning to maintain a comfortable temperature. 

This situation was the unfortunate outcome of the Better Cities Program [BCP 

introduced by Labor in the early 1990s, and illustrates that even projects introduced 

by governments with the best of intentions can be manipulated by developers. 

Intended to revitalise older inner city areas to allow for denser, but more affordable 

housing, the result of the BCP recommendation for smaller block sizes has, in many 

2  My husband and I were typical of many people in Darwin planning tords retirement We 

purchased property interstate in 1998 and, after thirty years in Darwin, left in 2002. 
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cases, had exactly the opposite effect.3  The main beneficiaries of the BCP appear to 

have been wealthy speculative developers who purchased land in hitherto mn-down 

areas, areas that had been cleared and revitalised at public expense. Rather than 

building 'affordable' housing, developers concentrated on maximum-profit luxury 

apartments for the 'winners' in society.4  In Fannie Bay, apart from 'Parap Grove' 

with its small blocks, the main impact of the promotion of smaller dwellings has 

been the cramming of as many as possible units onto the larger blocks previously 

holding only a single residence. 

The reduction in block sizes in modem housing developments led to a somewhat 

intriguing situation. Despite the stagnation in the Darwin property market from 1999, 

in the Fannie Bay area the price of housing  has held firm. This is a clear indication 

that the Commonwealth houses built for government workers after Fannie Bay was 

brought 'inside the boundary' in 1950 were of a superior standard, and in a valued 

location. Those that come on the market sell quickly, often purchased by people 

moving from other Darwin suburbs. There are even household movements within the 

suburbs of Fannie Bay, Parap and Ludmilla, as people leave streets affected by unit 

development and purchase homes in quiet corners of the same suburbs. In several 

cases people wanting to purchase in a specific area approached homeowners directly, 

and properties have changed hands without the expense of fees to real estate agents.5  

The movement to areas unspoiled by development indicates that, despite the 

promotion of more compact land use and smaller dwellings by politicians and 

planners, there are still people who prefer the space, gardens and ambience provided 

in the older suburban housing districts. 

Blair Badcock, 1995, Towards more equitable cities: a receding prospect?, in Troy (ed.), Australian 
Cities: Lcsues, Strategies and Policies for Urban Australia in the 1990s, 211-213. 

Badcock, 1995, Towards more equitable cities, pp.  211-212. 
This was the case in 2002 when we sold our home to the President of the Parap Residents 

Association and her husband. They moved from Diysdale Sireet, only a few blocks away, where 
extensive unit development was taking place. 
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The pattern of development, loss of unique character and population decline in 

Darwin in recent years mirrors the 'profile' outlined by Philip Pearce in his 

comparative studies on the impact of over-development on tourism destinations.6  It 

can only be a matter of conjecture as to whether or not had local housing needs and 

preferences, rather than the demands of the speculative market, been more closely 

addressed, and had Darwin retained the charm and character that had attracted people 

to live there in the first place, the population drain of the late 1990s   could have been 

ameliorated. 

However, speculation as to 'what if scenarios had decisions in the past been 

different, or on what may occur in the future, is not regarded as being part of the role 

of the traditional historian. This view is not universal, and has been challenged. 

With regards to planning history, Leome Sandercock argued that historians should 

not be prohibited from taking a proactive role. She pointed out that, while at the end 

of the nineteenth century Ebenezer Howard had provided a vision of the good society 

in his Garden Cities of Tomorrow, at the end of the twentieth century, we are still 

very much in need of practical visions to guide us into the next century. Yet: 

Historians today who conclude their books with a rousing chapter about the 
future... are in danger of being labeled utopian or, at least, unprofessional. The 
implication is that the past cannot be used in this way.7  

Why not? History does hold lessons that may hold solutions to present problems. In 

The Use and Abuse of Australian History, Graeme Davison cited George 

Santayana's famous aphorism 'those who cannot remember the past are condemned 

to repeat it.' While he pointed out that history never repeated itself exactly, and that 

6 Philip L. Pearce, 1982, The Social Psychology of Tourist Beha viour, Pergamon Press, Oxford. The 

'profile' is listed in the Introduction to this thesis. 

Sandercock, 1990, Properiy, Politics, and Urban Planning, pp. 20-21. 
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in seeking not to repeat the errors of the past may unwittingly increase the likelihood 

of committing new errors,8  he also believed that it was just as dangerous to ignore 

the experiences of the past. In standing against the self-interested use of the past by 

others, historians may demonstrate their greatest usefulness.9  

If it had not been for historians, the evils of greed iitherent in land speculation may 

have been quietly hidden, and forgotten. In 1970 Hugh Stretton noted that cities were 

both physical and psychological devices for quietly shifting resources to the rich and 

powerful in society, and for 'excusing or concealing - with a baffled but complacent 

air - the increasing deprivation of the poor'.1°  

More than thirty years later, despite works by Stretton, Sandercock and many other 

writers conscious of the inequalities in society, the process of transfer of land from 

the poor to the rich continues. Studies on issues such as poverty, displacement and 

the increasing exclusion of many from home ownership, do not appear to be 

regarded as a high priority by present political leaders in Australia. In 1999 the 

Urban Research Program at the Australian National University in Canberra, which 

from 1965 had speatheaded research into urban issues, was disbanded. 

It is, perhaps, unfortunate that many planning historians have moved away from 

concentration on social justice and the early aims of the modem town planning 

movement. In 1998, in Is Planning History?, Brendan Gleeson from the Urban 

Research Program at ANU, and Nicholas Low from the Faculty of Architecture, 

Building and Planning at the University of Melbourne, argued that divisions with 

regards to what constituted planning history were undermining both the planning 

profession, and positive social advances. The paper noted a range of critiques of the 

traditional modernist approach, from insurgent, cultural, feminist and Marxist, to 

Davison, 2000, The Use andAbuse ofAustralian History, pp. 270-271. 

Davison, 2000, The Use andAbuse ofAustralian History, p. 275. 
'° Stretton, 1970, Ideas for Australian Cities, p. 301. 
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environmental and radical perspectives. The conclusion reached was, that while the 

aim of such critiques was to improve conditions for their own particular group or 

area of interest - what was occurring in reality was that the splintering of coverage 

was actually undermining the traditional ideals of town planning. This fragmentation 

was to the benefit of the neo-liberal or anti-planning conservative political-economic 

interests that regarded planning as an unwarranted intervention in land policy.'1  

In his history on the evolution of the modern town planning movement, Cities of 

Tomorrow, Peter Hall outlined a grim future for cities, and for society. Despite a 

century in which modern town planning  brought about positive changes in living 

conditions and housing, many of the worst elements of the late nineteenth century 

have re-emerged in recent years. The gap between rich and poor had widened, with a 

growing under-class of poor and ill-educated living 'in but not of the city'.'2  Hall also 

noted the decline of strategic planning in Britain, and cited the case of Berkshire 

where the Planning Section had been abolished and, in a move that seemed to have 

brought town planning full circle, merged with the Surveyor's Department.'3  

In Australia, town planning as a profession seems to have followed a similar pattern 

of separation from early idealisnt Writing in 1993, planner Danny Wiggins stated 

bluntly that 'traditionally, town planning has been concerned with the protection of 

private rights over property' 14  His prime concern was that the activity known as 

'town and country' or 'urban and regional' planning would not exist as a profession 

into the twenty-first century 5  The main trends he identified as influencing and 

11 
 
Brian Gleeson and Nicholas Low, 1998, Is planning history?, in Freestone (ed.), The Twentieth 

Century Planning Experience, pp, 249-254. 
12  Hall, 1996, Cities of Tomorrow, p.  422. 
13  Hall, 1996, Cities of Tomorrow, p. 359. 
14  Danny Wiggins, 1993, Professional challenges in local planning, in Freestone (ed.), 

Spirited Cities, p.  18. 
' Wiggins, 1993, Professional challenges in local planning, p. 16 
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undermining the planning profession were those of Iegalism environmentalism and 

public pressure. Environmental law as a growth area had produced a new wave of 

specialist lawyers taking advantage of the rising global interest in environmental 

degradation and management.'6  The rise in community action had also had an 

impact, and Wiggins foreshadowed that as the public continued to pursue 

environmental interests and local issues their influence on local planning would 

continue to increase.'7  

While there was a brief fluny of euphoria in Australian planning circles allied to the 

reforms and Better Cities Program of the early 1990s, many of Wiggins' comments 

remain valid. The trends he noted in 1993 as undermining planning as a profession 

have intensified. Rather than the promotion of town planning as a separate field of 

study, it has increasingly been incorporated into newly created schools with titles 

such as 'Department of Urban Studies' or 'School of Environmental Studies'.1" 

Whether or not the broadening in focus of such studies have brought, or can bring 

about, benefits to the public in the way that the modem town planning movement 

influenced the massive social and housing changes during the twentieth century, is 

debatable given the current political climate and economic restructuring. The other 

factor mentioned by Wiggins, that of public involvement in planning and 

environmental issues, has certainly, as indicated by the situation in Fannie Bay and 

Darwin during the 1990s, increased dramatically in recent years 

In writing the latter part of this thesis I had some concerns that the views expressed 

might be seen as reflecting a rather narrow left-wing perspective, based on the views 

of a small and disaffected section of the Darwin community. However, that the 

'instinct' of many Darwin and Fannie Bay residents during the 1990s that life-style, 

incomes and the standard of living had deteriorated was an accurate reflection of 

16  Wiggins, 1993, Professional challenges in local planning, p. 18. 
17  Wiggins, 1993, Professional challenges in local planning, p. 19. 
is Wiggins, 1993, Professional challenges in local planning , p. 19. 
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widely held opinions in Australia, was confirmed with the publication in 2003 of 

Michael Pusey's The Experience of Middle Australia: The Dark Side of Economic 

Reform. In compiling the work, Pusey had collated responses in 1996 and 2000 from 

several hundred 'middle' Australians, identified from Australian Bureau of Statistics 

[ABS] data as from the income bracket between the very rich and the very poor in 

Australia, as to how they felt economic rationalism had impacted on their lives. 

Pusey found that academics questioned on the subject provided no positive answers, 

and that they evidently felt 'no need whatsoever' to question the general public as to 

their experience of the economy.19  Input from the public was, to Pusey, essential if a 

truthful profile of the experiences of ordinary Australians was to be documented: 

How can you know anything about other people's lives? Are you not projecting 
your own narratives and languages upon them?... How does middle Australia 
experience the new economy? You have to go out and ask them for yourself— and 
you must do it with just the breadth and openness that you find wanting among 
your opponents.20  

Responses to the survey of four hundred randomly selected 'middle' Australians 

found that, while personal responses varied as to details, a high proportion of 

respondents [64 per cent] felt angry or unhappy about the impact economic reforms 

had on their lives, and about the widening income gap between the very rich, the 

'winners', and the very poor, the 'losers' in Australian Society.2' Respondents also 

seemed to know 'intuitively' that the boom of the 1990s was the only boom in 

Australia's history where the broad mass of the people 'got nothing or as little as 

19  Michael Pusey, 2003, The Experience ofMiddle Australia: The Dark Side ofEcono,nic Reform, 

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, p. xiv. 
20  Pusey, 2003, The Experience ofMiddle Australia, p. xv. 
21  Pusey, 2003, The Experience ofMiddle Australia, p.2. 
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possible' 22  While few regarded themselves as 'losers', they were very aware that 

since the introduction of economic reforms in the 1980s their personal situation had 

deteriorated as to real income, employment security, standard of living and lifestyle. 

Soaring housing costs had a major impact, with over one third of respondents 

reported as having difficulties in meeting mortgage or rental payments.23  ABS 

figures showed that for the bottom 70 per cent of collection districts, average 

household income had fallen in absolute terms over the years, and was lower in 1991 

than in 1976. Over the same period the income gap between the top and bottom 5 per 

cent of households had widened by a massive 92 per cent.24  

Access to affordable housing for all remains a central element in a just and equitable 

society, an element that has been largely lost in recent years due to speculative 

investment in high-priced developments. An area of research I would like to pursue 

is to compile, along the lines of Pearce's 'profile', comparative studies of places in 

Australia that have suffered the impact of 'boom and bust' property cycles, and 

identify the common factors and consequences. Such studies may prove useful for 

both community groups, and those in the political arena, in analysing the stage 

reached in development in their particular area. 

Any long journey, such as the writing of a thesis, should end with a feeling of 

achievement. Yet, while I feel that the research involved has produced a positive 

contribution to kiiowledge of the history of Fannie Bay, and the impact of planning, 

land speculation and development on the area, and on Darwin, there remains a sense 

of dissatisfaction that material on some issues could not be found. I do not, however, 

regret the time spent in collecting information from individuals who had lived 

through many of the important eras of the history and planning of Darwin and Fannie 

22  Pusey, 2003, The Experience ofMiddle Australia, p.2. 

23  Pusey, 2003, The Experience ofMiddle Australia, p. 27. 

24  Pusey, 2003, The Experience ofMiddle Australia, p. 23. 
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Bay. Since beginning research on the thesis, many of those that made contributions 

to the work have passed on. While publications and archival material cited have been 

used previously, and will be there for future research, the oral histories collected are 

unique to this thesis. The knowledge contained in the stories of many individuals 

could, so easily, have been lost forever. 

In presenting this thesis in a simple chronological format, in providing a 

comprehensive bibliography and in identifying many of the confusing aspects of 

political directives and planning decisions under three separate adninistrations, the 

research undertaken has, I feel, achieved the aim of providing a framework that will 

facilitate future research in the area of urban studies and the history of town planning 

in the Northern Territory. 
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Appendix I 

Database of leases in the Fannie Bay area from 1900 to the late 1940s. The location 

of blocks according to the 1885 plan for Fannie Bay are given, and their relationship 

to the block numbers allocated in the post-World War II plan for the area. 

Courtesy of the Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin. 
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$t 6k Fot $tt End 
.-........ 

Pae1 
-'. , ...•......•.-.---.--- 

Lacaltty Owneshlp 

AL 164 0 NRCL 34 54 01/04/1924 18/01/1939 203 648 Stuart Park Former OL 119. Darwin Subn Secs 611-613,618-620,648-660. Acq C Carbone Joseph 
_________ __________ ______ 

 of A CG 8 16/02/1 939  
AL 11'Rtt 01/04/1924 18/01/1939 • 2 649 Stuart Park Former OL 119. Darwin Subn Secs 611-613,618-620,648-650. Acq C Carbone Joseph 

_ ________ _________ _____ 
 of A CG 8 16/02/1939 

______________________ 

AL 5 TJflE 01/04/1924 18/01/1939 

. 

2 650 Stuart Park 

.,.- ..................... .. :. ...................................... 

Former OL 119. Darwin Subn Secs 611-613,618-620,648-650. Acq C Carbone Joseph 
alA CG 8 16/02/1939  

AL •U 1IRt 01/04/1924 17/0111946 203 11  Stuart  Park Former OL  119. Darwin  Suburban Sees 611-613,618-620648-650. Carbone Joseph 
_________ 

 Acq C of A 17/01/1946  

--A C—AL •U 1&Ct 34  01/04/1924 17/01/1946 2 Stuart  Park Former OL  119. Darwin Suburban Sees 611-613,618-620,648-650. Carbone Joseph 

________ _________ 
 Acq C ofA 17/01/1946  

•U 1R?t 01/04/1924 17/01/1946 2U1 Stuart  Park Former OL  119. Darwin  Suburban Secs6ll-613,618-620,648-650. Carbone Joseph 

________ 
 Acq C ofA 17/01/1946  

Jt •U 1JRCt S4 01/04/1924 17/01/1946 2 T8 Stuart Park Former OL 119. Darwin Suburban Sees 611-613,618-620,648-650. Carbone Joseph 

_____ 
 

_________ 
 Acq C ofA 17/01/1946  

AL •U TRt 5 01/04/1924 17/01/1946 2O Stuart Park Former OL 119. Darwin Suburban Sees 611-613,618-620,648-650. Carbone Joseph 
__________ 

 Acq C of A 17/01/1946  

AL 15 •U flt T ! 01/04/1924 17/01/1946 203 620 Stuart Park Former OL fig. Darwin Suburban Sees 611-613,618-620,648-650. Carbone Joseph 

_ ____ 
 Acq C of A 17/01/1946 

AT TT —P - - 03/08/1950 23/02/1955 203 755 arap Darwin Suburban Sec 755A being W side of old Parap School, Ashdown M R (Mrs) 

_____ _________ __________ 
 Became DTAL 916 (Lot 1803) _______________________ 

AT T F - — — 01/04/1946 16/12/1953 2 ?? Darwin Suburban Section 817?. 50/929 Leggo H M 

AT TB P - 10/03/1949 05/10/1955 747 Stuart Park? Darwin Suburban Sec 747?. 50/967 White Muiwa 

AT 17 - - — 13/12/1947 21/08/1957 = 7 The .Gardens Adjacent? Darwin Suburban Sec799. 50/812 Fairlie E W 

ATL 2 - 01/07/1951 05/12/1955 203 Parap Darwin Suburban Sees 542,543 & OL 279 Parap. Former STL 38 Gee Kwong Yet 

________ 
 CUCL 9/63 & OL 279 ______________________ 

01/07/1951 05/12/1955 ?J Parap Darwin Suburban Sees 542543 & OL 279 Parap. Former STL 38 Gee Kwong Yet 

_____ 
 CUCL 9/63 & OL 279 ________________________ 

ATL 21 - — 01/07/1951 535 Parap Probably former STL 125 CUCL 8/94. Pt Darwin Suburban Sees Tokmakoll Lya 

__________ __________ ______ ____________ 
535,536. DTAL's 547,548? ________________ 

01/07/1951 536 Parap Probably former STL 125 CUCL 8/94. Pt Darwin Suburban Sees TokmakoffLya 
535,536. DIAL's 547,548? _________________ 

GL 
__ 

658 P - — 16/10/1930 30/06/1933 203  
___ 

821 
_________ 

Stuart  Park Former ML 55 V 33/56 near 2.5 Mile Workshops. Suburban Sees 821 Barnicoat Frank 

_____ _ __ ___ ________ 
to 825 & VCL E _______________ 

GL 658 - — 16/10/1930 30/06/1933 20  822 Stuart  Park Former ML 55 V 33/56 near 2.5 Mile Workshops. Suburban Sees 821 Barnicoat Frank 

_ __ _________ __________ __ _______ 
to 825 & VCL E  

GL 658 P - 16/10/1930 30/06/1933 -2i3r 823 Stuart  Park Former ML 55 V 33/56 near 2.5 Mile Workshops. Suburban Sees 821 Barnicoat Frank 
_ ________ 

to 825 & VCL E  

GL 658 F - - - 16110/1930 30106/1933 20  824 Stuart  Park Former ML 55 V 33/56 near 2.5 Mile Workshops. Suburban Sees 821 Barnicoat Frank 

_ _ _____ ________________ 
to 825 & VCL E  

GL 
__ 

658 F — — 16/10/1930 30/06/1933 2O 825 Stuart Park Former ML 55 V 33/56 near 2.5 Mile Workshops. Suburban Sees 821 Barnicoat Frank 

_ __________ __ _______ 
to 825 & VCL E _______________ 

GL 
__ 

880 - — - 28/06/1938 3OI06/1940 2t 821 Stuart  Park Former GL near Stuart  Park Primary School. Darwin Suburban Sees Johns Frank J 

______ ___ _________ __________ ______ _________ 
821-825 ______________ 

GL 880 P - - 28/06/1938 30/06/1940 822 Stuart  Park Former GL near Stuart  Park Primary School. Darwin Suburban Sees Johns Frank J 

_ ________ 
821-825 ______________ 

GL 8 0 'P — — — 28/06/1938 30/06/1940 2 823 Stuart  Park Former GL near Stuart  Park Primary School. Darwin Suburban Sees Johns Frank J 

______ _________ __________ ______ _________ 
821-825 _______________ 

GL B' P - — 28/06/1938 30/06/1940 2J3 824 Stuart  Park Former GL near Stuart  Park Primary School. Darwin Suburban Sees Johns Frank J 
_______ 

821-825  

GL 0 P - — 25/06/1938 30106/1940 O3 825 Stuart  Park Former GL near Stuart Park Primary School, Darwin Suburban Sees Johns Frank J 
821-825 
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Eff 
LTL 8 0 ' NTCL 27 ' 89 '01/05/1913 04/07/1942 ' 203 'Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 590 within modern Lot 5548. Acquired by C of Colley Evaline A ' 590 

LTL V T'1Tt 27 O 01/05/1913 14/06/1923 2U3 ST Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 591 within modern Lot 5548. Became LTL 47. Malcolm David A 
_________ __________  Determ Rgd 14/06/1923  

LTL T?LT 5 TIt 01/10/1913 11/03/1946 23 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 592 within modern Lot 5545. Acq by C of A Colley Arthur D 
11/03/1946  

LTL 12 0 1T1t 27 91 01/05/1913 17/01/1941 •253 663 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 663 within modern Lot 2168. Former STL 1. Rindberg Andreas 
__________ 

 Determ Rgd 17/01/1941 
_______________________ 

LTL T 5• 11Tt 2T 01/06/1913 11/03/1946 23 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 666 near modern Lot 5548. Acquired by C of A Colley Elsie V 
_________ __________ 

 11/03/1946  

LTL 15—  1JTt T 01/05/1913 17/12/1936 U3 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 667 near modern Lot 5548. Determination Rgd Colley Aibert R 
17/12/1936 

LTL -21 • T 1JTct 27 01/11/1913 14/06/1923 547 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 547 near modem Lot 5605. Determ Rgd Bell Christopher Columbus 
________  14/06/1923. Became LTL 152  

LTL 2 •NTt 27  01/11/1913 14/06!192 •203 548 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 548 near modern Lot 5605. Determ Rgd Bell Christopher Columbus 
_____ 

 14/06/1923. Became LTL 152 
_______________________ 

LTL •NTt 27  - 01/11/1913 14/06/1923 •233 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 549 near modern Lot 5411. Determination Rgd Bell Christopher Columbus 
14/06/1923  

LTL 2 U 1JTE 27 7 01/11/1913 14/06/1923 2t3 5SU Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 550 near modern Lot 2635. Determination Rgd Bell Christopher Columbus 
14/06/1923  

LTL T25 U 1Tt 27 98 01/11/1913 30/11/1925 203 551 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 551 near modern Lot 2629. Determination Rgd Eriandson Eric 
_________ 

 30/11/1925  

LTL • 1TTt r 01/11/1913 30/11/1925 203 57 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 567 near modern Lot 2625. Determination Rgd Erlandson Eric 
________ _________ 

 30/11/1925  

LTL - TTRt r 01/11/1913 13/09/1918 2 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 568 near modern Lot 2638. Forfeited Lee Henry 
13/09/1918. CG 25/01/1919??  

LTL U flRtt 28 27 01/11/1913 203 569 annie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 569 near modern Lot 2639. Determination Rgd Lee Henry j  
14/06/1923. ___________ 

LTL U 11Tt 27 TUY 01/11/1913 14/06/1923 213Y 57 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 570 near modern Lot 2648. Determ Rgd Baker Wiliiam H 
__________ 

14/06/1923. Became pt LTL 59  

LTL 5 NRL 2 T 01/11/1913 14/06/1923 571 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 571 on cnr of Parap Rd & Gregory St. Became Baker Wililam H 
_________ __________ ______ _________________ 

pt LTL 59 
____________ 

LTL •5 TRE i T 01112/1913 14/06/1923 593 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 593 near modern Lot 2538. Determination Rgd Reeves George D 
__________ ______ 

 14/06/1923  

LTL T 5 FJRt 2 01/06/1914 14/06/1923 2ZY 664 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 664 near modern Lot 2673. Determination Rgd MeierJohn B 
14/06/1923  

LTL Tt 28 •IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 203 771 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
______  

Vestey's Meat Works  
___ 

LTL 
______ 

43 5 7Rt •• IT 
________ 

01/08/1914 
___________ 

15/05/1947 2t 772 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
______ 

 ______  Vestey's Meat Works 
____________ 

LTL Rtt IT 01/05/1914 15/05/1947 3Y 773 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
______ ______  

Vestey's Meat Works  
______ 

LTL 3 5 NE IT 01/05/1914 15/05/1947 775 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works  

LTL 43 5 1IRE IT 01/08/1914 
___________ 

15/05I1947 '203 
______ 

776 
__________________ 

The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey Wiiiiam (Sir) 1  
__________ 

 Vestey's Meat Works 
__________________________ 

LTL 43 NRE 2 IT 01108/1914 15/05/1T 2 777 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-507,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

____________ ______ 

LTL 
______ 

43 Y 1IRt 2 IT 
_ 

01/08/1914 15/05/1947 
___________  

778 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
___________ 

Vestey's Meat Works 
_________________ 

LTL 43 5 IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 784 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
__________ ___________ ______  Vestey's Meat Works 

____________ 

IlL 43 TIRtt 2W IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 2 785 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

______________________ 

LTL 43 5 Nt 2W IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 2 786 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 
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203 787 IThe  Gardens Darwin  Sub Ser,s 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey Wiliarn (Sir) LTL 43 0 NRCL 26 13 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 
Vestey's  Meat Works 

_ ___________ 

1TL U F1RT W iT 
__________ 

01(08/1914 
___________ 

15/05/1947 2Y3 78ff The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey WiliamiSir) 
__________ ___________ ______ 

Vestey's Meat Works 
________ ___________ 

1TL U flRtE W IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 • 2 7iW The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey wlllám (Sir) 
Vestey's  Meat Works 

__________ ____________ 

TIt - flRtt 28  IT 01/08/1914 1 5I05/1947 T 791 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey WiIEiiiir) 
Vestey's Meat Works  

TTr U flRt r IT 
__________ 

01/08/1914 
___________ 

15/05/1947 2 72 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. VeVW1itii(SIr) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

_______ _____________ 

TflT 4 - NRt -2 IT 
__________ 

0110511914 15/05/1947 •2 
___________  

7!1Y The Gardens iin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vstey WuIii (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works  

TTU 1IRt r iT 01(08/1914 15/05/1947 20  7U The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771.773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey W1ffái15ir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

___ 
 

TT'E NRt 28  IT 
_ 

01/08/1914 15/05/1947 UT 
__________  

The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey  WViiSlr) 
Vestey's Meat Works _________ 

TTt 4'3 5 FIRtt 8 IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 
__________ 

 

OT 7)8 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. ViIWFflam (Sir) 
Vestey's  Meat Works  

TIlT 'S—  1Rtt IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 203 797 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey W1ffiani(Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works  _________ 

TTr - NRt 2 IT 
__________ 

01/08/1914 15/05/1947 t$T 
___________  

798 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey UiWTr) 

_____ 

 

Vestey's Meat Works  
__________________________ 

•TTU 4Y NRt 28  IT 
__________ 

01/08/1914 15105/1947 
___________  

7* The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-8078T0-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
__________ _____ 

Vestey's Meat Works __________________________ 
T1t - TIRUE —28  IT 01/08/1914 

___________ 

15/05/1947 Y 800 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

__________ ___________ 

ETE NRt r IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 2 801 
______  

The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773775-778,784-789,791-507,810-816. Vestey \MllEFñTr) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

___________ ____________ 

TIlT •••IT - NRE r IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 2 802 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey WUli(Slr) 
_________ __________  

Vestey's Meat Works  

•rrt •T 5• NRt 2F IT 0110811914 15/05/1947 23 803 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey Wifliam (Sir) 
__________ 

 Vestey's Meat Works 
___________ ____________ 

Lu •- NRt 28  1T 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 •20  804 The  Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey WliiilSfr) 
___________ 

 Vestey's Meat Works ____________ 

LTL 4" 5 NRUE W 'IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 253  805 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
__________ 

 ______  Vestey's Meat Works - 

LTL ' IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 233  806 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey \Mlliãñ1(Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works ____________ 

______ 

LU 5 NRt 28  IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 
__________  

25 807 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
__________ __________  Vestey's Meat Works 

___________________ 

LTL T 5 NRt •2U 'IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 't1 810 The  Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771.773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works  

LU '5 NRUt •r 'IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 ••20 
__________  

811 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey Wiliam  
______ __________________ 

Vestey's Meat Works 
__________________________ 

LTL U NRCt 2W 'IT 
__________ 

01/08/1914 
___________ 

15105/1947 3' 812 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works ______ 

 

LU - NRt 2 IT 
__________ 

01/08/1914 
___________ 

15/05/1947 813 
______  

The Gardens Darwin  Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. lIey William (Sir) 
______ __________________ 

Vestey's  Meat Works  

LU U NRtt 21 'IT 01/08/1914 
___________ 

15/05/1947 '03' 814 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

__________________________ 

LTL T ' NR?t •'U IT 01/08/1914 15/05/1947 20  815 The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vtey William (Sir) 
Vestey's Meat Works 

__________ ___________ 

LTL 4 Y NRt F IT 01/08(1914 15/05/1947 2tJ 816 
___________ 

The Gardens Darwin Sub Secs 771-773,775-778,784-789,791-807,810-816. Vestey \MiliiiTSir) 
__________ ______ _________________ 

Vestey's Meat Works  

LTI 47 NRtC 8 ' 

__________ 

01/10/1914 11(03/1946 2t 591 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 591 within modern Lot 5548. Former LTL 9. CoVey Evaline A 
Acq ColA 11/03/1946 
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9*: 
28 01/12/1915 203 593 

_ _ 

Stuart Park 
___ 

 

Darwin Suburban Sec 593 near modern Lot 2538. Former LTL 38. 
Acq C ofA 11/03/1946 

Parker John W 
___________ 

LTL 53 0 NRCL 75 11/03/1946 

LU NRt 2 2U3 594 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 594 near modern Lot 2169 Barnett John W 

LTL TJRt 595 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 595,596 near modern Lot 2696 Schrater Albert 

LTL 55 F Nt 28 87 2 596 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 595,596 near modern Lot 2696 Schrater Albert 

LTL 58 P NRt 29 8 

]1-UT7M7T0T-7TUUT9TF= 

203 569 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 569 near modern Lot 2648. Determination rgd 
19/05/1932  

Von Pier Paul 

LTL NRtt 570 Parap arwinSuburban Sec 570,571 Parap Rd. Former LTL's 29 & 30. 
Became LTL 193 

Croft Timothy 

NRt 2 71 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 570,571 Parap Rd. Former LTLs 29 & 30. 
Became LTL 193  

Croft Timothy 

LTL T NRE 2 10 01/03/1916 11/03/1946 57 Parap 
________________ 

Darwin Suburban Sec 597 near modern Lot 2698. Acq by C of A 
1/03/1946  

Clarke Thomas 

LTL 62 0 NRt 29 Tr 01/03/1916 11/03/1946 203 598 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 598 near modern Lot 2699. Acq by C ofA 
11/03/1946 

Clarke Patrick 
______________ 

LTL P NRCt 91 11/03/18 U3 
_________ 

 

Parap Darwin  Suburban Sec 527,528 near modern Lot 2752. Fort CG 
06/10/1918. Became LTL 92  

Hemsworth Frederick L 

LTL F NRtt 11/03/1918 203 528 Parap arwin Suburban Sec 527,528 near modern Lot 2752. For! CG 
06/10/1918. Became LTL 92  

Hemsworth Frederick L 

LTL 75 P T1Rtt 29 203 543 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 543,575 near modern Lot 2735. Acq by C of A 
CG 917/11/1946 

Warman William G 
______________________ 

LTL V NRtt 2 575 Parap Darwin  Suburban Sec 543,575 near modern Lot 2735. Acq by C of A 
CG 917/11/1946  

Warman William G 

LTL 71 P NRt •F 529 Parap arwin LTL 141 Suburban Sec 529,530 near Parap Primary School. Became Baker William H 

LTL 71 F Nt Parap arwin LTL 141 Suburban Sec 529530 near Parap Primary School. Became Baker William H 

LTL 75 NRt 29 37 01/11/1916 1T/03/1946 The Gardens 
___________ 

elow HWTv1 opposite Darwin Museum & Art Gallery. Acq C of A CG 9 
17/11/1946  

Vestey William (Sir) 

LTL NRCt T 01/07/1916 12104/1920 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 599 near modern Lot 2704. Fort NTG 
22/01/1921. Became LTL 153  

Johnson Emma 

LTL 75 V NRt 29 79 203 688 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 688 near modern Lot 1805 Swanson Charles 

LTL 76 P NRtt 0 203 826 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 826,827. W of & adjoining Stuart Park Primary 
School  

Robertson David D 

LTL 7 P NRt 30 87 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 826,827. Wof& adjoining Stuart Park Primary 
School 

Robertson David D 
____________ 

LTL 77 P NRt . Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 576 near modern Lot 2726 Morris Hannah M 

LTL 78 F UO Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 600,601 near modern Lot 2694 Drysdale Alexander S 

LTL 78 F NRt 29 203 601 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 600,601 near modern Lot 2694 Drysdale Alexander S 

LTL 79 P NRt 31 T Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 664 near modern Lot 2674 Swanson Charles 

LTL NRt 29  81 Darwin Suburban Sec 499,500 near Parap Primary School Parer Margaret C 

LTL T3 NRtt 29 203 5t Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 499,500 near Parap Primary School Parer Margaret C 

LTL 11 P NRtE r 203 47 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 437441,442 near modern Lot 4664. Acq C of 
A CG9 17/11/1946  

Croft Timothy 

LTL 1 81 82 2UJ 1 441 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 437,441,442 near modern Lot 4664. Acq C of 
A CG9 17/11/1946 

Croft Timothy 
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IM 

203 442 I  Fannie Bay 
___  

Darwin Suburban Sec 437,441442 near modern Lot 4664. Acq C of 
A CG9 17/11/1946  

_ _ 
 

Croft Timothy LTL 81 P NRCL 29 82 

LTL 82 F flRtt •2 578 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 578 near modern Lot 2710. Became LTL 185 Eldridge Robert J 

LTL 83 P F1TCt 2 T2tY 541 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 541577 near modern Lot 2745 Jones Lillie 

LTL 83 P flRt 29 84 203 577 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 541,577 near modern Lot 2745 Jones Lillie 

LTL 84 FIRtt 29 93 203 687 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 687 near modern Lot 1794 Garrick Patrick 

LTL 86 P FTt 497 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 497,498 near modern Lot 3135 Campbell William J 

LTL 86 P T1Rtt 29 B 498 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 497,498 near modern Lot 3135 Campbell William J 

LTL 87 5 N1t 2 B 01/07/1917 12/10/19 38 481 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 481,482,483,484 near modern Lot 3111 Hunter George 

LTL 87 P FIRCt 01/07/1917 12/10/19 38 ••23 482 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 481,482,483,484 near modern Lot 3111 Hunter George 

LTL 87 P•  FRL B 01/07/1917 12/10/1938 483 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 481,482,483,484 near modern Lot 3111 Hunter George 

LTL 87 NRtt 01/07/1917 12/10/1938 84 4 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 481,482,483,484 near modern Lot 3111 Hunter George 

LTL 88 V N1t 438 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 438 near modern Lot 4664 Mortimer Martha E 

LTL 89 F&Ct 665 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 665 near modern Lot 5970 Wickham Annie E 

LTL 90 TItt 29 = 542 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 542 near modern Lot 2747. Became LTL 295 Williams Richard T 

LTL 91 P F&t 29 203 685 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 685,757 near modern Lot 5353 Bell William G 

LTL 91 p.  NRE 13 757 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 685,757 near modern Lot 5353 Bell William G 

LTL 92 - IRU[ T 01/04/1918 28/11/1919 2T3 527 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 527 within Parap Primary School Lot 2752. 
ForfCG 06/1211919.  

Denmead Jane 

LTL 93 • Y NRCt 7 01104/1918 28/11/1919 2 3  528 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 528 within Parap Primary School Lot 2752. 
Forfeited CG 06/12/1919 

Gill Harry 
________________ 

LTL 94 P FJRtt 684 
_____  

Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 684,758 near modern Lot 5318 Ryder-Bailey Johanna C 

LTL 94 P NRt 2 T 758 Fannie  Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 684,758 near modern Lot 5318 Ryder-Bailey Johanna C 

LTL 95 F NRtt 2 2t53 57 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 579 near modern Lot 2713 Brown Jack R 

LTL 115 P FJRtt F Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 531 near modern Lot 3179. Schipp William A 

LTL 117 F TIRtt T 0 B Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 568 near modern Lot 2638 Gregory St Stainton Charles R 

LTL 136 P F1Rtt T 7 57 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 527,528 within Parap Primary School - modern 
Lot 2752  

Jensen Oswald 

LTL 136 F NRCL 31 T203 52 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 527,528 within Parap Primary School - modern 
Lot 2752 

Jensen Oswald 
________________________ 

LTL I 40 F TRtt T 7 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 549 near modern Lot 5411 Hull Frederick H 

LTL 141 F NRtt 2 16 203 529 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 529,530. Former LTL 71 near Parap Primary 
School

___________________________ 

Grace Agnes 

LTL . 141 P NRCt 2 Tr 5 0  Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 529,530. Former LTL 71, became LTL 290 
near Parap Primary School 

Grace Agnes 
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LTL 142 P NRCL 32 17 203 
IN 

662 Fannie Bay 
______ 

 

Darwin Suburban Sec 682760 near modem Lot 2608. Became LTLs 
542,546 

Gilge Andreas P 
____________ 

LU 142 F 1It IT 
_________ __________ 

760 FannIe Bay 
______ 

 

Darwin Suburban Sec 682760 near modern Lot 2608. Became LTL's 
542,546  

Gilge Andreas P 

Lfl 151 F Rt 3Y 538 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 538539 near modern Lot 3186 Ormond Charles 

LTL 151 P INIRCL 32 39 203 539 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 538,539 near modern Lot 3186 Ormond Charles 

LTL 152 P TRE 20 547 Parap 
___ 

 

Darwin Suburban Sec 547,548 near modern Lot 5605. Former LTL's 
21,22  

Chetcuti Harry 

LTL TT flRt 
_____ 

 

T - 

_________ 

_ 

548
_ 

Parap 
_____ 

 

Darwin Suburban Sec 547,548 near modern Lot 5605. Former LTL's 
21,22  

Chetcuti Harry 

LTL TS 1&t •32  T 01/01/1921 11/03/1946 599 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 599 near modern Lot 2704. Former LTL 74 Litchfietd Jessie S 

LTL TS 1&?t 34 2 • U 578 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 578 near modern Lot 2710. Former LTL 82 Fitzgerald James J 

LTL 193 P FIRt 34 -  203 570 Parap Darwin Suburban Lot 570,571 near modern Lot 2647. Former LTL 59 Johns Frank 

LTL 193 P 1Rt 1 34 203 571 Parap Darwin Suburban Lot 570,571 near modern Lot 2647. Former LT= Johns Frank 

TTE 2T •U•  1JE 2 • 35 01/07/1926 11/03/1946 = 604 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 604, 627 to 630. Bishop St area adj railway Holmes Ernest F 

TTE 2T •U 1t 2 S 01/07/1926 11/03/1946 203 627 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 604, 627 to 630. Bishop St area adj railway Holmes Ernest F 

TTE 2TS •U •Nt 2 35 01/07/1926 11/03/1946 628 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 604, 627 to 630. Bishop St area adj railway Holmes Ernest F 

tTE 21 •U 11E •2 01/07/1926 11/03/1946 •• t5 629 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 604, 627 to 630. Bishop St area adj railway Holmes Ernest F 

TrE 2TS U 2 S 01/07/1926 11/03/1946 25 630 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 604, 627 to 630. Bishop St area adj railway Holmes Ernest F 

LTL 11L 55 01/07/1927 22/11/1934 203 529 Parap 
___ 

 

Darwin Suburban Secs 529,530, Former LTL 141. Acqired C of A CG 
7722/11/1934  

Lowe George 

LTL •5 1Jtt 0 01/07/1927 
________ 

22/11/1934 
_________ 

_

530
_ 

 Parap 
_____ 

 

Darwin Suburban Secs 529 & 530. Acqired C ofA for defence CG 77 
22/11/1934 

Lowe George 
______________________ 

LTL T T.1At 7 01/07/1927 
_________ 

17/11/1942 
_________ 

t5 542 Parap 
_____  

Darwin Suburban Sec 542 near modern Lot 2747. Former LTL 90. 
Acq by C of A. 999,P639  

Sharp Harry 

LTL 1Jtt 2 01/07/1928 22/11/1934 23 531 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 531. Ross Smith Ave area. Acq for Defence 
CG 77 22/11/1934.  

Conanan Lucy 

LTL 311 0 1tt 2 36 01/07/1928 11/03/1946 201 607 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 607, 608, 623 & 624. Bishop St area. Acq C 
ofA 11/03/1946 

Holmes Ernest F 
________________________ 

LTL 1T F1t 01/07/1928 1110?46 2 608 Stuart  Park 
_ ____  

Darwin Suburban Secs 607, 608, 623 & 624. Bishop St area. Acq C 
olA 11/03/1946  

Holmes Ernest F 

LTL TT t5 Tt 2 r 01/07/1928 11/03/1W 2 623 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 607, 608, 623 & 624. Bishop St area. Acq C 
of A 11/03/1946 

Holmes Ernest F 

11  1tt 2 r 01/07/1928 11/03/1946 
_

624 Stuart  Park
_____ 

Darwin Suburban Secs 607, 608, 623 & 624. Bishop St area. Acq C 
of A 11/03/1946  of 

Holmes Ernest F F- 

LTL  314  F T1t 5 4 203 532 P
_

ara 
_______

p  Darwin Suburban Sec 532 near modern Lot 3168 Liddy Thomas A 

LTL 417 3 NAtt 2 0 01/07/1931 11/03/1946 203 577 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 577 around Gregory St Parap. Acq C of A CG 
9 17/01/1946  

Molen Alfred 
__________ 

LTL tJt F T 1/07/ 01932 17/12/1936 541 Parap Suburban Sec 541 Ross Smith Ave. Determination Rgd 17/12/1936 Graham Elaine C 

LTL 4 Dtt E T 01/07/1932 11/03/1946 23 667 Parap Suburban Sec 667 Charlotte St. Acq by C of A 11/03/1946 Kopp ElsIe V 

LTL tJt 1 4b j  01/07/1933 05/05/1937 434 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 434 near modern Lot 3729 Waratah Cres. 
Determ Rgd 05/05/1937 

Coot Ying Cheong 
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LTL 433 0 CUCL 1 46 01/07/1933 05/05/1937 203 425 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 425 near modern Lot 3729 Waratah Crescent. Goot Ying Cheong 
__________ __________ ______  Determ Rgd 05/05/1937  

LTL T •U ttJUE 01/07/1933 05/05/1937 2I3 710 Bayview Haven Darwin Suburban Secs 710,713. Former explosives area Frances Lee Robert H 
_________ __________ _____ 

 Bay  

tTE • T U•  UE T • 5 01107/1933 05/05/1937 713 Bayview Haven Darwin Suburban Secs 710713. Former explosives area Frances Lee Robert H 
Bay 

TTE 442 •• Ut F  66 01/07/1933 03/10/1939 203 715 Bayview Haven Darwin Subn Secs 710,713. Was Francis Bay explosives area. Acq C Go 
_

ng Arthur Lee Hang 
of A CG 8 16/02/1939  

ETE 442 - tJ!t 1T 01/07/1933 03/10/1939 20 716 Bayview Haven Darwin Subn Secs 710,713. Was Francis Bay explosives area. Acq C Gong Arthur Lee Hang 
_________ _____ 

 of A CG 816/02/1939 
__________ 

TTE T U ?TJL 2 01/07/1934 16/1211935 23 549 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 549,550,551 near modern Lot 2628. Acq for Qantas Empire Airways Ltd 
__ __________ 

.. 

______  defence 03/10/1935 
____________ 

tT1T F U.  ttltt 2 01/07/1934 16/12/1935 2 550 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 549,550,551 near modern Lot 2628. Acq for Qantas  Empire Airways Ltd 
defence 03/10/1935  

LTL 41 0 CUCL •• 5 01/07/1.934 16/12/1935 203 551 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 549550,551 near modern Lot 2628. Acq for Qantas Empire Airways Ltd 
________ ______ 

 defence 03/10/1935  

•TTr tJt T 01/07/1934 05/05/1937 2 496 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 496 near modern Lot 3138 Playford St. Determ Lowe George 
______ __________ 

 
______ 

 rgd 05/05/1937  

LTL tJE 01/07/1935 03/10/1939 654 Bayview Haven Darwin Subn Secs 654, 655 between Tiger Brennan Dr & HWM. Acq Fitzgerald Evelena M 
_____ ________ _________ _____  C of A CG 8 16/02/1939  

LTL • l EJt 01107/1935 03/10/1939 •2 655 Bayvlew Haven Darwin Subn Secs 654, 655 between Tiger Brennan Dr & HWTv1. Acq Fitzgerald Evelena M 
C of A CG 8 16/02/1939  

LTL 464 0 CILICL 2 30 01/07/1935 04/07/1942 203 422 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 422 near modern Lot 2264. Acq by C of A Flynn Charles M 
__________ 

 04/07/1942  

LTL tUt 2 F 01/07/1935 07/11/1942 203 533 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 533 near modern Lot 3170 Conanan Lucy 

LTL •43 CLICL 2 97 01/07/1936 11/03/1946 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 609 near modern Lot 3770. Acq by C of A Anderson Gustav E 
11/03/1946  

LTL - 525  —P CUCL 3 3 23 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 686 near modern Lot 1793 Wickham Annie E 

LTL 533 P CLICIL 3 5 203 541 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 541 near modern Lot 2744 Fowles John W 

LTL 53 P CtJt Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 496 near modern Lot 3138 Aborigines Inland Mission of 
Australia 

LTL SW 0 CUCt 4 52 01/07/1938 11/03/1946 203 334 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 534 Res for Defence 19/05/1943. Acq C of A Green Joseph E 
CG9 17/11/1946  

LTL 542 P Ut 7 203 682 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 682 near modern Lot 2579. Former LTL 142 Ropte Allan H 

LTL 543 5 Utt r 01/07/1939 28/04/1943 2tJ 728 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 728,729,730,742743 near modern Lot? Hargreaves Gordon J 

LTL 543 5 UCt 01/07/1939 28/04/1943 •2O 729 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 728,729,730,742,743 near modern Lot? Hargreaves Gordon J 

LTL 543 5 CLICL 3 69 01/07/1939 28/04/1943 •• 730 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 728,729,730,742,743 near modern Lot? Hargreaves Gordon J 

LTL 543 0 CU?t 01/07/1939 28/04/1943 742 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 728,729,730,742,743 near modern Lot? Hargreaves Gordon J 

LTL 543 CUCt 3 eg 01/07/1939 7=479W 2 743 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 728,729,730,742,743 near modern Lot? Hargreaves Gordon J 

--Cr[—  544 F Ctltt 4 13 203 614 Winnellle Darwin Suburban Sec 614,615,616,617 near modern Lot 5974 Chin Quau? George 

LTL 544 F CUCt r 615 Winnellle Darwin Suburban Sec 614615,616,617 near modern Lot 5974 ChIn Quau? George 

LTL 544 P CLICIL 4 IT 616 Winnellie Darwin Suburban Sec 614,615,616,617 near modern Lot 5974 Chin Quau? George 

LTL 544 P CUCt 7T 2 617 Winnellie Darwin Suburban Sec 614,615,616,617 near modern Lot 5974 Chin Quau? George 
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3 93 203 744 Stuart Park 
a

N  iI1Ui!III 
Darwin Suburban Sec 744,745,820 near modern Lot 5942 Morgan Norman LTL 545 P CUCL 

LTL 5S P Ut • 2 745 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 744,745,820 near modern Lot 5942 Morgan Norman 

LTL •• Ut • 2U 820 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 744745,820 near modern Lot 5942 Morgan Norman 

LTL 546 P CUCL 4 -ir 203 760 FannIe Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 760 near modern Lot 2654 Jones Richard 

LTL b4f F CUCL 4 ! 536 Parap Pt former STL 125 CIJCL 8/94. Darwin Suburban Sec 536 near 
modern Lot 3181  

Butler James H 

LTL 54ts P CLICL 4 55  
_____  

Pt former STL 125 CUCL 8/94. Darwin Suburban Sec 535 near 
modern Lot 3159  

Baloneff George 

LLTL — — 2T 
_

758 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 758 near modern Lot 5224 

LTL tJCt 4 —1 01/07/1939 11/03/1946 203 746 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 746 near modern Lot 2772 Keane James T 

LTL S2 P T= 748 Stuart Park 
_____  

Darwin Suburban Sec 748,749. Became LTL 552 V 4/34. Near 
modern Lot 3876 

Elmer George T 
__________ 

LTL • 5 F tJtt F 
_

749 Stuart  Park Darwin  Suburban Sec 748,749. Became LTL 552 V 4/34. Near 
modern Lot 3876 

Elmer George T 

LTL F 1Jtt 2 748 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 748. Balance of LTL 552 V 3/99. Near modern 
Lot 3877  

Dalton Reginald C 

LTL 53 5 tJtt 11/03/1946 203 636 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 636637 near modern Lot 4241 Woolner Rd Graham Tasman A 

LTL 553 5 CUCL 11/03/1946 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 636,637 near modern Lot 4241 Woolner Rd Graham Tasman A 

LTL 554 F Ut T Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 695,696 near modern Lot 5765 Fitzgerald James J 

LTL S5 P Ut 4 -14 •23 695 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 695,696 near modern Lot 5765 Fitzgerald James J 

LTL 353 Ut •• T 203 635 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 635,698. Became pt Woolner Rd near Stuart 
Hwy  

Fitzgerald James J 

LTL 555 F tJt 4 T! W Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 635,698. Became pt Woolner Rd near Stuart 
Hwy  

LTL 556 11 — — - 03  638 Stuart Park Darwin Subruban Sec 638 near modern Lot 4241 

LTL 557 -P Ut •2Y3 7F Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 701 near modern Lot 5407 Fitzgerald James J 

LTL 558 F CUCL T f •203 699 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 699,700. Became LTL 558 V 4/35, LTL 573 V 
4/36. Mod Lot 4241  

Rowney John S 

LTL 558 F CUCL 7 203 700 Stuart Park 
_________________ 

Darwin Suburban Sec 699,700. Became LTL 558 V 4/35, LTL 573 V 
4/36. Mod Lot 4241  

Rowney John S 

LTL 558 P ?tJUE 2O3 70 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 700. Balance of LTL 558 V 417. Near modern 
Lot 5407 

Goodman Cecil A 
________________________ 

LTL 15 P tJtt T T 747  Stuart Park  Darwin Suburban Sec  747. Former STL  194 CUCL 9/12 near modern  
Lot 2772  

Skarbo Herman 

LTL 560 P CUCL 4 8 203 71 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 751,752 near modern Lot 3912 

LTL 560 P  CLICL 4 8 203 752 Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Sec 751,752 near modern Lot 3912 

LTL 55 tJUE S 7T Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Sec 751 near modern Lot 3913. Balance of Vol 4/8 Brown Alfred G 

LTL ST P tJtt 4 19 art  Park Darwin Suburban Sec 819 near modern Lot 3928 Williams Gilbert F 

LTL 2 F T7 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 817 near modern Lot 3916 Williams Henry J 
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LTL 1 663 P I  CUCL 4 2 1  203 818 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 818 near modern Lot 3918 Stovolia A'exander 

LTL 568 P Ctitt 4 10 01/07/1940 11/03/1946 23 435 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 435 near modern Lot 3729 Sasse Douglas J, Maynard 
Herbert J 

LTL 569 P CLICt ••• T 203 359 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 359362 near modern Lot 1712 Maynard Herbert J 

LTL 569 -P Ut T 

=362 

annie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 359362 near modern Lot 1712 Maynard Herbert J 

LTL 569 F ?U?t annie Bay I Darwin Suburban Sec 362 near modern Lot 4871. Formerly ot V 4/21 1 Maynard Herbert J 

ar mo 
Lot 4241 

L IL 3(0 r L.UL.L 1 'I 50 zu., 1 t4& bivart I-'ark LjarWln uourDan bec t4ti. t-ormerly pt LI L bbZ V i/99. became LI L 
575 Vol 6/14 

semmler L)esmond C 

LTL •575 P CLICL 1 IT 203 749 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 749. Balance of Vol 4/38 'Nilkshlre John 

LTL 576 P !Ut T4 T ••t 360 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 360,361 near modern Lot 4798 Hobley John S 

LTL !7 P !tJE • 4T 361 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 360,361 near modern Lot 4798 Hobley John S 

LTL 77 - CUt 369 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 366,369 near modern Lot 2228 

LTL S77 CtE •••4 5 01/07/1941 •!l 366 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 366,369 near modern Lot 2228 

LTL 7W tJt 355 FannIe Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 355 near modern Lot 5290 Meaney John H 

LTL S7 tUCt 1 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 346 1 Parker John W 

LI L 300 U 1,ULoL 3 '+1 Ul/U'1I 'iU li/ui/i '4D zua toz btuart rarK uarwrn bUDurDan bec ioz (t pt near moaern LOt JV14. Acq C OT A Leppara tamuna 1  1  

_________ _________ _____ _______________ 
11/03/1946 

______________________ 

LTL  587 • U Utltt •5 01/07(1940 11/03/1946 2 752 Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Sec 752 (Wpt) near modern Lot 3934. Acq by C of Tomkinson Vincent 
A 11/03/1946 

LTL 610 P CUCL 6 29 203 359 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 359 near modern Lot 4800 Pratt William 

ML 12 0 NRtt 28 37 18/11/1914 304 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331,333334,335,336 East Pt ButcherArthur C 
Res entrance 

ML -U NRUE •B '7 18/11(1914 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329330,331,333,334,335,336 East Pt Butcher Arthur C 
Res entrance 

ML T2 U NR?t •W 37 18/11/1914 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331,333,334,335,336 East Pt ButcherArthur C 
Res entrance 

ML T U TIRtt = 7 18/11/1914 7W '3 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329330,331,333,334,335336 East Pt Butcher Arthur C 
Res entrance 

ML 12 U TTRtt 28 37 18/11/1914 •03 331 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331,333,334,335,336 East Pt Butcher Arthur C 
Res entrance 

ML T2 U fRtt 28 37 18/11/1914 203 333 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331,333,334,335,336 East Pt Butcher Arthur C 
Res entrance 

ML T2 5 TRtt 28 37 18/11/1914 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331,333,334,335,336 East Pt ButcherArthur C 
Res entrance 

ML 12 U TRtt 28 37 18/11/1914 203 335 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331,333,334,335,336 East Pt Butcher Arthur C 
Res entrance 

ML 12 U NRtt 28 37 18(11/1914 203 336 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 304,328,329,330,331 333,334,335,336 East Pt Butcher Arthur C 
Res entrance 

ML 18 28 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 W Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Expired became ML 182 Chin Loong Bing 
_________ __________ 

 V 2/91 
ML 18 U Rtt 2 2B 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 215 5 Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Expired became ML 182 Hull Frederick H 

V 2/91 
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Par 1: 
.... ...............  

Hull Frederick H ML 18 0 NRCL 29 28 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 546 Parap Darwin Suburban Sees 544-546 & 572-574. Expired became ML 182 
_________ __________ 

 V 2/91 
ML 18 5 W 2W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2!Y3 571 Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Expired became ML 182 Hull Frederick H 

_________ 
 V 2/91 

ML 18 5 NRCt 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 • t3 Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Expired became ML 182 Hull Frederick H 
V 2/91 

ML 18 • Ft 29 28 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 23 57 Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Expired became ML 182 Hull Frederick H 
_____ _____ 

 
__________ 

 V 2/91  
ML 19 5 FJRt 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 20 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Secs 515,557561,584-586671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 

______ _ __________ 
 764  

ML T 5 FJRtt 2 30  01/10/1915 30/09/1936 5S7 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515557561584-586,671-673,678-680762- Vestey William 
764  

ML 19 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 1 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Secs 515,557,561584-586,671-673678-680,762- Vestey Wiliam 
____ __________ ______ 

764 
ML 70  tt •2 r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 23 T5 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 

__________ ___________ ______ 
 764  

ML T O 11TE 2 r 01/1011915 30/09/1936 2 585 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 
______ 

 764 
________________________ 

ML T 0 flRCt 2W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2 586 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 
____ ___________ 

 764 
______________________ 

ML T 1JRt 29  r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 •2 671 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 
_________ __________ 

 764 
ML TJtt W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 672 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 

764  

ML T U 11Rt 79 38 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 = 673 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban  Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 
_________ 

 
______ 

 764  

ML NRt 2 r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 20  678 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 
______ _______ ___________ ______ 

764 
__________________________ 

ML T U NRt F r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2 679 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey Wlliam 
__________ ______ 

 764  

ME T - NRtt 2 W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 680 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557561584-586671-673,678-680,762- Vestey William 
764 

_______ ME T 5 TJRtt r R 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 25 762 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-6862 0,7- Ves
_

tey Willia
______________ 

m 
764  

1TE T NRt 2 r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 20 763 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680762- Vestey William 
__________ 

 764  

ME •• NRtt U 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 764 Vesteys Beach Darwin Suburban Sees 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678-680,762- Vestey Wlliam 
___ 

 764  
ThE NRt F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 

_

502 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
_______ __________ _____ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML P 11Rtt 29  F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2 503 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

589,668-670. Became ML 188  

ML 20 P NRt 29 39 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 504 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey Wlliam 
_________ __________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
_______________________ 

ML F Nt 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 505 Fannie Bay Darwin  Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
__________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188  

ML •F RE 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 506 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556563-566,587- Vestey William 
__________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188  

ML P NRtt 2W F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 U7 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-5667877  Vestey William 
_____ _________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML F NRtt 2 F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 SW Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566587- Vestey William 

_____ _________ __________ 
 589,668-670. Became ML 188 

_______________________ ML 20  P FIRtt 2 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 23 53 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey Wiliam 
_________ __________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188  

ML NRt r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 5T Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sees 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey \Mliiam 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 
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IN 
WN  W-119-1.0. 

N. 

ML 20 P NRCL 29 39 '01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 511 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526552-556563-566587- Vestey William 
_________ 

 

_____ 
589668-670. Became ML 188 

ML P flRtt 2 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 516 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML P 1IRt 29 •• 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 517 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML 20 P 1Rt 1 29 39 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 518 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
________ _____ 

589,666-670. Became ML 188 
ML Y NRtt •2 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2 519 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

_____ _ __________ _____ 

 589,668-670, Became ML 188 
ML 2l3 V 1RCt 2 01110/1915 30/09/1936 2t3 520 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ME 1'It •2 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 521 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

_____ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ME 20  TIRZt r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 - r 522 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

__________ _____ 
 589,668-670. Became ML 188 

1t 'V NRCt 2 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 523 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
__________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ME •• 2Y NRCt 29  r 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2 524 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

_ __________ 
 589668-670. Became ML 188  

ML 23 P NRUE 2F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 525 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
_________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML F NRt 2 F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 526 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey Wlliam 

_____ _________ __________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML P NRCt • F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 23 552 Fannie Bay arwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

_____ ___ __________ 
 589668-670. Became ML 188 

ML P NRCt 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 553 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
_________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML 20 !IRtt •39  01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2!53 554 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

_____ _____ _________ __________ 
 589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML 20 -P flRtt W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 SSS Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
_____ 

•• 

_________ 
 

_____ 
 589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML 2 FIRtE 29  39  01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2t3 556 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-555,563-566,587- Vestey William 

• • 

589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML 20  P TJ1t 29  r 5 30/09/1936 563 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

_____ _ ________ 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML 2U P NRtt 2  30/09/1936 t5 564 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
_____ _ 

ff01/10/1 

__________ 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML 2 P TTRtt 2  30/09/1936 565 FannIe Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- VesteyWilliam 
589,665-670. Became ML 188 

ML 2 P NRt 2W  30/09/1936 20 566 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
__________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
ML P NRt 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 587 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

__________ _____ 
 589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML 20 P Nt 29  W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2 588 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ML !3 P 1Rt —7V 39 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 589 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,557- Vestey William 
_________ 

 589,668-670. Became ML 188 
2t P NRt F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 203 668 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 

__________ _____ ________________ 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ME 5 P NRt F 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 669 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511516-526,552-556,563-566,587- Vestey William 
____ 

 

_ 
589,668-670. Became ML 188 

ME 25 P NRtt r W 01/10/1915 30/09/1936 2T 670 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 502-511,516-526,552-556,563-586,587- Vestey William 
_____ ________________ 

589,668-670. Became ML 188 
Mt 5 U NRtt 01/07/1920 15/09/1930 821 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 821-825 & VCL Near 2.5 M Workshops. Fort Rand Thomas 

GG 26/09/1930 - GL 658 
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TO 

ML 55 0 NRCL 33 56 15/09/1930 I 822 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 821-825 & VCL Near 2.5 M Workshops. Fort '01/07/19201  ' 203 Rand Thomas 
_____ _________ __________ _____ 

 GG 26/09/1930 - GL 658 
ML SS llRtt 01/0711920 15/09/1930 2U3 823 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 821-825 & VCL Near 2.5 M Workshops. Fort Rand Thomas 

_________ 
 

_____ 
 GG 26/09/1930 - GL 658 

ML • 55 1Rt 01/07/1920 15/09/1930 824 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec821-825&VCL71ear2.5MWorkshops. Fort RandThomas 

• 

GG 26/09/1930 - GL 658  
ML 55 0 llRtt •33 56  01/07/1920 15/09/1930 203 825 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 821-825 & VCL Near 2.5 M Workshops. Fort Rand Thomas 

__ __________ 
 GG 26/09/1930 - GL 658 

ML •1 FIRt T 01/01/1920 08/02/1924 Fannie Bay Pt former Aerodrome Res near modern Lots 3067-3077. Dick Ward Miles Shirley 
__ 

 
__ _ 

 Dr& Piayford St. 
ML B •D llRtt 31 67 01/07/1920 30/06/1941 2 828 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 828,829,830 & VCL to E - Pt Stuart Park Robinson Henry 

_ ___________ 
 Primary School Lot 5996  

ML flRt T '7 01/07/1920 30/06/1941 •• t 829 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 828829,830 & VCL to E - pt Stuart Park Robinson Henry 
_________ 

 Primary School Lot 5996 
ML B U• flRtt T 7 01/07/1920 30/06/1941 2 830 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Sec 828,829,830 & VCL to E - pt Stuart Park Robinson Henry 

__ 
 

____ 
 Primary School Lot 5996 

ML 71 •U TJRtt 31 69 01/10/1920 Fannie Bay Pt East Point Reserve E of Sec 420 near Colivas Rd. Became ML Kathanas John M 
_____ 

 
__ 

111 
ML TO •U 1Rt •• 01/10/1923 ••2 444 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML Ttl2 U NRtt !3 •• 01/10/1923 445 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. F gin n  ie Northern Territory Racing 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
Mt TtT •5 NRt 34 ••  01/10/1923 ••203 446 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

__________ 
 

______ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ME T7 • 1IRt T 01/10/1923 20  447 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
_____ __________________ 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ME T2 5• NRtt 01/10/1923 2 

_

448 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML NRCt 01/10/1923 449 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory  Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML NRCt 01/10/1923 449 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory  Racing 
______ 

E-RRCL 

_ ___________ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML NRtt 01/10/1923 •2 Fannie Bay Darwin  Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ 

 Bay Racecourse  Club of Darwin 
ML  •34 9 01/10/1923 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484.-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 5 TRtt 34 9 01/10/1923 20 32 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

__________ 
 Bay Racecourse  Club of Darwin 

ML 1 2 5 TRt T 01/10/1923 •203 453 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
___________ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 TIRt V 01/10/1923 4 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

__________ ______ 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 5 Nfltt V 01/10/1923 23 455 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443450,452-481,484-491 ,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
____ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 5 NRt 01/10/1923 2U 456 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491 ,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

__ ___________ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 1Rt t 01/1011923  203 457 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,460A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ 

 
__ _ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 D 01/10/1923 458 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

__________ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 5 01/10/1923 20 459 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 D Rt 4 01/10/1923 460 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491 ,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 NRt 01/10/1923 203 nie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
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ML 102 0 NRCL 34 9 I 01/10/1923 203 I 462 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ __________ 

 
______ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML T?5 NRt 01/10/1923 2 463 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

______ __________ 
 

______ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML T32 NRt 01/10/1923 2 464 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 0 Tt 34 9 01/10/1923 203 465 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
__ ____ __  Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML T 5 TRt T 01/10/1923 23 466 Fannie Bay arwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481 ,484-491 ,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ __________  Bay Racecourse  Club of Darwin 

ML 5•  NCt 01/10/1923 203 467 Fannie Bay arwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ 

 Bay Racecourse  Club of Darwin 
ML T NRt r •• 01/1011923 2 468 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

___________ 
Bay  Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 115 NRt 01/10/1923 Fannie
___

Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
_________ 

 Bay  Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML T2 - NRtt 01/10/1923 • 33 47 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 •t TRCt 01/10/1923 203 4'71 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

____________ 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 •t5 NRCt •• 01/1011923 • 3 72 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ ______ __________  Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 5 NR7t •34 •V 01/10/1923 DY 47 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ ______ __________ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 NRt 01/10/1923 2U3 74 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

_ _______________ 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 5 FIRtt 01/10/1923 ••23 475 Fannie 
___ 

Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML 102 5 FIRt  34 9 01/10/1923 23 476 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
__ ____ __ __________ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML TtT 0 NRtt 01/10/1923 2t 

_

477
_ 

 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
__________ 

 
__________________ 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 102 flRt 01/10/1923 478 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

______ _ ___________ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML T2 01/10/1923 23 479 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML T2 flRt 01/10/1923 203 480 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450452-481,484-491,449A450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

_ __________ 
 

______ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML TD D 01/10/1923 25 481 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
__ 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML 1 5 0 01/10/1923 203 484 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481 484-491 ,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

______ __________ 
 

______ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML Tt flRt 01/10/1923 2t 485 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484.491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
___ __________ ______ _____________ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML T TIRtt 01/10/1923 tY 486 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

__________ 
 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML T2 1IRt 01/10/1923  203 487 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
__________ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML TI3 1RUE 01/10/1923 20 488 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

____ ___________ ______ __________________ 
Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML TI U 1IRtt 4 01/10/1923 2i3 489 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A.450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
___ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
______ 

ML 1 52  U 1IRtt 34 ' 01/10/1923 
_

490 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 
______ 

 
___________ ______ 

 Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
ML TT 01/10/1923 491 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A. Fannie Northern Territory Racing 

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 
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01, 1 1 1  i ' "'  
17/11/1930 203 443 Fannie Bay - Darwin Suburban See  443-450,452-481,484-491,449A,450A, Fannie Northern Territory Racing ML 102 ' 0 'NRCLI  34 ' 9 01/10/19231  

Bay Racecourse Club of Darwin 

ML T1 U Nt 2 01/07/1930 W6]T7 •2 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 423,424426,427,432 & 433. Expired, Low Wah 
_____ ________ _________ 

became ML 183 V 2/92  
ML T4 - T?5t 2 01/07/1930 30/06/1937 253 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 423,424,426,427,432 & 433. Expired, Low Wah 

became ML 183 V 2/92  

ML 140 5 TJt 2 34 01/07/1930 30/06/1937 203 426 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 423424,426,427,432 & 433. Expired, Low Wah 
_________ 

became ML 183 V 2/92 
ML 11 t • 01/07/1930 30/06/1937 7 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 423,424,426,427,432 & 433. Expired, Low Wah 

became ML 183 V2192  

ML - NAt —Tr 01/07/1930 30/06/1937 T Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 423,424,426,427,432 & 433. Expired, Low Wah 
became ML 183 V 2/92  

ML 140 U Nt 01/07/1930 30/06/1937 •2 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 423,424,426,427,432 & 433. Expired, Low Wah 
became ML 183 V 2/92  

ML TV U CtJt 2 90 01/07/1937 16/02/1939 •203 726 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Lots 726 & 727 to mangroves of Frances Bay. Wynne-Jones Bertram j  j  
Comp Acq CG 8 16/02/1939 

________________________ 

ML TF 5 t1UE 2 0 01/07/1937 16/02/1939 77 Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Lots 726 & 727 to mangroves of Frances Bay. Wy nne-Jones Bertram 
_____ _____ ________ _________ 

 Comp Acq CG 8 16/02/1939  

ML 182 5 Ut T T 01/07/1937 30/06/1939 Parap Former ML 18 V 29/28. Darwin Sub Secs 544546 & 572-574. Ah Fatt Jimmy 
Expired became OL 220  

ML 182 5 CUCL T 91 01/07/1937 30/06/1939 203 545 Parap ormerML 18 V 29/28. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Ah Fatt Jimmy 
______ __________ 

 Expired became OL 220  

ML 182 5 tJtt 01/07/1937 30/06/1939 Parap Former ML 18 V 29/28. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Ah Fall Jimmy 
__________ 

 Expired became OL 220  

ML 182 5 tJt T 01/07/1937 30/06/1939 203 572 Parap Former ML 18 V 29/28. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Ah Fatt Jimmy 
______ ______ _________ __________  Expired became OL 220  

ML 182 5 tJt T V 01/07/1937 30/06/1939 203 573 Parap Former ML 18 V 29/28. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Ah Fall Jimmy 
__ __________ 

 Expired became OL 220 
________________________ 

ML 182 5 tJtt T T 01/07/1937 30/06/1939 57 Parap Former ML 18 V 29/28. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Ah Fall Jimmy 
______ 

 __ 
Expired became OL 220 

ML 183 5 Ut _________ 

01/07/1937 02/01/1940 24 Fannie Bay Former ML 140 V 2/34. Darwin Suburban Secs 424,426,433 Waratah Low Wah 
Cres area. Forfeited 

ML 183 U?t 01/07/1937 02/01/1940 Fannie Bay Former ML 140 V 2/34. Darwin Suburban Secs 424,426,433 Waratah Low Wah 
___________ ________ 

Cres area. Forfeited I _______________________ 

ML 183 5 Ut 01/07/1937 02101/1940 T4 Fannie Bay Former ML 140 V 2/34. Darwin Suburban Secs 424,426,433 Waratah Low \Ah 
Cres area. Forfeited 

____________ 

ML 187 5 ?Ut 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 TS Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 51 8-5,557,561,584-586,671-673,67 North Australian Meat 

__ ____ 
 

______ ______ 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML 187 CtJCt T 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 •2t 557 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 
___ _________ __________ ____ ______ 

680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
ML 187 • UCt •2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2 561 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 

______ 
 

______ _________________ 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TT • Ut •2 4 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 584 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 

______ ______ _______ _ ______ _________________ 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TT Ut 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2i5 585 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 
__ 

 
___________ ____ ______ 

680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
ML TT ?.tJE W 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 586 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19, Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 

__ _________ __ __ _______ 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TT 5 DUCt 2 4 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2t 671 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584556,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 
__ _________ ___________ ______ _________________ 

680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
ML TT UCt 2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2Y 672 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 

_________ _ ____ ______ 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TT 5 tJt 2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 23 673 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 
__ _ ______ 

680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
ML T T UCt 2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 203 678 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-566,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 

680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
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187 0 CUCL 2 94 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 203 679 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat ML 
_________ ___________ ______ 

 680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
ML TT • 5 t1J't •2 01/10/1936 30106/1939 Y 680 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673678- North Australian Meat 

______ _________ ___________ ______ 
 680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TT !Ut 2 01110/1936 30/06/1939 t5 762 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19, Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TT 0 CLICL 2 94 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 ••20 763 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 1  
___________ ______ ______ 

680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 
ML Tff7 tJt 2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 764 Vesteys Beach Former ML 19. Darwin Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671-673,678- North Australian Meat 

______ _________ ___________ ______ _________ 
680,762-764. See ML 202 Company Ltd 

ML TB 5 DUE 2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2 552 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Sees 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
__ __ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TW 5 UE 2 -g5  01/10/1936 30/06/1939 Y 553 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

_____ ________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML 5 U?t 111 00/1936 30/06/1939 •2 554 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
____ _ _ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TW 5 UCL 2 01/10/1936 

_

30/06/1939 555 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs-  552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
__ _____________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TU 5 UUE 2 5 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 •• 556 FannIe Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

_________ ___________ ___ _________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML TR •5 tJCt •2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 563 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
_ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TR cDtt 2 •5 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 •2l5 564 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

_____ ________________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML TB CUE •2 01/10/1936 30/06!193 565 Fannie  Bay Was ML 20, Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
_____ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML T Ut 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 25r 566 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

__ ________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML T Dt 2 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2 581 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TW 5 7Ut 3 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 587

_ 

Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML T 11J't T 95 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 588 Fannie Bay Was ML 20, Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 1  
________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TF CtJt 2 01/10/1936 

__ 

30/06/1939 
_ 

589 Fannie  Bay WasL 20. D Marwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
___ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML T U S 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 668 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

_____ ________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML TF U 01/10/1936 0/0 36/1939 669 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
__ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TW U !Ut 2 5 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2 670 Fannie  Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

_____ ________________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML 1W 15 UE 5 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2tI 882 Fannie  Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
______ ________ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML TW U &Rt S 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 215w 883 Fannie Bay Was ML 20. Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 

_ _ ________ 
670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 

ML T 15 Ut 2 5 01/10/1936 30/06/1939 2i3T 884 Fannie Bay Was ML 20, Darwin Sub Secs 552-556,563-566,581,587-589,668- North Australian Meat 
_ _ _____ 

670 & closed rd. See ML196 Company Ltd 
ML U Ut 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 2t1r 515 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

_________ __________ ______ _________________ 
673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML 2 U ttl'Ct 01107/1939 30/06/1942 2t13 557 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 
_ _____ 

673,678764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
ML 202  U CUt T' 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 561 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2194. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

_________ __ ___ ___________ 
673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

2 tJt 4 01(07/1939 30/06/1942 23 584 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

r-91- ___________ - ______ _________________ 

673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
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NOWN 
ML 202 0 CUCL 4 3 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 203 585 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

_________ __________ ______ 

 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
ML •2t U UtJtt • 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 586 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2194. Sub Secs 515,557561,584-586671- North Australian Meat 

_________ __________ 
 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML • • UCt 01/07/1936 30/06/1942 671 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 516,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 
673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML 202 5 CUCL 4 •• 01107/1939 30/06/1942 203 672 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 
______  

__________ 
673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML 22 5 UCt •4 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 673 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94, Sub Secs 515,557,561,684-586,671- North Australian Meat 
673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML 202 •?Y tJt 4 3 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 678 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,567,661,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 
______ 

 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
ML 202 7F CUCE 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 20 679 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

_________ __________ 
 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML 22 CUCt 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 203 680 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 
__________ 

 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
ML 2U2 CUCt • 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 762 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

_____ 
 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 

ML CUCt 01/07/1939 30/06/1942 20  
_

763 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 
_________ __________ 

 673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
MIT 2U2 • CUCt • 01107/1939 30/06/1942 ••20 764 Vesteys Beach Was ML 187 V 2/94. Sub Secs 515,557,561,584-586,671- North Australian Meat 

673,678,764,762,679,680,763 & Rds Company Ltd 
ThET 23 P CUCL 4 49 01/07/1941 30/06/1962 20 6 The Gardens Darwin Suburban Secs C6, C7, C8, C9, dO Salonika (St Johns). Director of Native Affairs of 

Expired. the NT 
ME T F CtJ?t 4 49 01/07/1941 30/06/1962 203 7 The Gardens Darwin Suburban Secs C6, C7, C8, C9, C10 Salonika (St Johns). Director of Native Affairs of 1  

__________ 
 Expired. the NT 

Tt F CtJCt 01/07/1941 30/06/1962 203 8 The Gardens Darwin Suburban Secs C6, C7, C8, C9, C1O Salonika (St Johns). Director of Native Affairs of 
______ __________ 

 
______ 

 Expired. the NT 
ML 2T P CtTCt 01/07/1941 30/06/1962 9 The Gardens Darwin Suburban Secs C6, C7, C8, C9, C1O Salonika (St Johns). Director of Native Affairs of 

Expired. the NT 
ML 2T UEJUE ••• •• 01107/1941 30/06/1962 tl 10 The Gardens Darwin Suburban Secs C6, C7, C8, C9, C1O Salonika (St Johns). Director of Native Affairs of 

______ __ ___________ ______ 
 Expired. the NT 

MLIC - - 01/07/1936 30/09/1936 708 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 708 + 1.5 chains on E bdy. Exp 30/09/1936. Carolin Hastings M 
Former Explosives Area 

MLIC 4 - 01/09/1936 28/02/1937 2D3 451 Ludmilla Darwin Suburban Sec 451. Part modern Lot 5406. Expired Lew Fatt Charlie 
28/02/1937. Became MLIC 393  

MLIC 393 —F - - 01/07/1940 30/09/1940 203 451 Ludmilla Former MLIC 294 over Darwin Suburban Sec 451. Expired Hunt David S 
30/09/1940 

____________ 

MLIC 486 U - - - 01/12/1946 
_____ 

 

28/02/1947 - Fannie Bay Card torn. Opp Darwin Sub Secs 513,514,558 below HWM Fannie 
Bay. Expired 28/02/1947. Became MLIC 492  

Upstill Walter, Levy Arthur 

MLIC 492 - - - Fannie Bay Former MLIC 486 (torn rent card) opposite Darwin Suburban Secs Upstill Walter, Levy Arthur? 
_______ 

513,514,558 below HVVM of Fannie Bay 
MLIC MLIC 524 P•  - - 

_________ 

01/10/1948 30/09/1949 20  Fannie Bay bu On Fannie Bay beach opposite Darwin Surban Sec 676. Expired Darwin Excavating Company 
______ __________ __________ 

 30/09/1949  

MLIC 534 F - 01/01/1949 31/03/1949 203 Fannie Bay On Fannie Bay beach opposite Darwin Suburban Secs 513,514,538. Dainton Harold 
_____ _____ _________ _________ ___________ 

See MLlC's461 492  

MUG 541 P - - 01/02/1949 30/04/1949 2t3 Fannie'ay On Fannie Bay beach opp Darwin Suburban Secs 513,514,538. See Fong \Mlliam 
MLlC's461 492,534 

__________ 

MLIC  586 P - - 01/03/1950 T05/1950 2U3 Fannie Bay Opposite Darwin Suburban Sec 514, Fannie Bay Beach. NTA Series Darwin Excavating Company 
__ 

 
_________________________ 

MLIC 760 F - 01/03/1954 31/05/1954 2t Darwin?? SE of old Darwin Suburban Section 744. NTA F33. Expired Carter James P 
31/05/1 954  

OL 127 F - - 01/07/1921 30/06/1929 20  338 FannIe
__ 

Bay? Pt Darwin Suburban Section 338. Expired became OL 169 Colivas Daonessos 

OL 169 F - 01/07/1929 30/06/1934 2 338 Fannie Bay? FormerOL 127. Pt Darwin Suburban Section 338. Expired became Colivas Daoneseos 
0L189 
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OL 175 P I 01/08/1930 1 31/07/1931 203 522 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Sec 522. Became OL 182 Christina Gordon 

OL 182 P - 01108/1931 31/07/1932 2t53 522 Fannie Bay Former OL 175 over Darwin Suburban Section 522. Expired Christina Gordon 
_______ 

31/07/1932 ___________________ OL 189 P - - 01/07/1934 30/06/1937 2 338 Fannie Bay Former OL 169 over Pt Darwin Suburban Lot 338. Became OL 209 Coliv
___
as Da

__
oneseos 

OL 209 F j 

 - 
- - 01/07/1937 30/0611942 203 338 Fannie Bay Former OL 189 over Pt Darwin Suburban Lot 338. Expired 1-laritos Eustratios G 

OL 214 P - - 01/09/1938 31/06/1939 25 425 Fannie Bay In SW corner of Darwin Suburban Sec 425 (near entrance Waratah Jackson John I-I 
______ ______ _________ __________ ______ 

 Oval). Exp 31 /08/1939 
________________________ 

OL 215 - - - - 01/09/1938 31/08/1942 615 Stuart Park Adj Darwin Suburban Section 615- Bishop St Molen Alfred 

OL P - - 01/07/1939 30/06I140 2D 544 Parap Former ML 182 V 2/91. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Chong Youn Loy, Yuen Shin 
___________ ______ ____________ 

Became OL 223. Parap Shops 
__________________________ 

OL -F 01/07/1939 30/06/1940 2t 545 Parap Former ML 182 V 2/91. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Chong Youn Loy, Yuen Shin 
_ __________ ___________ 

 Became OL 223. Parap Shops  

OL 2 - 01/07/1939 30/06/1940 213 546 Parap Former ML 182 V 2/91. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Chong Youn Loy, Yuen Shin 
______ 

 
__________ ______ ____________ 

Became OL 223. Parap Shops 
___________ _ _____ OL 25 - - 01/07/1939 30/06/1940 ••2t5 572 Parap Former ML 182 V 2/91. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546  & 572-574. Chong Youn Loy, Yuen Shin 

_________ __________ ______ ____________ 
Became OL 223. Parap Shops 

___________ _ _____ 

220 F - - 01/07/1939 30/06/1940 2t 573 Parap Former ML 182 V 2/91. Darwin  Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Chong Youn Loy, Yuen Shin 
_ _________ 

 Became OL 223. Parap Shops  

OL 20  - - 01/07/1939 30/06/1940 20 574 Parap Former ML 182 V 2/91. Darwin Sub Secs 544-546 & 572-574. Chong Youn Loy, Yuen Shin 
__________  Became OL 223. Parap Shops  

01/07/1940 30/06/1943 ••203 545 Parap Former OL 220. Darwin Suburban Secs 545,546 & 572-574. Became Ah Fall Jimmy 
_ _________ __________ ______ 

 OL 223. Parap Shops 
_________________________ 

OL - - 01/07/1940 30/06/1943 2t5 546 Parap Former OL 220. Darwin Suburban Secs 545,546 & 572-574. Became Ah Fall Jimmy 
_________ __________ _____ 

 OL 223. Parap Shops 
________________________ 

01/07/1940 30/06/1943 572 Parap Former OL 220. Darwin Suburban Secs 545,546 & 572-574. Became Ah Fall Jimmy 
OL 223. Parap Shops  

OL • 23 P - - 01/07/1940 30/06/1943 203 573 Parap Former OL 220. Darwin Suburban Secs 545,546 & 572-574. Became Ah Fall Jimmy 
__________ 

 OL 223. Parap Shops  

01/07/1940 30/06/1943 203 574 Parap Former OL 220. Darwin Suburban Secs 545,546 & 572-574. Became Ah Fall Jimmy 
______ __________ __________ ______ 

 OL 223. Parap Shops 
________________ 

OL 279 P-  - 01109/1950 31/08/1951 2 544 Parap Former STL 38 CUCL 9/63 over Darwin Suburban Section 544 & pt Gee Kwong Yet 
ATL 20 

________ 
 

01/11/1952 31/10/1957 203 657 Parap S of Darwin Suburban Section 657 Smith Alfred J, Lauder 
_ ___ _____ ___ __ ______ 

Sydney 
SL 13 U 1ITt T 01/01/1887 

__________ 

O6/01/191 2 7W Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Sec 728 adj Riwy Res Gaz 20/12/1894 within Hilison John C 
___________ ____________ 

modern Lot 5468. 999, p=640 
__________________________ 

SL 17 U Wtt W S 01/01/1890 30/06/1893 • 2D 78  Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678,679,680 (mcI pt Darwin Bowls Club) Ah Fi 
_____ _____ ______ 

became SL 19V 14/21 
___________________ 

SL 17 - TJTt S4 
________ 

01/01/1890 30/06/1893 ff7 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678,679,680 (mcI pt Darwin Bowls Club) Ah Fi 
_____ _________  became SL 19 V 14/21  

SL 17 U NTt S 01/01/1890 30/06/1893 203 680 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678,679,680 (Incl pt Darwin Bowls Club) Ah Fi 
________ _________ _______ 

became SL 19V 14/21 
_____________________ 

SL 18 5 TSflt 5 01/01/1890 02/10/1895 2U3 77 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 767,768,769 Conacher St Museum/Ski Club. Sung Lee 
_ __ 

 Became SL 20. 999,p=695. Forfeited NTTG 15/07/1892 
_______________________ 

SL 18 5 1T1t ! 01/01/1890 02/10/1895 2tIY 7 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 767,768,769 Conacher St Museum/Ski Club. Sung Lee 
____ __________ _______ 

Became SL 20. 999,p695. Forfeited NTTG 15/07/1892  

SL 18 5 NTt 01/01/1890 02/10/1895 7 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 767,768,769 Conacher St Museum/Ski Club. Sung Lee 
_____ _________ __________ 

 Became SL 20. 999,p=695. Forfeited NTTG 15/07/1892  

SL 19 U Rt IT 2F 01/07/1893 18/10/1900 •2U Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 17 N of Darwin You Kwong San 
Bowls Club. Became SL 29 _ ____________________ 

SL 19 5 TI t R IT T 01/07/1893 18/10/1900 679 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 17 N of Darwin You Kwong___ San 
Bowls Club. Became SL 29 
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NA 

SL I 19 0 I NRCL 14 21 I 01 /07/1893 1 18/10/1900 I 203 680 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 17 N of Darwin You Kwong San 
_____ _________ __________ _____ 

 Bowls Club. Became SL 29  
SL •?5 NRt 1T 2T 01/07/1893 23103/1895 767 The Gardens Ski Club & Museum area. Darwin Suburban Secs 767,768,769. You Kit San 

_____ _________ _________ _____  Former SL 18 
______________________ 

SL 2 NRtt T 01/07/1893 23/03/1895 768 The Gardens Ski Club & Museum area. Darwin Suburban Secs 767,768,769. You Kit San 
Former SL 18  

SL 20 0 TJRt •IT 22 01/07/1893 23/03/1895 769 The Gardens Ski Club & Museum area. Darwin Suburban Secs 767,768,769. You Kit San 
Former SL 18  

SL Nt 14 23 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 203 821 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
__________ _____  Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 2T U NRtt •IT 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 822 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
_____ _________ __________ 

 Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL T•  5 NRtt •1T 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 2 823 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
_________ __ _____  Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL U T1t 1 4 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 2tI3 824 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 21 U TJRt 14 23 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 203 825 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
__ __________ 

 Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 21 Nt IT 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 203 826 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
_________ __________  Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 21 U TRtt IT 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 • 03 827 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
__________ 

Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

--Sr—  21 5 IT 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 Stuart Park  Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
__ ___________ 

Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 21 •?Y fIR?t IT 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 203  Stu
_

art Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
_________ 

 Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 21 fRtt IT 2 01/10/1893 06/01/1913 2t3 l33 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821 -830 near Stuart Park Primary School. Dudiney Henry 
_ __________ ________________ 

Determ Rgd 06/01/1913  

SL 29 5 NE •• 01/10/1900 06/01/1913 20  Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 19 N of Darwin Kwong San You 
_________ 

 Bowls Club 
________________________ 

SL 29 5 NRtt 01/10/1900 06I01/1913 679 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 19 N of Darwin Kwong San You 
Bowls Club  

SL FIRtt 2 01/10/1900 06/01/1913 680 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 19 N of Darwin Kwong San You 
__________ _____ 

 Bowls Club  

SL RRtt 20 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 23r 821 Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart  Park Primary  Sch. Sung Gee 
_____  

Former SL 21  

SL ••?Y NRtt 2 2 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 23 822 Stuart  Park  Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart  Park Primary  Sch. Sung Gee 
____ __________  

Former SL 21  

SL • 5ll 5 t11E 25 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 823 Stuart  Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830  near Stuart  Park Primary  Sch. Sung Gee 
Former SL 21  

SL 5 Ft 25 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 •• 824 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee 
______  

Former SL 21  

SL FIRt 2 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 2 825 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee 
Former SL 21  

SL 30 ZT  20 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 203 826 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee 
____ 

 Former SL 21  

SL 3 FIRtt 2 2 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 2?5r 
_

827 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee 
Former SL 21  

SL 30 0 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 203 828 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee NRCL I  
__________  

Former SL 21 
SL FCt 2 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 2t 829 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821 -830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee 

Former SL 21 
__ 

 
_______ 

SL 0 25 01/10/1900 01/03/1905 2 830 Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Secs 821-830 near Stuart Park Primary Sch. Sung Gee 
Former SL 21  

SL FITtt 7 01/10/1907 13Y 679 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 29 N of Darwin Kwong San Yon 
Bowls Club. 999,p694 
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fly 

SL 33 0 NTCL 27 3 01/10/1907 203 680 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680. Former SL 29 N of Darwin Kwong San Yon 
__________ ___________ ______ 

 Bowls Club. 999,p694  
SL 33 flTt 27 ••• 01/10/1907 27/10/1916 2tlF 678 Fannie Bay Darwin Suburban Secs 678, 679, 680, Former SL 29 N of Darwin Kwong San Yori 

__________ __________ ______  Bowls Club. 999,p=694 
________________________ SPL 15 - tJt 22/04/1946 21/04/1947 •ö 689 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 689 near modern Lot 1807 Parap/Hingston. On Charlie 

Became STL 132 CUCL 9/10 
STL 1 5 CUCt 7 •3 01/04/1947 01/02/1951 ••203 663 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 663 within mod Lot 2168. Became LTL 12. Seale George C 

__ __________ 
 Determ 01/02/1951 

_______________________ STL • CUCt 01/09/1947 30/06/1951 542 Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 542,543. Became ATL 20, pt LTL 70,LTL 90, Gee Kwong Yet 
______ __________ ___________ ______ 

 OL 279 near Parap Shops  

STL B CUCt 01/09/1947 30/06/1951 2 543 Parap Darwin Suburban Secs 542,543. Became ATL 20, pt LTL 70,LTL 90, Gee Kwong Yet 
__________ 

 OL 279 near Parap Shops  

TE T3 CtJCt 01/02/1948 30/06/1951 20 535 Parap Pt of Darwin Suburban Secs 535,536 near modern Lot 3159. Became Tokmakoff Lya 
___________  pt LTL's 547,548 

________________ STL 1 5 U CUCt 01/02/1948 30/06/1951 536 Parap Pt of Darwin Suburban Secs 535,536 near mod Lot 3159. Became Tokmakoff Lya 
_________ 

 
_____ 

 AlL 21?,pt LTL's 547,548  

STL T CUCt T0 01/07/1947 30/06/1951 689 Parap Darwin Suburban Sec 689 near modern Lot 1807 cnr Parap / On Charlie 
Hlngston St. Former SPL 15  

STL 194 CtJCt 72 01/10/1948 30/06/1951 W Stuart Park Darwin Suburban Section 747 near modern Lot 2772. Became LTL Berg Charles 
Mr 559 



Appendix II 

A 1999 overlay of 1945 aerial photograph of the Fannie Bay area showing the layout 

of post-World War II suburban planning, the location of buildings and changes to the 

road system since 1945. 

Compiled by Hugh Bekker, Airesearch Mapping Pty. Ltd. 

Note: A large-scale version of the map, printed and laminated courtesy of the 

Department of Lands, Planning and Environment, Darwin, is on display at the Fannie 

Bay History and Heritage Society exhibition at the Fannie Bay Gaol. 
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